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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUABIES
OF LONDON.

SESSION 18831884.

Thursday, November 29th, 1883.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From Rev. W. C. Boulter, F.S.A.: The Great Orphan Book and Book of Wills
at the Council House, Bristol. Notes of the Wills contained therein. By
Thomas Procter Wadley, M.A. 8vo. 1881.

From the Editor, W. F. Carter, Esq.: The Midland Antiquary. Vol. i., and
vol. ii. No. 5. 8vo. London and Birmingham, 1883.

From the Author, M. Leopold Delisle, Hon. F.S.A.:

1. Notice sur les Manuscrits Disparus de la Bibliotheque de Tours pendant
la premiere moitie du XIX siecle. (Extrait des Notices et Extraits des

MSS. Tome xxxi., 1 partie.) 4to. Paris, 1883.

2. Les Manuscrits du Comte d'Ashburnham. Rapport a M. le Ministre de
1' Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts. (Extrait de la Bibliotheque de
PEcole des Chartes.) 8vo. Paris, 1883.

From Harvard College : Class of 1843. Memorabilia. By W. A. Richardson.
8vo. 1883.

From the American Philosophical Society: Proceedings. Vol. xx. No. 112.
8vo. Philadelphia, 1882.

From the Trustees of the New York State Library: 62ud to 64th Annual
Reports. 8vo. Albany, 1880-2.

From the Author, E. A. Barber, Esq., A.M.: Five Octavo Tracts.

1. Pueblo Pottery. (From the American Naturalist, June. 1881.)

2. The Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art, Philadelphia.
Catalogue of the Collection of Tobacco Pipes. 1882.

3. Mound Pipes. (The American Naturalist. Vol. xvi. April, 1882.)
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4. Antiquity of the Tobacco Pipe in Europe. Part ii. -Switzerland.

5. Catlinite. Its Antiquity as a Material for Tobacco Pipes. (Prom the

American Naturalist, July, 1883.)

From the Author: The Correct Arms of the State of New York, as established

by law since March 16, 1778. By H. A. Homes, LL.D. 8vo. Albany,
1880.

Prom the Author: A Brief Account of the more important Public Collections

of American Archeology in the United States. By Henry Phillips, Jr.

8vo. 1883.

Prom the Sussex Archaeological Society: Collections. Vol. xxxiii. 8vo-

Lewes, 1883.

From the Incorporated Church Building Society: The Church Builder. Nos.

xv. and xvi. New Issue. Oct. and July. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary j.-or Devon
and Cornwall Note Book. Parts ii.-vi., Third Series, June -Oct., and
Title and Index to Vol. 2. 4to. Plymouth, 1883.

Prom the Author: The English Village Community examined in its relations

to the Manorial and Tribal Systems, and to the Common or Open Pield

System of Husbandry. An Essay in Economic History. By Frederic See-

bohm, P.S.A. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Mineral Baths Committee of the Bath Corporation, through the

Author: The Bathes of Bathe's Ayde in the reign of Charles 2 n<1
. By

Charles E. Davis, F.S.A. 4to. Bath, 1883.

From the Author: Sparsholt Feast. A Sermon. By Oswald J. Reichel. 8vo.

Paignton, 1883.

From the East India Association: Journal. Nos. 2-6, vol. xv. 8vo. London,1883-

From the Author: Archseological Handbook of the county of Gloucester ;
and

Archaeological Map of Gloucestershire. By G. B. Witts, C.E. Two vols.

8vo. Cheltenham. [1883.]

From H. E. Montgomerie, Esq., F.S.A. : Publications of the Grampian Club,
19 vols. 8vo. London and Edinburgh, 1869-82.

Scotland, Social and Domestic: Memorials of Life and Manners in North
Britain. By Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1869.

The Jacobite Lairds of Gask. By T. L. Kington Oliphant. 1870.

Monuments and Monumental Inscriptions in Scotland. By Rev. C. Rogers,
LL.D. 2 vols. 1871-2.

Estimate of the Scottish Nobility during the minority of James the Sixth.

By Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1873.

Boswelliana: the Commonplace Book of James Boswell. With a memoir
and annotations by Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D., and introductory remarks by

. Lord Houghton. 1874.

Diocesan Registers of Glasgow. 2 vols. Edited by Joseph Bain and Rev.

C. Rogers, LL.D. 1875.

Three Scottish Reformers: Alexander, Earl of Glencairn, Henry Balnaves
of Halhill, and John Davidson, Minister of Prestonpans. Edited by Rev.

C. Rogers, LL.D. 1876.

Genealogical Memoirs of the Family of Robert Burns and of the Scottish

House of Burnes. By Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1877.

Genealogical Memoirs-of the Family of Sir Walter Scott, Bart., with a re-

print of his Memorials of the Haliburtons. By Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1877.

Historical Notices of St. Anthony's Monastery, Leith, and Rehearsal of

Events (1635-45). By Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1877,

Register of the Collegiate Church of Crail. By Rev. C. Rogers,,LL.D. 1877.

The Charters of the Priory of Beauly, with Notices of the Priories of Plus-

cardine and Ardchattan, and of the family of the founder, John Byset. By
E. C. Batten, 1877.
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Chartulary of the Cistercian Priory of Coldstream with relative documents.

Edited by Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1879.

Genealogical Memoirs of John Knox and of the Family of Knox. By Rev.

C. Rogers, LL.D. 1879.

Rental Book of the Cistercian Abbey of Cnpar-Angus, with the Breviary of

the Register. Edited by Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 2 vols. 1879-80.

History of the Chapel Royal of Scotland, with the Register of the Chapel

Royal of Stirling. By Rev. C. Rogers, LL.D. 1882.

From the Royal Geographical Society: Proceedings. Vol. v., Nos. 7-11. July
to Nov. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Editor, Rev. B. H. Blacker: Gloucestershire Notes and Queries.
Parts xix. and xx. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author, Rev. T. W. Wood:
1. The Degrees, Gowns, and Hoods of the British, Colonial, Indian, and
American Universities and Colleges. 4to. London [1883].

2. Eldersfield and its Associations. 8vo. London [1883].

From the Author: Di due Statuette Etrusche e di una Iscrizione Etrusca

dissotterrate nelP Apennino Bolognese. Memoria del Giovanni Gozzadini.

4to. Rome, 1883.

From the Royal Society: Proceedings. Vol. xxxv. Nos. 225 and 226. 8vo.

London, 1883.

From the New-England Historic Genealogical Society: The Register, Nos. 147

and 148, vol. xxxvii. July and October. 8vo. Boston, 1883.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland: The Journal.

New Series. Vol. xv. Parts 3 and 4 [completing the vol.] 8vo. London,
1883.

From the Author: Genealogy of the Family of Gresham. By Granville

Leveson Gower, Esq., F.S.A. Not published. 4to. London, 1883.

From the British Archaeological Association: Journal. Vol. xxxix. Pts. 1-3.

March to September. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Institute of Archaeological Correspondence, Rome:

1. Monumenti Inediti. Vol. xi. Tav. 37-48. Folio. Rome, 1882.

2. Annali. Vol. lix. Svo. Rome, 1882.

3. Bullettino per 1'anno 1882. 8vo. Rome, 1882.

From the Archaeological Society of Agram (Croatia): Viestnik Hrvatskoga
Arkeologickoga Druztva. Godina v. Br. 3. 8vo. Zagrebu, 1883.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association: Archaeologia Cambrensis.

Fourth Series. Vol. xiv., Nos. 54 and 55. 8vo. London, 1883.

From J. H. Parker, Esq., C.B., F.S.A.: The Architectural History of the City
of Rome, based on J. H. Parker's "

Archaeology of Rome "
: for the use of

Students. By Arthur Shadwell. 2nd edition. 8vo. Oxford, 1883.

From the Author: The Direct Ancestry of- the late Jacob Wendell, of Ports-

mouth, New Hampshire. 1614-1664. By J. R. Stanwood. 8vo. Boston, 1882.

From the Society for Psychical Research: Proceedings. Vol. i. Parts 2 and 3.

Svo. London, 1883.

From the Royal United Service Institution :

1. Journal. Vol. xxvi., Appendix, and vol. xxvii., Nos. 120 and 121. Svo.

London, 1883.

2. List of Members, 15th
April, 1883. Svo. London, 1SS3.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland:

1. Journal. Vol. xiii., Nos. i. and ii. August. Svo. London, 1883.

2. List of Members, corrected to November, 1883. Svo. London.

From the Author: The Church under Queen Elizabeth. An Historical Sketch.

By the Rev. F. G. Lee, D.D. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1880.
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From the Trustees of the National Portrait Gallery, through G. Scharf, Esq.,

F.S.A., Secretary: Twenty-Sixth Annual Report. Folio. London. 1883.

From the Smithsonian Institution:

1. Miscellaneous Collections. Vols. xxii.-xxvii. 8vo. Washington, 1882-3.

2. Annual Report of the Board of Regents for the year 1881. 8vo.
*

Wash-

ington, 1883.

From the Chetham Society: Publications. 3 vols. 4to. Manchester, 1880-3.

Vol. cviii. Collectanea Anglo-Poetica. By the late Rev. Thomas Corser,

M.A., F.S.A. Partx. (1880.)

Vol. cix. Nathan Walworth's Correspondence. Edited by J, S. Fletcher;

(1880.)

Vol. cxi. Collectanea Anglo-Poetica. Part xi. Conclusion. (1883.)

From the Associated Architectural Societies: Reports and Papers, 1882. Vol.

XT!., Pts. i. and ii. 8vo. Lincoln, 1882.

From the Royal Institution of Cornwall: Journal. Volume vii., Part 4. July.

8vo. Truro, 1883.

From the Virginia Historical Society: Collections. New Series. Vol. iii.

(The Official Records of Robert Dinwiddie. Edited by R. A. Brock,
Vol. i.) 8vo. Richmond, Va., 1883.

From Henry Wagner, Esq., M.A., F.S.A. : Schweizerisches Idiotikon. Worter-

buch der schweizerdeutschen Sprache. V. Heft. Bearbeitet von F. Staub

und L. Tobler. 4to. Frauenfeld, 1883.

From the Netherlands Museum of Antiquities: Aegyptische Monumenten,
uitgegeven op last der hooge regering door Dr. C. Leemans. 28e

Aflevering
of 5e

Aflevering van de IIP Afdeeling. Folio. Leyden, 1882.

From the Archaeological Society of Namur, through E. W. Brabrook, Esq.,
F.S.A.: Annales. Tome 15me . 4e Livraison. 8vo. Namur, 1883.

From the Trustees of the British Museum:

1. Catalogue of Prints and Drawings. Division I. Political and Personal

Satires. Vol. iv. (1761-1770). Prepared byF. G. Stephens, and containing

many descriptions by Edward Hawkins, late Keeper of the Antiquities,
F.R.S. 8vo. London, 1883.

2. Catalogue of Early Prints. German and Flemish Schools. Vol. ii. By
W. H. Willshire, M.D. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author: On the Development and Distribution of Primitive Locks
and Keys. By Lieut.-General Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S. Illustrated by specimens
in the Pitt-Rivers collection. 4to. London, 1883.

From the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland: The
Archaeological Journal. Vol. xl. Nos. 158 and 15$. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographcal Association. Excursion to

Hedon and Patrington. Programme and Arrangements. 8vo. Worksop, 1883.

From the Royal Irish Academy :

1. Transactions. Vol. xxvii. Polite Literature and Antiquities, v. ; and
vol. xxviii. Science, xi.-xiii. 4to. Dublin, 1882-83.

2. Proceedings. Polite Literature and Antiquities. Vol. ii., Series ii. No. 4
;

and Science. Vol. iii., Series ii. Nos. 9 and 10. 8vo. Dublin, 1882-83.

From the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society: The Magazine.
No. Ixi. August. Vol. xxi. 8vo. Devizes, 1883.

From the Communal Archaeological Commission of Rome: Bullettino. Anno xi.

Num. 2, 3. Serie ii. Aprile-Settembre. 8vo. Rome, 1883.

From the Numismatic Society of London: The Numismatic Chronicle. Vol. iii.

Third Series. Part ii. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Academy of Inscriptions and Letters (Institute of France): Comptes
Rendusdes Seances de 1'annee, 1883. Quatrieme Serie, Tomexi. Bulletin
d'Avril-Mai-Juin. 8vo.

'

Paris, 1883.
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From the Author: The Manufacturing Industries of Worcestershire. By W.
D. Curzon. 8vo.

From the Society of Biblical Archteology: Proceedings. Nov. 1882 to June
1883. Vol. v. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Editor, Josiah Rose, Esq. : Lancashire and Cheshire Historical and

Genealogical Notes. Part xi. 4to. Leigh, 1883.

From the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland: The
Journal. Vol. vi. Fourth series. April. No. 54. 8vo. Dublin, 1883.

From the Society for Useful Investigations, Troves: Die Ausgrabung des

Buchenlochs bei Gerolstein in der Eifel und die quaterniiren Bewohnungs-
spuren in demselben. Von Eugen Bracht. 4to. Treves, 1883.

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.: The Journal of Hellenic Studies.

Vol. iv. No. 1. April. Text and Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. and folio. London,
1883.

From the President and Council of University College, London: Calendar.
Session MDCCCLXXXIII.-LXXXIV. 8vo. London, 1883.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. The Latin Play at a Catholic School. (Edgbaston, 1883.) By "An Ancient
Actor." 8vo. St. Nicholas Cole Abbey.
2. On the Native Levies raised by the Romans in Britain. By the Rev-

Joseph Hirst. [Reprinted from the -Journal of the Roy. Archaeol. Instit-

Vol. xl. p. 243.] 8vo. Exeter, 1883.

From the Editor, Sir John Maclean, F.S.A.: Annals of Chepstow Castle, or six

centuries of the Lords of Striguil from the Conquest to the Revolution.

By J. F. Marsh. Privately printed. 4to. Exeter, 1883.

From the Author: An Account of the White Kennett Library of the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. By Charles Deane.
8vo. Cambridge, U.S., 1883.

From the Author: Papal Medals of the Fifteenth Century. By the Rev. Canon
Pownall, F.S.A. Reprinted from the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. iii., Third

Series, pages 136-164. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects:

1. The Transactions. Session 1882-83.

2. Proceedings : 1883-84. Nos. 1-3.

3. List of Members : 1883-4. [Forty-ninth session.] 4to. London, 1883.

From the Society of Antiquaries of the Morinie:

1. Memoires. Tome xviii. (1882-3.) 8vo. Saint-Omer, 1883.

2. Bulletin Historique. Trente-deuxieme annee. Nouvelle serie. 126
Livraison. Svo. Saint-Omer, 1883.

From the Academy of Sciences, Letters, and Arts of Rouen: Resume Analy-
tique des Travaux de PAcademic pendant 1'annee 1881-1882. 8vo. Rouen,
1883.

From the Archaeological Society of the Department of Constantine: Recueil
des Notices et Memoires de la Societe. l er Volume de la Troisieme Serie.

22nd Volume de la. Collection. 1882. 8vo. Constantine (Algiers), 1883.

From the Editor, Fr
. Philpin de Riviere, through the Rev. Dr. F. G. Lee,

F.S.A.: Le Chantre du Lilja ou le Skalde de la Sainte Vierge en Islande

au xivme . siecle. Avec Traduction du Poeme en vers Fran$ais. 8vo.

Rome. 1883.

From W. J. Belt, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.:

1. Reminiscences, 1854. Rome, Latium, Etruria. By W. J. Belt. 8vo.

York, 1883.

2. Song of the Little Baltung (A.D. 39,">). Choral Ballad. The words
written by the Rev. Charles Kingsley. The music by A. M. Smith (Mrs.
Meadows White). 8vo. London.
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From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries: Memoires. Nouvelle Serie.

1882-4. (Two Parts.) 8vo. Copenhagen.
From the Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society: Proceed-

ings. Vol. xxviii. New Series, vol. viii. 8vo. Taunton, 1883. .

From the Publisher: A Catalogue of Twenty Thousand Engraved Portraits,

chiefly of personages connected with the History and Literature of .Great

Britain. By J. R. Smith. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Camden Society: Publications. New Series xxxii. The Voyage to

Cadiz in 1625. Being a Journal written by John Glanville. Never before

printed. From Sir John Eliot's MSS. at Port Eliot. Edited by the Rev.

A. B. Grosart. 4to. London, 1883.

From the Author: Inscriptions on the Bronze Tablets recently placed on the.

Gates of the older Burial Grounds in Boston, Massachusetts. Prepared by
Samuel A. Green. 8vo. Cambridge, 1883.

From the Author: The Renaissance and Italian Styles of Architecture in

Great Britain. (A List of Dated Edifices, 1430 to 1705.) By W?att Pap-
worth. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Royal University of Norway:
1. Foreningen til Norske Fortidsmindesmerkers Bevaring. Aarsberetning
for 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881. 8vo. Christiania, 1879-82.

2. Norske Bygninger fra Fortiden, med Text af N. Nicolaysen. 10 og 11

Hefte. Folio. Christiania, 1879-80.

3. Kunst og Haandverk fra Norges Fortid. Ved N. Nicolaysen. 1 og 2

Hefte. Folio. Christiania, 1881-2.

3. Hovestuen paa Bygdo. Af. Dr. Yngvar Nielsen. Folio. 1882.

4. Myntfundet fra Grseslid i Thydalen. Beskrevet af Dr. L. B. Stenersen.

4to. Christiania, 1881.

From the Author, Mr. O. Rygh : -Four octavo Tracts, viz. :

I. Om Helleristninger i Norge. 1873.

II. Bidrag til en Oversigt over den skandinaviske Stenalder i Norge. 1876.

III. Norske Myntfund fra det niende Aarhundrede. 1876.

IV. Fund fra broncealderen i det nordenfjeldske Norge. 1880.

From the Editor, Captain R. C. Temple: Panjab Notes and Queries. Nos. I.

and II. Vol. i. October and N6vember. 4to. Allahabad. 1883.

From the Historical Society of Oberpfalz and Regensburg : Verhandlungen.
36ter und 37ter Band. 8vo. Stadtamhof, 1882-3.

From the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,
and Art: Report and Transactions. [Exmouth, July.] Vol. xv. 8vo.

Plymouth, 1883.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences, Letters, and Fine A*r1s of Belgium:

1. Memoires. Vols. xliii., pt. 2, and xliv. 4to. Brussels, 1882.

2. Memoires Couronnes et Memoires des Savants Etrangers. Vols. xliv.

and xlv. 4to. Brussels, 1882-3.

3. Memoires Couronnes et Autres Memoires. Collection in 8. Vols. xxxi.
and xxxiii. xxxv. 8vo. Brussels, 1881-3.

4. Bulletins. 50me-52me Annees. 3me Serie, Tomes 1-5. 8vo. Brussels,
1881-3.

5. Tables Generates du Recueil des Bulletins. 2me Serie. Tomes xxxi.
a 1. (1867 a 1880.) 8vo. Brussels, 1883.

6. Annuaire. 1882, 1883. (Annees 48 et 49.) 12mo . Brussels, 1882-3.

7. Table Chronologique des Chartes et Diplomes Imprimes concernant

1'Histoire de la Belgique, par Alphonse Wauters. Tome vi. (1280-1300.)
4to. Brussels, 1881.

8. Collection des Voyages des Souverains des Pays-Bas ; publiee par MM.
Gachard et Piot. Tomes iii. et iv. 4to. Brussels, 1881-2.
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9. Correspondance du Cardinal de Granvelle, 1565-1583, publiee par M.

Edmond Poullet. Tome iii. 4to. Brussels, 1881.

10. Cartulaire cles Comtes de Hainaut, de 1'avenement de Guillaume IT. a la

mort de Jacqueline de Baviere ; public par Leopold Devillers. Tome i
er

.

4to. Brussels, 1881.

11. Relations Politiques des Pays-Bas et de 1'Angleterre, sous le regne de

Philippe II., publiees par M. le Baron Kervyn De Lettenhove. Tomes i.-m.

4to. Brussels, 1882-3.

From the Compiler, R. S. Boddington, Esq. : Pedigree of the Family of Shep-

pard. See Burke's "Landed Gentry." Privately Printed. 4to. London,

1883.

From the Editor and co-Editor, the Kev. J. W. Ebsworth, M.A., F.S.A.:

1. Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream. The First Quarto, 1600; a

fac-simile in photo-lithography, by William Griggs. With Introduction.

Sm. 4to. London, 1880.

2. Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream. The Second Quarto, 1600 :

a fac-simile in photo-lithography, by William Griggs. With Introduction.

Sm. 4to. London, 1880.

3. The Kentish Garland. Edited by Julia H. L. De Vaynes. With Addi-

tional Notes, and Pictorial Illustrations copied from the rare Originals.

(Two Volumes.) I. The County in General ; II. On Persons and Places.

8vo. Hertford, 1881-2.

From the Author: Notice of the Head of an Iron Halberd found in an Excava-

tion at Teignmouth, and of the place in which it was discovered. By G.

W. Ormerod, M.A., F.G.S. 8vo. Plymouth, 1883.

From the Author: Miscellanea Marescalliana, being Genealogical Notes on the

surname of Marshall. Collected by G. W. Marshall, LL.D. Vol. i. (in two

parts.) 8vo. [1883.]

From the Author: Collegao de Tratados e concertos de pazes da India, por J.

F. Judice Biker. Tomo iii. 8vo. Lisbon, 1883.

From the Author : The Recumbent Monumental Effigies in Northamptonshire.

Measured and drawn by Albert Hartshorne. A Series of Photographs from

128 scale drawings ;
with historical and critical descriptions by the Author.

Folio. London, 1876.

From the Author, M. C. Grellet-Balguerie :

1. Deux Decouvertes Historiques. Histoire de Clovis III., nouveau roi de

France 672-673 a 677-678. Authenticite et date precise de la translation

du Corps de Saint Benoit en France. 8vo. Orleans, 1882.

2. La Verite sur la Date de la Construction de la Basilique Saint-Front de

Perigueux. Juin 1883. 8vo. Riberac, 1883.

From H.M. Government of Madras : Report on the working of the Government

Central Museum for 1882-83. By Brigade-Surgeon G. Bidie, M.B., Super-

intendent. Folio. Madras, 1 883.

From E. Peacock, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. Records of the Borough of Nottingham, being a series of extracts from

the Archives of the Corporation of Nottingham. Vol. i. Hen. II. to Ric. II.

1155-1399. Published under the authority of the Corporation of Notting-

ham. Svo. London, 1828.

2. The Registers of the Parish of Leigh, Lancashire. From Feb. 1558 to

Mar. 1625. Edited by Rev. J. H. Stanning. Svo. Leigh, 1882.

3. Fairs, past and present : a Chapter in the History of Commerce. By
Cornelius Walford. 8vo. London, 1883.

From R. A. Brock, Esq. : Genealogy of the Page Family in Virginia. By one

of the Family. Svo. New York, 1883.

From the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society : Transactions for

1882-83. Vol. vii. Part 2. Svo. Bristol, 1883.
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From the Author :-Troja: Kesults of the latest Researches and Discoveries on
the bite of Homer's Troy, and in the Heroic Tumuli and- other sites, made in
the year 1882

; and a Narrative of a Journey in the Troad in 1881 Bv Dr
Henry Schliemann, Hon. F.S.A. Preface by Professor A. H. Sayce. 8vo'
-L/onaou, loo*.

Special thanks were returned to H. E. Montgomerie,-^u.,
*.b.A., Or. W. G. Leveson Gower, Esq., F.S.A., the Rev. J. W.
Ebsworth, F S.A., Albert Hartshorne, Esq., F.S.A., and Dr.
bcnliemann, Hon. F.S.A., for their donations to the Library.

DOYNE C. BELL, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a Bronze- Gilt SpurWinch had been found at Middleham Castle, accompanied by the
following remarks :

^

" The broken Spur which I send for exhibition has been

S?S? I
ent ^ me b7 Mr Thomas Topham, the present owner of

Middleham Castle in Yorkshire, which was formerly the resi-
dence of Bichard, Duke of Gloucester, afterwards Eichard III
killed at Bosworth Field in 1485.
"A few weeks ago, when opening the ground for the purpose

of forming a new road to the castle from Mr. Topham's house,
about 60 yards distant, the remains of some buildings were
uncovered, which are believed to have been the bakehouse and
smithy, and at about 5 feet below the surface near a stone wall
which showed signs of the action of fire, this spur was found
amidst a heap of fragments of old brass, lead, and brickwork!
apparently the refuse from a forge." The site of these buildings, which is shown in the sketch which
I exhibit, is to the north-east of the castle, between the inner
moat (now dry) and the barbican wall

; the ground around has
been used as a garden for more than 30 years." The spur measures 5 inches in extreme length. The length
of shank to the centre of rowel is If inch. Diameter of rowel
pi

12 points, If inch from point to point. Extreme width 41
inches. It appears to be of copper or bronze- and gilt, with
an ornamental pattern, formed of an oak-leaf conventionally
treated, engraved upon it. It shows signs of a considerable
amount of wear, as may be seen on the inner side, where the
gilding is worn away by continued contact with the heel. It
evidently belonged to a person of rank and distinction, and per-
haps may even have been worn by Kichard III. himself.

The drawing I exhibit is the same size as the spur,"

By the Gracious Permission of HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
the Patron of the Society, a Votive Picture of St. George and
the Dragon, with representations of Henry VII. and his Queenand family, was exhibited to the Society. The following remarks
by J. C. ROBINSON, Esq., F.S.A., Her Majesty's Surveyor of
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Pictures (to whose good offices the Society is indebted for pro-

curing this most interesting Exhibition), gives a convenient

resume of what up to the present time had been believed to be

the subject of this picture. They are embodied in a letter to the

^'
10, York Place, Portman Square,

"Nov. 10, 1883.

DEAR MR. KNIGHT WATSON,
" An addition has just been made to the Art Collections of the

Crown, which I think is likely to be especially interesting to tho

Members of our Society.
" This is an ancient picture, executed presumably in this

country in the reign of King Henry VII, and, as it is believed, to

serve as an altar-piece for the chapel of one of the royal palaces.

I write to you on this subject inasmuch as I have the pleasure

to inform you that Her Majesty the Queen has been graciously

pleased to accede to an humble request from myself, that
^the

picture should be lent to the Society of Antiquaries for exhibition,

and I now transmit it to you for that purpose. The work in

question is a well-known one. It was formerly the property of

Horace Walpole at Strawberry Hill, and an engraving of it is

given in the third volume of his works.

".The subject may be succinctly described as the portrait of an

English King and Queen, and the members of their family,

kneeling in the attitude of prayer, with their patron saint, St.

George, slaying the dragon, in the background. This picture

was reserved by the family when the sale of the celebrated Straw-

berry Hill collection took place, and it remained in the house

until the estate was sold, in the summer of the present year.

The furniture of the house and a portion of the remaining works

of art were thereupon sold by public auction ;
the picture in

question was included in the sale ;
and it was purchased by Her

Majesty's command. Walpole's notice of the picture is as

follows :
*

A most curious picture of this King (Henry V.) and his family is still extant

in the collection of James West, Esq., Secretary of the Treasury .f This piece

is evidently painted in oil-colours ;
and though the new art might have reached

Eno-land before the death of that prince, which happened m 1422, yet there are

maSy circumstances that lead me to think it of a later date. It was an altar-

piece at Shene, and in all probability was painted by order of Henry VII. for

the chapel in his palace there. His fondness for the house of Lancaster is too

well known to be dwelt on : the small resemblance of the portrait of Henry V.

to genuine pictures of him, and the great resemblance of all the other personages

to one another, make it evident that it was rather a work of command and

imagination than of authenticity. Add to this, that on the tents (which I shall

* Anecdotes of Painting, 1762, vol. i. p. 30 ;
Works of Horace Walpole,

vol. Hi. p. 35, 1798.

f In 1798 it was at Strawberry Hill.
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mention presently) portcullises are mixed with red roses : the portcullis* was
the cognizance of the illegitimate branch of Beaufort, and w-as never that I can
find borne by the house of Lancaster ;f but, when Henry VII. gave himself for
the heir of that royal line, no wonder he crowded the badges of his own bastard
blood among the emblems of the crown. However, the whole piece is so ancient
and so singular, that I shall be excused inserting the description of.it in this

place. .-

It is painted on several boards joined, and is 4 feet 3 inches high by 4 feet 6 wide.
On the left hand is the king in dark purple robes lined with ermine, the crown
on his head. He is kneeling before a desk, on which is a missal and the sceptre
and globe. Behind him, on their knees, are his three brothers, Thomas Duke of

Clarence, John Duke of Bedford, Humphrey Duke of Gloucester. They are
dressed in robes like the king's, and wear golden coronets: over them is a tent,,

striped with white and gold, on which are red roses crowned
;
and. the valance

of the same colours with red roses and portcullises. A small angel flying holds
the top of the tent. The queen is opposite, under another tent exactly in the
same manner, except that there is no sceptre on her desk. Behind her. -are four
ladies dressed like her and with coronets. The two first are probably Blanche
Duchess of Bavaria and Philippa Queen of Denmark, the king's sisters ;

who the other two are is more difficult to decide, as they are represented
with dishevelled hair, which in pictures of that time is a mark of virginity.
It has been supposed that the two elder were the wives of the Dukes of

Clarence and Bedford, and the two younger their sisters
;

but this clashes

with all history and chronology. Blanche and Philippa were both mar-
ried early in their father's reign ;

and to suppose the two younger ladies the
brides of Clarence and Bedford would be groundless ;

for Margaret Holland,
the wife of the former, was a widow when he married her. As all the portraits
are imaginary, it does not much signify for whom the painter intended them. A
larger angel standing holds the cloth of the two tents together. On a rising

ground above the tents is St. George on a brown steed striking with his sword at

the dragon, which is flying in the air and already pierced through the forehead
with a spear on which is a flag with the cross of St. George. Cleodolinde, with
a lamb, is praying beneath the dragon. On the hills are gothic buildings and
castles in a pretty taste.

This curious picture, after it was taken from Shene, was in the Arundelian

Collection, and was sold at Tart-hall in 1719.

" This account by Horace Walpole appears to me somewhat in-

conclusive, and I hope that it will be discussed and elucidated

by Fellows of our Society, who are more competent to deal with

matters of historical research than myself.
" I may, however, offer a few remarks on one or two points. In

the first place, I do not quite agree with Walpole's assumption
that the portraits are purely imaginary representations. On the

contrary, I think that there is an obvious and distinctive indivi-

duality in the heads of the several personages, whoever they may
be, indicating that they are actual likenesses. Of course I do

not mean to infer that they were taken from the life, but I think

they may be considered as fairly reliable posthumous portraits
derived from more or less authentic sources.

"
Unfortunately the heads have been all coarsely repainted and

much of the original individual character and expression is con-

cealed, though not, I hope, destroyed. It is probable, indeed,

* See Sandford.

f The red rose is another proof that this picture was not painted in the reign
of Henry V., as the red and white roses were not adopted as distinctions of the

two houses till the reign of Henry VI.
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that the injury is more apparent than real, and that when the

re-painting is removed, which will most likely be done, the

sameness or 6

great resemblance of all the personages to one
another

'

noted by Walpole, but which even at present, I con-

fess, does not particularly strike me, will be obviated.
" As regards the '

technique,' authorship, and date of the

work, I perceive in it a marked Flemish influence, and I in-

cline to think that it is really the work of an excellent Flemish

painter of the great school or following of the Van Eycks,
rather than of an English artist. Probably it was executed in

this country by one of the many Flemish painters who, in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, visited or settled in England.
Finally, the whole style and technique of the picture leave no
doubt that it was executed during Henry VII. 's reign, probably
about A.D. 1500.

"lam, &c.,
"

J. C. ROBINSON, F.S.A.,
" Her Majesty's Surveyor of Pictures."

GEORGE SCHARF, Esq., F.S.A., Secretary and Director of the

National Portrait Gallery, then proceeded to lay before the

Society the result of his examination of the picture.

The main purport of Mr. Scharf's Paper was that he re-

garded the picture, which is in oil, on a large wooden panel,
about four feet square, composed of several oak planks joined,
as a landmark in the history of painting in England. The

composition was familiar to students of art through the en-

graving in Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting. He described

the picture as a votive painting, representing the combat between
St. George and the Dragon in the presence of Henry VII., his

Queen, and their sons and daughters. The parents kneel

each at a desk, supporting an open book, in the attitude of

prayer ; and behind them, diminishing in size, according to the

degree of their ages, kneel the sons and the daughters ; all are

attired in civilian costumes, wearing crowns and coronets. St.

George is on horseback, in full armour, with his beaver up,

raising his sword to deal a mortal blow at the dragon, a hideous

monster, which has sprung into the air with outstretched claws,

ready to annihilate his saintly antagonist. Cleodolinde, the prin-

cess, appointed to fall a prey to the dragon, kneels in the back-

ground with a lamb beside her. This animal is an incident

frequently to be met with in English representations of this

legend during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Walpole,
who had ascertained with good probability that the picture had

originally served as an altar-piece at Shene, the favourite resi-

dence of Henry VII.
,
who died there, after having changed the
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name of the place to Richmond, gratuitously assumed that the
picture represented Henry V., his Queen, and his brothers and
sisters. Mr. Scharf showed conclusively that, both by the cos-
tumes, the number of persons represented, and their 'relative
ages, Henry VI I.

, Elizabeth of York, Arthur Prince of Wales,
.Prince Henry, and other members of that monarch's family,were the only persons that could have been intended by the
painter. Behind the kneeling figures, on each side, serving as
canopies, were two magnificent tents, striped scarlet and white,
adorned with large red roses, barbed and seeded, and royally
crowned, which betokened exclusively the house of Lancaster
Ihe aversion of Henry VII. to the house of York is a well-
known matter of history, and in his portraits, when Hotting a
rose, it is always red, and unmixed with white. The earliest
possible date of the picture is that of the birth of the youngest
daughter, coincident with her mother's death. Elizabeth of
York died on her birthday, in February, 150f, at the age of
thirty-six. The youngest child, who only lived a few hours, is

here, as in monumental brasses and funereal memorials, repre-
sented as a full-grown child. The latest date which Mr. Scharf
assigned to the picture was 150f ,

and he regarded it as done by
royal command during the lifetime of Henry VII. by some
very good Flemish artist, contemporary with Mabuse. The
heads

^of
the votaries he considered to have been ignorantly and

clumsily tampered with, so as to remove all accordance
with the authentic portraits of these personages, which are,as he observed, numerous and well preserved. He also laid
stress on the fact that the Garter is nowhere introduced, either
round the leg of the saint or by any emblem on the collar
or decorations worn by the royal personages.

In this picture the saint raises his sword to smite the dragon,
after having hurled a red cross banner against him in vain, and
shivered a tilting-lance which lies broken on the ground. 'This
conception accords with the description of an early picture by
Raphael, formerly in England, and mentioned 'both in the royal
catalogues of Henry VIII. in 1542 and Charles I. in 1639.

'

After a Vote of Special Thanks to Mr. J. C. Robinson and to
Mr. George Scharf for their remarks, it was Resolved that the
Lord Chamberlain be requested to convey to Her Majesty the
grateful thanks of the Society for this fresh proof of the interest
which their Most Gracious Patron habitually took in those
studies and pursuits which the Society had been incorporated to
promote.
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Thursday, December 6th, 1883.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author, John Ferguson, Esq., M.A., Professor of Chemistry in the

University of Glasgow:

1. Bibliographia Paracelsica. An Examination of Dr. Friedrich Hook's

Theophrastus Paracelsus. Eine Kritische Studio." Privately printed.

1877.

2. Three Presidential Addresses to the Chemical Section of the Philo-

sophical Society of Glasgow. 1879.

3. Bibliographical Notes on Histories of Inventions and Books of Secrets.

1883. All 8vo. Glasgow.

From the Archaeological Society of Agram (Croatia): Viestnik Hrvatskoga

Arkeologickoga Druztva. Godina v. Br. 4. 8vo. Zagrebu, 1883.

From the Author, Henry Stevens, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. Historical Nuggets. Bibliotheca Americana, or a Descriptive Account of

my Collection of rare Books relating to America. 2 vols. 8vo. London,

1862.

2. Bibliotheca Americana. A Catalogue of Books relating to the History

and Literature of America. 8vo. London, 1861.

3. Schedule of two thousand American Historical Nuggets. Privately

printed. Folio. London, 1870.

4 Four Spanish Tracts, i. Pares9er de los Senores Theologos de Sala-

manca, 1541. ii. Carta de Cortes a Don Carlos V., 1542. iii. Carta de

amonestacion de B. de Las Casas, 1545. iv. Carta de don Frey B. de Las

Casas, 1554. 4to. London, 1854.

5. Catalogue of the American Books in the Library of the British Museum
at Christmas, MDCCCLVI. 8vo. London, 1866.

6. Historical and Geographical Notes on the Earliest Discoveries in

America, 1453-1530. 8vo. London, 1869.

7. Sebastian Cabot John Cabot=O. 16mo. Boston, 1870.

8. Bibliotheca Ilistorica: or a Catalogue of the Library of the late Henry

Stevens, Senior. 8vo. Boston, 1870.

9. American Books with Tails to 'em. A private pocket List of incomplete

or unfinished American periodicals, transactions, &c. 16mo. London, 1873.

10. The Bibles in the Caxton Exhibition, 1877. A bibliographical descrip-

tion. 8vo. London, 1878.

11. The History of the Oxford Caxton Memorial Bible. 16mo. London,

1875.

12. Photo-Bibliography ;
or a word on printed Card Catalogues of old, rare,

beautiful, and costly books. 16mo. London, 1878.

13. The Universal Postal Union and International Copy-Right. Svo.

London, 1879.

14. Benjamin Franklin's Life and Writings. A Bibliographical Essay on

the Stevens' Collection of Books and Manuscripts relating to Doctor Frank-

lin. Svo. London, 1881.
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15. Stevens's Historical Collections. Catalogue of the First Portion of the

extensive and varied Collections of rare Books and Manuscripts relating

chiefly to the history and literature of America. Part I. 8vo. London,
1881.

From the Archaeological Society of Agram (Croatia) : Viestnik Hrvatskoga
Arkeologickkoga Druztva. Godina v. Br. 4. 8vo. Zagrebu, 1883.

Prom E. Peacock, Esq., F.S.A. : The Berkeley Manuscripts. The Lives of the

Berkeleys, in the County of Gloucester, from 1066 to 1618. By John

Smyth. Vol. i. Edited by Sir John Maclean, F.S.A. 4to. Gloucester,
1883.

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.: Report of the Chapter of the

Order of St. John of Jerusalem (English Langue). Read at the General

Assembly, on Monday, the 25th of June, 1883, at the Chancery of the

Order, St. John's Gate, Clerkenwell. 8vo. London, 1883. .

From Dr. Samuel A. Green: Proceedings at the Celebration of the Ninetieth

Anniversary of the founding of Lawrence Academy, Groton, Massachusetts,
June 21, 1883. 8vo. Groton, 1883.

From the Author: " Claudian." A few notes on the architecture and costume.

A Letter to Wilson Barrett, Esq., by E. W. Godwin, F.S.A. 8vo. 1883.

From the East India Association: Journal. No. 7. Volume xv. December.
8vo. London, 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society: Proceedings. Vol. v., No. 12. New
monthly series. December. [Completing the volume.] 8vo. London,
1883.

Special Thanks were returned to Henry Stevens, Esq., F.S.A.,
for his Donation to the Library.

The Right Honourable Henry George, Earl Percy, M. P.,

was proposed as Fellow, and his Election being at once pro-
ceeded with in conformity with the Statutes, Chap. I. 5, he

was unanimously elected Fellow of the Society.

EVERARD GREEN, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a Silver Seal and
Counter-seal of Richard Towneley, of which he presented wax

impressions, accompanied by the following remarks in a letter

to the Treasurer :

" The large circular Seal, with its semicircular pierced folding

handle, and counter-seal or signet, made all in silver, which I

exhibit this evening, is the property of Lady Alexander Gordon

Lennox, one of the daughters and coheiresses of the late Colonel

Towneley, of Townley, in Lancashire, and it is by her ladyship's

permission that I am able to present to the Society of Antiquaries
of London wax impressions of the seal and signet, which (through
the kindness of our Fellow Mr. Doyne Bell) have been made in

the studio of Mr. Wyon, H.M.'s seal-engraver.
" The larger seal has the achievements ofthe house ofTowneley

on a shield of eighteen quarterings, the blazons of which are

fully given by Richard St. George, Norroy King of Arms, in
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the Heralds' Visitation of Lancashire of 1613 (Chetham Society,
vol. 82, p. 61).

" Over the shield, and amidst the upper part of the mantling,
are three helmets, each bearing a crest. On the dexter, the old

Wymbish crest of the Saracen's head in profile will be familiar

to all Lincolnshire antiquaries, as on sinister, the Byron crest

of the mermaid will be to Lancashire and Nottinghamshire

antiquaries.
" The centre crest I have never seen before, and I can find no

trace of it at the Heralds' College ; but as the fourth quartering
of the shield is Sable, three goats salient argent, there cannot

be much doubt that this crest of a tree between two goats salient

is, like the quartering, the property of the old race of Gayeford,
alias Goatford, whose vast possessions in Lincolnshire were

enjoyed till 1660 by the family of Towneley.
" Around the lower half of the seal is the legend

i

Sigillum
Kichardi Towneley.'

" The semicircular folding handle, which is connected to the

seal by a hinge, is pierced by a fanciful device between two
crescents.

" The counter-seal or signet is oval in shape, and has alone the

well-known Towneley crest upon it of the hawk, close and

belled, attached to a perch by a ribbon, and on the lower half

of this counter-seal is a label with the Towneley motto,
' Tenes-

le-Yraye.
'

" The life of the Richard Towneley for whom this seal was made
is well known, and is given in vol. ii. p. 545, of Whitaker's

History of Whalley. He was born at York in 1628, and lived

till 1660, chiefly at Nocton in Lincolnshire, which vast estate

(now the property of the Marquess of Ripon) he had to sell in

consequence of his recusancy and loyalty, and in his ninety-first

year he died at York, leaving many sons and daughters, who,
in their day, were no doubt not a little proud of their father's

seal, which we have in our hands to-night." I have only to add that at the Heralds' College, in a MS.
book called 'Howard' (page 30), the whole of the eighteen

quarterings on this seal are painted, and that the shield is sur-

mounted by the Towneley crest only."

R. S. FERGUSON, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cumber-

land, communicated the following account of recent discoveries

in that county :

u
(1.) I have the honour to exhibit to the Society (by the

permission of the owner, Mr. John Fisher, of Bank Street,

Carlisle) a small Roman Lamp of bronze, found lately in
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English Street, Carlisle, during the digging for foundations on
the site of the old, and now demolished, White Swan Inn.

'< In a recent report to the Society I brought under its notice
various objects of Roman date, found on that site, particularly a
slab of stone, on which is a representation of the Dece Matres,now in the Museum at Carlisle.

" This beautiful little bronze lamp had not then come to my
knowledge, and I now take the earliest opportunity of exhibiting
it. It is just 2} inches in length, and only weighs 3 oz. It
represents the head of Hercules in the skin of the Nemean lion
the face of the hero is on the top of the lamp, while the lion's
mask forms the butt end, or end opposite to that in which is the
hole for the wick. From the butt end, a handle or loop,formed by the prolongation of the lion's ears, has projected, but
is now broken off. The lamp is much corroded, and it is diffi-
cult to see where the air-hole, which I presume would be a
necessity, can have been. This lamp has been engraved for the
next issue of the Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmore-
land Archaeological and Antiquarian Society."

(2.) I have also the honour to exhibit to the Society the two
portions of a Stone Mould for casting bronze implements. Theywere found in the course of this summer by some men who were
employed in clearing the top from a quarry at Croglin, a villagein the eastern division of this county, at the foot of the Pennine
range, and about fourteen miles from Penrith. No remains of
pottery and no signs of any interment were noticed in the place
where these were found.

^

" The stone out of which the mould has been made is a verv
fine sandstone, belonging, I believe, to the carboniferous series.
It is of smooth texture, and of exceedingly delicate grain such
as might be used for a whetstone. It is of a pale fawn-colour.

'

.hach portion is 18 inches long by 3j inches broad near the
butt, and 2f inches deep. The mould is a double one; the
principal faces of each portion, when conjoined, form a mould
for casting a bronze spear-head of the leaf-shaped type with
loops on the socket. When reversed, they form a mould for

casting a long narrow spike, of a circular section. In each case
at the base of

^

the blade there is a transverse notch in the stone
evidently destined to receive a small pin, which would serve to

keep the clay core for the socket in its proper position (See
Evans's Ancient Bronze Implements of Great Britain, p. 436.)The mould has evidently been used, for its surface is scorched
as by molten metal.

"A pair of stone moulds of even larger dimensions (21 J inches
by 3 inches) were discovered in the parish of Hennock near
Chudleigh, Devon, and are figured and described in the
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Archaeological Journal, vol. ix. p. 185. Another pair, about

half the size of those exhibited to-day, were found in the Isle of

Anglesea, and are figured in the Archaeological Journal, vol. iii.

p. 257. Examples of such moulds are extremely rare in Eng-
land. One, found in Ireland, is figured in the Archaeologia,
vol. xv. p. 394.

" The mould has been presented to the museum at Penrith : it

has been engraved for the next issue of the Transactions of the

Cumberland and Westmoreland Archaeological and Antiquarian

Society.
16

(3.) An extensive find has just been made in the Corporation
Stone Yard, Carlisle, of a box containing Mediaeval Rolls and
other documents belonging to the court of the Mayor of Carlisle.

I shall report shortly upon these and other municipal records

belonging to Carlisle and exhibit the rolls.
"

(4.) A report, either by myself or by a colleague, will shortly
be laid before the Society of the excavations made at the Roman
Camp at Low Burrow Bridge in Westmoreland (between the

Low Gill and Tebay stations on the London and North Western

Railway) by the Cumberland and Westmoreland Archaeological
and Antiquarian Society.

u
(5.) The Society of Antiquaries will be pleased to learn that

the pre-Reformation Registers of the See of Carlisle will shortly
be published under the direction of the Cumberland and West-
moreland Archaeological and Antiquarian Society. An interesting
account of these volumes by Mr. J. Brigstocke Sheppard is in

a recent report of the Historical Manuscript Commissioners, and

by the kind permission of the Lord Bishop of Carlisle the

volumes are now in that gentleman's hands for transcription.
5 '

The Rev. JAMES BECK, Local Secretary for Suffolk, exhi-

bited, by permission of Manfred Biddell, Esq., an Anglo-Saxon
Sword-Knife, or Scramma-seax, in a very remarkable state of

preservation.' It is 32 inches in length, of the usual type, with

a straight edge, and the back bevelled off gradually towards the

point. Down the blade was a band of damascening, showing
that the steel was of different hardness, and producing a pattern.
This object was found by Mr. Biddell in alluvial soil, at a con-

siderable depth, near the old ford at Little Bealings, Suffolk.

About a mile from this spot are a number of barrows, in one of

which a number of urns, with burnt bones, were discovered

about 1826.

Weapons of this kind have very rarely, if ever, been found in

Anglo-Saxon graves in this country, though common in France.

Several, found in the Thames, were in the Roach Smith Collec-

tion, and an engraving of one of them appears in the catalogue
YOL. x. c
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of that Collection, page 101. It is 26 inches in length, but

another, not perfect at the tang, measures no less than 33 inches.

The finest of these weapons is that found in the Thames . a few

years since with inlays of silver and copper, giving a Eunic

alphabet and the name of its owner. X
WALTER MONEY, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Berk-

shire, communicated, in a letter to the Secretary, the following
account of an examination which he had made of two of the

so-called " Seven Barrows "
at Lichfield, Hants : .

" As the embankment of the new line of railway between

Newbury and Whitchurch passes over and partly obliterates

two of the group of well-known British tumuli, called ' The
Seven Barrows,' at Lichfield, Hants, by the permission of

Lord Carnarvon I investigated two of these barrows before they
were interfered with by the contractors.

1 ' Several of these burial-mounds were opened by direction of

his lordship's ancestor, about the end of the last and commence-
ment of the present century, when little beyond burnt bones
and ashes appears to have been met with.

" The centre of the largest of the two barrows is crossed by the

high road, and the peculiar rumbling noise when a vehicle is

passing over it is due to this circumstance. The first barrow

opened that nearest the road is not quite circular, the dia-

meter being 112 feet east to west, and 99 feet north to

south. A shaft about 8 feet square having been sunk to a

depth of 8 feet, the chalk floor was reached, on a level with the

natural surface of the ground, and exactly in the centre of the

barrow the original deposit of burnt bones was discovered in a
shallow cist scooped out of the chalk, about 2 feet by 1 foot

3 inches in size, and carefully covered over with fine rubble.

The cremated remains appeared to be those of a young female,

probably a child, judging from a tooth that was found in the

heap of burnt matter and the thinness of the skull. The cal-

cined bones were perfectly free from any mixture of charcoal,
or other substance, and no implement, ornament, or pottery had
been buried with them, beyond a flint scraper and one or two

flakes, but a small portion of bronze, apparently part of a pin,
was detected in the adjacent earth. At a depth of 2 feet 6 inches
from the top a portion of a femur or thigh-bone was found ; but
there was no other evidence of a secondary interment so far as

the excavations extended. This barrow presented distinct ap-
pearances of having been opened previously.u The barrow next examined was that on the east and, opposite
side of the line of railway. Its dimensions somewhat exceed
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that of the foregoing, and fortunately, as. in the preceding case,

a direct descent was made upon the primary burial, which was

reached at a depth of a little over 8 feet. This barrow had also

evidently been partially opened by former explorers, and when
the natural surface of the ground was attained it was seen that

the earth had been taken out for some depth below it,
but the

interment had, however, been missed by about a fool only. The

ashes of the burnt bones, in this instance, had been gathered up
with the remains of the funeral fire, and laid with great care in

a little oval mound about the same size as the former. Some
few animal bones were scattered about the materials of the

barrow, together with chipped flints, and one or two small pieces
of British pottery. Near the barrow I picked up a Palaeolithic

flint axe, about 4J inches long. It is a very characteristic type
of the productions of the old stone workers of North Hamp-
shire, who, judging from the rough character of their imple-

ments, must have been in a very inferior condition of civilisation

to those of North and South Wilts and Berks. The absence,

too, of any articles connected with these British burials be-

speaks their poverty, and is also very disappointing to the

investigator.
"The name of Lichfield, which is variously spelt in ancient

records, is said to have been derived from the Saxon Lich field

' the field of corpses,' it being the site of a great battle during
the Anglo-Saxon period. But there is little doubt, from the

frequent occurrence of children's remains being the sole deposit
in these Celtic tumuli, that they are not always reared over the

graves of warriors, but are the family burial-places of British

chiefs or other persons of distinction, who held an important

position in the estimation of the tribe. The largest barrow

opened by Canon Greenwell on the Wolds of Yorkshire was
raised over the single burial of an infant, and this was the case

in one or more of the barrows explored by this gentleman in

Wiltshire, in which I had the privilege of being associated."

JAMES RUTLAND, Esq., Secretary of the Berks Archaeological

Society, laid before the meeting an 'account of a very remark-

able excavation which he had conducted, by permission of

the Rev. C. Whately, Rector of Taplow, in a mound or barrow
in the vicinity of the old parish church, which was taken down
in 1827. The excavation had yielded some very remarkable

objects in gold, silver, bronze, glass, and fragments of pottery.
These last, however (some "Roman, some late Celtic), were found

not in the grave itself, but in the mould which had been heaped
up over the grave. Some of the more interesting specimens of

this extraordinary "find" were exhibited by Mr. Rutland, and
c2
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a glance at them was sufficient to dispel the ludicrous appella-

tion which had been given to the Taplow barrow of a "
Viking's

grave," and to show that the interment was purely and simply

Anglo-Saxon. When Mr. Rutland had concluded his account

of the excavation, Mr. Franks observed that Saxon barro'ws of

such large dimensions as the Taplow barrow, viz. 13 feet high

by 250 feet in circumference, were confessedly rare, and this

would ordinarily warrant the presumption that the barrow

had originally been British. In this case, however, the Saxon

interment was unquestionably "primary." As
to^ the^ Viking

theory, not a trace of anything Danish or Scandinavian had

been found. Glass vessels, like the one exhibited this evening,
had been found in Kent and in Normandy, but no glass vessel

had been found in Scandinavian interments. One of the most

curious objects was the rare specimen of a drinking-horn,

mounted, lip and tip, with silver. The person interred was

evidently, from the nature, number, and value of the objects

buried with him, some one of high position. There were the re-

mains of two shields, a most unusual occurrence. Unusual too

was the absence of any trace of a brooch. Per contra, there

were two gold buckles, one of which was ornamented with gar-

nets, and both were distinctly Saxon in pattern. The whole

character of the interment, and of the objects found, pointed, in

Mr. Franks's judgment, to the south of England.
An account of this remarkable "find" will be published in

the Archaeologia, with illustrations of the principal objects.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, December 13th, 1883.

H. S. MILMAN, Esq., Director, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author, W. Munk, Esq., M.D., F.S.A. : A Brief Account of the cir-

cumstances leading to and attending the Reintambment of the Remains of

Dr. William Harvey, the Discoverer of the Circulation of the Blood, in the

church of Hempstead in Essex on the 18th of October, 1883. Printed for

private circulation. 4to. London, 1883. *

From the Editor, W. H..K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary ;
or Devon

and Cornwall Note Book. Part vii. Third Series. Nov. 4to. Plymouth,
1883.

From the Rev. W. C. Boulter, M. A.., F.S.A.: The Midland Antiquary. Edited

by W. F. Carter, Esq., B.A. No. 6. December. Svo. Birmingham, 1883.
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From W. Ryder, Esq., through J. W. Ogle, Esq., M.D., F.S.A.: Manuscript
Account Book of the Rental of all the Revenue belonging to the Bishopric
of Lichfield and Coventry of William Lloyd's episcopate, A.D. 1692-1699.
A small octavo volume, of paper consisting of 128 leaves, of which 93 are

numbered, bound in vellum with flap to clasp, and having inserted in front

the bookseller's ticket and at the end two folded broadsheet London
Almanacs of the years 1694 and 1695.

From the Author: Marco Kraljevic 1'eroe della poesia popolare Slava. (Estratto
dal giornale

" Mente e Cuore.") Del Dojmo Fortunato Karaman. 8vo.

Trieste, 1883.

From the Author: List of Members of the Clockmakers' Company of London,
from the period of their Incorporation in 1631 to the year 1732. By
Octavius S. Morgan, F.R.S., F.S.A. [From the Archaeological Journal,
vol. xl. p. 193.] 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland : Proceedings. 1881-82. Vol. xvi.

(Vol. 4, New Series.) 4to. Edinburgh, 1882.

Notice was given that a Ballot for the election of Fellows
would take place on Thursday, January 10th, 1884, and a list

was read of the Candidates to be balloted for.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and presented :

(1) Ten Photographs of the buildings and remains exposed
to view by the pulling down of the Law Courts at Westminster.

(2) Tracings of Wren's Plans and Drawings of that site

from the Collections at All Souls College, Oxford. (3) A Col-

lection of Eubbings of Masons' Marks found on the aforesaid

remains.

In connection with this exhibition three Papers were laid

before the Society by Mr. Freshfield, Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite,

F.S.A., and Mr. Somers Clarke, jun., F.S.A.

In the first, Mr. Freshfield explained the circumstances which
had led him to take so much interest in the site of the old law-

courts, and in particular called attention to some of the more
curious of the masons' marks, which he compared with those he
had met with in foreign travel. The object of Mr. Mickle-
thwaite's remarks was to point out that there is evidence of
two designs in the Norman work of the hall, and that it must
have been considerably altered, either as it was being built, or

immediately after its completion in the times of William
Ruf'us. Mr. Somers Clarke traced the architectural history
of the place from the foundations of older buildings now
exposed to view, and from various plans and drawings, the

most important being those of Sir Christopher Wren, already
mentioned. He also exhibited a large plan made by himself
after careful study of the existing remains. From the appear-
ance of the north part of the west wall of the Hall it was clear

to him that it was intended to erect a building there from the

first. It probably was the kitchen. At a date rather later than
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the original hall itself, but earlier than Bichard the Second's

alterations, a long range of buildings stood there running west-

wards, which, rebuilt or altered and enlarged in Tudor- times,
afterwards became the Court of Exchequer. When the Hall

was altered in the fourteenth century, its west wall was cased

above with new masonry, and stiffened below by arches joining
the shallow Norman buttresses at two levels ; and to meet the

thrust of the roof six flying buttresses were turned against
v

it

from large piers so placed as to divide the front into six large

bays, each of which corresponds roughly with two of the Norman

bays, but the old and new divisions do not exactly agree. These

piers were originally joined by walls, and the space between
them and the hall was roofed over and formed into various

apartments, which were afterwards added to and altered at dif-

ferent times, till all except the piers themselves, and the flying
buttresses necessary for the stability of the Hall roof, were swept

away at the beginning of this century to give place to Sir John
Soane's law courts. Mr. Somers Clarke traced the history of the

buildings in detail, and in conclusion said that the flank of the

Hall was never intended to be exposed as it is now : that the

"restoration" of the lost building would be mere falsification;

and that the only way out of the difficulty was to follow the

advice of the late Sir Charles Barry, and continue the new

buildings of the palace so as entirely to inclose the old Hall.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communications ;

and a Special Vote was awarded to the Hon. G. J. Shaw
Lefevre, H. M.'s First Commissioner of Works, for his courtesy
in affording facilities for examining the site, and for taking photo-

graphs of the remains.

Thursday, January 10th, 188*'

Dr. WILLIAM SMITH, V.R in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author and Editor, Samuel A. Green, Esq., M.D.:

1. The Story of a famous book : an Account of Dr. Benjamin Franklin's

Autobiography. 8vo. Boston, 1871.

2. Bibliography of the Massachusetts Historical Society. 8vo. Boston,
1871.

3. Paul Lunt's Diary. May-December, 1775. 8vo. Boston, 1872.

4. School Histories and some Errors in them. 8vo. Boston, 1872.
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5. The Report of the Council of the American Antiquarian Society, Oct. 21,

1875. 8vo. Worcester, 1876.

6. A copy of the Laws of Harvard College, 1655. With an Introduction.

8vo. Cambridge, 1876.

7. An Account of Percival and Ellen Green, and of some of their de-

scendants. Privately Printed. 8vo. Groton, Mass., 1876.

8. Epitaphs from the old Burying Ground in Groton, Massachusetts. 8vo.

Boston, 1878.

9. The Early Records of Groton, Massachusetts. 1662-1709. 8vo. Groton,
1880.

10. A Centennial Address delivered in the Sanders Theatre at Cambridge,
June 7, 1881, before the Massachusetts Medical Society. [Edition printed
before its delivery.] 8vo. Groton, 1881.

11. History of Medicine in Massachusetts. [Another edition of the fore-

going Address with some changes.] 8vo. Boston, 1881.

12. The Inaugural Address of Samuel Abbot Green, Mayor of Boston, to

the City Council, January 2, 1882. 8vo. Boston, 1882.

13. Two Chapters in the Early History of Groton, Massachusetts. 8vo.

Boston, 1882.

14. Groton during the Indian Wars.
.
8vo. Groton, Mass., 1883.

15. Groton in the Witchcraft Times. 8vo. Groton, Mass., 1883.

16. Citizens' Candidate for Mayor, Samuel A. Green. [Written by Robert

Grant.] 8vo. 1882.

From W. H. Cooke, Esq. M.A., Q.C., F.S.A. : Masters of the Bench of the
Hon. Society of the Inner Temple, 1450-1883, and Masters of the Temple,
1540-1883. [Not published.] 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association : Journal.
Part xxx. (Being the 2nd part of vol. 8.) 8vo. London, 1883. .

From the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society: Transactions. Part iii.

Vol. iv. Second Series. Miscellaneous. 4to. Exeter, 1883.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. : Primitive Physick : or, an easy and natural
method of curing most Diseases. By John Wesley. 15th edition ; [with
which is bound up] Advices with respect to Health. Extracted from a late

Author. 8vo. London, 1772, and Bristol, 1769.

From the Translator and Editor, Captain de W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S.: The
Chemical Effect of the Spectrum. By Dr. J. M. Eder. [Reprinted from
the "

Photographic Journal," 1881 and 1882.] 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author : Catalog! Codicum Manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Bodleianae
Pars Nona, codices a viro clarissimo Kenelm Digby, Eq.Aur., anno 1634

donatos, complectens : adjecto Indice nominum et rerum. Confecit Guliel-
mus D. Macray, A.M. 4to. Oxon. 1883.

From the Academy of Inscriptions (Institute of France): Comptes Rendus des
Seances de 1'annee 1883. Quatrieme Serie. Tome xi. Bulletin de Juillet-

Aout-Septembre. 8vo. Paris, 1883.

From the Directors of the Grosvenor Gallery Library: Catalogue of English
Works in Circulating Library. 1884. Catalogue of Foreign Works and
Music in Circulating Library. 1884. 2 vols. 8vo.

From the Editor: The Athenaeum. 2 vols. 4to. London, 1883.

From the Editor, George Godwin, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A.: The Builder. Vols.
44 and 45. Folio. London, 1883.

From the Proprietors, Messrs. Virtue & Co.: The Art Journal. New Series.
4to. London, 1883.

From the Editor: Notes and Queries. Vols. vii. and viii. 6th Series. 4to,

London, 1883.
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From the Society of Arts: Their Journal. Vol. xxxi. Jan. .5, to vol. xxxii.

Dec. 28. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Photographic Society: The Journal and Transactions. New Series.

Vol. vii. No. 4, to Vol. viii. No. 3. 8vo. London, 1883.

In accordance with the provisions of the Statutes, Chap/ III.

3, a List of the Names of those Fellows who, on the 31st

December, 1883, were in arrear of their Subscriptions, was
ordered to be suspended.

A Letter was read from the Hon. G. J. Shaw Lefevre,
H.M.'s First Commissioner of Works, in acknowledgment of

the Vote of Thanks awarded to him at the last Meeting. v

The Ballot opened at 8*45 p.m. and closed at 9'30 p.m., when
the following gentlemen were declared to be duly elected :

Rev. Francis St. John Thackeray.
Edward Rae, Esq.
Alfred Scott Gatty, Esq.
William Niven, Esq.

Thursday, January 17th, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Canadian Institute: Proceedings. Vol. i. Fasciculus No 5 8vo
Toronto, 1883.

From the Council of the Art-Union: Report for the year 1883. 8vo London
1883.

From the Editor, Captain R. C. Temple, F.R.G.S.: Panjah Notes and Queries
No. 3, Vol. i. 4to. Allahabad, 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society: ^Proceedings. Vol. vi. No. 1. January
8vo. London, 1884.

From the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland : The
Journal. Vol. vi. Fourth Series. July. No. 55. 8vo. Dublin, 1883.

From the Historical Society for Lower Saxony :

1. Zeitschrift. Jahrgang 1883. 8vo. Hanover, 1883.

2. Funfundvierzigste Nachricht. 8vo. Hanover, 1883.

From the Editor, Rev. B. H. Blacker, M.A. : Gloucestershire Notes and
Queries. Part xxi. January. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the .Numismatic Society : The Numismatic Chronicle. Vol. iii. Third
Series. Part iii. 8vo. London, 1883.
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From the Incorporated Church Building Society : The Church Builder. No
xvii. New Issue. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.

New Series. Vol. xvi. Part i. January. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Translator, J. E. Lee, Esq., F.S.A., F.G.S. : The Bone Caves of

Ojcow in Poland. By Professor Dr. Ferd. Romer. 4to. London, 1884.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A.: Pontificale Romanum dementis VIII. ac

Urbani VIII. jussu editum et a Benedicto XIV. recognitum et castigatum.
8vo. Rome, 1868.

From the National Seciety for preserving the Memorials of the Dead : First

Yearly Report and List of Members for the years 1881, 1882, and 1883.

8vo.

From the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural History : Proceedings.
Vol. vi. No. 1. 8vo. Bury St. Edmunds, 1883.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna (Philosophisch-Historische

Classe) :

1. Denkschriften. 33 ter Band. 4to. Vienna, 1883.

2. Sitzungsberichte. CI. Band, ii. heft; CII. Baud; und CIII. Band.
8vo. Vienna, 1882-3.

3. Register zu den Banden 91 bis 100 der Sitzungsberichte. 8vo. Vienna,
1883.

4. Archiv fiir osterreichische Geschichte. 64 Band, zweite halfte. 8vo.

Vienna, 1883.

From the Society for Psychical Research : Proceedings. Vol. i. Part iv.

8vo. London, 1883.

The Rev. E. S. MYLNE, F.S.A
,
exhibited a Photograph (9J

inches by 12 inches) of a Sheet of Churchwardens' Accounts of

the parish of St. Peter-in-the East, in the city of Oxford, one of

the oldest parishes in that ancient city. The sheet exhibited is

11^ inches in width and about 20 inches in height, of which 14

inches are nearly perfect, and six inches nearly destroyed. In

all probability it was originally two or three inches longer than

at present, while the width remains the original dimension.

The main point of interest in it is its antiquity. It belongs to

the year 1444. It is the first of a long series, reaching, with

certain intervals, down to the present day. The next sheet, less

perfect than the one before us, contains accounts for the year
1461. There are altogether nine sheets anterior to the year
1500.

In the year 1868 the older sheets were collected together and

placed in a large book, by order of the parish authorities, in

whose custody they now are. The first volume of this collection

begins in 1444 and ends in 1600.

The sheet exhibited is printed in full at the end of this com-

munication, but it may be well to call attention to some points
in detail.

The most interesting entries occur under the head of rents of

assise or quit-rents.
The first payment received is the sum of Is. 6d. from Oriel
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College, Oxford. This payment is a charge upon land * situated

on the site of the New Examination Schools of the University.

Until the recent transfer to the Corporation of the University

the money was regularly paid by the College,f It is now paid

by the University.
The Academic Hall, called Droughter, mentioned in the

second payment in connection with University College, has long

ago disappeared. It was situated in High Street, between All

Souls and Queen's, and was the first house in St. Peter's parish,

said to take its name from Master William de Dowda or Drowda.

The old Halls, which were thickly scattered over the east side of

Oxford, rapidly disappeared soon after the rise of the Colleges

at the close of the thirteenth century.

The payment from All Souls was increased in the year 1704.

Marcham is the name of a village in Berkshire, some eight

miles south-west of Oxford. The Chapter of Christ Church (the

successors of the Convent) are patrons and appropriate rectors.

Has Philip Marcham here mentioned any connection with the

village of that name ?

The quit-rent of 6d. was paid by the Chapter of Christ

Church, as the successors in title to the Abbot of Oseney, until

the recent purchase by the University.

Perhaps the most curious of the payments received and
entered in this list is the last. The obligation of the parish of

Wolvercote to pay 3s. 4d. per annum commenced in the year

1416, under a judgment given on appeal from the Court of

Arches in the name of Pope John XXIII. Wolvercote and St.

Peter's commenced litigation in the Ecclesiastical Court in the

year 1413, and three years later the final decision was given in

the name of the Pope, and pronounced in the church of St.

Stephen, in the city of Constance, by the Auditor of Causes of
the Holy Apostolic Palace. This payment is said to have be-
come irrecoverable under " The Compulsory Church Rate Aboli-
tion Act 1868."

There next comes an entry of the collections at Christmas
and Easter, and the burials.

The name of the Vicar, whose burial is mentioned, can be

supplied from the ancient Latin Eegister of the Bishop of

Lincoln, extracts from which are preserved among the Harleian
MSS. in the British Museum.

^

"
Magister Thomas Alayne presbiter presentatus est per ma-

gistrum et scolares domus de Merton in Oxonia ad vicariam

* This land was given in 35 Edward III. 1361, by John Midelleton after-
wards Provost of Oriel.

t It is mentioned in the list of outgoings in the College Register of Muni-
ments compiled in 1397.
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ecclesiaB Sancti Petri in Oriente in Oxonia pro morte Magistri
Vincentii Wykyng, 23 March, 1444."

"Vincentius Wykyng had held the vicarage 33 years.
Attention should be called to the occurrence in these accounts

(not common in English documents) of the Panis Benedictus, or

Pain Benit, or Holy Loaf. An allusion to the custom once

prevalent in England of distributing "blessed bread" among the

faithful is to be found, as Mr. Micklethwaite observed, in the

concluding rubric of the Communion Office in the Prayer Book
for 1549, where it is called the "

holy loaf," and where it is

implied that the custom was on the wane.

The last item of all, viz., "16 pence for torches before the

white monk at Oseney," leaves considerable room for conjecture.

Oseney was a Benedictine house, and its monks were therefore

"black," not "white." Could it have been that a Carthusian
or Cistercian, eminent for sanctity, had died on a visit to Oseney,
and that torches in honour of his memory were burnt before his

shrine or effigy ?

The following is a transcript, extended, of this curious frag-
ment of parish accounts of the fifteenth century :

Anno domini millesimo ccccmoxliiij
to et anno regni Regis Henrici Sexti post

conqnestum vicesimo tertio.

Compotus Petri Barbour et Willelmi Toner procuratorum ecclesie parochialis
Sancti Petri in oriente Oxonia a festo Sancti Michaelis Archangeli anno domini
millesimo ccccmoxliij

to et anno Begis Henrici Sexti post conquestum vicesimo
secundo usque ad idem festum Sancti Michaelis anno eiusdem domini Regis xxiij ,

videlicet, per unum annum integrum.
lidem respondent de xxxij

8

ij
d de arreragiis compoti precedentis.

Summa xxxij
8

ij
d

.

Et de v11 xixs

receptis in pixide in ingressu officii eorundem procuratorum.
Summa v 11 xixs

.

Redditus Assise. Et de xviij
d de redditu de tenemento Collegii de Oriele in

eadem parochia.
Et de ij

3 xd redditus de tenemento vocato Droughterhalle in eadem parochia
solvendis per manus Magistri Collegii Universitatis Oxonia.
Et de viij

d redditus de Collegio Animarum in Oxonia in parochia beate Marie
Virginis.
Et de xvj

d redditus de introitu ad gardinum Prioris et Conventus Sancte

Frideswyde situate ex parte orientali tenementi Philippi Merchant in parochia
beate Marie predicta.
Et de vj

d redditus de tenemento Abbatis et Conventus de Oseney in vico de
Catestreete in ista parochia.
Et de vj

d de tenemento situato in Cornerio vici de Catestreete in ista parochia.
Et de parochia de Wolverecote iij

8
iiij

d
.

Summa xs

viij
d

.

Collecta. Et de vj
s

iij
d collectis inter parochianos ad festum Natalis Domini.

Et de viij
3 xd collectis inter parochianos ad festum Pasche.

Summa xvs
j
d

.

Sepulture pro ifius annis.Et de xj
9

receptis de sepultura Margarete Lynmer
cum legato eius et compositione luminum.

Et de vj
s

viij
d de sepultura Alisie Averey.
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Et de xiij
8
iiij

d de sepultura duorum scolarium in ecclesia.

Et de vj
s
viij

d de sepultura Nicholai Growt.

Et de vj
9
viij

d de sepultura Vicarii.

Et de xxviij
8
viij

d de sepultura Hankyn Barow cum legato et compositione

luminum.
Summa 113" xnj

9
.

Compoaitiones luminumpro ijhu annis. Et de iiij
d
pro corapositione luminum

unius scolaris de domo Johannis Smyth.
Et de vj

d in compositione luminum Karoli Goldesmyth.

Et de xxd in compositione luminum pro Johanne Wykeham.
Et de ij

d
pro compositione luminum Walteri Joyner.

Et de xvd
pro compositione luminum Alisie Martyn.

Et de vj
d
pro compositione luminum Johanne Skynner.

Et de xvj
d in compositione luminum Alisie Averay.

Et de vj
d in compositione luminum Thome Coke.

Summa TJ
S

iij
d

.

Perquisite. Et de xiij
9

ij
d de cervisia Ecclesie.

Et de ij
8
vj

d de pane henedicto per annum.
Summa xv8

viij
d

.

Summa omnium oneratorum xiij
11

xj
8 xd .

Compotus predictorum Petri et Willelmi procuratorum dicte Ecclesie, a festo

Sancti Michaelis anno domini millesimo ccccmoxliiij
to

usque ad idem festum
Sancti Michaelis anno xxv to

, videlicet, per unum annum integrum.

Arreragia fit Staurum. lidem respondent de xiij
11

xj
8 xd de arreragiis

et de stauro in pixide ultimi compoti prioris anni ut patet per predictum com-
potum.

Summa xiij
u
xj

8 xd .

Eedditus Assise. Et de redditu Assise sicut in anno precedente in priori
compoto..

Summa x8

viij
d

.

Collecta. Et de vij
8

j
dob. collectis inter parochianos ad festum Natalis domini.

Et de iij
d
receptis in die Parasceves. Etde viij

8
vj

d
receptis inter parochianos ad

festum Pasche. Et de xij
s in cervisia ecclesie ad festum Pentecostes. Et de iij

8

ij
d de dono filii Willelmi Burgate. Et de ij

8
ij
d de pane benedicto per annum.

Summa xxxiij
8

ij
d ob.

Legata.Rt de iiij
8 de legato Martini ffuller. Et de iij

8

iiij
d de datis ad cam-

panam receptis per manus Johannis Telme. Et de iij
8

iiij
d
receptis de Magistro

Johanne Gemys pro processionalibus perditis. Et de viij
d
pro conductione torti-

cum. Et de xvj
d in torticibus coram monacho albo ad Oseneyam.

(cetera carent.)
f

The REV. W. GREENWELL, F.S.A., exhibited (1) a -bronze

Dagger from Arreton Down, Isle of Wight, and (2) two bronze
Daggers, a bronze Pin, and a pierced Axe-Hammer of stone
stated to have been found in a barrow near Broadway, Worces-
tershire. Antiquities from Arreton Down have formed the sub-
jects of communciations to the Society in 1735, in 1736 and
more recently in 1855, when Mr. Augustus W. Franks' laid
before the Society some " Notes on Bronze Weapons found on
Arreton Down," which are published in the Archaeoloeia
vol. xxxvi. p. 326, and which contain an account of all
that was then known of that remarkable "

find." Six of the
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original implements are preserved in the British Museum. A
seventh is now in the possession of Canon Greenwell, and has

been identified as an Arreton Down specimen by a drawing
which has been in the possession of the Society ever since 1736,
and which was reproduced in Archaeologia, vol. xxxvi. pi.

xxv. fig. 3. The information respecting the Broadway "find"
is not yet in a state sufficiently complete for publication, and a

fuller description of them will be published hereafter.

GEORGE PAYNE, Esq., Jun., F.S.A., Local Secretary for

Kent, communicated the following notes on a Celtic Interment

at Sittingbourne, Kent :

" I have the honour to report the discovery of a Celtic inter-

ment at Sittingbourne on the 23rd November last, in a field to

the east of Trott's Hall and Bell Eoad, the actual site of the

grave being fifty yards from the latter, and two hundred yards
south of the Watling Street.

" The discovery was made during excavations for chalk, and

unfortunately the workmen cut so close to the skeleton that the

western side of the grave broke away, carrying with it the

greater part of the bones, together with the accompanying ob-

jects, which consisted of the blade of a bronze ' knife -dagger,'

4| inches long and If wide, tapering to a rounded point ;
a bone

ornament made from a piece of flat bone 2| inches in length,
and H inch wide at one end, and J inch at the other; a hole

was drilled in the wide end large enough to admit the fore-

finger, and one in the narrow end T
3
F of an inch in diameter :

there are three oval perforations in the centre of the ornament.

A ' bracer
' was also found, made from a slab of gray slaty stone,

3| inches long, and an inch and a half wide, reduced by grinding
to a thickness of J of an inch ; at each end is a countersunk hole,

by which means it was fastened to the arm, thus forming a pro-
tection to the wrist against the rebound of tbe bow-string. The
skeleton was lying at a depth of 5 feet, north and south, head to

the south, upon its left side, facing the west. Owing to the

side of the grave giving way it was impossible to ascertain the

relative position of the objects met with, but from the appear-
ance of the humerus and radius of the left arm it is clear that

at the time of burial the knife-dagger touched the arm, as the

oxidation of the bronze has imparted an indelible green stain to

the bones near the elbow joint. I am unacquainted with any
other example of a bone-ornament similar to that upon the

table. The ' bracer
'

is of rare occurrence, and has been fully
treated of by Mr. Franks in the Society's Proceedings (2d S.

vol. v. p. 272), and by Mr. Thurnham in Archaeologia,
vol. XLIII. p. 427. Since the above discovery I learn from a
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trustworthy source that some fifty years ago a number of

skeletons were found in the same field when it was first opened

for brick-earth. Referring to my
<

note-book,' I find re-

corded the discovery at that spot in 1878 of a fine neolithic

celt, in 1879 a skeleton without relics, and in 1882 a bronze

spearhead. Tt will be seen that the bracer is incrusted
with^a

6 concretion of lime,' known locally as
<
race.' It occurs also in

curiously formed nodules in the
< brick-earth

' and ' Thanet

beds.' The tusks, teeth, and bones of a mammoth, in my ^Col-
lection,' which have been found at Sittingbourne, are' thickly

coated with this concretion, as also was the gold armilla found

in a Eoman leaden coffin exhibited by me before the Society on

llth December, 1879."

K. S. FERGUSON, ESQ., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cumber-

land, communicated the following Keport on a Roman Camp
at Low Borrow Bridge, Westmoreland :

" I have the honour to lay before the Society a short report
of some excavations made by the Cumberland and Westmore-
land Antiquarian and Archaeological Society on the site of the

little-known Roman Camp at Low Borrow Bridge in Westmore-

land, about a couple of miles from the Tebay Station on the

London and North Western Railway.
" This camp is situated at the junction of the rivulet of the

Borrow with the river Lune. The former covers its north

face, and the latter its eastern one. It commands not only the

entrance to the Tebay gorge, or valley of the Lune, up which a
Roman road ran northwards to Kirkby Thore, but also the val-

ley of the Borrow, up which a Roman road ran westwards to
the station at Watercrook near Kendal. A road going south
connected it with the camp at Overborough. It covers an area
of about four acres.

" Until recently very little was known of Low^Borrow Bridge
as a Roman station. The older antiquaries ignored it or were
ignorant of its existence. Dr. Whitaker mentions it as a place
for which he feels no concern : Rauthmell, who wrote a book
about Overborough, the next station to the south, is silent about
Low Borrow Bridge : Nicholson and Burn (History of West-
morland, vol. i. p. 493) merely say :

' Borrowdale hath its

name from the river Borrow, which empties itself into the
Lune at Borrow Bridge. On the south, about one hundred
paces from the bridge, but within the parish of Kendal, are the
ruins of a castle, which hath been walled about, and, from the
thickness and strong cement of the walls yet remaining, seems
to have been a place of considerable strength. It is most
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advantageously situated, to command the whole passage through
the mountains.'

(i Mr. John Just was the first to call attention to this camp,
and for an account of it reference should be made to his paper

printed in the Journal of the British Archaeological Association,
vol. viii. p. 35. Mr. Just identified the Low Borrow Bridge

camp as the Alone of the Tenth Iter. Mr. Thompson Watkin,
in a well-known paper on the Tenth Iter (Archaeological

Journal, vol. xxviii. p. 109), also identifies Low Borrow

Bridge as Alone.
" No inscribed stones have been found as yet at Low Borrow

Bridge to justify this or any other allocation. The main
motive which induced the Cumberland and Westmoreland

Society to excavate in the station was the hope of finding
some evidence as to its name.

u Permission having been accorded by the Earl of Lonsdale,
the owner of the camp, and arrangements made with Mr. Day,
the courteous tenant not only of the farm but of the inn at Low
Borrow Bridge, a committee of the Society assembled at the

camp on October 2nd, and staked out the places to be exca-

vated. Arrangements were also made for a constant supervision :

this was not very well carried out, the remoteness and inacces-

sibility of the place, the inconvenience of the train service, and
the dreadful weather, caused many defaulters.

" Trenches were cut in the interior of the camp, at a place
where the roughness of the ground indicated foundations. The
whole soil proved full of charcoal and broken tile, evidently
the ruins of a hypocaust, which had been mashed to pieces by
repeated ploughings ;

a stone flue was also found leading from
the hypocaust under one room to that under another. Owing
to the large amount of surface damage that would be done here,
and the small prospect of valuable returns, we decided, for this

year at least, not to excavate further in the interior of the

camp. We 'turned our attention to the walls and gates,
" We commenced with the eastern wall and gateway, which are

buried in their own rubbish. Cuttings were made at various

places from the exterior back to the breast of the wall It was
found to have fallen outwards, the debris of the upper part

forming an apron in front of the still standing lower part. On
clearing the debris away, the wall was found to be a rough
rubble wall, the stones slightly dressed on the front

;
its footings

consist of large rough slabs of the common or silurian slate of
the district, bedded in clay, which must have been brought
from a distance. The wall is built on these, which project and
form a plinth or footing under the ground. The site of the

eastern gate was readily seen, even before we put spade into the
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ground, but our excavations rather puzzled than aided us We
found one of the pivot-holes of the gate, bored in a slab of

slate and apparently in situ, but we could find neither .jambs

nor threshold ;
the reason, no doubt, being that the whole oi the

stone of the gate, threshold, jambs, and all down to the footing

stones, had been carried off for building purposes, being ashlar

work in freestone, very valuable in a district where no freestone

is to be got. A freestone with a pivot-hole in it was lying about,

evidently one of the upper pivot-holes for the gate.
u The south wall of the camp was completely cleared away

some thirty or forty years ago. We cut across its site in

various places, and found nothing left but the footing-stones;

not a vestige remained to indicate the site of the southern gate,

merely a continuous line of footing-stones, lying on clay.
" The western wall stands some eight or nine feet high, but has

been stripped of its facing-stones. We commenced to excavate

at the western gate : here we found the bottom courses of the

jambs in position, of freestone, with the diamond broaching

beautifully distinct, and ascertained the width of the gateway
to be 6 feet 3 inches, and the wall of the camp to be 7 feet 6

inches in thickness. I am inclined to think this gate was

double, but immediately south of this point the wall had been

destroyed down to the footing-stones.
" We have made, as yet, no excavations at the north gate : a

hedge with trees runs along the north wall and hinders excava-

tion.

"Local experts identify the freestone used at the gates as

brought from a quarry at a considerable distance to the north

of the Tebay gorge ; no freestone could be got nearer, and

hence it was but sparingly used. For the same reason it would
be most eagerly carried off from the camp by subsequent
builders. The silurian slate of which the bulk of the stonework

is formed is not tractable under the mason's chisel. Inscribed

stones would, therefore, be rare at Low Borrow Bridge Camp ;

any such are probably built into the walls of the Low Borrow

Bridge inn, where may be detected stones showing the diamond

broaching, which must have come from the camp." We made further excavations at a point outside the camp, to

the south, in the garden of the inn and immediately outside of
it. It had long been believed that a pavement was buried here.

The whole of the garden and part of the contiguous field proved
full of foundations of walls, set in clay in the usual method ; in

the garden we found a pavement of concrete made of pounded
red tile, very rich in colour, and having an edging round it

raised a couple of inches in a roll. This pavement measured
6 feet across, but we have been unable to ascertain its length, as
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that would involve destroying several fruit-trees. To excavate

this building, villa, or whatever it may be, so as to make a plan,
would involve the destruction of the garden. That we cannot

effect at present.
6(1 No tessellated pavements whatever have been found ; no mis-

cellaneous collection of Roman relics ; no coins ; merely bits of

tile and coarse pottery, and one bit of Samian ware ; one frag-
ment of a mortarium had on it, for maker's mark, H. D. A.

" No human being, Roman or other, would come and live at

this bleak spot, except tinder compulsion ; the camp would have
no occupiers but its garrison ; the absence of relics is not

therefore surprising. It may be, too, that the camp was not

very long occupied."
Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, January 24th, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Koyal Institution of Great Britain:

1. Proceedings. Vol. x. Part ii. No. 76. 8vo. London, 1883.

2. Additions to the second volume of the Catalogue of the Library. No. i.

1882-3. 8vo.

3. List of the Members, Officers, and Professors. 1883. 8vo.

From the Society of Emulation of the Lower Seine (Seine-Inferieure):
Bulletin. Exercice 1882-3. Svo. Rouen, 1883.

From the Society of Antiquaries of the Morinie: Bulletin Historique. 32me

Annee. Nouvelle Serie. 127 e Livraison. Svo. Saint-Omer, 1883.

From the Commission of Antiquities of the Lower Seine (Seine-Inferieure) :

Bulletin. Tome v. 3 Livraison. Tome vi. l re Livraison. Svo. Rouen,
1882-3.

From the French. Society of Archaeology for the Conservation of Monuments:

Congres Archeologique de France. 48e Session. Seances Generates tenues

a Vannes en 1881. Svo. Paris, 1882.

From the British Archaeological Association: The Journal. Vol. xxxix.
Part 4. [Completing the vol.] 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author: The Asclepiad. No. i. Vol. i. By B. W. Richardson,
M.D.,F.R.S.,F.S.A. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Author, Sir John Maclean, F.S.A.:

1. Notes on the Greyndour Chapel and Chantry in the Church of Newland,
co. Gloucester, and on certain Monumental Brasses there.

2. History of the Manor and Advowson of Staunton, in the Forest of Dean.

[From the Trans, of the Bristol and Glouc. Archaeol. Soc. vol. vii. parts 1

and 2 respectively.] Svo.

From the Glasgow Archaeological Society: Transactions. Part iii. Vol. 2.

Svo. Glasgow, 1883.

\7OL. X. D
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From H.M. Secretary of State for India:-A Sketch of -the Dynasties of

Southern India. Compiled under the Orders of Government by Kobert

Seweli. 4to. Madras, 1883.

From the Author:

1 The Horse Guards. Memoranda, Views, and Plans, illustrative of the

History of the Buildings. By Walter H. Tregellas. Folio. 1880.
*

2. Survey of Westminster and Adjacent Country. J. P. Desmaretz, 1717.

Facsimile.

From the Eoyal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland: The

Archaeological Journal. Vol. xl. No. 160. [Completing the vol.]

From the Eoyal Society: Proceedings. Vol. xxxv. No. 227 [completing the'

vol.], and vol. xxxvi. No. 228. 8vo. London, 1883.

The Earl Percy, M.P., William Niven, Esq., and the Itev.

Francis St. John Thackeray, were admitted Fellows.

WILLIAM NIVEN, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited by permission of

Mr. Burrell, builder, five Flint Celts, found by Mr. Burrell at

Teddington, about three months ago, while erecting houses in

Clarence Road, at a depth of about two feet from the surface,
and about a hundred yards distant from what is known as the
" Burrow Mound." They are stated to have been arranged
edgeways in a row, which measured about 18 inches.

Their respective dimensions were as follows :

1. Extreme length, 9 inches; breadth, 4 inches; thickness,
2 inches.

2. Length, 8f inches ; breadth, 4 inches ; thickness, 2
inches.

3. Length, 8| inches; breadth, 4J inches; thickness, 2
inches.

4. Length, 7| inches; breadth, 4 inches; thickness, If
inch.

5. Length, 8 inches
; breadth, 3j inches.

These very fine specimens had been formed only by chipping,
but may none the less have served for use,;* as a very good
cutting-edge may be formed by chipping alone. In a majority
of cases the flint celts from Teddington have been found in
the Thames itself. Numerous specimens are in the British
Museum.

F. A. WALTEKS, Esq. communicated the following account
of recent Excavations on the site of Buckfast Abbey, Devon
(now the property of a community of French Benedictines,from the diocese of Sens), and exhibited a Plan of the Abbey,and various objects, such as tiles, a leaden bulk, a fragment of
glass, &c., found during those excavations :

"Up to December 1883 the sole visible remains of the
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monastic buildings were the square tower, locally known as

the 'Abbot's Tower,' and a small portion of a rude crypt to the
* Domus Conversorum.' Guided, however, by a work of Mr.

Brooking Rowe, F.S.A., entitled Contributions to a History
of the Cistercian Houses of Devon, in which the author states

that up to 1806 extensive ruins were still existing, out of the

materials of which a modern dwelling-house was then erected,
and the foundations levelled and covered over, and. also by an
account in the Gentleman's Magazine of 1796 (quoted by
Mr. Rowe), by Mr. Laskey, giving a rather detailed account
of the relative positions of the church and other portions
of the abbey, with the still existing 'Abbot's Tower,' &c.

excavations were commenced at the above date, resulting
almost immediately in uncovering the eastern portion of the

church and the outer walls of the transepts, and part of the

nave. The work was then discontinued for want of funds, but
a little later excavations were again temporarily resumed, with

the result of completing the outline of the church, and showing
it to have been 217 feet in length. After another cessation of

the work, a grant having been made by the Society of An-

tiquaries, the whole plan, with small exception, of the original

buildings, was laid bare, showing the usual Cistercian arrange-

ment, with certain later additions not usually found, including
the * Abbot's Tower,' at the south end of the ' Domus Con-
versorum.'

" The excavations resulted in the discovery of a considerable

number of architectural fragments and tiles, although not

perhaps to the extent that might have been anticipated. Here
were specimens of every period from Norman to late-Perpen-

dicular, but it was quite evident that the original monastic

buildings were mainly of late-Norman character, agreeing as to

date with the traditional re-foundation ofthe Abbey as a Cistercian

House in 1138. Amongst the objects of interest found on the

site was a leaden bulla of Pope John XXII., of the ordinary

type, in a very perfect state of preservation. The two gateways
to the abbey still exist, although in a very mutilated state. A
public road now passes through them, on the east side of which
are the ruins and foundations of the abbey buildings, while on
the west side are still existing,much modernised as farm buildings,
rather extensive lay brethren or guests' quarters, of late but

somewhat rude architectural character. From these evidences

and the large size of the church, as compared with the buildings
inhabited by the choir monks, it would appear that the number
of the latter was few as compared with that of the conversi or lay
brethren.

" Mr. Brooking Rowe states that the early history of Buckfast
D 2
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Abbey is lost in remote antiquity, but that in- the time of

Edward I. the monks proudly affirmed that they held the

manor of Sele Monachorum by gift of King Cnut. It appears,

however, to have adopted the Cistercian reform in the twelfth

century, and by tradition to have been largely benefited- by

Ethelward de Pomeroy in 1137. The foundation and archi-

tectural fragments discovered fully bear out this tradition ;
while

at the same time there are sundry big massive foundations, as m
the south transept, which appear to have no connection with the

general plan, and are in addition of a different class of masonry.

These probably are remains of the earlier monastery.
" The abbey was surrendered to the Commissioners of Jlenry

VIII. by the last abbot, Gabriel Donne, on February 25th,

1538, there being in the monastery at the time nine monks, in

addition to the abbot and prior, all of whom were accorded

pensions with the exception of the prior. I may add, that the

tiles found, some of which are exhibited this evening, were

chiefly of a somewhat elaborate and early character, with

patterns in relief covered with a green glaze."

Major W. COOPER COOPER, F.S.A., Local Secretary, exhibited

some remains which had been discovered in an Anglo-Saxon
grave on the summit of Sheepwalk Hill, in the parish of Tod-

dington, Bedfordshire, December 22, 1883, accompanied by.
the following remarks :

" In the evening of the 22nd December I heard that a skeleton,
a spear-head, and a knife had been found on Sheepwalk Hill,
and that they were in the possession of Mr. W. Dover, the

tenant of the farm at Old Park.
" I immediately sent W. Joy (the gamekeeper) to make in-

quiries, and he reported as follows : Mr. Dover had, on that day,
a party rabbit- shooting, and had employed a ratcatcher, named
Lines, to ferret and dig out the rabbits

; that
Lilies,

after digging
out the first spit of turf at a rabbit-burrow, began the second,
and feeling and hearing bones crack, exclaimed,

' Blow'd if I
haven't found another body.

5
It appears he had found one

close to the same spot, whilst ferreting, seven years before. Of
this I had not been informed.

" Lines states that the skeleton was about 18 inches* from the

surface, and face downwards. It was nearly perfect. The
vertebrae and ribs were removed entire. I could not ascertain
the position of the spear or knife.

" On the 24th (Monday), I directed Kobert Seymour (a
responsible person) to see Mr. Dover, to whom I sent a paper,

* Mr. Dover says 3 feet.
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with questions to be answered, and a request that he would
send me the objects found, which he immediately did. To the

question, Was there any more iron or bronzs found ?
'

the

answer was,
'

Yes/ but one piece of iron was put back into the

hole, as it was of no use, being part of an old iron pot.
"
Expecting to find the boss of a shield, I ordered Seymour to

search for the old pot, and my expectations were realised.
" The umbone is similar to one figured by Mr. Llewellynn

Jewitt in his c Grave Mounds and their Contents,' p. 247,

fig. 406.

"The spearhead, 11 inches in length, is leaf-shaped, and has

a rib on each side the blade from socket to point.
" The knife is small, the blade being only 3 inches long. It

appears to have been much used, and worn away.
" I directed Seymour to get assistance, and sift with great care

the earth within the grave. Christmas-day intervening, nothing
was done. In the evening of the 26th, Seymour reported that

the sifting had not progressed much on account of the hindrances

caused by the roots and fibres of the grass. They had consider-

ably enlarged the area of the grave, and at three feet from the

surface had found a platform of concrete from 4 to 6 inches

thick. It appeared to be made of lime and pebbles, and was

sufficiently hard to resist the shovel. They had found many
bones ; those of the fingers were of different sizes, and appeared
to belong to separate bodies. The only articles brought home
were some fragments of iron, which, when fitted together,
formed discs (three in number), which evidently had belonged
to the shield

; some front teeth, an iron link or buckle, which
broke on handling, and a small earthenware variegated bead.

"
Thursday 27th. I sent Seymour a compass, that he might

ascertain the position of the concrete, and a caution as to his

proceedings. From what he had stated about the finger-
bones and the finding of the bead, I conjectured that a female

skeleton would be found in the same grave.
" In the evening he reported he had found another skeleton. It

was lying north-west and south-east, the head to the south-east,
and nearly at right angles to that first discovered. He and his

party took the greatest care, removing the earth with their

fingers. On the shoulders they found two bronze fibulae, one
on each side

;
and at a distance from the left shoulder, where the

hand would be, they found a plain bronze ring, similar in

size and shape to our wedding-rings, a small piece of iron and
the skull.

" The fibulae are of ordinary pattern, ornamented on the

borders with punch-marks, forming small circles ; the pins have
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perished. (See
< Grave Mounds and their Contents,' by Mr.

Llewellynn Jewitt, p. 272, fig. 451.)
" The only other things found were a small bead, a bit of flint,

not unlike a recent gunflint,
and a bit of thin folded bronze

with rivet-holes in it. It had probably been attached to a strap

or bag.
" The grave had been enlarged to an area of nine feet square,

but the margin of the concrete had not been reached.
" The skulls are those of persons in the prime of life ; the teeth

are perfect and but little worn. The jaws of the female are

unusually broad, and the teeth very projecting, which do not

suggest beauty.
" I desired Seymour to fill in the grave and replace the turf,

fearing some unauthorised person might be tempted to' make
further investigations, the results of which might be lost.

" From the position in which the first skeleton was found, face

downwards and at right angles to the second, I am inclined to

think that the grave had been disturbed soon after burial, and
that the sword (which I had hoped to find) and other articles

had been then abstracted.
"
Sheepwalk Hill rises considerably from the plain, with steep

ascents all round it. It is a conspicuous object, and from its

summit there is a fine panoramic view : three-fourths of it is

pasture, the remainder arable, the subsoil mostly sand and

gravel ;
the surface is tolerably even, no mounds being visible.

It is situated nearly in a direct line between the churches of

Toddington and Harlington, about one mile from the former and
half-a-mile from the latter, and it is about a mile north of Fox-

borough Hill, where in February 1874 I (assisted by the late

Mr. James Wyatt) excavated a cemetery, an account of which
was published in the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries,
April 16th, 1874 (See Proc. 2d S. vi. 184), but in this last-

mentioned locality cremation alone was evident. On Sheep-
walk Hill, some ten years ago, and about 100 yards south of the

grave now opened, a skeleton was found close^to a gravel-pit ;

the earth surrounding it was carefully sifted, and the only
thing found was a bronze spiral finger-ring, which I gave to our
late President, Mr. Ouvry. The skull I sent to the late Dr.

Eolleston, for the museum at Oxford."

The Vice-President in the chair gave an interesting account
of a very remarkable "

find
"

of Koman Pewter Dishes, which
he hoped would at no distant date be laid before the Society.
They had quite recently been discovered in Wiltshire.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
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Thursday, January 31st, 1884.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Science and Art Department, South Kensington : A List of Build-

ings in Great Britain and Ireland having Mural and other Painted Decora-

tions, with introduction and Index of Subjects. By C. E. Keyser, M.A.,
F.S.A. Third Edition, enlarged. 8vo. London, 1883.

From Harvard College : Annual Keports of the President and Treasurer.

1882-83. 8vo. Cambridge (U.S.A.), 1883.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq. : The Western Antiquary. Part viii.

Third series. December. 4to. Plymouth, 1883.

From W. H. H. Rogers, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Twelve Sonnets on Colyton Church, with Notes, illustrative and descrip-

tive ;
and a view of the Church. By John Farmer. 12mo. London, 1842.

2. Twelve Sonnets on the Church Services ;
with Notes. By John Farmer.

12mo. London, 1842.

On the nomination of the President, the following gentlemen
were appointed Auditors of the Society's Accounts for the past

year :

Doyne C. Bell, Esq.
Everard Green, Esq.

Joseph Clarke, Esq., F.E.I.B.A.

Edwin Freshfield, Esq., M.A.

The Right Reverend Richard Lewis, Bishop of Llandaff, was

proposed as a Fellow, and his election being at once proceeded
with, in conformity with the Statutes, Chap. I. 5, he was

thereupon elected unanimously a Fellow of the Society.

The SECRETARY having informed the Meeting that their

venerable, esteemed, and distinguished Fellow, Mr. John

Henry Parker, M.A., C.B., had that morning died at Oxford,
it was Resolved that a Vote of Condolence should be sent to

the surviving members of his family, and especially to his son,
Mr. James Parker.

WILLIAM MASKELL, Esq., F.S.A., communicated, in a letter

to the Secretary, the following account of a Picture, in his pos-

session, of Job, his wife, and the three friends :

" The subject of the picture I exhibit this evening is from the

Book of Job. The patriarch is sitting, nearly unclothed, listen-

ing to and answering his wife and the three friends. The devil

is shown behind Job, blowing a stream of fire against his naked
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back. Above is the house of Job in flames, and the plunderers

are seen riding over the hill in the distance. God
is^above all,

in a circle of clouds, crowned, and holding an orb with a cross

in His left hand.
" lean say nothing in praise of the picture as a work of art ;

but it seems to me to be curious with regard to the costume ;

the hats worn by two of the friends of Job appear to be of about

the time of Henry VII. ; but the kerchief and puffed sleeves of

his wife somewhat later ; and the inscription not merely curious

but of some importance.
" The inscription, written in a square on the top right-hand

corner, consists of two verses from the Book of Job, and I believe

from an unknown version ; it is not according to Cranmer's,

or Matthew's, or Coverdale's, or the Bishops' Bible : as to the

last, I need hardly say that the date of the picture is much
earlier than Elizabeth's time. The inscription is in black-letter,

apparently of about the year 1500
; and, I may add, differs from

the version commonly known as Wickliffe's.
"

It reads thus :
* Naked came I owt of my mother's wombe,

and naked shall I turne thyther agayne. The lorde gaue and
the lorde hath taken awaye; nowe as the lorde be pleysed, so be

yt. Job 1. Seyng we haue resceuyd prosperyte at y
c hand of

god, wherfor shuld we not be cotent wl

adv'syte also. Job 2V
"The picture is painted on two panels, joined across nearly in

the middle, and measures 2 ft. 9 in. by 1 ft. 10 in."

Since this Paper was laid before the Society, a writer in the
Athenaeum (March 1, 1884, p. 290), Mr. J. B. Dove, has fur-
nished the following clue to the version of the Bible from which
the above passages are taken :

" I have looked in every version
in my collection of early English Bibles, and find the Great
Bible reading is nearest to the first passage, and Matthew's Bible
of 1537 to the second. They are as follows :

< Naked came
I out of my mother's wombe, and naked shall I tourne thyther
agayne. The lorde gaue and the lorde hath taken awaye; even
as yt hath pleased the lorde, so it is come to passe.' The
second passage reads word for word with Matthew's Bible."

The DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH, E.G., exhibited, by the hands of
A. W. Franks, Esq., V.P., a collection of Matrices and Metal
Casts of Seals, together with three Metal Boxes for protectingwax impressions, detached from diplomas of the Sforza family*
Dukes of Milan.

The following description of, and notes on, the principal
objects exhibited were given by 0. S. Perceval, Esq., LL.D.,
Treasurer :
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'* The collection exhibited this evening consists of thirty-six
matrices of seals, chiefly of the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries.

Besides these may be noticed a matrix, cast from the obverse of the

Bulla of Pope Alexander VI., and intended, perhaps, for some
fraudulent purpose, and two old impressions or casts, one in

white metal, the other in bronze, of ecclesiastical seals of the

seventeenth century. These latter are of German origin. All,
or nearly all, of the rest, as well as the three curious seal-boxes

included in the collection, are Italian. Beginning with the

Ecclesiastical division, we may first notice a fifteenth-century seal

of a Bishop of an uncertain See,
'

Episcopus Bugduensis,' of

which the following is a description :

Pointed oval, 3 inches by If inch. The field is divided into

three stories by architectural outlines. The centre story has

the Saints Peter and Paul standing under simple canopies.
Above is the B.V.M. in half-length, with the Divine Infant, also

under a canopy ;
while beneath, in a square panel, a bishop,

with pastoral staff held in front of him, and with long labels to

his mitre, is kneeling. On either side is a flower, apparently a

columbine. The base point of the seal is occupied by a shield,

bearing a lion rampant.

Legend,

S' DM FRIS IOHIS GOIOR., PROF6SOIS D6I GRA ePI
BVGDVGNSIS

I read the contracted words in the middle of the legend as

MINORUM PROFESSIONS, indicating that the bishop was of the

religious profession of the Friars Minors. This phrase is

unusual, the words 6 Ordinis Minorurn '

being the received

designation of a Franciscan friar.

After considerable research I cannot identify the Bishop's
see. Budua, a fortified town on the Dalmatian coast, where,

according ,to some of the Gazetteers, there was, at some time,

a Bishop, has been suggested. Neither in Gams' Series

Episcoporum, the most modern book, nor in earlier ecclesias-

tical compilers except Echard de Commanville, who names it

in his list of sees, printed in 1700 can I find any trace of

this see. It seems, from Gams, that from 1599 to 1624, two

Archbishops of Antivari successively resided in Budua, and, as

may be gathered, for fear of the Turks. This circumstance may
have led to the statement which is found in Zedler's Universal

Lexicon, 1733, and in some later works, that Budua had a

bishop. The town was known to the classical geographers as

Butua, but I find no form of the name with a G in the first

svllable.
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explanations, and leave the interpretation of the seal an open

question.
The next object, the impression in white metal already re-

ferred to, is from the seal of an historical personage.

It is circular in form, and 4 inches in diameter. The subject

is a bishop seated on a throne, the canopies of which are held

back by an angel on either side. At his feet is a shield bearing

a wolf salient (see of Passau). Below is a semicircle of seven

shields, oval in form, presently to be described.

The legend is,

LEOPOL D: G. ARCHID' AVS AR E PAS (i.e. ARGENTORATI ET

PASSOYI^E) EPS DVX BVR STIR CARI CAR * ET W^BTE
LANTGR ' ELSATI^E COMES ' TIROLEN ' HABSBVRGI ' ET ' GORTZ

ET.

Leopold, brother of the Emperor Ferdinand II., Bishop of

Strasburg and Passau, to whom this seal belonged, renounced

his ecclesiastical appointments in 1626.*

The seven shields on the seal refer to the bishop's principal

titles, as follows : The centre shield, immediately below the

Passau arms, bears the family coat of Hapsburg, a lion rampant
crowned. This shield has no ornament ; the remaining six are

ensigned with the archiducal cap or coronet.

On the dexter side the first shield has the fess of Austria,
followed by the arms of Styria, namely, the beast or monster

variously blazoned as a griffin without wings, or an ibex^ but
which originally may have been a steer or bullock (German
stier), allusive to the name of the province. Beneath these is

the eagle bearing a crescent, the arms of Carniola.

The upper shield on the sinister side is for Burgundy ancient,
three bends. This is followed by a fess impaling three lions

passant for Carinthia. The last coat is the eagle displayed and
crowned, of the county of Tirol.

The next seal, a bronze matrix, is also episcopal. It is cir-

cular, If^inch
in diameter. Subject, a scrolled cartouche-

shaped shield, bearing the Visconti arms (a serpent vorant an
infant) ; ensigned with a mitre, labelled.

Legend,

CAROLVS * VICECOMES * EPS *

VINTIM1LIENSIS.

The matrix has a baluster-shaped handle, broken at the top.
Charles Visconti was Bishop of Ventimiglia from 1561 to

1565, when he resigned.
The fourth seal, that of an abbat, is of the pointed oval form,

*
Hergott, Mon. Aug. Dom. Anstr. i. 132.
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3J by 2 inches. Subject, a nimbed saint, vested in ponti-

ficalibusj with pastoral staff in right, book in left hand, standing
between two fluted pilasters, supporting an horizontal impost
with garlanded frieze. Above this, the B.V.M. and Child, half

length. The space between the pilasters and the legend is

filled with branch-work of Gothic character. Below, a kneeling

figure, with mitre and pastoral staff, between two shields, party

per fess, a cross moline counterchanged.

Legend,

-f- SIGILLVM * FRATRIS IACHOBI ' SVRIANO ' ABBATIS * S '

ZENONIS.

I see no reason why this seal, which may date from about

1500, should not have belonged to an abbat of the famous
Benedictine monastery of San Zenone, at Verona.

To these seals of prelates may be added a cast (contemporary)
in bronze, from a seventeenth-century seal of an abbat of

Wellehrad, a Cistercian monastery in Moravia, founded in 1202

by the Margrave Wladislaus, formerly of much importance, the

abbat having been one of the chief prelates of that country.
It is slightly oval in form, and represents the abbat with mitre

and pastoral staff standing under a canopy, in the head of which
is the B.V.M. and Divine infant. On either side is an angel

holding a shield of arms. Dexter : per fess, in chief a demi-

eagle displayed ;
in base, an escutcheon bearing a fess. Sinister :

a cross cantoned with the letters M R S
; surtout, an in-

escutcheon bearing an eagle displayed.

Legend,

NICOLAVS CROMER' i v DOCTOR SCT.E SEDIS APLKLE
P'THONOTARI' ABBAS WELLEGRADENSIS.

Here may be added five seals, one of an arch-priest, another

of a parish priest or piovano, and three of a priest, a clerk, and
a friar.

That of the arch-priest is pointed oval, 1J inch long, and is of

the fourteenth or fifteenth century. Subject a standing bishop
turned to the sinister, his pastoral staff borne in bend across his

body ;
the letters S and perhaps R in the field, very faint from

the worn state of the matrix.

Legend,

+ S' PBRI PHI ARCHIPBRI SCI GLIG.

The saint represented is probably St. Elias, who is said to

have been Bishop of Sitten, to have come to Italy on a pilgrim-
age, and to have died in the diocese of Novara.
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There are at the present three Italian communes bearing his

,me. One in the diocese of Benevento, another in the Terra
name.
di Lavoro, and a third in Umbria.

The next seal is pointed oval, 1J inch long, raid of the four-

teenth century. Subject a priest in chasuble, standing full-

faced with both hands open and upraised.

Legend,

+ S LANFRANCVI PL^BANI SCI APOLL'IS.

The seal of Andrew, piovano or parish priest (plebanus) of

the same or another parish of Sant' Apollinare, is in the Tyssen

Collection (Proceedings, ix. 48).
The three seals of inferior clergy are as follows :

1. Pointed oval, 1^ inch long, fourteenth century. Subject

a chalice, apparently with the paten and wafer thereon, a right

hand in benediction over it, and above this a star.

Legend,

+ S ^B^RHARDI SAC^RDOTIS.

2. 1J inch long. Subject a very small central shield bear-

ing a tree (apple-tree ?) within a circle, ornamented externally
with four pointed arches alternating with many semicircles.

Legend,

+ S GERALDI D' POCDERIIS CL'CI IVNIOrlS.

3. Circular, 1 fa inch diameter, fifteenth century. Subject
four roundels, each containing one of the Evangelistic symbols,
and sepaiated by a star and a crescent alternately. The centre

of the field is occupied by a fifth roundel, cutting off a segment
of each of the others, and is occupied by the Agnus Dei,

Legend,

+ S FEAT BGNGD.

(Sigillum Fratris Benedict!.)

Of Ecclesiastical Common Seals there is but one, connected
with the celebrated Monastery of Monte Cassino.

It is oval, 2 by 1J inches, sixteenth century. Subject
Under a triple-domed canopy two full-length figures of saints in

the Benedictine habit, both nimbed. They support between
them a pastoral staff.

Legend,

CONGREGATIO CASSINENSIS.

These words occupy the lower half only of the seal, and leave
room for a candlestick with lighted candle on each side.
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The only Official Seal is that of the Spiritual Court of the

Patrimony of St. Peter, dating from the time of Pope Eugene VI.

1431-47, whose family arms (Condolmerio, azure, a bend argent)
it bears.

This seal is of the pointed oval form, 1^ inch long. Subject
a shield bearing a bend

; above it are the crossed keys and

tiara, the trefoiled bows of the keys united by a lace. Field

flourished.

Legend,

f SIGILLVM CVRIG SPIRITUALS PROVINCIG PATRICOOL

This is a handsome, well- engraved seal.

The following are the most interesting of the seals comprised
in the Lay Division.

A large seal, about 2| inches in diameter. The matrix is

flat, and was probably intended for use with a press. The

design is of the cinque-cento or semi-classical type, and more
resembles a medal than a mediaeval seal.

The legend,

COLLEGIVM MILITV.
LAVRETANO

RVM

with small fleurs-de-lis at the beginning and end of each line, is

placed in the exergue. Hence we learn that this interesting

object is the seal of the Knights of Loretto, instituted originally by
Pope Paul III. (Farnese) about 1 540, but refounded by Pope Sixtus

V. in 1586.* The subject is a group of figures, clad in classical

Roman military costume. In the background is represented
the ' Casa Santa

'

of Loretto, as a building with high pitched

roof, three small windows on the side which faces the spectator.
The front, with door and window above it, are shown in per-

spective. At the other end is a campanile of three stories and

lofty pointed roof. Above the house or church is seen the half-

length figure of the B.V.M., with the infant Saviour standing
supported by her left arm. In her extended right hand she

holds a long chain, which she presents to one of the knights
who kneels in front of the composition. A corresponding figure
kneels inwards on the sinister side. Between them is a car-

touche shield bearing six fleurs-de-lis (the Farnese arms) and

ensigned with the cross-keys and tiara. The field is filled up by
standing knights, one of whom, immediately behind the second

*
Spener, Pars General-is, 340, and Moroni, Diet. Eccl. s. v. Loretto and

Lauretani.
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kneeling figure, holds the banner of the company fixed to a

spear-headed staff. In the background, on the opposite side,

are three Koman standards, the heads of whose bearers are seen.

With this seal may be compared that of the Knights of the

Lily, of which the matrix is in the Bodleian Library among Dr.

Eawlinson's collection of Italian seals. This order was founded

by Paul in 1546, in the city of Viterbo.* The seal represents
the Madonna della Quercia, to whom a church outside Viterbo

is dedicated ; the subject being an oak-tree, above which is a

demi-figure of the Blessed Virgin Mary, holding out a chain, as

in the Loretto seal, to an assembly of knights. Each of these

orders had for their insignia a gold collar with a medal corre-

sponding in device to their respective seals as above described.

There are fourteen heraldic seals, of a selection from which I

proceed to give a note. I regret that from such authorities as I

have been able to consult 1 have been unable to glean much in-

formation as to the families to which they belonged. Their
owners were, I apprehend, for the most part Italian gentlemen
of no great distinction living about the same period, perhaps
the beginning of the fifteenth century, though two or three of
these seals may be somewhat earlier in date.

1. Circular, 1 inch in diameter. A plain shield with an eagle
1 . -. 1

* O
displayed.

Legend,

S- TRISTRAMMI D' CIVITATG AVST6.

Civitas Austriae is Frioul in Venetia, sometimes called Civedale
del Friuli.

2. Circular, 1 inch in diameter. A shield, bearing a bend, a
chief of Anjou, i.e., a label of three points with two fleurs-de-lis
in the intervals.

Legend,
+ S' B<JCIVS D' BARTOLI.

3. Circular, 1 inch in diameter. A shield between slight sprig-
ornaments, bearing three chevrons

; on a chief surtout (cutting
the upper chevron) a lion passant guardant.

Legend,
-f S PRANDI DG CLAVO.

4. Circular, 1 inch in diameter. A shield, bearing three
bends, on a chief a tree (cornel tree ?)

Legend,

+ S : H<RARD LLI : D : CORNIO.

*
Moroni, Diet. Eccl. s. v. Giglio.
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5. Circular, 1 inch in diameter. Shield, with slightly indicated

foliage on the spandrils, bearing Per pale, Barry of six, a

crescent.

Legend.
+ S HVARGNTI D' CORTONA.

6. Circular, f inch in diameter. Shield bearing three fusils

(mill-picks?} in fess.

Legend,
+ S B^RTO I MOL^N^LLI.

7. Circular, 1| inch in diameter. Shield bearing Paly of

four, on a chief a tree fructed.

Legend,

+ S' BLASCHINO OOOR^LLO DG LVGANO.

The Dictionaries translate Morella by
'

deadly nightshade,' a

plant which bears a large black cherry-like fruit . This and the

two previous ones, 6 and 7, are probably
'

canting
'

coats.

8. Triangular, point in base, the sides about 1J inch long,
the top somewhat shorter. A swan, 1.

Legend,

+ S BON^LLVS D$ ORFAN^LLIS.

9. Circular, 1 inch in diameter, late fifteenth century. A
shield, bearing a tree eradicated.

Legend,
+ tttfvattrt.

This seal may be French.
10. Shield shaped, 1 J inch high. A tree with large leaves.

Legend,

+ S P^TRIS (sic)
' RODVLFI IVDICIS.

11. Hexagonal pillar-shaped matrix about 2 inches high, en-

graved at both ends. The larger end is 1 inch in diameter.

The date 1360 in Arabic numerals is engraved on the sides.

Subject. In a trilobed panel three lozenges.

Legend,

+ S CIONIS SANDRI D$ SALIB^NIS.

The smaller end, J inch in diameter, has a plain shield with the

arms. Above it the letter N.

According to Ginanni, the family of Salimbene of Forli

(Romagna, frontiers of Tuscany) bore Gules, three fusils or.

12. Circular, 1^ inch in diameter. Shield pencM. Barry
of six, ensigned with a helm lambrequined. Crest, a peacock's
head.
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Legend,

+ TOLB^RTO DI SIRISFORTfl.

13. Circular, 1 inch in diameter. In a slight three-lobed

border a shield bearing a chief.

Legend,
+ S TALANI DNI P$PI ALAMANNI.

The following is a Lay seal with a device not heraldic:-

Circular, 1 inch in diameter. A two-wheeled cart with

shafts, in the front of which is a figure holding a 'goad or

sword.

Legend,

+ S' ACWAD8I D$ CARIZ^DVLV.

A pointed oval seal 1J inch long, with a fruit resembling an

artichoke for device, and with the legend

-f S' VICHARII D$ VINCAR^TO,

must remain as unascertained, as I have no information suffi-

cient to guide me in assigning it to the Ecclesiastical or to the

Lay Division.

The three seal-boxes, detached from original diplomas, are

of bronze or mixed metal, with a flat lid, which in each case is

circular and about 3 inches in diameter, the box itself being con-

vex to suit the shape of the waxen seal, and furnished with four

holes for the laces attaching the seal to the document.

From the heraldic and other devices which adorn these boxes,

they are easily connected with the Duchy of Milan, dating from
the close of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth cen-

turies.

1 . The lid of the first box is ornamented in pounced work,
with a shield bearing Quarterly 1 and 4. Sforza : An eagle dis-

played crowned. 2 and 3. Visconti : A serpenC crowned vorant
an infant. Ensigned with a coronet, and accompanied by the

legend 10 GZ MA DVX MLI SEXTVS. On each side twice repeated
is the badge of the '

TizzoneJ or burning brand, with two
buckets.

The inside of the lid is pounced with a singular device of

rockwork with ( nebulee
'

bands across. In one corner is a bulb
of tulip sprouting ; below is the motto MIT ZEIT.

Pounced on the bottom of the box itself is a dove within rays
of the sun, holding a scroll with a motto, A BON DROIT.
The box contains the remains of the seal in wax, bearing the

arms above mentioned.
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The legend, when expanded, will read IOHANNES GALEAZZO
MARIA DUX . MED10LANI SEXTUS.

The Duke Gian Galeazzo was the son of Galeazzo Maria

Sforza, by Bona of Savoy, his second wife. On his father's

assassination, in 1476, he was left under the guardianship of
his mother, and the second box belongs, as will be seen, to the

period of his minority.
2. This box has also pounced ornaments in the same style as

the first.
_

The lid has a shield of the same arms, with the

legend B M G M, for BONA . MARIA . GALEAZZO . MARIA.

On the bottom is the dove, with a scroll uninscribed, and a

strange-looking rock with the sprouting bulb, and the German
motto given above.

It incloses a well-preserved seal, in white wax, with the

quartered coat, and the legend,

BONA 7 (et) GALEAZ(o) M(aria) SF(orza) VICECOMITES
DVCES M(edio) L(an)I yC.

3. The third box (see engraving on the opposite page) is

ornamented in relief. On the lid are the same arms as before,

with the legend FR . n . and two '

tizzonij with buckets. On
the bottom is a bird, with the motto REGINA CELL The seal is

lost.

This work of art belongs to the reign of Francis Maria

Sforza, Duke of Milan, 1521-1535. He was the son of Lu-

dovico Sforza, Duke of Milan, by whose contrivance Gian

Galeazzo was killed by slow poison in 1494, and who died a

prisoner to Louis XII. of France, in the castle of Loches.

The imprese of the tizzone and the dove belonged to the

Visconti family. The burning brand and buckets are said to

have been assumed as a device by Galeazzo Visconti II. 1354-

1378, on the occasion of his slaying, when in Holland, a knight,
who bore this cognizance on his shield.

The dove appears on the robe of Gian Galeazzo Visconti,
first Duke of Milan, 1396-1402, as represented on his portrait
at the Certosa of Pavia.

The sprouting tulip-root appears .to have been an old device

of the Sforza family. The motto is sometimes in Italian ' Col

Tempo
'

instead of the German ' Mit Zeit.'

Mrs. Palliser, in her interesting book on < Historic Devices,

Badges, and War Cries/ London, 1870, has figured the tulip

at p. 195. This work may be consulted (pp. 184, 185, seq.)

with advantage for further particulars as to the Milanese

imprese"

Admiral SPRATT, C.B., F.S.A., communicated a Paper on

VOL. x. E
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the Dorian Peninsula and Gulf, with Notes on the discovery

made by himself many years ago of a Temple of Latona at

the head of that Gulf. This Paper will be published, in the

Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, February 7th, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in tte Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors:

From the New-England Historic Genealogical Society: The New-England
Historical and Genealogical Register. No. cxlix. Vol. 38. January.

8vo. Boston, 1884.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Zurich Mittheilungen. Band xxi., Heft.

5. 4to. Zurich, 1884.

From the Editor, Captain B. C. Temple: Panjab Notes and Queries. No. 4.,

vol. i. January. 4to. London, 1884.

From the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society: Transactions. Vol. i. Part 4.

4to. London, 1884.

From the Royal United Service Institution: Journal. Vol. xxvii.. No. 122.

8vo. London, 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vi., No. 2.

February. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Archaeological Society, Agram (Croatia): Viestnik hrvatskoga

Arkeologickoga Druztva. Godina vi. Br. i. 8vo. Zagrebu, 1884.

From the Trustees of the British Museum :

1. Catalogue of Romances in the Department of Manuscripts in the British

Museum. By H. L. D. Ward, B.A. Vol. i. 8vo. London, 1883.

2. Catalogue of Oriental Coins in the British Museum. Vol. viii. Coins
of the Turks. By S. Lane-Poole. Edited by R. S.Toole. 8vo. London,
1883.

From the Author: Les Etrangers a Bordeaux. Etude d'inscriptions de la

periode Romaine portant des ethniques. Par M. P. Charles Robert. 8vo.

Bordeaux, 1883.

From the Author, Rev. J. W. Ebsworth, M.A., F.S.A.:

1. Karl's Legacy. 2 vols. Sm. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1868.

2. Westminster Drolleries 1671-2
; Choyce Drollery 1656

; Merry Drol-
leries 1661-70-91. 3 vols. 8vo. Boston, Lincolnshire, 1875-6.

3. A Strappado for the Diuell. By Richard Brathwaite. 8vo. Boston,
Lincolnshire, 1878.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association: Archseologia Cambrensis.
Fourth Series. No. 56. (Vol. xiv.) 8vo. London, 1883.

4. The Roxburghe Ballads : illustrating the Last Years of the Stuarts
Vol. v., Part i. 8vo. Hertford, printed for the Ballad Society, 1883.
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A vote of Special Thanks was awarded to the Eev. J. W.
Ebsworth, F.S.A., for his Donation to the Library.

C. KNIGHT WATSON, Esq., Secretary, stated that he had been

requested by Mr. James Parker to convey to the Meeting the

warmest thanks of himself and of his family for the very cordial

message of condolence which had reached him on the death of

his late father, Mr. John Henry Parker, C.B., F.S.A., and
which they appreciated very highly.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the follow-

ing remarks on a Deed Poll relating to the Brethren of Holy
Gross, Eeigate, a photograph of which he presents to the

Society :

" I exhibit a small deed (with a photograph) of the thirteenth

century. It is a deed poll, 8J inches by 5 inches, of which
the following is a transcript :

" ' Sciant presentes et futuri Quod ego Johannes de la bisse

dedi et concessi et hac presenti carta mea confirmavi pro salute

anime mee et meorum, deo et fratribus hospitalis sancte crucis

de Reigate, In liberam et puram et perpetuam elemosinam
redditum quinque solidorum in parochia de home de adqui-
sitione mea annuatim percipiendum, scilicet de Johanne de

bosco et de heredibus suis pro Wlgaresrudene duodecim

denarios, ad duos terminos, ad festum sancti Andree sex

denarios, ad festum sancti Johannis baptiste sex denarios. Et
de altero Johanne de bosco et de heredibus suis pro dimidia

hyda terre quam Algarus de bosco tenuit viginti sex denarios,
ad duos terminos, ad festum sancti thome apostoli tresdecim

denarios, ad festum sancti Johannis baptiste tresdecim denarios.

Et de Johanne mercatore et de heredibus suis pro pur-
prestura de la bisse decem denarios, ad duos terminos, ad
festum sancti Andree quinque denarios, ad festum sancti

Johannis baptiste quinque denarios. Et de Joseph fabro et de

heredibus suis pro tenemento de la hulle de la bisse quod
tenuit de me duodecim denarios, ad duos terminos, ad festum

sancti Andree sex denarios, ad festiim sancti Johannis baptiste
sex denarios. Et preterea de dicto Joseph fabro pro una acra

terre cum gardino que est in novo assarto de la bisse decem
denarios recipiendos vigilia Natalis domini. Quatuor quorum
decem denariorum acquietabunt predictas terras erga dominum
feudi pro omni servicio et exactione seculari, salvo servicio

forinseco quantum pertinet ad tantum tenementum ejusdem
feudi. Et dicti fratres pacabunt predictos quatuor denarios

die sancti Martini apud Herewaldesle. Et reliqui sex denarii

remanebunt in predicto hospitali in puram et perpetuam
E 2
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elemosinam. Habendum et tenendum predicto hospital!, libere,

quiete, pacifice,
et imperpetuum sicut liberam et puram et

perpetuam elemosinam. Ita scilicet quod prenommati homines

et heredes eorum teneant predicta tenementa sua de predicto

hospitali: et respondeant fratribus ejusdem loci in pr^dictis

redditibus et in omnibus sicut deberent michi respondere.

Dominus autem feudi warantizabit scpedicto hospitali pre-

dictas terras et predictum redditum cum omnibus pertmentns

suis contra omnes homines et feminas. Et ut hec mea donatio

et concessio rate et stabiles permaneant et inconcusse: presen-

tem cartam sigilli
mei appositione confirmavi. Et ad majorem

confirmationem meipsum caritative receptum predicto hospitali

donavi. Hiis Testibus Domino Ricardo de lenne tune temporis

constabulario castri de Reigate. Domino Rogero de londone

Milite. Domino Johanne de burstowe. Robert de Molmo.

Waltero de colle. Henrico de holeya. Aluredo colekin. Rogero
corvesario. Thoma prenticio. Willelmo clerico presentium

scriptore. Et MTJLTIS ALIIS.'
" To this deed is appended a seal in red wax on a parchment

slip. Circular, 1J inch in diameter ; subject, a hind counter-

trippant.

Legend,
+ S. 10'IS: DG . LA BIS:

" The deed is endorsed in a hand of the seventeenth century :

6 IOHES DE LA BYSSE. Sans date.'
" The hind was used, 1342, by John de la Byssh, on a shield.

Subsequently the head only was used as a crest.*
" The object of the deed, it will be seen, is, shortly, to state

that John de la Biss gave, for the salvation of his own soul and

that of his belongings, to God and to the Brethren of the

Hospital of the Holy Cross at Reigate, in frank almoigne, a

rent of five shillings, payable out of the premises mentioned
in the deed. r

"
It is signed in the presence of Sir Richard de Lenne, at

that time Constable of Reigate Castle, Sir Roger de" London,
knight, Sir John de Burstow, Robert of the Mill, Walter de

Colle, Henry de Holeia, Alured Colkin, Roger Corvesario,
' the cordwainer,' Thomas Prentice, and William the Clerk, and

many others.
" I do not think this deed was known to the compilers of

Manning and Bray's or indeed any History of Surrey.
" Those who know the town of Reigate will remember that it

consists of two streets, one running east and west and the other

north and south. The street east and west runs along a little

* See Upton, De Studio Militari, 1654, Bisscei nota adfinem, p. 53.
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valley, bounded on the north by the Castle Hill, round which

the houses on the north side of the street cluster ;
on the south

by the grounds of the Priory, along the borders of which the

houses on the south side of the street cluster.
" In the middle of the town is a building standing apart, the

Old Town Hall, which was formerly a chapel of St. Thomas of

Canterbury. In the street at the west end of the Castle Hill

is a very old public-house, which passed by the name of * The
Red Cross," and I have no doubt ^that this is all that remains

of the old Hospital of Holy Cross.
" The existence of the Reigate Caves under the Castle Hill

will be known to many of you ; but, probably, few know that

there are similar caves attached to the ' Red Cross
9 Inn.

" For convenience of reference I have brought with me an

old map of Surrey, upon which can be pointed out the parish of

Horn, which lies a little to the south of the South Eastern Rail-

way, due east of Red Hill, the adjoining parish of Burstow, the

situation of what was lately called Haroldslee and Bish Court.

The deed is interesting as giving the name of a Governor of the

Castle. Among the witnesses were John de Burstow, who was,
of course, a neighbour of John de la Biss, Robert the Miller,
who may have been from the old mill at Flanchford, Walter
de Colle, no doubt Lord of Colley Manor, and Henry de Holeia,
of Hooley Manor."

E. W. GODWIN, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the following
remarks on some Paintings on an Armoire in Bayeux Cathe-

dral, of which he exhibited a very beautiful copy by himself :

" Mr. W. E. Nesfield, in his Specimens of Mediaeval Archi-

tecture, plates 8 and 9, has published some rather detailed

drawings of this interesting and rare example of painted
furniture.

" M. Viollet-le-Duc has illustrated and described it in his

Dictionnaire Raisonnd du Mobilier Frangais, vol. i. s. v.
6 Armoire

,'
and M. Euprich Robert has made the very elaborate

drawings which accompany the description of it in the tenth

volume of M. Daly's 'Revue de'PArchitecture.' But as the

three versions I have mentioned differ from one another, it is

possible that a fourth witness may not be unwelcome.
" Of the painted decoration I have only shown those portions

where the design can be perfectly traced, and I have had the

satisfaction of a final verification by an accomplished antiquary,
M. Georges Gamier, resident at Bayeux.

" On the door, upon which the paintings are found, the iron

work is perfect ; but the mark of a hinge is to be seen
2^

inches

below the lower one. The door itself, like three others, is made
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in two vertical pieces, instead of three. The iron -bands divide

it horizontally into two nearly equal parts (the lower division

is \ inch higher than the upper one).
66 In the lower part, the figures of the four monks bearing a

feretory on their shoulders are still well preserved. In* the

upper part two half-length angels rising from the clouds - are

censing an object now lost, which was supported in a sheet held

by two full-length descending angels, behind which a fragment
shows that a demi-figure of Our Lord once rilled the central

space. We have here, doubtless, the apotheosis of the saint

whose relics are borne by the monks below. The subject or the

story is as simple as the execution of the Armoire itself. ,,;

" For nearly, if not fully, 700 years, these paintings have stood -

the wear and tear of cathedral life, and, except where they have

been broken away, the drawing is still vigorous and true the

colours yet harmonious and vivid. How then were they done ?

The broken edges will tell us. Upon the wood (1) a thin coat

of whiting appears, first of all, to have been spread. Upon this

(2) was painted a coat (* de Kubricandis,' Theophilus would

call it; Viollet-le-Duc calls it
l vermilion '), which looks very

much like bright red ochre ; then (3) another thick coat of

whiting, or, as it might be called, a thin coat of gesso; and (4)
on this the painting, as we see it, was executed. There is

happily no varnish to
(

preserve
'

it- the dust of innumerable

sweepings has bathed it ; but it knows no decay. You may
wash it with a wet rag and do it no harm, and yet the whole
substance of pigment and plaster is not much thicker than our
smallest silver coin.

" M. Viollet-le-Duc refers the Armoire to the commencement
of the thirteenth century. But there are marked outlines of

hinges larger than those remaining lock holes filled up, and
characteristics of touch in the figure drawing, which lead me to

infer that we have relics of two armoires, and that the doors
formed of two boards belong to an armoir# of the twelfth

century, whereon figure subjects were painted on a red ground ;

that in the first quarter of the thirteenth century a larger
armoire was required, and that these four doors were preserved
and adapted to the new work, to which latter belong the post
and rail decoration in black and white, as also the scribble-

covered yellow green that prevails throughout. An illustration

and description of the armoire itself appeared in the Building
News, August 29, 1873."

B. EDMUND FERRET, Esq., F.S.A., communicated some Notes
on the Parish Church of St. Catherine, Catherington, Hants.

^ He commenced by describing the situation of the village on
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the chalk downs north of Havant, and how the tower of the

church was a landmark to mariners on the Solent, so that in

times of danger blue lights used to be burned at its summit. He

proceeded to describe the plan of the Transition Norman church,

with its nave and chancel of same width, with no chancel arch

(but evidences of a rood screen), its lean-to aisle roofs covered

by a prolongation of the nave roof, and instanced the building

as of a type not at all uncommon in the southern counties. Mr.

Ferrey remarked on the situation of the tower at tne south-west

ano-le of the nave, with one arch opening into the nave, the other

into the aisle, and spoke of the Hyde Chapel, which was a north

aisle to the chancel. In the north wall of this chapel was a good

thirteenth-century rear arch, nook-shafts and string. He de-

scribed the nave arcade with its bold and beautiful mouldings,

and explained that the south one was earlier than the north, and

how the capitals, of a foliated cushion-shape, were much diver-

sified. Chalk, he said, was the, material used for dressings and

quoins, the general material of the walls being flint. Cather-

ington church, which Mr. Ferrey said has just been extensively

repaired and added to, had been in a very dilapidated condition,

and it was during these works that some remarkable discoveries

were made. Among them was mentioned the head, stem, and

part of the base of the old Purbeck stone churchyard cross, of

Transition Norman character. The head was a canopied one,

having the representation
of the Crucifixion on one side, and the

traces of a figure on the other. He drew attention to the rarity

of such examples, as most of them had been destroyed. Two

sepulchral slabs of late twelfth-century character with floriated

crosses rudely incised were also found ;
also fragments of bases

of piers, arch mouldings, &c., of good section, of the late Deco-

rated or early Perpendicular period. On the north wall of the

nave a tempera painting was discovered, which Mr. Ferrey con-

sidered dated from about the middle of the thirteenth century,

but which Mr. Micklethwaite and Mr. Keyser in the discussion

which followed the reading of the paper thought was^ early

fourteenth-century work. The subject was St. Michael weighing

souls. Mr. Ferrey said the tall figure of the archangel was full

of vigour. He .wielded in his right hand an uplifted sword,

typifying Justice. Instead of wearing armour, as usual in

paintings of a later period, St. Michael was robed in a tunic

(the sleeves of which were diapered) and was barefooted. A
o-irdle was worn round the waist, through which the yard of the

scales was passed. The Blessed Virgin as a crowned figure,

typifying Mercy, held the scales containing the saved souls, the

other scales being filled with the lost ones. Mr. Ferrey described

another painting which was on the east wall of the Hyde Chapel^
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evidently being a Trinita. It was enclosed in a pointed aureole.

The Eternal Father, in the semblance of a bearded man and with

nimbus, holds in his bosom the Crucified Son. The representa-

tion of the Holy Spirit is not now decipherable. On either side

were figures of great beauty, of censing angels kneeling, the

surface of the wall behind being powdered. Beneath the Trinita

were some elegant foliated enrichments. Above were formerly
two figures of angels, one only of which now remains, bearing a

harp ; a musical instrument, probably a cithera, still existing on

the other side. Around the splay of the circular window in the

east gable of this chapel was some beautiful foliated ornamenta-

tion. Both the paintings were in a fair state of preservation,
and of great value, owing to their design. Mr. Ferrey went on

to mention a monument of great interest in the Hyde Chapel,
raised in 1631. It contained the recumbent effigies of Lord
Chief Justice Hyde and his lady, the sculptured figures of their

sons and daughters being represented kneeling in front of the

tomb. Above was a lofty architectural composition. Mr. Ferrey
proceeded to show that Lawrence Hyde, of the illustrious family
of the Hydes of Hinton Daubnay, in this parish, was common
ancestor of the Earls of Clarendon, Queen Mary, and Queen
Anne. He said that the immediate vicinity of the church was
associated with one of the later adventures of Charles II. before
the Kestoration, when he was so frequently a fugitive, and gave
a summary from a curious and little-known MS. by Colonel

Gounter, of Kacton, which described it in quaint language. The
king was concealed in a house near Catherington, and slept
there the night before he managed to escape from Brighton by
a boat to Normandy. The paper was illustrated by drawings,
most of which had been made on the spot for Mr. Ferrey by the
kindness of the clerk of the works, Mr. F. W. Mansel."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
f

Thursday, February 14th, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FBANKS, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Trustees of the Indian Museum --Catalogue and Hand-hook of the
Archaeological Collections. By John Anderson, M.D., Edin. Part II
Gupta and Inscription Galleries. Svo. Calcutta, 1883.
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From the Powys-Land Club : Collections Historical and Archaeological

relating to Montgomeryshire, and its Borders. Vols. viii.-xvi. 8vo. Lon-

don, 1875-83.

From the Author .The Eegisters of Windlesham, Surrey, from 1677 to 1783 ;

with biographical Notices of some past and present Families now residing
in the Parish, etc. By W. U. S. Glanville-Kichards. Privately printed.
4to. London, 1881.

From the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society : Transactions. Part III.

Vol. 4. Second Series. Additional Plates (xxiii.-xxvi). 4to.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne :

1. ArchEeologia ^Eliana. Part 26. Vol. ix. (New Series.) 8vo. New-

castle-upon-Tyne, 1883.

2. Views of Old Castles, Priories, and Monasteries in the counties of North-

umberland and Durham, drawn and engraved by Samuel and Nathaniel

Buck. Originally published in 1728. (Keprinted.) Folio. Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, 1883.

3. The South-East Prospect of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. By Samuel and
Nathaniel Buck, published 1745. (Reprint.) Oblong folio plate.

4. Remnants of Old Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Parti. 4to. Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, 1883.

From the Author: The Organ-Cases and Organs of the Middle Ages and
Renaissance : a comprehensive Essay on the Art Archaeology of the Organ.
By A. 0. Hill, B.A., F>S.A. Folio. London, 1883.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a small ivory
statuette of St. Sebastian, presumably of German work. No

history of it, however, was known.

J. PETHERICK, Esq., exhibited the following Documents and

Manuscripts :

"
1. A broadside measuring 21^ inches by 16J inches, bear-

ing at the top the title,
'

King William's Blessed Deliverance

and England's Joyful Preservation, with a Farewell to King
James, upon the Happy Discovery of the late Horrid Jacobite

Plot,' and at the bottom the imprint,
6

London, printed by
J. Dover 1696. Sold by E. Hayhurst in Little Britain.

Price 2d.' 'The plot referred to is known in history as the

Assassination Plot, and is fully described by Macaulay, vol. iv.

pp. 660-684. The upper part of the broadside is filled by a

wood engraving 14-J- inches long by 5J inches high, divided

into three panels, bearing respectively the following titles,

beginning at the left: 1. 'The Bloody Consult between Sir

George Barclay, Sir William Parkyns, and other Conspirators
for the assassination.' 2. 'The Manner of the intended Execu-

tion of the said Barbarous Design, at His Majesty's return from

Hunting at Turnham Green.' 3.
' The House of Parliament

subscribing to the National Association for the Defence of His

Majesty's Sacred Person, &c/ The lower part of the broadside

is filled with a view of Newgate, and is entitled
6 The Manner
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of conveying the Condemned Traytors, as attended by the

Sheriffs and their Officers, from Newgate to Execution. Two

of the prisoners are seen drawn on a hurdle in front of JNewgate.

The centre is filled by twenty-one stanzas of six lines each,

distributed in three columns, in which an Englishman, a Welsh-

man, a Scotchman, an Irishman, a Frenchman, and a Dutch-

man are represented as giving vent to their feelings at the

discovery of the plot.

"2. To this and other conspiracies of a somewhat earlier date

must be referred six Documents in manuscript exhibited by
Mr. Petherick, and composed mainly of warrants for the search

of disaffected persons, lists of prisoners committed to the ^Gate-
house

'

for treasonable practices, and appeals to the justices of

the county of Middlesex to sign the '

association,' mentioned in

the above broadside, in testimony of their attachment to William's

throne and person.
"

3. Coming to a later period (1696), Mr. Petherick exhi-

bited some curious papers of Depositions against Fitzgerald the

Jacobite. One of the deponents testified that Fitzgerald dropped
out of his pocket a paper

' entituled a Psalm, being a libell

against the King and Government/ The paper in question is

annexed to the deposition, and runs as follows :

Psalm.

O Lord of hosts, hear England cry,
And purge this sinfull land,

Destroy these Dutch Deuowring Dogs,

By they [gio\ most mighty hand,
And as the red sea ere returned

One Pharo and his host,

Let in the Ocean and oreflow

The Hogan Mogan coast.

Undam y
m

first then Dam them, Lord,

Destroy the viper breed,
The race of frogland be abhorred

By all the Holy seed.

King Dauid bless, most mighty Lord '

And place him on his throne,
Confound confederating foes,
Tor thou art God alone.

Ct
4. A copy in manuscript of various *

strange prophesies,'
such as Mother Shipton's, Ignatius's, Sibyllo's, and Merlin's.

"5. In the year 18 and 19 Car. II. an Act was passed for

the benefit of the woollen trade, prohibiting burial in any
material but wool only. Mr. Petherick exhibited one of the

printed forms of certificate, in attestation that the Act had been

complied with, and also a written certificate to the same effect,

bearing date 30th September, 1768. It runs as follows:
66 * Devon. Be it known that on the 30th day of September,
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1768, Joan Furse, of the parish of Tormoham, in the said

Comity, widow, being a credible witness, doth make oath before

me, one of his Majesty's Justices of the Peace in and for the

said County, that the body of Walter Dearin, of Tormoham

aforesaid, lately deceased, was on the twenty-ninth day of this

instant September buried in no materials but what was made of

sheep's wooll only.
" * The mark of JOAN x FURSE.

" ' Sworn and signed the day and year
above written before me,

" < WILL. KITSON.'
'

The printed form, of certificate has on the margin a woodcut
of a figure in a shroud.

Along with these manuscript documents Mr. Petherick

exhibited various scarce Historical Tracts.

J. H. MIDDLETON, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a Paper on

the discoveries made within the last few weeks in the Atrium
of Vesta in the Roman Forum. The Paper was accompanied

by photographs of some of the statues of the vestals, and by
plans and drawings. This Memoir will be published in the

Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, February 21st, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool : Proceedings.
Nos. xxxv.-xxxvii. 3 vols. 8vo. Lpndon, 1881-3.

From the Author, C. Roach Smith, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Address to the Strood Institute Elocution Class. General Meeting,
Thursday, August 30th, 1883. 8vo.

2. The Floods of the Medway at Strood. Portion of an advanced Chapter
in "

Retrospections, Social and Archaeological." 8vo. 1884.

From the Author, the Rev. Francis St. John Thackeray, M.A., F.S.A. :

1. Eton College Library. Reprinted from " Notes and Queries." Sm. 4to.

Eton, 1881.

2. A Guide to the Collection of Roman Coins at Eton! College. With an

appendix on some Byzantine Coins. 8vo. London, 1882.
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From the American Philosophical Society :

1. Transactions. Vol. xvi. New Series. Part I. 4to. Philadelphia,

1883.

2. Proceedings. Vol. xx. No. 113. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author : Memoir of Col. Joseph L. Chester, LL.D., D.C.L.
^By

J. W. Dean. 8vo. Boston, 1884.

From the East India Association : Journal. No. I. Vol. xvi. 8vo. London,

1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., V.R, F.S.A., communicated an

elaborate paper on the Books of Eecords and other Parochial

Books of the parish of St. Stephens, Coleman Street. Several of

these interesting books were exhibited along with some of, the

more interesting specimens of church plate from the same parish.

A plan of the area of the parish was also exhibited. This Paper
will be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this Communication.

Thursday, February 28th, 1884.

C. S. PERCEVAL, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author: Notice sur Adrien de Longperier, Associe de 1'Academic
Koyale de Belgique ; par J. De Witte, Membre de 1'Academic royale des

Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique. 8vo. Brussels, 1884.

From G. W. Marshall, Esq., LL.D., F.S.A.:

1. De Bernardy's Next of Kin Gazette. Nos. 18 and 19. 8vo. London,
1880-1.

2. A Week in the Yorkshire Dales. By the Kev. Joftn Pickford, M.A.
Second Edition. 8vo. Manchester, 1882.

3. The History of the Surrey Lodge, established at Eeigate 1834. Compiled
as a Memorial of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Lodge. By John Lees.
8vo. 1883.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows on

Thursday, March 6th, and a list was read of the candidates to

be balloted for.

The Hon. H. A. DILLON, F.S.A., exhibited three sheets of

S'lotographs

of Pre-historic Flint Implements from Rorke's
rift. They had been given him by Major Story, A.D.C. (99th
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Kegiment), who had just returned from the Cape. Major Story
had informed him that one set of the flints exhibited had been

discovered when making graves for the dead at Isandlwhana.

A. G. HILL, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a Paper on the

Ecclesiology and Architecture of some towns in Mecklenburgh
and Pomerania. The most interesting architectural or artistic

remains of Schwerin, Wismar, Neu Brandenburg, Liibeck,

Doberan, Stralsund, Rostock, and Greifswald, &c., were not

only passed under review but were illustrated by Mr. Hill's

very beautiful plans and drawings. This Paper will be published
in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, March 6th, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary; or Devon
and Cornwall Note Book. Part ix. Third Series. January. 4to. Plymouth,
1884.

From the Koyal Geographical Society: Proceedings. Vol. vi. No. 3. March.
8vo. London, 1884.

From the Designer and Engraver, the Key. J. W. Ebsworth, M.A., F.S.A. :

1. India proof of an Engraving representing the North View of Edinburgh,
from the Upper Gallery of the Scott monument. Wholly unpublished :

one of only twelve struck off.

2. Outline Key Engraving to the above. Size of the plates : 1 ft. 8 in. by
1 ft. 4 in-. Date, 1845.

From the Society of Biblical Archaeology: Transactions. Vol. viii. Parts
1 and 2. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Editor, Captain R. C. Temple : Panjab Notes and Queries. No. 5.

Vol. i. February, 4to. London, 1884.

From S. D. Walker, Esq., F.S.A., Local Sec. S.A., Notts.: Records of the

Borough of Nottingham, being a series of Extracts from the Archives of the

Corporation of Nottingham. Vol. i., Hen. II. to Ric. II. 1155-1399. Pub-
lished under the authority of the Corporation. 8vo. London, 1882.

From F. Cope Whitehouse, Esq. :

1 . Pithom-Moeris. [From the Journal of the American Geographical Soc.

Vol. xiv.] 4to.

2. The Manhattan. March, 1884. [Containing at page 256,
" The Myth

of Fingal's Cave," by Cope Whitehouse.] 8vo. New York, 1884.
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From the Essex Archaeological Society :-Transactions. Vol. ii ,
Part 4. New

Series. 8vo. Colchester, 1883.

From the Author: The Visitation of Wiltshire, 1623. Edited by G. W. Mar-

shall, LL.D. 4to. London, 1882.

A Special Vote of Thanks was awarded to the Rev. J. *W.

Ebsworth for his donation of an engraving, by himself, of a

north view of Edinburgh.

Percy Fitzgerald, Esq., was admitted a Fellow.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m., and closed at 9.30 p.m., when
the following gentlemen were declared to be duly elected r^r-

John William Willis-Bund, Esq.
Robert Charles Hope, Esq.
William John FitzPatrick, Esq.
General Sir John Henry Lefroy, R.A., K.C.M.G., | '.-

'

C.B., F.R.S.

William Hayman Cummings, Esq.
John James Stevenson, Esq.
John Anderson, Esq., M.D., F.R.S.

Rev. Thomas Samuel Curteis.

Thursday, March 13th, 1884.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author: Love's Garland: or, Posies for Rings, Hand-kerchers, and
Gloves, 1674. A Reprint. And ye Garland of ye Sette of Odd Volumes.
By J. R. Brown, F.R.G.S. (Privately Printed Opvfecula issued to the
Members of the Sette of Odd Volumes. No. iv.) Sm. sq. 8vo. London,
1883.

From Edward Peacock, Esq., F.S.A.: A History of Southampton. Partly
from the MS. of Dr. Speed, in the Southampton Archives. By the Rev. J.
Silvester Davies, M.A., F.S.A. 8vo. Southampton, 1883.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. : In Memoriam. His Excellency the Baron
Charles Von Hiigel, obiit June 2, 1870. 4to.

From the Royal Bohemian Museum, Prague : Pamatky Archaeologicke a
Mistopisne. Redaktor: Josef Smolik. Vol. xii., Nos. 5-8. 4to Prague
1883.

From the Royal Institution of Cornwall: Journal. Vol. viii., Parti 8vo
Truro, 1884.

From the Numismatic Society: Chronicle and Journal. Vol. iii.' Third
Series, No. 12. 8vo. London, 1883.
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From the Kent Archaeological Society: Archseologia Cantiana. Vol. xv.
(Svo. London, 1883.

From the Author, C. I. Elton, Esq., M.P., F.S.A.:

1. A Treatise on Commons and Waste Lands, with special reference to the
Law of Approvement. 8vo. London, 1868.

2. A Treatise on the Law of Copyholds and Customary Tenures of Land.
Svo. London, 1874.

3. Observations on the Bill for the Regulation and Improvement of Com-
mons, 1876. 8vo. London, 1876.

4. Custom and Tenant-Right. Svo. London, 1882.

From the Author: Mediaeval Military Architecture in England. By Geo. T.

Clark, F.S.A. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1884.

A Vote of Special Thanks were awarded to G. T. Clark, Esq. ,

F.S.A., for his donation to the Library.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

John Samuel Rawle, Esq.
Robert Charles Hope, Esq.
General Sir John Henry Lefroy, R.A., K.C.M.G.,

C.B., F.R.S.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the

following Notes on an unique effigy of a secular canon, from
the church of All Saints, Derby, which was exhibited to the

Society, it having been sent up to London to be, as it were,

pickled in order to preserve it from further decay.

"The church of All Saints, Derby, to which this effigy

belongs, was, with the exception of its fine tower, pulled down
in 1723, and a new one built from the designs of James Gibbs,
which was opened in 1725.

" The destruction of monuments at the demolition of the old

church was simply shameful. Not only were memorials of

considerable antiquity swept away wholesale, but the same

process was,extended to others not twenty years old.
"
Bassano, a heraldic painter, who visited the church in 1710,

before it was pulled down, fortunately made notes and copies of

the inscriptions of all the monuments then in the building. His
collections are now in the College 'of Arms. One of the monu-
ments he thus describes :

" ' In the East end of the North He is a Tombe all of wood,

y
e
side of tomb erected about 4 foot high, and upon it is the full

proportion of a man in some sort of Priest's orders, In Rich
Canonicall Robes, supposed to be the Abbot of Derley, a.dog at

his feet, Colloured, and looking mournfully up at his master
;

upon the side of this tombe, cut on the wood, are the effigies
of 13 monkes in their habits in praying postures, and under
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this, Cut on wood, lycth a Man on his left side . wrapped up in

his winding sheet, with a Cross Patee on his left brest.'

" This monument escaped the utter destruction that befel so

many others, but nevertheless found no resting place, as a

memorial, in the new church. It was pulled to pieces, the -effigy

and ' cadaver
'

stowed away in a huge vault which runs under

the north side of the church, and the tomb itself destroyed.

One side of the latter was, however, deemed handsome enough
for preservation in the new edifice, and, after several changes of

site, was at length fixed to the front of the consistory seat, where

it still remains.
" From 1725 until 1881 the effigy and ' cadaver

' were suffered

to lie in the vault, exposed to damp and rot, and the wanton

mutilations of mischievous boys and careless workmen. Within

the last fifty years the dog at the feet of the effigy has disap-

peared, and the head been torn off. During the very destructive
<

restoration,' as it was called, of the church in 1873, the head

was stolen by a workman, and only recovered by the merest

accident.
" The sad state of the figures was at length brought to the

notice of the Derbyshire Archaeological Society, and a short

time back, on their representation, the vicar and churchwardens
allowed the effigies to be brought up into the church ; but, after

so many years of damp and decay, the change of air began to

prove so disastrous, that it was evident something must be done
to arrest further damage. The figures were accordingly put in

a coffin and sent to London to the studio of Mr. Rogers, of

Maddox Street, to be pickled. The preservative process seems,
so far, to have been successful, and it is difficult to realise the

change that has taken place. The photographs exhibited, repre-

senting the large figure before and after pickling, speak for

themselves.
u The principal effigy, which measures about 6 feet long by

2 feet wide, is vested in cassock, surplice, almuce, and cope.
(See Woodcut.) The head lies on a square cushion, supported
by angels, now much broken. The feet, which rested on a dog,
have, together with the animal, been broken away. Traces of
red and gold colouring were found in the deep folds of the

cope, when the figure was cleaned after pickling.

_"
The church of All Saints, Derby, was formerly collegiate,

with a sub-dean and seven canons the Dean of Lincoln being
dean ; there is little doubt, therefore, of this being the memorial
of a former member of the College. The effigy is of very late

date, and much resembles an alabaster one in Sawley Church,
near Derby, to John Bothe, Treasurer of Lichfield, who died
1497. The All Saints' wooden effigy in all probability com-
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memorates Robert Johnson, who was sub-dean as late as 1527.
In the parish accounts for 1634 there is an item of Is. paid
6
for paynting Parson Johnson's tomb,' and we know of no other

Johnson but the sub-dean of

that name amongst the clergy
of the church, and of no monu-
ment at any time other than
this which could have been his.

Moreover, the hollows of the

figure bore evidence of repeated
coats of whitewash.

"The 'cadaver' shows the

body, wrapped in a shroud,
fastened round the waist by a

girdle, and which covers the

head, but leaves the face visible.

No trace is to be seen of the

cross mentioned by Bassano.
u The remaining portion of

the tomb is somewhat remark-
able in design. It consists of a

wide, almost flat, Tudor arch,
with characteristic roses in the

spandrils ; and above the arch
a row ofthirteen bedefolk stand-

ing beneath singular canopies,

supported by twisted shafts.
" The fact of this memorial

being made of wood is note-

worthy in a county like Derby-
shire, which abounds in so

many excellent varieties of
stone ; and more particularly
since the alabaster so popular
in mediaeval England is a local

product ; and a famous manu-

factory of effigies in that ma-
terial existed at .Burton-on-

Trent, only eleven miles dis-

tant.
" The accurate and exhaus- WOODE^ EFFIGY FROM ALL SAINTS

! r - p i nn CHUECH, DERBY. Scale, TV linear.
tive list of wooden effigies com-

piled by Mr. Franks, in 1880,* gives only two other instances of

figurss of ecclesiastics, viz., those of Archbishop Peckham, at

VOL. x.

*
Archaeologia, vol. xlvi. pp. 279-280.

F
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Canterbury, and of a priest vested for mass, at. Little Leighs,

Essex, so that the secular canon at Derby is unique.
u

It only remains to add, that the entire monument is about

to be re-constructed and replaced in the church to which it

belongs, at the expense of the Derbyshire Archaeological Saciety,
to whose courtesy we are entitled for allowing the figures to be

exhibited."

H. F. NAPPER, Esq., communicated a Paper on the sites of

Clausentum, Venta Belgarum, Calleva Attrebatum, and PonteS

in the 7 th Iter of Antoninus. By Camclen the places just men-
tioned are respectively identified with Bittern, Winchester,

Wallingford, and Colnbrook. The truth of this allocation was
contested by Mr. Napper, who endeavoured to show that Clau-
sentum was Woolmer ; Venta Belgarum Jockey's Ring or

Caesar's Camp, between Farnham and Aldershot; Calleva,

Calvepit Farm, Beading; and Pontes, Staines. Mr. tapper-
very justly rested much of his argument on the finding of
Roman coins in large quantities at Woolmer, and at Black-
moor. Other traces of Roman occupation he had detected at

Calvepit Farm, which Mr. Napper took to be a corruption of

Callevapit. Mr. Napper's theory was worked out with great
ingenuity, and may possibly gain support if not entire corrobo-
ration from future discoveries of Roman remains at the sites

indicated.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, March 20th, 1884.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, an4 Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author: The Sepulchral Slabs, Grave Covers, Headstone Crosses,
and Semi-Effigial Monuments of the Middle Ages, now remaining in the
County of Durham. By C. C. Hodges. Part i. Privately printed. 4to.
[Hexham.] 1884.

From the Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association The
Journal, Part xxxi. (Vol. iii., part 3.) 8vo. London, 1884.

Fr0n
5oo?

R yal Sociefcy :
~Proceedings. Vol. xxxvi., No. 229. 8vo. London,

1884.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows : The Rev.
T. S. Curteis, J. W. Willis-Bund, Esq ,

W. H. Cummins,
Esq.
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The Kev. CANON POWNALL, F.S.A., called attention, as Local

Secretary for Leicestershire, to a letter from John Oldrid Scott,
whose father, Sir George Gilbert Scott, restored Lutterworth

church, commenting severely on the mural decorations which
were now in progress, and which were entirely out of harmony
with the extant remains of old mural paintings over the chancel
arch and on the north wall of the church.
A Resolution was passed calling upon the Council to take

such steps as they might deem advisable to modify or arrest the

progress of these decorations.

The EARL OF WHARNCLIFFE exhibited a Hatchet of Feldstone

Rock, closely resembling hatchets found in Cumberland, which
had been discovered on a farm belonging to him in the North

Riding of Yorkshire, about two miles west of Hawes, near a
waterfall called Cottar Force, about forty yards from the high-
way, by a boy executing drainage works. It lay eighteen
inches below the surface, on hard clay and stones. The surface

was polished and crusted over with a chalky covering. Dimen-
sions, llf inches in length. Extreme width 3 inches, tapering
from 1J inch at one end to 2J inches at the other end. Thickness,
2 inches. Weight, 3| Ibs.

EVERARD GREEN, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a leaden Bulla of

Pope John XXII. (1316-1334), recently found while exca-

vating the foundations of Buckfast Abbey, Devonshire. The
bulla differed in no particular from the received type, and may
be compared with one exhibited by Sir Henry Dryden, Bart.
See Proceedings, 2d S. vol. viii. p. 427.

The Rev. CANON POWNALL, F.S.A., exhibited a Reliquary of

Limoges Enamel, which he described as follows :

^ "By the favour of the Rev. F. P. B. N. Button, vicar of St.

Saviour's, Leicester, I am allowed to exhibit a reliquary of

Limoges enamelled work, which was discovered about the year
1805, in an old house which is known as the Priory House,
near Braunston, in the county of Rutland. It was then occu-

pied by a Mr. J. Tiptoft. By him this reliquary was given to his

daughter Deborah, the wife of W. T. Keal, M.D., of Oakham,
and by Mrs. Keal it has been given to her son-in-law, Mr.
Hutton, the present possessor. Its

' Noah's Ark '

shape makes
it resemble the reliquary or ( enamelled shrine/ presented by
Sir William Hamilton to the Society of Antiquaries, June 11,
1801

; but in size it is rather smaller, and in point of date
rather later. Its measurement is some six inches by five, while
the other measures eight inches by six. That which may be

F 2
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termed the roof is surmounted by a ridge, and a small knob

stands up at each end of it, but about half an inch higher,

thus relieving the stiff outline ;
these knobs, together with the

ridge itself, were gilt, but the gilding is now seriously tarnished.

A stud projects in the centre of the ridge, ornamented wjth
a

little cross fleury in blue enamel, and this has, on either side of

it, piercing the metal ridge, four keyhole-shaped openings,

freely, not to say rudely, irregular in form. The entire front,

bright with enamel, of hues varying from a lively blue grey to

a dark full blue, is nearly taken up by six compartments,
formed in ovals, somewhat blunted, and connected one with the

other by transverse bands, in colour of a pale peacock blue ; the

spandrels intervening between the ovals being of a' lighter

colour than the dark blue, but of the same quality of colour.

Each one of these oval compartments contains a figure, the two

central compartments presumably that of Our Lord on earth

and in heaven, and on each side of His figure are figures of

saints. Within these same ovals, dotted at the side of the

figure, two and two usually, are four roundels of green enamel

edged with yellow, centred with red, alternating with grey

edged with white, centred with red. It is to be observed with

regret that the fastening of the lid, a brass hasp, roughish
work too, has been at a later time awkwardly set on, and that,

to set it on, one half a face (the faces are all in high relief) has

been unhandsomely cut away. Whether the original fastening
was here, or behind, is not quite clear; but certain empty screw-

holes in front possibly suggest that position. The two ends

present a like design to that of the front, but on them the figure
of the saint is larger, so large that the entire field is filled by it

and the roundels ; while outlining it, as with a frame, is a

pattern of little squares of reddish brown enamel. These

larger figures seem to be of better workmanship than those in

front. Then, regarding the reverse, what may be called the roof
is encrusted with an enamel of blue, powered with golden
stars ; while a narrow pattern of red colour follows the entire

outline of the enameller's work
; beneath, below this, the central

plaque, which covered about three-fourths of the coffer, is un-

fortunately missing ; the remaining fourth is filled with a little

diamond-shaped patterning of blue enamel, not in good con-
dition now. Excepting this, the wrork has, however, stood well,
and is considered to be a production, though not an early pro-
duction, of the thirteenth century,

' De Opere Lemovicensi.'
" I have said that the reliquary was found about eighty years

ago in a house, known as the Priory House, near Braunston, in
Rutland. Certain alterations which were being made in the
cellar occasioned its discovery. This Priory House stands on
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the site of a still more ancient building, the one monastic

establishment which the county of Rutland formerly possessed.
At the Dissolution (9 Sept. 28 Hen. VIII.) the king granted
the manor of Brooke, and this priory, to Antony Cope, esquire,

upon a reserved rent of 4.1. 3s. lid.; to hold in capite by
knight's service. Later on, a license of alienation was granted
to Cope, in the second year of Edward VI., which enabled him
to sell the estate, and thus, together with the manor, there

passed
' the late Priory of Canons of the Blessed Virgin Mary

of Broke, in Broke, in the county of Rutland,' into the hands
of Andrew Noel, esquire, of Dalby, in the county of Leicester.

Andrew Noel built himself a house, and settled at Brooke : he

was high sheriff of Eutland more than once, and became
member for the county in Queen Mary's time. He was the

father of that Sir Andrew Noel, knight, whose fame Fuller, in

his ' Worthies of England,' has noted, that he was one of the

first rank in the court of Elizabeth,
' for person, parentage,

grace, gesture, valour, and other excellent parts,' and he was in

direct line the ancestor of the Noels, Lords of Ridlington, sub-

sequently Earls of Gainsborough. The mansion which he built

at Brooke is now occupied only as a farm-house, but in the

grounds are still to be seen a few remains of the ancient priory.
In the Royal Commissioners' brief certificate (23 April,
28 Hen. VIII.), as given in Dugdale (vol. vi. p. 233), this

answer to their ' Articles of Instruction
'

describes it as 'A
Priory of Blake Chanons of the Order of Sent Austen, and a

hedd house for anything we here to the contrary.' Wright, in

his '

History of Antiquities of the County of Rutland,' 1684,
and Dugdale, provide fuller particulars. The house was a cell

belonging to the Canons Regular of St. Augustine, at Kenil-

worth, given to that monastery by Hugh de Ferrers, son of

Walkelme, the first Baron of Oakham. His gift was ratified

by King Henry II.
" At the time of the Dissolution the house was * in the most

part ruinous, and in decay.' Its prior, Roger Harwell, was
then its sole occupant, for the other members of the Order had
been withdrawn to Kenilworth Abbey, by precept from his

Superior. Harwell was a * man of good levying by reported
and obtained a grant from the king of 101. per annum for his

maintenance, on vacating his position ;
but in surrendering he

became the subject of a complaint to Secretary Cromwell, made

by William, the Abbot, because he did not behave himself

prudently ; his e

unjust and untrue demeanor and behaviour
'

tending to
' a utter undoying and distraction of my house and

monastery.' As the last occupant of the priory, we may pos-

sibly be indebted to him for the preservation of this reliquary ;
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it may have been that it was concealed, by his direction^
where

it was found in 1805 ; but, inasmuch as no seal of the priory is

known to exist, it may be presumed that in it we have to

recognise the only known possession of those
Black^Augus-

tinians of Broke which is connected with mediaeval art."

A. J. EVANS, ESQ., F.S.A., communicated a Paper on the

Antiquities of Illyricum and in particular on Scupi (Skopia),

and the birthplace of Justinian. It embodied the result of

some months' antiquarian exploration undertaken during the

course of last summer in the old Dardanian region that

surrounds the modern Turkish city of Uskiip, or ISkopia.

The scantiness of existing epigraphic materials was such

that Professor Tomaschek, of Gratz, has recently written

an elaborate dissertation to prove that the site of the ancient

Scupi should be sought in the Valley of the Bulgarian Morave,
far away from Skopia. Mr. A. J. Evans has now been success-

ful in discovering the site of the Roman city in the immediate

neighbourhood of Skopia, and has collected from this and sur-

rounding sites over forty unpublished inscriptions. The Byzan-
tine and mediaeval Slavonic remains of the district, to which he

incidentally refers, are also very rich, and local sagas and super-
stitions exist which seem to indicate a continuity of Roman
tradition amongst the existing inhabitants. In one village Mr.
Evans found an altar of Jupiter, originally erected by a
Duumvir and ^Edile of the colony of Scupi, still held in venera-
tion by the inhabitants, who, in times of drought, solemnly set

it upright and pour on it libations of wine. Several of the

inscriptions referred to the municipal magistrates and sacred
officials of Scupi. One of the most important is from the
base of a statue erected to the Emperor Gallienus by the local

Commonwealth, and contains the form of address : Dis ANIMO
VOLTV QVE COMPARI. The historical occasion^ for the erection

of^this
monument is supplied by the victory of Regillianus,

gained under Gallienus' auspices, over the Sarmatians under
the walls of Scupi, which is mentioned by Trebellius PolliS. Mr.
Evans combated the objections recently urged, on the ground of
a recently-discovered passage of John of Antioch, against the
identification of Skopia and Justiniana Prima, and brought
forward evidence to show the prerogative position of the Me-
tropolitan of Scupi amongst the Illyrian bishops already before
Justinian's time. He further described the foundations of a

Byzantine Castellum, existing above the village of Taor, which
seemed to be identical with the <

Tetrapyrgion,' built by Jus-
tinian in his native village of Tauresium. With regard to the

aqueduct of Skopia, he expressed the opinion that it was in its
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present state rather a Turkish restoration than the original

aqueduct mentioned by Procopius, but described some arches

of earlier work existing in the ' Old Bezestan
'

at Skopia, which

probably belonged to the aqueduct constructed by Justinian."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, March 27th, 1884.

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries:

1. Aarb0ger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie. 1883. Andet Hefte,

Tredie og Fjerde Hefte. 8vo. Copenhagen.

2. Tillseg til Aarb^ger, aargang 1882. 8vo. Copenhagen, 1883.

From the Rev. W. C. Boulter, F.S.A.: The Midland Antiquary. Edited by
William F. Carter, B.A. No. 7. March. 8vo. Birmingham, 1884.

From the Cambridge Antiquarian Society:

1. Report XLII. (with Abstract of Proceedings, 1881-82); Communica-

tions, No. xxiv. 8vo. Cambridge, 1884.

2. Supplement, containing a Tabular Analysis of the Cambridgeshire

Domesday. Folio. Cambridge, 1884.

3. Publications. No. xxi. Memoir of Caleb Parnham, B.D. By J. R.

Lunn, B.D. 8vo. Cambridge, 1883.

From the 'Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary ;
or Devon

and Cornwall Note Book. Part x., Third Series. February. 4to. Ply-

mouth, 1884.

From the Author: Collecsao de Tratados e concertos de pazes da India. Por
Julio Firmino Judice Biker. Tomo iv. 8vo. Lisbon, 1884.

From the Editor, Captain R. C. Temple, F.R.G-.S.: Panjab Notes and Queries.
No. 6. Vol. i. March. 4to. Allahabad, 1884.

Notice was given that the Anniversary Meeting for the

Election of the President, Council^ and Officers of the Society
would be held on. Wednesday, April 23rd, being St. George's

Day, at the hour of 2 p.m.

G. T. CLARK, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and presented two speci-
mens of the Vitrified Forts of Geddes and Auchindoune, accom-

panied by the following remarks in a letter to the Secretary,
dated March 24th, 1884 :

" I send the fragments removed for me last autumn by Lord
Cawdor from the vitrified forts of Geddes and Auchindoune.
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near Cawdor Castle, a district, as you are aware-, very rich in

remains both historic and prehistoric. Much has formerly been

written, and recently more and to the purpose, on the subject

of these forts, but I believe it is still uncertain whether the

vitrification was intended to take the place of a cement,* and

whether the materials were simply what happened to be on the

spot, or whether they were selected for their fusibility. A col-

lection of samples from different forts would be necessary for

the decision of this latter point ; and I send the two in question,

thinking that, in this point of view, they may deserve a place
in the museum of the Society.

" The forts whence the samples come are of moderate area and

irregular form, being governed by the outline of the table top
of the knoll which each occupies. The line of defence is single,

and there is no room for a ditch, which indeed would be un-

necessary.
" The forts have been levelled at some remote period, and

none of the stones are seen above ground ;
but on removing the

turf a much interrupted line of fragments was exposed, showing
that the fort was certainly not enclosed by one unbroken line of

stone walling fused into unity, but that the half-fused materials

lay in confused and by no means large masses mixed up
together." I have mislaid the notes I took on the spot, but I hope
before long to visit other and more perfect of these forts, and
to be able to lay remarks upon them before the Society."

W. A. TYSSEN AMHERST, Esq., M.P., F.S.A., M.E.I.A., by
permission of Mr. and Mrs. Fountaine, of Narford Hall, Norfolk,
exhibited a remarkable specimen of the Opus Hibernicum, in the

shape of a hand and forearm of yew covered with bronze gilt, and
inlaid with silver and niello in interlaced patterns, and orna-
mented with gold and silver filagree work, and by the insertion

of blue-glass imitation of gems. This reliqifary had already
been exhibited before the Society as far back as June, 1829,
where it was engraved and published in the Society's Vetusta

Monumenta, vol. vi. plate xix., where the description is erro-

neous, &s^
in other respects, so also in the statement that the

wood inside the metal was hollow and intended for a case.

This object was subsequently exhibited before the Archaeological
Institute in 1853 (Journal, vol. x. p. 241), and at the Loan
Exhibition at the South Kensington Museum in 1862 (Cata-
logue of that Exhibition, p. 47). Compare also the account
of it in the Ulster Journal of Archaeology, vol. ii. p. 215. One
of the most interesting features is a series of inscriptions in
Irish on narrow bands of silver running longitudinally.
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Attempts have been made to decipher them in the various

publications already mentioned, and more recently by Miss

Stokes in her valuable collection of Christian Inscriptions in

the Irish Language, vol. ii. p. 104. It would appear, however,
that Miss Stokes had been supplied with an imperfect and in-

complete set of rubbings when she published the work in

question, and she has now been able to verify and complete the

reading of the inscriptions, so far as they are decipherable.
1. OR DO MAELSECHNAILL UCELLACHAIN DO ARDRIG ....

IGNI IN CUMTACHS (i. e., Pray for Maelsechnaill descendant of

Cellachan .... who made this Reliquary).
2. DO CHOKMAO MAC MEIC CARTHAIGI DO RIG DAMNU MUMAN

DO RATHAE . . . . D .... D (i. e. Pray for Cormac son of

MacCarthaig, namely, for the Crown Prince of Minister . . . . )

3. OR DO TADG MAC ME .... THIGI DO RIG .... (i. .,

Pray for Tadg son of .... King . . .
.)

4. OR DO DIARMAIT MAC MEIC DENISC DO COMARBA RIDOM
.... (i. e.

9 Pray for Diarmait son of Mac Denisc, for the

successor of . . .
.)

From a comparison of the names here mentioned, with the

dates assigned to those names in the '.Annals of the Four

Masters,' Miss Stokes infers that this remarkable relic must

belong to the twelfth century, or more precisely between the

years 1118 and 1127.

This object has now passed, by sale, into the possession of the

Eoyal Irish Academy, after being for nearly one hundred and

fifty years one of the treasures collected at Narford Hall by Sir

Andrew Fountaine.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a Paper
on Gundulf's tower at Rochester, and on the first Norman
cathedral church there. Mr. Hope traced the history, first, of the

church which preceded the Norman church, then of the Norman
church itself, which was erected by Bishop Gundulf on the

site of the older church built by JSthelbert. After calling
attention to peculiarities in the plan of Gundulf's church,
Mr. Hope proceeded to discuss the history of Gundulfs tower,
and to point out the characteristic features of the masonry.
This Paper will be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
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Thursday, April 3rd, 1884.

WILLIAM SMITH, Esq., LL.D., D.C.L., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author: The Parthenon ;
an Essay on the Mode by which Light was

introduced into Greek and Roman Temples. By James Fergussony'C.I.E.,

D.C.L., F.K.S. 4to. London, 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society: Proceedings. Vol. vi. No. 4. April.
8vo. London, 1884.

From the Editor, Sir G. Duckett, Bart., F.S.A.: Original Letters of the Duke
of Monmouth, in the Bodleian Library. Printed for the Camden Society in

1879. 4to.

From the Archaeological Society of Agram (Croatia): Viestnik Hrvatskoga
Arkeologickoga Druztva. Godina vi. Br. 2. 8vo. Zagrebu, 1884.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland: Proceedings. Vol. v. New
Series. Sq. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1883.

From the Author, William Niven, Esq., F.S.A.:^

1. Illustrations of Old Warwickshire Houses. 31 Copper Etchings. With
Descriptive Notes. Folio. London, 1878.

2. Illustrations of Old Staffordshire Houses. 21 Etchings with Descriptive
Notes. Folio. London, 1882.

3. Monograph of Aston Hall, Warwickshire. Geometrical drawings and
views. Folio. London, and Birmingham.

Votes of Special Thanks were awarded to James Fergusson,
Esq., and W. Niven, Esq., F.S.A., for their donations to

the Library ;
also to Mr. Everitt, fcr his donation of an Impres-

sion of a Seal of New Sarum.

The Vice-President in the chair having called^the attention of
the meeting in feeling language to the death of H.R.H. the
Duke of Albany, the following Resolutions were carried by
acclamation :

Moved by Henry Reeve, Esq., C.B., and seconded by Edwin
Freshfield, Esq., LL.D. :

" That the Council be requested to draw up humble Addresses
of Condolence to our Most Gracious Patron H.M. the Queen
and to Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Albany, on the
sudden and lamented death of H.R.H. Prince Leopold, a Pioyal
Fellow of this Society, and that the President be requested to
forward the same in a proper manner."
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Moved by Doyne C. Bell, Esq., and seconded by A. C.

King, Esq. :

u That the meeting this evening be restricted to the formal

business of the Society."

Notice was again given of the Anniversary Meeting on April

23rd, and lists were read of the Fellows proposed as Council

and Officers for the ensuing year.

The Report of the Auditors of the Society's Accounts for the

year 1883 was read.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Auditors for their

trouble, and to the Treasurer for his good and faithful services.

The Society then adjourned its Ordinary Meetings over the

Easter recess to Thursday, May 1st.

ANNIVEBSAKY,

ST. GEORGE'S DAY, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, 1884.

WILLIAM SMITH, Esq., LL.D., D.C.L., V.P., and subse-

quently the EARL of CARNARVON, President, in the Chair.

Sir Sibbald Scott, Bart., and the Rev. Canon Cooke, were
nominated Scrutators of the Ballot.

At 2-30 p.m. the President proceeded to deliver the following
Address :

" I purpose on the present occasion, for reasons which will

be obvious, to make it my first, and, I may add, my most painful

duty, to recapitulate the losses which the Society has sustained,
and the accessions which the Society has received, during the

past year.
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" Between the 5th April, 1883, and the 5th April, 1884, the

following Fellows have died :

His Koyal Highness the Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany,
KG.

John Payne Collier, Esq.
James Crossley, Esq.
*Edward Backhouse Eastwick, Esq., C.B., F.B.S.

Bev. Frederick A. H. Fitzgerald.
James Vincent Hasting, Esq.
Bev. William Wigan Harvey, B.D.

Bight Bev. Bichard Mackarness, D.D., Lord .Bishop of

Argyll and the Isles.

John Daniel Thomas Niblett, Esq., M.A.
James Fawkner Nicholls, Esq.
Thomas North, Esq.
John Henry Parker, Esq., C.B., Hon. M.A. Oxon.
James Benat Scott, Esq.
Hon. William Owen Stanley.
James Lord Talbot de Malahide, F.K.S.
Kev. Joseph Frederic Wickenden, M.A.

Honorary.
M. Fra^ois Morand.

Withdrawals.

Henry Campkin, Esq.
Bev. James Joseph Goodall.

" The Elections during the same period have been these :

John Anderson, Esq., M.D., F.B.S.

Montagu Burrows, Esq., M.A.
William Hayman Cummings, Esq.
Bev. Samuel Thomas Curteis, M.A.
James Bridge Davidson, Esq.
Charles Isaac Elton, Esq., B.A., M.P.
William John Fitzpatrick, Esq.
Alfred Scott Gatty, Esq.
Bobert Charles Hope, Esq.
General Sir John Henry Lefroy, K.C.M.G., C.B., F.B.S.

n-
h^7' E

! P
hird Lewis

>
D 'b

->
Lord Bish P of Llandaif.

Gilbert Metcalf, Esq.
Frederic John Methold, Esq.
William Biven, Jttsq.

Alexander Peckover, Esq.
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Eight Hon. Henry George, Earl Percy, M.P.
Edward Rae, Esq.
John James Stevenson, Esq.
Rev. Francis St. John Thackeray, M.A.
John William Willis-Bund, Esq., M.A.

" I have on this, as on other occasions, placed our Obituary
Roll in the forefront of the Address, and amongst other reasons for

this, that I am sure that one thought fills all hearts here to-day,
the thought that at the head of that Roll stands the name of our

Royal Fellow, Prince Leopold, the youngest son of our most

gracious Patron, the sovereign of these realms. At your last

Ordinary Meeting, the Fellows of this Society testified their

sympathy at this great bereavement which had befallen our

Queen and country by restricting their proceedings to the

formal business of the evening, and by passing a resolution

requesting the Council to forward to Her Majesty and the

Duchess of Albany Addresses of Condolence on behalf of the

Society on the death of their Royal Fellow, Prince Leopold.
That duty was promptly discharged. Two Addresses, prepared

by your Secretary, were approved and sealed by the Council at

a Meeting on Wednesday, the 8th instant ; and, after receiving

my signature, were forwarded to their respective destinations.

These Addresses were ordered by the Council to be laid before

you at the first ensuing Ordinary Meeting on the 1st May.
They convey, I am persuaded, no mere formal expressions of a

conventional phraseology, but the genuine feeling of every
Fellow of the Society, and, I may add, of every subject of the

realm.
(i
For, indeed, the loss which we have sustained by the death of

His Royal Highness Prince Leopold is not merely that of a

prince or a student or, indeed, of a prince and student com-

bined; but there was in him, I believe, an earnest desire to

turn to the highest account in the service of the distressed, the

poor, and the suffering, the powers and the gifts which his

station and his natural indoles had conferred upon him. In

the limitations and privations imposed upon him in boyhood and

youth by constitutional delicacy and feeble health he sought
and found motives, not for fretful self-indulgence and indo-

lence, but for seriousness of purpose and devotion to studious

habits, for cultivated tastes and wide but well-disciplined sym-
pathies. There was indeed in him, according to all human cal-

culations, if life had been spared, ample promise of a career full

of usefulness and honour, of lustre added to the Royal House,
and evidence that he was open to the worthiest aspirations of

his time. Under such happy auspices it was, I doubt not, the
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hope of many that he might not only fill a place on our Eoll as

a Koyal Fellow, but, at the same time, occupy the chair which

I have the honour to fill. But it was othevwise decreed ; and

he has died, died in the prime and pride of manhood
; died, as

the best sometimes die, young ;
died on the threshold of

^
still

greater public usefulness ;
and amid our perplexity and sorrow

we may not unfitly apply to him the beautiful words of the

Apocrypha,
" Honourable age is not that which standeth in

length of time, nor that is measured by number of years ; but

wisdom is the grey hair unto men, and an unspotted life is old

age.
'

He pleased God and was beloved of Him. Therefore

speedily was he taken away." May I complete the quotation ?

I think so, with that qualification which must be understood

when speaking of any individual or any human career. "
He,

being made perfect in a short time, fulfilled a long time, for

his soul pleased the Lord, therefore hasted He to take him

away."
"As my eye glances down the list of names which follow in

alphabetical order that of our lamented Royal Fellow, I find

several on which I would gladly linger if time allowed. There

is Mr. John Payne Collier, whose fame will ultimately rest on
his History of Dramatic Poetry and his Bibliographical Account
of Rare Books, and whose contributions to Shakespearian
criticism gave rise to such burning (I wish I could say burnt

out) controversies some thirty years ago that I refrain from

doing more than allude to them, feeling sure that by us here his

memory will always be held in respect for the fidelity and zeal

with which he discharged the onerous, though I will not add
the thankless, duties of Treasurer, and for the liberality with
which he enriched our Collection of Proclamations and Broad-

sides, to say nothing of his various and numerous contributions

to our Transactions. There is Mr. James Crossley, the dis-

tinguished President, and one of the founders of the Chetham

Society, whose rare library excited the envy and may tax

heavily the purses of rival book-collectors. There is Mr. East-

wick, the distinguished Orientalist, and a conspicuous ornament
of the Indian Civil Service. There is the Rev. William Wigan
Harvey, who made some valuable contributions to patristic

theology. There is Mr. Niblett, who more than once laid before
us at our ordinary meetings interesting objects for exhibition,
and who at all times did his best to promote antiquarian
researches in his own county and neighbourhood. There is Mr.

Nicholls, the zealous Librarian of Bristol and the author of the
Life of Sebastian Cabot, who has also on various occasions made
communications to the Society. There is Mr. Thomas North,
whose comparatively early death has left in indisputed possession
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of the field of campanology our venerable and venerated fellow,
Mr. Ellacombe. There is Mr. Ilenat Scott, whose memorials of

the family of Scott form an admirable specimen of accurate

genealogical and antiquarian research. There is the ever-to-be

lamented Canon Wickenden, whose unflagging labours in the

muniment-room and among the archives of Lincoln Cathedral

brought order out of chaos, and will leave a rich harvest to be

gleaned by his successor. There is the Hon. William Owen

Stanley, brother-in-law of our some time Director, Mr. Albert

Way, whose contributions to Prehistoric Archaeology^ chiefly in

the pages of the Archaeological Journal, establish his claims to

be regarded as one of the most zealous investigators in that

branch of antiquity. And there is Lord Talbot de Malahide, to

whom I last year devoted, by anticipation, that tribute of

respect which ought strictly to have been reserved for the

present occasion, and in connection with whom I will only now
state what pleasure it gives me to see his successor, as President

of the Archaeological Institute, Earl Percy, not only on our

list of Fellows, but also on the list for Ballot for Election as a

Member of our Council.
" Besides the names which for want of time and space have

been left unmentioned in the above hasty notice of deceased

Fellows, there is one on which, with your permission, I feel it

my duty to speak more in detail. I refer to Mr. John Henry
Parker, C.B.

" Mr. John Henry Parker was born on the 1st March, 1806,
and died on the last day of January 1 884. He was elected a

Fellow of this Society on the 7th June, 1849. It would be

foreign to my scope, even if I had the space at my disposal, to

attempt anything like a sketch of Mr. Parker's career in all its

varied phases and stages. Those who are desirous of reading
such a sketch will find a very interesting account of this remark-
able man in the publication known as " The Bookseller

"
for March

5th, 1884. I must on the present occasion confine myself, in

great measure, to some account of his communications to the

volumes of our Archaeologia. These, it will be found, are both

numerous and important, and throughout a large number of

them, as indeed throughout most of his archaeological works, he
had a powerful ally in the services of that most remarkable

engraver Orlando Jewitt, whose illustrations are often not the

least valuable portion of Mr. Parker's works. Mr. Parker's first

communication was an account of " A remarkable specimen of

early painted glass of the eleventh century from the cathedral of

Le Mans," which he laid before the Society in the shape of 'a

letter to Sir Henry Ellis under date January 24, 1850 (see

Archaeologia, vol. xxxiii. p. 359). Between the 20th March,
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1851, and the 19th April, 1855, Mr. Parker communicated to the

Society a most valuable series of not less than seven Papers on
" Ancient Churches in the West of France

"
(see Archaeologia,

vol. xxxiv. p. 273; xxxv. pp. 34, 359; xxxvi. pp. 1, 311).

These papers are profusely and exquisitely illustrated from

drawings by his friend M. Bouet and other artists, which acquire

an additional charm from the skill of the distinguished engraver,
Mr. Jewitt, already referred to. On the 5th February, 1857,
Mr. Parker, in a letter to Sir Henry Ellis, submitted a Paper
entitled

" Additional observations on Mr. AshpitePs Paper oir

Chancels," printed in Archaeologia, vol. xxxvii. pp. 134, 244,
will be found a kind of supplement to his earlier series of Papers

already mentioned under the title of " Remarks on sonie early
Churches in France and Switzerland partly of the time of

Charlemagne." On the 10th March, 1859, Mr. Parker com-

municated u Observations on the Ancient Domestic Architecture

of Ireland
"

(see Archaeologia, vol. xxxviii. p. 148). This most,

elaborate paper he states to have been u the result of a fortnight's
tour in Ireland." Archseology would be considerably the gainer
if we all of us spent our "

fortnight tours" with as much

industry and zeal as Mr. Parker.
" In the year 1863 Mr. Parker went to Windsor for the pur-

pose of making investigations with a view to writing a History
of Windsor Castle. While so engaged he caught a violent

attack of rheumatic fever. On his recovery he was ordered to

Mentone, and thence to Rome, where he at once devoted him-
self to the study of those ancient ruins with which the Eternal

City abounds, and to excavations which might throw further

light on its early history. On the llth June, 1868, and again
on the 10th June, 1869, Mr. Parker brought before the Society
some "Notes on recent Excavations in Some" (see Archaeo-

logia, vol. xlii. p. 11, vol. xliii. p. 274). In the last-named
volume (p. 273) we find another Paper from his prolific pen on
" The English Origin of Gothic Architecture^" in which he
endeavours to combat and refute the notion which he says is

"an article of faith with every Frenchman," viz. "that the
mediseval style of architecture, usually called ' the Gothic style,'
was of French origin, and that Suger, Abbot of St. Denis, near

Paris, was the inventor, and the church of St. Denis the first

example of it." In close connection with this Paper stands
another communication laid before the Society four years later

(June 12, 1873), entitled "The Architectural History of St.

Hugh's Choir in Lincoln Cathedral" (see Archaeologia, vol.

xlvii. p. 41). Mr. Parker has more than once been heard to

express his conviction that, in respect of mediaeval architecture,
he attached more importance to these two Papers than to any or
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all his works on the same subject. Another communication
from Mr. Parker, on some curious Bench-ends in Trull

church, is now in the press, and will shortly be published in the

Archaeologia."
It has not been in my power to do more than give this

enumeration of Mr. Parker's contributions to our Archaeologia

(to say nothing of shorter contributions to our Proceedings),
but this list alone is sufficient to show how fully he is entitled to

honourable mention in these obituary notices. My limits will

not admit of even a rapid survey of the works he did outside

the Society in independent publications. His Glossary of

Architecture, of which the first edition was published in 1836,
and the fifth in 1850, his Introduction to the Study of Gothic

Architecture, his History (or as much of it as was his) of

Domestic Architecture in England, his twelve volumes on the

Architectural Antiquities of Rome, all these are works which
cannot be passed over by any student of the subjects which they

respectively embrace. More perhaps than any man in the pre-
sent century did Mr. Parker help to make the study of Gothic
architecture popular. His views may be and have been in

many cases disputed, but no one can deny the value of the

materials he brought together, or the beauty and abundance of
the illustrations with which his works are adorned. Of what-
ever errors he may have been guilty, no one can deny that his

work was thoroughly honest work, carried on with great single-
ness of purpose, and with an unfaltering desire to arrive at the
truth.

u The mention here made of Mr. Parker's architectural Papers
in the Archaeologia leads me to remind you of the very great
work which this Society has in various ways achieved in illus-

trating the history and details of the architecture of this and
other countries. In our Vetusta Monumenta, in our great
series of Cathedrals, in our publication on Westminster Abbey,
and the Houses of Parliament, and last, not least, in our

Archaeologia, there exists a perfect mine and repertory, both of

letterpress and of engravings, which I am told is without a

rival in this country. It is obvious that my limits will not

admit of going into details, which indeed must be, or ought to

be, familiar to the Fellows of the Society, but I was reluctant to

leave this part of my subject without putting the fact on record.
" In my Address last year I drew your attention at some

length to the indiscriminate destruction which appeared to

threaten some of the finest of our city churches. I hope that

the determined opposition of this Society may have largely
contributed to a reconsideration of the original contention of

those whose zeal for church building elsewhere, and at the

YOL. X, G
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expense of old and beautiful monuments of ecclesiastical art

in the city, was, I venture to think, untempered by knowledge
or even by a due appreciation of facts. I hear that it is not in

contemplation to bring forward during the present Session of

Parliament any further measure for this purpose. This is,

however, no reason why we should relax our vigilance on this

subject, and I am confident that we may rely on Mr. Fresh-

field, to whose watchfulness and energy we already owe so

much, to give us timely warning.
66 In referring now to what has passed at our ordinary Meet-

ings, I think it is matter for congratulation that our Session,

this year, commenced under very auspicious circumstances By
the gracious permission of Her Majesty the Queen, and through
the kind intervention of the Surveyor of Royal Pictures, Mr.

J. C. Robinson, F.S.A., a picture from the Royal Collection was

exhibited in this room, which had long been known to us,

through the engraving in Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting, as
6

Henry Y. and his Family.' The picture was formerly the

property of the author of that work, and was sold by public
auction the year before last, along with other effects, from

Strawberry Hill, when it passed to the Royal Collection.

Subjected to the scrutiny of Mr. George Scharf, it turned

out, as he showed in an able and exhaustive paper, that

the subject of the picture had all these years been wrongly
interpreted, and that it was in reality a votive painting of the

combat between St. George and the Dragon, in the presence of

King Henry VII., his Queen, and their sons and daughters.
This Paper, with a reproduction of the engraving in Walpole's

Anecdotes, will be published in our Archaeologia. Such was
the programme of our opening meeting, and of not less interest

was the display upon our table, on the second evening of the

Session, of the principal objects of the famous Taplow 'find,'
which effectually dispelled the notion which had obtained cur-

rency through the daily press, that the barrow in question was
the grave of a Viking, whereas it was purely and simply Anglo-
Saxon. On the third evening, that just before Christmas, we
were indebted to Mr. Freshfield, to Mr. Somers Clarke, and
Mr. Micklethwaite for elaborate Papers, profusely illustrated,
on the remains exposed to view by the removal of the Law
Courts on the west side of Westminster Hall, an edifice in which
this Society has always taken the greatest interest. How to

deal with the exposed site is no doubt a question of a difficult

and complicated character. I am glad that the work committed
to the distinguished architect, Mr. Pearson, is thus placed in the
hands of a Fellow of our Society ; and I cannot doubt that he
will receive every support from a First Commissioner of Works
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who shows such an intelligent interest in the historical and

antiquarian remains of this vast metropolis.
u At a recent meeting your Council's attention was called to

an appeal which had been made by the Committee of the Asia

Minor Exploration Fund, in order to prevent the untimely
termination of Mr. Ramsay's very valuable researches in that

country for lack of means to carry them on. This fund was
started in 1882 to enable Mr. Ramsay to proceed on his work ;

and those who are familiar with the Journal of Hellenic Studies

will not need to be told how important have been the results

achieved. Men like Mommsen, Curtius, Kiepert, in Germany,
men like MM. Perrot and Waddington in France, have joined
in a chorus of lamentation at the prospect of Mr. Ramsay's
investigations being discontinued. It will be seen from the

published reports of his labours in those distant lands that his

work of exploration is of equal interest to the Hellenist, to the

Orientalist, and to the student of Christian antiquity. The sites

of numerous towns for the first time identified
;
four hundred

and fifty inscriptions copied, five-sixths of which had either

never been edited or had been edited incorrectly ;
rock

sculptures discovered which throw the most valuable light on
the earliest Greek art, and on the nature of the influence

exercised on that art by Asia Minor such, in the briefest pos-
sible summary, are some of the most important results of Mr.

Ramsay's expedition, and if his life is spared and his purse re-

plenished we may reasonably anticipate that we shall gain a

fuller and more complete insight into the civilisation of Asia
Minor. Your Council felt that this was an occasion on which
we should relax the rule which * our poverty and not our will

'

imposes on us in the way of contributions to archaeological re-

search, and, with the concurrence of your excellent Treasurer, a
sum of 501. was sent to the Committee of the Asia Minor Ex-

ploration Fund,. which has been gratefully and warmly acknow-

ledged by that body.
"
Attempts have been made, I cannot satisfy myself on what

grounds, and I think I may say with indifferent success, to im-

pugn the truth of the statement made in the opening pages of
the Preface to the first volume of our Archaeologia that there
c was a Society of Antiquaries so early as the reign of Eliza-

beth.' Its foundation is assigned on no less authority than that
of Spelman to the fourteenth year of her reign, 1572, and in

1589 the members are stated to have resolved to apply to the

Queen for a Charter of Incorporation and for some public build-

ing where they might meet and have a library. A Petition for
this purpose, setting forth the reasons of the promoters, is

among the Cotton MSS. in the British Museum, and this

G2
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Petition, and these reasons, were signed by Sir Kobert Cotton,

Sir John Doddridge, and Sir James Lee. It is not my purpose
on the present occasion to enter into any discussion as to the

nature and value of the evidence collected in the Preface to

which I have already referred with a view to showing that

this old Collegium Antiquariorum, as it is styled by Camden,
was the original and direct ancestor of the present Society.

The case is, at any rate, sufficiently plausible to justify your
Council in availing themselves, as they did, of an opportunity
of securing by purchase an interesting portrait of the Sir John

Doddridge, whose name has just been mentioned as affixed to

the Petition, and who may thus be regarded, on a very.plausible

hypothesis, as one of the early founders of the Society. This

picture is before you to-day, and we may feel, in any case, that

we have added to our collection the portrait of one who, as

author of works on the Earldom of Chester, the Duchy of

Cornwall, and the Principality of Wales, helped to further and
foster those studies and pursuits for the promotion of which this

Society was incorporated.
" In my last Address from this place I expressed a confident

hope that, in a very short time, the publication of our first issue

of Mr. Lukis's Scale Plans and Drawings of Rude Stone

Monuments, viz., those of Cornwall, would be completed. The

hope rested at the time on a better foundation than circum-
stances have justified, for an unfortunate fire at the lithographers
consumed all the original drawings and almost all the litho-

graphs, which were within a day or so of being delivered to the

Society. Such a disaster could not, of course, have been fore-

seen. Mr. Lukis most kindly acceded to a request from the

Council to undertake the wearisome task of making fresh plans
and drawings from the materials and measurements in his pos-
session. That task he completed at the beginning of the present

year, and I need scarcely say that we are under great obliga-
tions to him for undertaking it. On the present occasion I shall

indulge in no prophecies, but I am sure you will all of you
share the hope that the legitimate expectations of the subscribers
to this interesting publication may not again be doomed to dis-

appointment or delay.
" You will be pleased to hear that, at the request of the Council,

Mr. Lukis has again consented to continue during the coming
summer the survey of Prehistoric Monuments, towards the ex-

penses of which the Council has more than once made a grant
of money. The field of his labours this year will be the North
of England and the South of Scotland.

"
I had reached this point in my Address when a letter was

placed before me by the Secretary from the Right Honourable
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Sir Edward Fry, 'which he requests may be brought before the

Council, but the importance of which is such partly from the

position of the writer, and partly from the interest of the subject-
matter that I think I cannot do wrong in submitting it to the

consideration of the wider audience I see before me on St.

George's day. The letter is as follows :

"
Failand, April 17, 1884.

" Dear Sir, Though I have not the honour of being a Fellow
of your Society, I trust that your Council will pardon me if I

ask you to submit to their notice the following observations.
" The introduction into Parliament of a Bill to effect the Com-

pulsory Enfranchisement of Copyholds has revived a thought
which has often, from time to time, presented itself to me, viz.,
that the extinction of copyholds will produce the gradual de-

struction of the Court Rolls of the Manors throughout the

country, and with it the loss of a large mass of materials of

great value to the historian and the antiquary.
" That Court Rolls have this value is a point on which I need"

not dwell, as it must be familiar to many Members of your
Society. No person can have a casual acquaintance with Court
Rolls (which is the only one that I possess) without seeing that

they throw great light on the history of the tenure of land, on
the extinction of serfdom, on the ancient modes of agriculture,
and on such communism as existed here in former times. Mr.
Seebohm's work upon Village Communities, and Professor

Thorold Rogers' work upon Wages, are recent illustrations of

the extent to which the Court Rolls (associated as they often are

with the Records of the Courts Leet) throw light upon the social

and economical condition of this country in past ages." These Court liolls have, I suppose, been mainly preserved
because of the frequent references made to them by the copy-
holder, and the consequent fees coming to the stewards of the

manors. As .copyholds become extinct the Court Rolls will,
I also suppose, become valueless, and gradually pass to the rats

or the gluemakers, or otherwise resolve themselves into their

simplest elements.
" Such a gradual destruction of precious antiquarian docu-

ments would be a matter of great regret ; and, on the other

hand, the assured preservation of what now remains would be a
matter for congratulation to all persons interested in the history
and antiquities of our country.

a No body of men is so likely to feel interested in this question
as your Society, and, if they should deem it of moment, no body
is so likely to be able to devise means to give effect to their

wishes (whether bv the intervention of the Commissioners for
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Private Historical Documents or otherwise), or to be able to

exert the influence necessary to obtain legislative sanction for

the necessary measures.
t

" My sense of the importance of this matter to the social history

of the country will, I hope, be a sufficient apology for my thus

troubling you. " I am, dear Sir,
" Yours faithfully,

" EDW. FEY."

"C. K. Watson, Esq.,

Secretary, Society of Antiquaries."

"
Every one will agree with me in thinking that our thanks are

due to the learned judge who has so ably placed before us the

danger to which the Court Kolls in many places may be exposed,

and who has also offered valuable suggestions for the better pro-

tection of those curious and interesting records. A fuller con-

sideration of the remedies suggested may, perhaps, with advant-

age be left to the Council or to a Special Committee appointed

by them to examine the subject in all its bearings, but I feel

sure that in any action which the Council may eventually take

their hands will be greatly strengthened by an expression of

opinion on the part of this meeting that the danger deprecated

by Sir Edward Fry is no chimera, and that the conservation of

these valuable documents is an object worthy of the closest

attention and of the best efforts of the Society of Antiquaries.
"
Gentlemen, in drawing these remarks to a conclusion, I will

only express the hope that what remains to us of our session will

be fertile in interesting research and useful work."

The following Resolution was moved by G. T. Clark, Esq.,
seconded by the Hon. J. B. Leicester Warren, and carried

unanimously :

" That the best thanks of the Society be given to the Presi-

dent for his Address, and that he be requested to allow it to be

printed."
The President signified his assent.

Moved by Charles Elton, Esq., M.P., seconded by C, S. Per-

ceval, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer :

" That the Council be requested to consider what steps might
be taken to secure, as far as possible, the safe custody of the

Court Rolls of Manors, in view of impending legislation for the

Compulsory Enfranchisement of Copyholds."

Pursuant to Statute, Chap. Ill, 3, the names of the Rev.
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Thomas Fenton Falkner, and of tlie Kev. George Lloyd who
had failed to pay all moneys due from them respectively to the

Society, and for such default had ceased to be Fellows of the

Society were read from the Chair, and the Chairman made an

entry of their amoval against their names in the Register of the

Society.
The Scrutators having reported that the Members of the

Council in List I., and the Officers of the Society in List II.,

had teen unanimously elected, the President read from the

Chair the following names of those who had been elected as

Council and Officers for the ensuing year :

Eleven Members from the Old Council.

The Eight Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon, D.C.L., F.R.S.,
President.

William Copeland Borlase, Esq., M.A., M.P., Vice-

President.

John Evans, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., Vice-President.

William Smith, Esq., LL.D,, D.C.L., Vice-President.

Charles Spencer Perceval, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer.

Henry Salusbury Milman, Esq., M.A., Director.

Doyne Courtenay Bell, Esq.
Wilfred Joseph Cripps, Esq., M.A.
Granville William Gresham Leveson Gower, Esq., M.A.
Everard Green, Esq.
John Henry Middleton, Esq., M.A.

Ten Members of the New Council.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.

Joseph Clarke, Esq., F.R.I.B.A.
Kev. Joseph Woodfall Ebsworth, M.A.
Arthur John Evans, Esq., M.A.
Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D.

Percy Gardner, Esq., D.Litt.

Philip Charles Hardwick, Esq.
The Right Hon. Alexander James B. Beresford Hope,

M.P.
Earl Percy, M.P.
The Hon. John Byrne Leicester Warren, M.A.

C. Knight Watson, Secretary.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Scrutators for

their trouble.
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Thursday, May 1st, 1884.

EDWIN FEESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the British Archaeological Association : The Journal. Vol. xl. Part I.

March 31. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Koyal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland : The-

Journal. Vol. vi. Fourth Series. October, 1883. No. 56. 8vo. Dublin,

1884.

From the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, 'Literature,

and Art : Index to the 15th volume of the Transactions. 8vo.

From the Canadian Institute, Toronto : Proceedings. Vol. ii. Fascitulus

No. 1. March. Svo. Toronto, 1884.

From the Author : The Law of Friendly Societies, and Industrial and Provident

Societies. Formerly (1850-1867). Edited by the late W. Tidd-Prattj Esq.
Tenth Edition. By E. W. Brabrook, F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1881.

From the Camden Society : Publications. New Series xxxiii. Letter-Book of

Gabriel Harvey, A.D. 1573-1580. Edited by E. J. L. Scott. 4to. London,
1884.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary. Part xi.

Third Series. March. 4to. London, 1884.

From the Author : Church Organs : their position and construction. By F.
H. Sutton, M.A., Hector of Brant Broughton. Third Edition. 4to. Lon-
don, 1883.

From the Chetham Society : Publications. New Series. Vols. 1, 2, and 3.

4to. Manchester, 1883-4. Vols. 1 and 2. The Vicars of Rochdale. . Parts
I. and II. By the late Rev. Canon Raines, M.A., F.S.A. Edited by H. H.
Howorth, F.S.A. 1883-4. Vol. 3. Lancashire and Cheshire Wills and
Inventories. Edited by J. P. Earwaker. 1884.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.
New Series. Vol. xvi. Part II. April. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Birmingham Philosophical Society : Proceedings. Vol. iii. Parts
I. and II. Sessions 1881-82 and 1882-83. Svo. Birmingham.

From the New-England Historic Genealogical Society : The New-England
Historical and Genealogical Register. No. 150. Vol. xxxviii April
1884. Svo. Boston, 1884.

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D., V.P.S.A.: The Journal of Hellenic
Studies. Vol. iv. No. 2. Text and Plates. Two vols. Svo. and folio
1883.

From the Author : The Asclepiad. April. No. 2. Vol. i. By B. W
Richardson, M.D., F.R.S., F.S.A. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Author : The Age of Homer. By Hodder M. Westropp. Svo. Lon-
don, 1884.

From the Feoffees of Chetham's Hospital and Library : Catalogue of the Books
and Manuscripts in the Chetham Library, Manchester, added between the
years 1863 and 1881, including the collection of John Byrom, and all the
MSS. Vol. vi. Svo. Manchester, 1883.

From S. G. Johnson, Esq., Town Clerk of Nottingham : Records of the Borough
of Nottingham. Voi. ii. 1399-1485. Svo. London, 18S3.
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The appointment by the Earl of Carnarvon, President, of

Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D., as Vice-President, was read.

The following extract from the Minutes of Council, April

9th, 1884, was laid before the meeting:

Read, A Resolution of the Society of Antiquaries of London
at their Ordinary Meeting, April 3rd, William Smith, Esq.,

LL.D., D.C.L., V.P., in the chair. (See p. 74.)
" The Council having taken into consideration the mode ofpro-

ceeding on the demise of near relatives of the present and former

Sovereigns, successively patrons of the Society of Antiquaries of

London, it appeared that the Council had usually been requested,
as on the present occasion, on a motion made and seconded at an

Ordinary Meeting of the Society, to draw up an humble Address
of Condolence, which was afterwards to be submitted to the

Society for their approval ;
but as this latter course cannot now

be adopted by reason of the approaching Easter recess without

involving a delay, which cannot be considered trifling when
measured by the loss sustained and the sympathy felt, the

Council are of opinion that, in order to preserve the high sense

of attachment and respect entertained by the Society at large for

the Sovereign of these realms, they should follow the course

which they adopted in former years on the death of H.R.H.
the Prince Consort and of H.R.H. the Princess Alice, and
resolve that the humble Addresses of Condolence, prepared and
laid before them this day by the Secretary, be adopted by them
on behalf of the Society, and that the common seal having been
thereto affixed they be forthwith transmitted to the President
for signature,

' on behalf of the Council and Fellows of the

Society.'
"

To THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

Madam, We, the President, Vice-Presidents, Council and
Fellows of" the SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF LONDON, most

humbly beg leave to lay at the foot of the Throne the expression
of our deep sympathy at the grievous loss which your Majesty
and your people have sustained in the death of your Majesty's

youngest son, His Royal Highness Prince Leopold, K.G., Duke
of Albany, whose virtues, attainments, and character had laid a

foundation, sure and steadfast, for the lasting esteem, admira-

tion, and affection of all classes of your subjects, in all quarters
of your dominions.

We had fondly cherished the hope that the clay might arrive

when the Royal Fellow, whose untimely death a nation mourns,
might have been prevailed upon to become the President of this
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Society, an office of which he would assuredly have discharged
the duties with intelligent co-operation, conscientious assiduity,
and distinguished success.

Permit us, Madam, to assure you of our faithful, loyal, and
affectionate attachment to your Majesty's Throne and Person,
and to express our earnest prayer that it may please Almighty
God to bless your Majesty with length of days, and in this hour
of trial to give your Majesty, in fullest measure, support and
consolation under a bereavement which has cast its shadow over

every hearth and home throughout the land.

Given under our common seal this ninth day of April,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand ejght .hun-
dred and eighty-four.

(Signed) on behalf of the

Council and Fellows of the Society,

CARNARVON, P.

To HER KOYAL HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS OF ALBANY.

^
Madam, We, the President, Vice-Presidents, Council and

Fellows of the SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF LONDON, beg leave to
ask your Koyal Highness to accept the expression of our un-
feigned sympathy at the terrible bereavement which has befallen

you by the death of your beloved husband, His Eoyal Highness
Prince Leopold, K.G., Duke of Albany.

Prince Leopold had for eight years been a Royal Fellow, and
we had hoped might one day have become the President of this

Society. We cannot doubt that his active mind and great
attainments would have contributed largely to the promotion of
those objects for which the Society was incorporated in the
reign of his ancestor, King George the Second.

The hope thus fondly cherished has been crushed by the hand
of Almighty God, and it only remains for us to pray that it

may please Him, of His great mercy, to comfort your Royal
Highness in this hour of sorest trial, with a fulKmeasure of that
support and consolation which He alone can give.

Given under our common seal this ninth day of April,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty- four.

(Signed) on behalf of the
Council and Fellows of the Society,

CARNARVON, P.

Resolved,--" That the above Address be entered on the
minutes of this day's meeting, and read, along with the minutes
thereunto

appertaining, at the ensuing ordinary meetino- of the
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Letters were read from General Sir Henry Ponsonby acknow-

ledging the receipt of the Address to the Queen, and from Mr.
R. H. Collins conveying the thanks of H.R.H. the Duchess of

Albany.

The Right Honourable Sir Edward Fry, B.A., F.R.S., Lord
Justice of Appeal and Member of Her Majesty's Privy Council,
was proposed as Fellow, and the ballot, pursuant to Statutes,

Chap. I. 5, being at once proceeded with, was declared to be

duly elected.

E. P. SEATON, Esq., exhibited, through J. E. PRICE, Esq.,

F.S.A., a Bronze Arm, found during the excavations of the

Inner Circle Railway, on which Mr. Price made the following
remarks :

" Of the various objects of antiquity which have been brought
to light in the excavations consequent on the construction of the

Inner Circle Railway there is none, perhaps, of greater interest

than the fine bronze arm discovered at the bottom of a well in

Seething Lane, a well-known thoroughfare adjoining the church
of Allhallows Barking, and leading from Tower Street to

Crutched Friars. For early information of its discovery I am
indebted to Mr. E. P. Seaton, resident engineer of the Metro-

politan District Railway, and to the Chairman and Board of

Directors of that Company, for permission to bring it before our

Society for exhibition. So rare is it to find in city excavations,

hurriedly and rapidly carried out, any such fragment of an

antique work of art, that, when an opportunity arises, the

object becomes worthy of more than a passing notice. The
arm (see Woodcut) is of bronze, belongs to the Roman age,*

BRONZE ARM FOUND IN LONDON. Scale | linear,

and is portion of a statue of a male figure, evidently of heroic

* On the question of date it is of importance to remark that coins of Vespasian
and of Nero were found with the arm.
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size. From the position of the fingers and general contour of

the arm, together with the aperture which appears in the palm

of the hand, it would seem that it originally held some object.

If this were a spear, it would lead to the idea that the original

figure was that of a military personage, but from the attitude

of rest which is suggested it would rather appear to have been

a statue of some noted civilian, who bore in his hand a baton

or wand, symbolical of office. The dimensions, which may be

of interest for the purposes of comparison, are as follows :

ft. in.

End of arm to end of thumb . . . 1
6p

,,
to tip of middle finger. . 1 .6| v

.

Wrist to knuckle on back of hand . . 3J

Length of thumb 3}

,,
middle finger . . .05^
little finger . . . . 4

Width of knuckles of hand . . .04
Circumference of thickest part of arm . 1 2

wrist . . . 9J

It is somewhat singular that, with the exception of the colossal

head of Hadrian which was dredged from the river bed of the

Thames, rather below Old London Bridge, some fifty years ago,
the few illustrations which have occurred since of the fact that

the city of London was, during the Roman occupation, em-
bellished with statuary and works of art, have, so far as the

large bronzes are concerned, been hands only. The present is

either the fourth or fifth which has been noted within recent years ;

and when it was first brought to light I was led to the hope
that it might prove to be the second hand of a large bronze

figure, of which one hand preserved in the British Museum,
and formerly in the collection of Mr. Roach Smith,* was found
in the same locality near to the Tower end of Lower Thames
Street. There is, however, no connection between the two.
The extreme length of this older specimen is thirteen inches,
and eleven inches marks the circumference of the wrist.- The
thumb is broken, but one finger is extended, the others

fracefully

folded in the palm. In 1833, some fingers only,
ut belonging to a . hand of large size, were discovered

near to the site of St. Gabriel's church in Fenchurch Street,
and in close proximity to mosaic pavements of considerable
interest.

" A further illustration maybe quoted, being the hand and

wrist, formerly in the Walker Baily Collection, but now in the

*
Engraved in his Catalogue, 1854, p. 6.
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Museum of the Corporation at Guildhall. This was discovered,
in the year 1867, on the site of the old Spread Eagle, Grace-
church Street. It is the left hand, and measures, from the tip
of finger to the broken edge, 9| inches. The circumference of

the wrist is rather over 7 inches. In comparing these dis-

coveries it is worthy of note that they have all occurred east-

ward of the Walbrook, that they may be associated with

buildings or structures belonging to the older portion of the

city, and are to be connected with a very early period with the

fortunes of Londinium when a Roman settlement."

The Rev. H. M. SCARTH, M.A., Local Secretary for Somer-

setshire, communicated the following account of Mynchin Barrow

Priory, in connection with the discovery of a Vault covered

with Heraldic and other Encaustic Tiles, being the flooring of

a tomb which appears to be that of Dame Johanna de Acton :

' ' The records of this house will be found given at considerable

length in a paper by the Rev. Thomas Hugo, M.A., in the Pro-

ceedings of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History
Society for the year 1863, part ii.

; an account of the parish is

also contained in Collinson's History of Somerset, vol. ii. p. 308.

Also in the Bristol Times and Mirror, July 29th and August
5th, 1882, there appeared an article entitled *

Gossiping Notes
on Barrow Gurney,' by the Rev. J. W. Hardman, .D.D., who
once held the living. From these sources much information

may be drawn.
" The spot where the priory once stood is now occupied by the

Elizabethan house known as Barrow Court, near the church.

This has lately been under restoration by the present owner,
Mr. Gibbs. Archdeacon Archer furnished Hearne with a list

of the Superiors, which is, however, imperfect.
" The founder of the house is not accurately known.
"
According to Collinson the property was possessed by

Geoffry, Bishop of Coutances, in the time of William the

Conqueror, and the name is written Berve in the Domesday
Survey.

u It reverted to the Crown in the time of William Rufus,
and was, according to Collinson, granted by him to Robert
FitzHarding, from whom it descended to a granddaughter
called Eva, who became the wife of Thomas de Harptree. His
son and heir, Robert, took the name of Gournay. It has the

name of Barrow, probably from its position on a rising ground,
but the name is written variously as Barwe, Barewe, Bargh,
Barouwe, Barrow.

" There was, without doubt, as Mr. Hugo remarks, a member
of the family of Gournay or Gurney, lord of Stoke-sub-
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Hamclen. One of this family founded the hospital of the

Gaunts in Bristol, for Leland ascribes the foundation to him.
" '

Gurney was one of the four chief lords of Mendip, Lord of

Stoke Hamden. He was chief founder, as some say, of the

.house of Gaunts, at Bristol. He was founder of the Priory .of

Nuns in Somersetshire, called Barrow Gurney.' (See Itin. vii.

82.) This, however, appears to be incorrect, as Barrow, or

Barwe, was founded long before the house of the Gaunts, in

Bristol* Barrow is known to have existed in the time of King

John, while the Bristol fraternity is not mentioned until, that of

Henry III.
tl Mr. Hugo supposes that Evade Gournay was the foundress

of the house at Barrow.
" The house is known to have existed as early as 1212, by a

bequest made to it in the will of Hugh Wallis, Bishop of

Lincoln. The bishop's will is dated November 13th, A.D.

1212.
" The priory was founded for Benedictine nuns, and dedi-

cated to the B. v. M. and St.Edward, king and martyr, and also

to the Holy Trinity.
" The possessions of the priory appear to have been small,

the land immediately surrounding the house being the source

of its revenues.
(i The Berkleys became afterwards lords of the manor and

patrons of the priory.
" The nuns obtained, at an early period, a pension payable

from the church of Tiverton, or Twiverton,' near Bath.
" A letter of Bishop John de Drokensford, 26th June, 1315,

contains admonitions to the prioress respecting the government
of the house.

"In July, 1317, certain ladies of this house received the

imposition of the bishop's hands in his chapel at the palace at

Banwell.
" A variety of entries are made in the register of Bishop

Drokensford respecting this house, regulating its affairs, all of

which are given in detail by Mr. Hugo. The bishop died in the

year 1329, but the register of his successor contains further

particulars.

* For an account of the Fraternity of " Bons Homines," (or Good Men, called
the Gaunts) whose chapel is now called St. Mark's or the Mayor's Chapel, see
Bristol Past and Present, chap. xv. " Maurice de Berkley, son of Robert,
assumed his mother's name of Gaunt. Maurice, for services rendered to the

king in France, A.D. 1214, was granted a charter of the manor of Barrow to
retain during his life, which manor had been conceded to him by Eva de
Gournay, his sister." (See Proceedings of Archaeological Institute, York,
vol. iii. p. 80.) Leland observes that the governor of the house was some-
times called prior, and the house itself a priory of the Order of St. Augustine,
and it is so called often in the Gaunt's Deeds. (See Barrett, p. 363.)
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6i The Close Roll, 49 Edward III., gives further information.
" The Berkleys were the patrons of the priory, in right of

their possession of the manor of Barrow. This is proved from
the inquisitions taken on the decease of the successive heads of

the family. The house appears to have been very poorly
endowed. In 1426 the church of Barwe Monialium was valued

at six marks, or only 4/.
" The following is a list of the prioresses, so far as it can be

recovered :

1. Johanna de Gournay, 1316.

2. Agnes de Santa Cruce, 1325.

3. Basiliade Sutton, 1328.

4. Juliana de Groundy, 1340.

5. Agnes BaJien, 1348.

6. Margery FitzNichol, 1410.

7. Johanna Stabler, 1432.

8. Agnes Leveregge, 1463.

9. Isabella Cogan, 1502.

10. Catharine Bowie, 1535.

" The church of Barrow was served by a chaplain appointed

by the prioress of the convent. There does not seem to have
been a vicar.

u In the year 1536 the King's Commissioners took into their

hands the superintendence of the estates and revenues of the

convent, and the dissolution and suppression was carried out in

the month of September of the same year.
u ~No list is preserved of the sisters at the time of the disso-

lution.
u After the dissolution of the convent, the property descended

through the families of Clerc, James, Dodington, and Gore,
until it came to that of Blagrave.

u The present court-house was erected out of the materials of

the convent buildings, and dates from the time of the suppression,
or soon after. Some parts, as the main entrance, are of the

time of James I.

" No part of the original convent appears to have been pre-
served. There is. a fine old barn, with a high-pitched roof,
which seems to have been the original monastic barn. A few

fragments of old stained glass, probably from the Priory Church,
are inserted in the windows of the Court-house.

" The church of Barrow Gurney stands a little to the north,
and in front of the present house. The tower is ancient

; the

other portions post-Reformation, and very late.

"The original church seems to have consisted of a nave,
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chancel, and south aisle, supposed to have been the nuns'

church, and a tower at the west end.
" The church now consists of two rectangular structures

nearly equal in width, and connected by an arcade, but the

chancel has been destroyed. The tower is of the Early-English

period, with a Perpendicular window inserted over the door.

There are three bells in the tower, but not old ; one has the date

1607.

"The vault lately discovered is in the ground between the

church and manor-house. It was found, in opening the earth,

to form a newly-constructed terrace. The old church seems to

have been united to the priory by an anti-chapel or. cloister, in

the floor of which the interment recently discovered hacl been

made.
" The inscription on the floor round the four sides of the tomb

is as follows :

+ . DAME IOHANE DACTONE GYST ICY
DIEV DE SA ALME EYT MERCY.

u In the space thus enclosed are coats of arms, some of which
have been identified as those of Acton, Rodney, Berkeley, De
Mohun, Clare, and Patton.

si In the year 1361 Richard de Acton, chevalier,
' obtained

permission to give eight messuages, one shop, six tofts, ten

acres of meadow, and eight of pasture, with their appurtenances
in Wells and Barwegorney, to the prioress and nuns of Mun-
chenbarwe, to provide a chaplain for the celebration of Divine
service every day for ever at the altar of the Blessed Mary in the

Priory Church, for the health of Grey de Brian and the aforesaid

Richard himself during their lives, and for their souls after their

deaths, and for the souls of their ancestors, and of all the faith-

ful departed.' (See Proceedings of Somerset Archaeological and
Natural History Society for 1863, part 11.)
"It is probable that the recently-discovered vault, bearing

the name of Dame Johanna de Acton, may contain the remains
of the wife, sister, or daughter of the above."

ALFRED T. EVERITT, Esq., exhibited by the hands of C. S.

PERCEVAL, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer, and presented an original
detached impression of the ancient common Seal of the City of

Salisbury.

This fine work of thirteenth-century art is circular, rather
more than two inches in diameter. The Blessed Virgin as

patroness of the city is seen in three-quarter length over the
battlemented and turreted walls. The Bishop, as lord of the

town, is represented in a niche immediately beneath her. Two
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birds are perched on the towers, and the moon and sun are

placed in the upper part of the field.

The legend is,

+ SIGILL : NOV$ : OIVITATIS. S[A]R^SBVRI6.

Mr. PERCEVAL also exhibited, by the permission of Mr.

EVERITT, seven original documents from that gentleman's col-

lection, and accompanied the exhibition with the following
remarks :

st Mr. Everitt has kindly sent me for examination, and, if 1

thought fit, for exhibition to the Society, a parcel of deeds

relating to Suffolk and Norfolk, which have lately come into his

possession by purchase. Some, if not all of them, were at one
time in the hands of the late Mr. Gr. A. Carthew, F.S.A., who
has published some of them in his History of Launditch Hun-
dred in Norfolk.'

"
Availing myself of the present owner's permission, I now

exhibit seven of these documents, which will, I think, be of
some interest to the Society."

1. The first, which claims attention on account of the little

known private seal of Thomas Percy, Bishop of Norwich,
1355-1369, which is attached to it, relates to land in North

Elmham, co. Norfolk. An abstract has been printed by Mr.
Carthew at page 292 of the first volume of his work just
mentioned. He has figured the seal in the plate facing page
286 of that volume, but he has given no adequate description
of it.

" The date of the deed is August 17th, 41 Edw. III. (1367),
and is a grant by the Bishop to Thomas le Deye, of North

Elmham, who held a messuage there of the Bishop
'

per
virgam natie

' *
(i.e., native, as a native or villein), to hold the

premises of hini for fourscore years freely by fealty and the ser-

vice of twenty-two pence a year with suit of court, for all

secular service.
" The seal, in red wax, is circular, -1 J inch in diameter, and

is somewhat injured by pressure. The design is very elegant.
Under a canopy in the Early-Perpendicular style the B.Y.M. is

seated with the Divine Infant. In base is a shield bearing a
lion rampant within a bordure. On each side of the central

compartment are two shields, one above the other ; dexter (1)
a lion rampant ;

over which (4) England, a label
; sinister

* This expression is very uncommon, but a conversion of tenure from bond to

free is clearly intended, and the contracted word can scarcely have any other

meaning than that here assigned to it.

VOL. X, H
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(2) Checquy, a fess ;
over which (3) Quarterly, 1 and 4, a lion

rampant ;
2 and 3, Checquy.

Legend,

Secretu : tljome petci : epi

" The heraldry of this seal calls for some remark.

"The shield at the base, the Bishop's own coat, Percy,

differenced by a bordure (a common usage at this period with

English Bishops of family), occurs also on his episcopal seal.*

u Of the coats at the sides, the first, that of his father, Henry
de Percy, 1315-1352, called the third, as Lord Percy, but the

second as Lord of Alnwick, (Or) a lion rampant (azur, ),
needs

no comment.
"
Opposite to his father's shield is that of the Bishop's mother

Idonea (or as she is called in her husband's will f Imania) de

Clifford, Checquy (or and azure), a fess (gules).

"The Bishop's paternal grandmother, wife of Henry de

Percy
4 Dominus de Topclive,' who signed the Baron's letter,

1301, was Eleanor Fitzalan, who is stated by Dugdale and

others to have been the daughter of Richard Earl of Arundel,
but elsewhere of his father John, who died in 1272. This

latter statement appears to agree better with the dates, for

according to Dugdale, i. 273, citing Esc. 8 Edw. II., n. 65,

Henry (father of the Bishop, and eldest son of Eleanor) was aged
sixteen in 1315, when his father died, which would give the

year 1299 as that of his birth. Assuming Eleanor to have been

only eighteen when her eldest son was born, the year of her

birth can hardly be put later than 1281. But if we can

trust Mr. Carthew's careful pedigree of the Fitzalans (Laun-
ditch Hundred, i. 16), Richard, Earl of Arundel, was him-

self born in 1267, and could not therefore have been older

than fifteen at his daughter's birth, which is most unlikely.

John, father of Kichard, survived until 1272, and Eleanor might
well be his daughter. I refer the upper sKIeld on the sinister

side to this Eleanor Fitzalan, the Bishop's grandmother. An
objection will occur to every heraldic student, namely, that the

checquy coat of Warren was not quartered with Fitzalan until

after 1305, the date of the great match with the Warren heiress

made by Edmund Fitzalan, son of Richard, and, indeed, so far

as I have seen, the quartered coat first appears on the seals of

Richard II., the eldest son of this union. But I think that the

objection may reasonably be met by the consideration that the

simple coat of Fitzalan or Arundel, a lion rampant, to which
alone Eleanor was really entitled as her father's arms, would,

* See Norf. and Norw. Arch. Collections, i. 316.

f Testam. Eborac, Surtees Soc, i. 57.
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on a seal, have been unclistinguishable from the Percy bearing,
and would liave told no tale of the Bishop's descent from the

Fitzalans. To avoid this uncertainty I suppose that the quartered
coat Fitzalan and Warren, well known in the Bishop's day, as

borne by his cousin the Earl of Arundel, was used to point to

the descent.
" The fourth coat, England, a label, can, I believe, be nothing

but Lancaster.
" At first I was disposed to refer it to Henry Earl of Lan-

caster, who after the death of his brother Thomas, slain at

Boroughbridge in 1312, adopted his arms, England, with the

label of France instead of the bend azure which he had borne as

a mark of cadency in his brother's lifetime ; and to conclude

that the Bishop was the son of Henry de Percy IV. as Lord

Percy (III. as Lord of Alnwick), by Mary of Lancaster, daughter
of Earl Henry.u All the accounts,* however, make the Bishop to have been

the son of Henry de Percy the third (second as Lord of Alnwick),
and on examining the dates I find that this affiliation must
be correct.

u For the Bishop, as appears from Godwin ' de Praesulibus,'

was appointed to the See of Norwich by Papal provision in 1355,

being of the uncanonical age of twenty-two. He would thus

have been about thirty-five in 1368, when Henry, Lord Percy,
IV. (or III.), husband of Mary of Lancaster, died. Accord-

ing to the inquisition,| on this Henry's death, the eldest son

and heir (another Henry) was only thirty, so that the Bishop
could not have been his brother. I mention this in order to

save trouble to any future inquirer to whom the same expla-
nation of the occurrence of the Lancaster coat on the Bishop's
seal might suggest itself.

"
It being thus certain that the Bishop was not descended

from this Henry, Earl of Lancaster, how otherwise is the bear-

ing to be explained ?

" Now the son and heir of Earl Henry, bearing the same
Christian name, was advanced by Edward III. to the Dukedom
of Lancaster. In 1355 he was at 'Avignon, whither he had

accompanied William of Norwich, otherwise Bateman, Bishop
of Norwich, on an embassy from the King of England to the

Pope. This Bishop, the pious founder of Trinity Hall, Cam-

bridge, died at Avignon in January, 1355, not without sus-

picion of poison, and the Duke, according to some accounts,

narrowly escaped sharing his fellow envoy's fate.
" From what has been already stated, it will be seen that the

*
Dugdale, Bar. i. 275, by mistake calls the Bishop Richard,

t 42 Edw. III. No. 48, Dugdale.
H 2
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duke was brother-in-law to the Lord Percy, brother of Thomas,
whose seal is under consideration. A note from some early

source, given in Godwin, informs us that Thomas Percy ob-

tained the bishopric of Norwich by the influence of the Duke of

Lancaster; and when we consider the family connection* between

the two, and the circumstance that the vacancy of the See must

have been known to the duke immediately upon its occurrence,

so that he was in a position to make the earliest possible suit

to the Pope in favour of his relative, there is nothing sur-

prising in Godwin's statement.
" I would venture therefore to suggest, in the absence of any

better explanation, that the Lancaster arms were placed on his

seal by Bishop Percy by way of '

patronage,' as the heralds have

it, and in grateful memory of the very distinguished nobleman to

whom he was indebted for his high ecclesiastical preferment.

"
2. An impression of a small seal was exhibited to the Society

in 1803 from a matrix in possession of a Mr. Bullock at Liver-

pool, and was engraved in the Archaeologia, vol. xv. p. 400.
"

It bore the legend,

+ OSTENDVNT SIGNVM . GALT6RI RGX LVPA
LIGNV

which referred to the device of a tree, a she-wolf, and a king's

head, illustrating the legend of the finding of the head of

Saint Edmund the King.
" This prince, it will be remembered, was beaten and shot at

with arrows by the Danes in 870. They proceeded to cut off

his head, which, as well as the decapitated trunk, they threw
into the thickest part of the wood of Eglesdene. The East

Anglians afterwards recovered the body and buried it at Hoxne,
but could not find the head. While engaged in the search,

however, some of the searchers lost their company and called,
6 Where are you ?' A voice answered,

'

Hera, here, here.' On
proceeding to the spot the head was found in a thicket of thorns

guarded by a wolf. Or according to Matthew of Westminster,
cited in the Archaeologiajr-cum caput qugerendo inter sylvas,
socii ad socios clamantes patrio sermone ' Ubi es, ubi es

'

interrogarent ; caput martyris eadem lingua respondens dixit
'

Her, her, her.'f
" In the Archaeologia it is suggested that the seal may have

belonged to Walter de Benham, sacrist of Bury St. Edmund's,
* There was a further connection between the two families, for another sister

of Duke Henry, namely, Eleanor of Lancaster, had married Kichard (II.) Earl of
Arundel, who, as will appear from what has already been said, was first cousin
to Bishop Percy's father.

f See Mon. iii. 99, and Yates's Hist, of St. Edmundsbury, there cited.
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temp. Henry I., but this is mere conjecture, and the seal is much
more recent.

"Among Mr. Everitt's deeds is one dated on Friday, the

Invention of the Holy Cross, 16 Edw. III. (May 3, 1342),

being a grant by Stephen de Tasburgh, Clerk, to Sir William

Kynges of Kymberle,, Chaplain, and William, son of Peter

Simon of Hoo, of a messuage
' cum forera

'

in East Dereham.

The seal, of circular form, about j-inch in diameter, exhibits the

same device as the seal engraved in the Archaeologia. The

legend is,

* VBI 6S CAPVD pGR pGR pGR.
< Where art thou, head ?'

'

Here, here, here P or < Where art

thou?' (The head says)
' Here ! here ! here !

'

It is curious to

notice how closely Matthew of Westminster is followed.
66 1 exhibit from the Way Collection a cast of another very

similar seal of the pointed oval form, about 1 inch long. The

crowned head and the wolf figure are here also, but the tree is

replaced by three roses, or such like objects, in the field. The

legend is personal, and reads,

+ S. RICARDI BALNIATORIS

Richard le Bathiere, as from the list of these casts he appears to

have called himself in the deed from which the seal was copied.
61 This discovery of the Head, marked as one of the principal

miracles of S. Edmund, King and Martyr, occurs both in

sculpture and in one or two of the conventual seals as noticed in

the Monasticon. The subject is found on the great seal of the

convent, of which Mr. Ouvry presented a fine original impres-
sion to the Society.

The legend on this seal,*

TELIS CONFODITVK EDMUNDUS ET ENSE FERITUR
BESTIA QUEM MVNIT DEUS HUNG CELESTIBUS VNIT.

refers to the miracle.
" A portion of a small seal of Abbat Curteys is engraved in

Sir John Cull urn's Hawsted, PI. iii. fig. 4, p. 111. The part
which remains represents St. Edmund's head found by the wolf

with the words above jw, fjere, J(ere).

" The rest of Mr. Everitt's deeds relate to the Cluniac Priory of

Mendham, in Suffolk, a cell to the better-known house at Castle-

acre, in Norfolk.
" From the foundation charter given in the Monasticon, v. 58,

it appears that William, son of Roger de Huntingfeld (about
the time of King Stephen, according to Tanner), gave to God

* The legend has been misread in the Monasticon.
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and St. Mary of Acre, and the monks serving God there,
' insulam Sanctse Maria3 de Mendham,' in free alms ; and in a

second charter (ubi, supra) he calls the site
c insulam de Bru-

ningshurst.'
"

It may be worth noting that this monastery was known

indifferently as St. Mary of Mendham, St. Mary de Insula, and
as the House of the Prior and Monks of Herst. This appears
from the following deeds, all of about the same date, probably
rather before the middle of the thirteenth century.

"
3. The first is a grant from Eichard de Fresingefeld

*
to

God and the church of S. Mary of Mendham, and the monks

serving God there, of the homage of John de Sancta. Fide and
all his service in respect of one acre of land in Mendhani with a

messuage and turbary, so that the prior and convent should
receive from John sixpence a year, but should pay thereout to

Avicia [a person not previously named or referred to] four-

pence and one halfpenny to the scutage of 20s. 6
et ad plus

plus et ad minus minus.' John to hold of the monks.
"

4. Tied to this charter is another, of about the same date,

whereby Avicia, daughter of David de Hikebrom (elsewhere

Thikebrou, perhaps Dickleborough, the name of a neighbour-
ing parish in Norfolk), grants and quit-claims to God and
S. Mary de Insula and the monks remaining there, in per-
petual alms, the fourpence of rent reserved by the previous
deed. This David was a witness to the instrument of compo-
sition presently mentioned between the monks of Herst and
canons of Butley, 1193-1205, so that the transaction may be
dated roughly about 1220, or somewhat earlier.

"
5. By a third deed, Thomas de Schotford admits that he

has no right in the soil of 1 acre, \ a rood, and 2 perches of
meadow in the marsh called Holm in Mendham, lying between
the meadow of Sir Gilbert de Walesham and that of Avicia,
daughter of David de Thikebro, and an acre of herbage in

Kingesholm, which pieces the Prior and Monastery of Herst
had granted to him for life.

^

" The parish of Mendham lies partly in Norfolk, partly in

Suffolk, and the parish church dedicated to All Saints is within
the latter county. The part on the Norfolk side, exclusive of
the hamlet of Nedham, was called Scotford or Shotford, .and for

many ages had a rector presented to it who served in the church
of Mendham, by the name of the rector of Shotford portion in
Mendham. The church of All Saints was a rectory, one moiety

* hod. Fressingfield, hundred of Hoxne, three miles or so south of Mendham,which lies on the Waveney river, nearly opposite Harleston, on the Norfolk side.
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belonging to the Prior of the Holy Trinity in Ipswich, the other to

Mendham Priory, by the gift of one of the Huntingfeld family.
The portion of Shotford was appropriated to the Convent of

Mendham (Roger de Huntingfeld, the patron, having granted
the advowson) by Henry Despencer, Bishop of Norwich,* by an

instrument, dated July 3, 1385, an old copy of which, made in

1616, is among Mr. Everitt's deeds.
" In consideration of this appropriation the Prior and Convent

agreed to
pay to the Bishop and the Prior and Chapter of

Norwich certain pensions, as appears by the following deed now
exhibited.

"
6. 1385. Counterpart of an Indenture whereby John de

Tomestone, Prior, and the Convent of Mendham acknowledge
themselves bound to pay to Henry, Bishop of Norwich, and his

successors, an annual pension of 6s. per annum, by reason of

the appropriation and incorporation of the portion of Schotforde,
in the parish church of Mendham All Saints, in favour of the

Monastery, and in recompense of the first fruits due to the

Bishop on every avoidance of the portion of Schotforde, and of

all the emoluments which the Bishops would have had but for the

appropriation, and to pay to the Prior and Chapter of Norwich
Cathedral another pension of 2s. per annum in recompense of

the emoluments due to the Chapter during the avoidance of the

See of Norwich, for which payments the Prior and Convent
bind themselves, their successors and all their goods, movable
and immovable, with power of sequestration of the profits, &c.,
of the portion of Schotforde, in default of payment, renouncing
all appeals, &c., and privileges to the contrary." In witness whereof to one part of this Indenture to remain
with the Bishop, and to the second part to remain with the

Chapter, the Chapter and Convent have set their seal ;
and to

the third part, to remain with the Prior and Convent, the

Bishop and Prior and Chapter have set their seals. Dated 19th
of October, 1385.

u Under two seals :

"
1. Fragment of seal ad causas of Henry Despencer,

Bishop of Norwich. A. portion of the figure of the Holy Trinity
under a rich canopy is all that remains.

"
2. The seal ad causas of the Prior and Convent of Norwich.

Imperfect.

"Circular, about 2 inches in diameter. Subject: The Bap-
tism of Christ. The figure of the Saviour standing in water
is on the dexter side, that of the Evangelist on the sinister,

* See Blomefield's Norf. v. 372, 375, 8vo. edition.
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above them is the Dove. In the field, dexter side, the sun,

T T-T f
beneath which the letters __ -_, sinister side the moon,

A. r L<

I O H 6 s

beneath which the letters B ^ P t
'

Legend, in large capitals,

+ SIGIL [prioris et co]NV6NT [us see trinitatis denorwic]O
AD~CAS.

"This seal is considerably earlier than the deed.' It is not

given by Blomefield in his Plate of Norwich Seals.
"

7. The following document, relating to the dispute between

the Prior and Convent of Herst or Mendham, and the Prior and

Canons of the Augustinian Priory of Butley, as to land and

tithes belonging to the church of Weybread, two or three miles

south of Mendham, may not be without interest to the Suffolk

topographers :

" This instrument, without date, recites a mandate of H.

(Hubert Waller, Archbishop of Canterbury 1193-1205), ad-

dressed to G., Archdeacon of Suffolk, and E., Prior of Scrope,
in consequence of an appeal to his Court of Audience from the

Canons of Butele against the Monks of Herst, who had refused

to stand to the award of certain arbitrators chosen by the parties,
and empowering the Archdeacon and Prior to hear the cause,

and to decide it. The dispute related to one acre and three roods

of land belonging of right to the church of Weibrade, with the

tithes thereof, in a place called Hareland, and is stated to have
been amicably settled after a hearing of the parties in the church
of Theburtune, before the Archbishop's Commissaries above
mentioned and certain discreet persons as their assessors. The
Prior and Convent of Herst resigned their right in the premises
into the hands of the Commissaries, and promised under oath
not to proceed further against the Prior and panons of Butley.

They, on their part, granted the three roods to the Prior and
Convent of Herst, who were to pay one penny yearly -to Way-
bread Church. Butley retained the acre of land and the tithes

of the whole.
" In confirmation whereof the seals of both Convents were

affixed to the instrument in presence of the Commissaries, who
also affixed their seals. Testibus, L. Abbate de Sibetone, P.
Abbate de Lestone, S. Decano de Hoxne, R. Capellano de

Mendham, K. tune temporis Capellano de Weibrede, Warino de

Coleville, capellano. Magistro T. de Beverlaco, Magistro Johanne
de Huntingefelde, Waltero Malet, David de Thikebro', Eicardo
de Mendham, clerico, Gaufrido de Winestone, Adam Gille.
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Three slits in the parchment for seals. A slip of parchment,
with a small fragment of a seal, remains in the central slit."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, May 8th, 1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Eoyal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vi. No. 5. New
Monthly Series. May. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary. Part xii.

Third Series. April. 4to. Plymouth, 1884,

From the Author : St. Thomas's Hospital, Southwark, foundation circa 1200 to

1553. By W. Rendle. [Reprinted from the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Literature.] 8vo. London, 1882.

From J. Wickham Legg, Esq., M.D., F.S.A.: Recherches sur la Decpuverte a

Royat des Substructions d'un Etablissement Thermal Gallo-Romain par le

Dr. Alexandre Petit. 8vo. Clermont-Ferrand, 1884.

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries, Copenhagen :

1. Aarb^ger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic. 1884. F^rste Hefte.
8vo. Copenhagen.

2. Tilheg til Aarb^ger. Aargang, 1883. 8vo. Copenhagen, 1884.

From the East India Association : Journal. Volume xvi. No. 3. 8vo. Lon-

don, 1884.

From G. W. Marshall, Esq., LL.D., F.S.A. : Prince of Wales's Lodge, No. 259.

List of Members, from the time of its Constitution. 12mo. London, 1876.

From Mr. Henry Gray : Catalogue of a Portion of the Library of the late

James Crossley, F.S.A. 8vo. Manchester, 1884.

From the Author : The Old-Northern Runic Monuments of Scandinavia and

England, now first collected and deciphered. By Dr. George Stephens,
F.S.A. Vol. iii. Folio. Copenhagen, 1884.

A Special Vote of Thanks was awarded to Dr. George
Stephens, F.S.A., for his donations to the library.

A letter was read from the Right Hon. Sir W. Vernon Har-

court, Home Secretary, in acknowledgment of the Letter of Con-
dolence to the Queen on the death of H.R.H. Prince Leopold,
Duke of Albany, K.G.

R. BROWN, Jim., F.S.A., exhibited two fragments of Pottery
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which he believed bore figures representing constejlations. The

exhibition was accompanied by the following remarks :

" Dr. Birch (Ancient Pottery, 547) mentions that
c at Bnaire

a Zodiac was found on red (Roman) ware,' and one is almost

tempted to opine that the design on the larger of the two frag-

ments of red pottery, which I send you, is a somewhat incorrect

variant of some representation of the constellation-figures, and

was borrowed from an original design which showed Leo, Canis

Maj., Orion, and Lepus. The combination of Lion with the

male figure over Hare is certainly striking. The pottery was

found recently at New Holland, near here, about 10 feet deep,

in a bed of clay near the Humber."

Lieut.-Colonel H. FISHWICK, F.S.A., furnished the following

notes on the wanton destruction of an interesting series of Signs

of the Zodiac on an ancient arch in Bispham church, Lan-

cashire :

" This church is one of the oldest foundations in Lancashire,

and probably dates back as far as the Domesday Survey it was

certainly there in the time of Richard I. when Theobald Walter

granted it to the Monks of Sees (in Normandy) and St. Mary's
at Lancaster. In early charters it is called

'

Biscopham,'
which some antiquaries have thought would suggest that it in

some way had once been connected with an episcopal residence.

The history of Bispham Church is of considerable interest, as it

appears to have sometimes been simply a dependent chapel to

Poulton-le-Fylde, and at others a parish church. In 1773 the

old building was taken down, and on the same site was erected

a church, the square whitewashed tower of which became a

well-known landmark for sailors; this in 1883 was in its turn

removed, and where it stood is now a good substantial church.
" In the tower of the building last pulled down was an arch

of stone of undoubted antiquity (possibly Norman), which bore

evidence of having been ' built up to
'

thatf is to say, that

when the restoration of 1773 took place it was left standing in

the later re-building, however, it was pulled down, and the

stones numbered and ultimately replaced in their original posi-
tion. Whilst the stones were lying about in the churchyard it

was discovered that the fourteen stones which formed the arch
had traces of carving upon them. After removing the innumer-
able coats of plaster and whitewash with which generations of

churchwardens had covered them, it was found that the two
lower stones (the springers) had on them only a kind of chevron

design, but upon the other twelve there was sufficient to show
that originally they had had carved on them the signs of the

Zodiac. The <

Crab,' the <

Bull,' and the '

Virgin
'

could
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easily be recognised ; the '
Scales

' and the 6

Scorpion
'

were
less distinct, and the rest were almost effaced. Dilapidated and
worn as were the designs, had they been replaced exactly as

they had been for ages this arch would have been of great

antiquarian interest, but alas ! in their places are now twelve

brand-new nineteenth-century signs of the Zodiac excellent, as

specimens of the sculptor's art, but to the antiquary and
historian valueless."

EDWARD ST. F. MOORE, F.G.S., of Woodbridge, Suffolk, com-
municated the following account of what was supposed to be a

British Hearth at Sutton in that county :

" At the upper part of a sandpit, situated in a picturesque
lane in this village, the passer-by may perhaps have his atten-

tion arrested by a peculiar appearance which presents itself

to view, in the form of what at first sight resembles rude

masonry, but upon closer inspection one finds that it is com-

posed of alternate layers of burnt and unburnt blocks of Coral-

line Crag, altogether eighteen in number.
''The first or lowest layer is formed of large rounded flint

boulders placed close together and imbedded in a matrix of un-
burnt crag, their upper surfaces only are red from the effect of

heat
;
then follows a layer of burnt crag, covered with a layer of

unburnt, in which latter occurs a number of small angular,

chipped flints, the upper surfaces of which are also reddened by
heat, as is also the layer immediately covering them. Then we
come to fourteen carefully arranged layers, alternately unburnt
and burnt, and containing no more flints, until we arrive at the

uppermost stratum, in which occur large rounded flint boulders

of about the same size as those which the lowest layer contains

these also are visibly affected by heat.
" The whole is covered with alluvial soil of the same thickness,

as is seen extending along the entire edge or top of this sand-

pit, viz. to the depth of about one foot, and it may be as well

to mention that the superficial layer of crag containing the

boulders is on the same plane as the sand-surface. The sand
itself is of post-glacial age, and there is no Coralline Crag (sur-

face) nearer than one mile from this spot.
" The Red Crag is superficial within a few yards, but the

Coralline was apparently preferred by the makers and users of

this peculiar and unique structure. In the course of carefully

clearing a vertical section, some few fragments of coarse pottery
were discovered, evidently portions of an urn ; also several

small worked flints, a fragment of bone, the tooth of some

ruminant, and a small quantity of charcoal and blackened earth.

It is no doubt a matter of conjecture as to what this solitary
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remnant of primaeval Suffolk was used for
; according to the

opinion of a high authority upon matters antiquarian (Dr. J. E.

Taylor), it was used as a hearth for baking pottery, but of

course this opinion is simply the result of a very superficial

examination, as at the date of this visit we deemed it unadvis-

able to mutilate any portion before it had been photographed."

The Eev. A. WALLER, Vicar of Hunstanton, exhibited a

chalice and cover and an Inventory belonging to the church
of Hunstanton, and communicated the following account of

them :

" As will be seen from the annexed woodcut, the stein,, -of the

CHALICE PROM HUNSTANTON, WITH SECTION OF COVER.
Scale linear.

chalice is canonical, with the first flange close under .the bowl
with a slight dotted ornamentation between the flange and the
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bowl. The stem is 4 inches high, and is divided in the middle

by a ring, large and round, with two smaller ones, one above
and one below, the whole forming a knop of the usual type.
The stem rests on a double foot or base, the upper one with

flange and reeded ornament, the lower one with second flange,
with the same ornament, about an inch lower. Beyond the

lower base is a flat rim J-inch in diameter, with five lines of plain

moulding encircling it. The diameter of the bowl is 4J inches,
and the height 7f inches. The circumference of the bowl is

13f inches, tapering to 9J inches at the bottom of the bowl.
" The date of the chalice, 1551-2, is ascertained by the doubly-

cusped 0, which is the alphabetical date-letter for that year.
The maker's mark is an open right hand in fess, under a crown.
It is believed that this cup is one of six or seven in England,
the others being found at Bridekirk, Totnes, St. Margaret's,
Westminster (2), and St. Lawrence, Jewry. No others are at

present known, although in certain counties and dioceses every
single cup and chalice has now been examined.

" There is also a cover to the chalice, which is used as a

paten. It is of the same date, and by the same makers.
It will be seen that the foot of the chalice is rather of the usual

Elizabethan type than of that which is identified with the earlier

cups of the reign of Edward VI., but the lower part of the

bowl is of Edwardian character, and the absence of the floral

band round the bowl, which would almost certainly have been
found on an Elizabethan bowl, will also be noticed.

" The inventory exhibited is on one leaf of paper, and is

headed ' Honstanton. An inventorye made the second daye of

Novembre, in the thirde and fourthe of Phi. and Marie, &c. by
us, Churchwardens Roger Pedder and Wyllm Gybson.' The

inventory itself is as follows :

u
Fyrst on the hyght aulter one payer of Challes, one

corporaxe, ij
aulter clothes, ij

clothes to hang before the aulter

of sylke, one clothe to hang before the table of the aulter, ij

candlestyckes of laten, ij cruetts, one crysmetory, ij Twells of

dyepur, ij vestments, the one of crymson velvet, the other of

fusshen, ij dekens, the one of blake velvet, the other of fusshen

Naples, one cusshen of sylk, one messe boke, one fayne belle, ij

payers of coppes.
u
ltem, ij coopes of velvet, one crosse of copper, and a clothe,

one syrples, iij
rochets.

"
Item, in bokes, ij Antiphoners, one legente, ij salters, ij

pressessyners, one Emanuel, one Graylle, one payer of censers
of laten.

u
Item, one hersclothe of blake worsted, one coverlytt."
Item, one belle in the steple, one handbelle."
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"This inventory is printed in the Appendix -of the Ninth

Report of the Hist. MSS. Commission, p. 358, but the contents

seem to be of sufficient interest to repeat it here, with one or

two corrections made from comparison with the original."

W. M. WYLIE, Esq., F.S.A., called the attention of the

Society, in a letter to the Secretary, to a very curious discovery

(which had been reported to him by a relative) of what would

seem to him to be a prehistoric road near Brigg in Lincolnshire.
.

Inquiries were at once addressed to the energetic Local Secretary
for Lincolnshire, Mr. EDWARD PEACOCK, through whose instru-

mentality the following account and illustrations have been pro-

cured, for which the Society is indebted to the kindness and

zeal of Mr. Alfred Atkinson, A.M. Inst. C.E.
"
Early in the year 1884, some men employed at Brigg in

digging clay for making bricks bared a short length of timber

roadway, which must be of very great antiquity. The writer,
on being told of this, at once went to the spot, and saw that the

discovery was of a most interesting kind. The road was found

six feet below the present surface of the land, crossing the

river Ancholme, probably, a little further to the east. Rude
oaken planks were fastened side by side, running across the road

transversely. These planks were riven from the trees, and most
of them were placed with their flat sides uppermost ;

but others

had their convex sides above. Below the planks, small trees

and branches had been laid in the direction of the road, so that

the planks crossed them. The whole structure was secured by
means of stakes, which had been driven through holes made in

the ends of each plank, and into the ground beneath. The oak

planks vary in width from about nine to sixteen inches, and
also somewhat in their length, which is about fifteen feet. The
holes in their ends are rude, irregular squares, suggestive of

mortising rather than boring. The stakes are round pieces of
wood branches or small trees, three or four inches in diameter.

" Part of the road is shown in the photograph. One of the

planks at some time has been moved, and lies somewhat aslant.

The earth has been dug out from either side, leaving the stakes
in situ. The shifted plank must have been lifted from the
stakes. The holes through which they passed are clearly shown ;

and in the other planks the stake-heads can be seen.
" The timber is so soft that with a common spade it can be

cut across the grain, almost as easily as the clay above it. The
stakes are driven down into a bed of stony rubble, which at this

place forms a natural deposit. Above the road, dark grey
alluvial clay, containing many fragments and remains of sedges
and freshwater plants, takes up three feet. Then brown alluvial
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clay two feet, and peat and surface soil one foot. The pit

extended far on either side beyond the road, and by their con-

tinuity these beds show that no disturbance has occurred ; thus

proving that the road was made before the deposition of the clay.
" Beneath the end of an oak roadway-plank, a fragment of a

human jaw was found. And near the road, a small worked

bone, ferrule-shaped, If inch long, has been discovered. Also a

stone celt 5J inches long and 2^ wide, skilfully made. These,
and what appears to be a bit of rude pottery, were the only
relics found. Nothing whatever of a metallic nature was met
with. John Evans, Esq., P.S.A., V.P.R.S., &c., &c., has

kindly examined these things. He says that the bone much
resembles some objects found in the Swiss Lake dwellings,
which have been regarded as parts of bridles, and that it seems

to be formed of part of the tine of a deer's horn. Mr. Evans
thinks the celt is made of one of the old metamorphic rocks.

The drawings show the bone and the celt. The former has a

mortise half-way through ; and little holes, three on each side,

are pierced into the mortise.

Several bones were found about the level of the road, which
E. T. Newton, Esq., of the pabeontological department of the

Museum of Practical Geology has been kind enough to identify.

They were those of the following animals : Ked deer, ox, sheep,

dog and deer. Human lower jaw, of an old person, all the molar

teeth having been lost during life.

u Such is the simple structure of the road, and nature of the

relics found.
" And now, of course, three questions will occur. Why was

this roadway made ? By whom ? And when ? The answers
have not hitherto been found, and this paper does not go
beyond a record of the facts and circumstances.

u In forming a theory as to the age of this old road, the

country round about must be considered.
' ' A glance at the sketch map shows that the chief physical

features of North Lincolnshire run roughly north and south,

meeting the river Humber, which, flowing from west to east,
forms the northern boundary. Towards the west we have the

river Trent, and then, proceeding eastwards, will be seen well

denned ranges of hills. The Cliff and the Wolds are the most

important ; they are formed by the escarpments of the lias and
chalk formations. And between the two lies the valley of the

Ancholme, extending from the Humber twenty miles or more.
The waters from the Wold scarp and the dip-slope of the cliff

flow into the valley, and form the river Ancholme. This is a

tortuous stream, running through the midst of an alluvial plain,
known as the Level of Ancholme. This level is a stretch of fen
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or marsh, which has been drained by artificial means. It is

only from six to ten feet above Ordnance datum. Until the

drainage was improved some forty years ago, the level was
under water for several months each year. The first record of

any attempt to drain this fen dates from the sixteenth year of

Edward I. It was reported to Edward II., in the sixth year of

his reign, that
' Men and cattel passing over Glaunford Brigg

in the time of such flouds were seldome out of danger.'
* The

level was, in fact, a big morass or bog in those days. It has now
been made a fertile district by cutting the New River Ancholme,
and constructing other works.

u The area of the marsh is indicated by dotted lines upon the

map.
u At Brigg, the high ground, closing in or either side, contracts

the marsh to very narrow width
;
therefore this point was made

the crossing-place, the only one available for miles : at first a

ford, and afterwards a bridge, as the present name of the town
indicates Glandford Brigg. Most likely, from the earliest

times, both man and beast made for this narrow spot, which
thus became the highway between east and west.

"
It is not, therefore, difficult to guess what made the ancient

road-makers select this place to build their timber way." We may now consider, as bearing on the history of the

road, the structure of the Ancholme level, or marsh.
u The following beds are usually met with :

1. Surface soil.

2. Peat and forest bed.

3. Alluvial clay, with fresh-water vegetation.
4. Peat and forest bed.

5. Drift, boulder clay, sands, gravels, &c.

"The drift is of glacial origin, and varies from boulder clay
to sands, gravels, stone beds, &c.

' This sequence of beds gives us the comparatively recent

history of the valley." The close of the glacial period saw its slopes clothed, with a

covering of boulder-clay and drift, heaped up and tumbled about
in confusion. The drainage waters crept among the hummocks
on their way to the Humber. All about the level were pools of

water, and islets formed by the varying level of the drift. Then
after a time, when the arctic rigour of the climate had given
place to warmer days, low forms of vegetation took possession of
the pools. Bog mosses grew and decayed, filling by degrees the
hollow places with peat. Probably there was also a general
elevation of level. Then, in the soil the mosses had helped to

form, grew a forest of oak, yew, hazel, &c., whose remains can

*
Dugdale, History of Imbanking and Drayning, 1662.
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be found to-day. Many of these trees are of very large size.

This forest must have extended far beyond the Ancholme Valley,

0_
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itlCH WATER IN HUMBER ,
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""

Soil

Peat upperforest bed.]jft

for remains are found at dead low-water on both sides of

the Humber, at Grimsby, Whitton, Brough, and other

places. But, while it flourished, a slow subsidence of the

land must have set in, until at length the waters again
took possession, and the big trees perished, and fell into

the peat-bed at their feet.

"
Another, and altogether different phase succeeded.

The changed conditions were in favour of the gradual

deposit of alluvial clay, in which grew sedges and fresh-

water plants. This clay would first accumulate in the

hollows ; and, as the land went down, would quietly spread .

and cover everything with
a level layer of mud.
But the process would
be very slow. The clay
shows no sign of lamina-

tion, and it has probably
been deposited in shallow

fresh water.
" A further lapse of

time, and then another

change occurred. The
subsidence seems to have

ceased, and been followed

by an upheaval. Again
the district became dry land

; but in place of the irregular

glacial deposits there was a wide plain, as level as a billiard

table. The sedges gave way to mosses, another peat-
bed was formed and a second forest grew. Probably this

forest existed for a considerable time, for gigantic oak-trees
are frequently found. Then another slight subsidence must
have taken place, and the second forest also perished. The
land again became a swamp, and so remained, until it was
reclaimed by artificial works of drainage.

We are now able to view the old road from another

standpoint, with a new light thrown upon its history. This
remarkable and important fact suggests itself : The road
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%.
is on the horizon of the first forest bed ;

it was built of timber
that grew in that forest, and the stakes are actually driven into

the glacial drift. Forest and road alike are now covered with
an undisturbed bed of alluvium, which is again covered by a

second peat and forest bed.
66 A section of the ground at the road is shown in a diagram,

which gives also the present levels of high and low water in the

Humber. A moment's consideration of this will show how
different must have been the conditions and relative levels of

the land and the Humber at the time the road was formed.

Indeed, if the forest which is now found near low-water in that

river was part of the one which flourished in the Ancholme

Valley, the whole bed of the estuary must have gone down.
a Such is the road and its surroundings. Why it was made

is evident enough. It was to enable the early dwellers in North

Lindsey to cross the Ancholme Valley at the only practicable

place for miles. But when, and by whom ? Not by the Eomans,
as has been suggested ; for their relics are found in the upper
peat-beds. Many of the giant oak-trees of the upper forest bed
must have lived for centuries, yet for all historic time, the level

was a swamp, until reclaimed.
u The short portion of the road which was exposed was not

disturbed, but covered up again. It is on the estate of the Earl
of Yarborough, and in a brickyard worked by Messrs. Judge
and Cole.

" The -new river Ancholme has been cut right through the

road, which has there been torn up for about sixty feet. The
remains have now been found on each side. It does not seem
to have attracted notice at the time ; and indeed, it might
possibly have had a similar fate now, had it not been for the

intelligent observation of the foreman of the brickyard, Mr.
William Clarke, by whom the writer's notice was called to it."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, May 15th, 1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia : Report of the

Proceedings for the year 1883 with Necrological Notices. 8vo. Phila-

delpha, 1884.

12
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From the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences : Proceedings. Volume iii.

1879-1881. In Memoriam Joseph Duncan Putnam. 8vo.- Davenport,

Iowa, 1883.

From the American Philosophical Society : Proceedings. Vol. xxi. No. .114.

8vo. Philadelphia, 1884.

From the Author : Nineteen Centuries of Drink in England : a History. Bj
R. V. French, D.C.L., LL.D., F.S. A. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne : Archasologia

^Eliana. Volume x. No. I. (New Series.) 8vo. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1884.

From the Royal Society of Literature : Transactions. Second Series. Vol. xiii.

Part 1. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : Notes on a Copy of Dr. Wm. Douglass's Almanack for 1743,

touching on the subject of Medicine in Massachusetts before his time. By
S. A. Green, M.D. 8vo. Cambridge, 1884.

From Henry Wagner, Esq., M.A., F.S.A. : Schweizerisches Idiotikon. Wor-
terbuch der schweizerdeutschen Sprache. VI. Heft. Von F. Staub und

Ludwig Tobler. 4to. Frauenfeld, 1884.

From the Committee of the Mitchell Library, Glasgow : Report. 1883. 8vo.

Glasgow, 1884.

From the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The

Archaeological Journal. Vol. xli. No. 161. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Literary and Philosophical Society, Manchester :

1. Memoirs. Third Series. Seventh Volume. 8vo. London, 1882.

2. A Centenary of Science in Manchester. (In a Series of Notes.) By R.

Angus Smith, F.R.S. Svo. London, 1883.

3. Proceedings. Vols. xx. xxi. and xxii. Svo. Manchester, 1881-3.

From the Massachusetts Historical Society: Proceedings. Vol. xx. 1882-

1883. 8vo. Boston, 1884.

The Eight Hon. Sir Edward Fry, Lord Justice of Appeal
and Privy Councillor, was admitted Fellow.

G. W. G. LEVESON GOWER, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a MS.
Book of Pedigrees compiled and illustrated by the Eev. Thomas
Streatfeild, of Charts Edge, the Kentish Antiquary. They
commence with the family of Streatfeild, and are continued with
those of other families in any way connected, an<J 'are profusely
illustrated with armorial bearings, extracts from deeds, parish

registers, &c. The book is the property of Mrs. Streatfeild,
of Charts Edge, his daughter-in-law.

Mr. Leveson Gower also exhibited two Urns found at Crow-
hurst, accompanied by the following remarks :

" The two small vessels which I exhibit this evening were
found in the parish of Crowhurst, in the county of Surrey, in

the autumn of 1880, during the construction of the Croydon
and East Grinstead Railway, in making a cutting at a place
called Kedhill. Crowhurst is situated in the Weald, and, so far

as I know, these are the first specimens of Koman occupation
that have occurred in that immediate district. The name Red-
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hill was given probably in allusion to the reddish colour of the

clay, the hill being a slight elevation of the ground. The rail-

way at this place is in a cutting of about 30 feet, and I was told

that they were found at a depth of 25 feet ; subsequent inquiry,

however, proved that it was 6 feet. They were both found

close together ;
the smaller one was empty, the larger was said

to contain earth. There was found at the same time a horn

ring, but that has entirely disappeared, and I cannot trace it.

These things were recovered with some difficulty ;
the navvies

who found them declined to give any information of their

whereabouts, and it was only this spring that I obtained them

one, significantly enough, in the hands of a publican, and the

other in that of a policeman. They were good enough to let me
have them for 10s. a piece.

" The larger one, which is perfect with the exception of a

small portion of the rim which appears to have been recently

fractured, measures 5 inches in height and 1^ inch across the

rim, I have a fragment found at the Roman Villa at Titsey,
the ornament on which is almost identical, though the pottery is

of a finer character. The shape is somewhat peculiar, from the

length of the neck and the shortness of the stem ; it is not

altogether unlike examples given in Mr. Roach Smith's Illustra-

tions of London, pp. 86, 87. It belongs to the period known as

Romano-British.
" The smaller vessel is not quite 4 inches in height and J-

inch

across the rim. I cannot find an example of a type exactly like

it it is peculiar from the narrowness of it."

The Rev. H. J. CHEALES, Local Secretary for Lincolnshire,
exhibited a tracing of a mural painting of the Ascension from

Friskney church, Lincolnshire, in continuation of those he had

previously exhibited, and which are described in the Archaeo-

logia (voL xlviii. p. 270). This exhibition was accompanied by
the following remarks :

" The painting, the tracing of which I have now the honour
to exhibit to the Society, is on the spandrel over the eastern-

most pillar of the north arcade in the nave of the church of All

Saints, Friskney, Lincolnshire. It adjoins on the east that

painting of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, a tracing of

which has been shown to the Society as having been found on
this clerestory next to the chancel arch. The size of the entire

spandrel on which this was painted is 8 feet 7 inches in width

by 7 feet 5 inches high. Unhappily the lower part of the paint-

ing was quite destroyed in fixing to the wall, at the restoration

of the church in 1879, the scaffolding for repairing the cleres-

tory windows, so that little more than half, the upper half of the
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picture, as shown in this tracing, remains ;
the lower part of

this too is so much injured as to make it extremely difficult to

assign any meaning to the lines which faintly survive.
"
Fortunately the best preserved portion of the picture is the

central and principal figure, that of the Saviour Himself. This

stands out in very effective prominence light, and with rays
of light, as from a <

glorified body,' upon a broad background
of deep crimson.

" The dark background (by which, as in the painting of
c

Gathering the Manna,' is represented the distance) extends

over the whole of the upper part of the spandrel, and from it

stands out alone and conspicuous, even now, from the
'

floor- of

the church below, the figure of Christ alone, except that at

each corner a small angel, with wings as in flying, holds forward

with both arms extended a long scroll reaching downwards to

the group below.
a The rays of glory, three on each side of this central figure,

as well as the cross, bearing a banner, the symbol of victory,

which, attached to a Jong staff, is supported on the left arm,
marks the subject as either a ' Resurrection

'

or c Ascension.'
" That it is an i Ascension

'

seems evident from the general
character of the grouping, and may be said to be proved by one

characteristic, which belongs to all mediaeval representations of

this subject, viz., the footprints on 6 the Mount '

beneath the

Christ. This, as so frequently seen in illuminated MSS., is a
small round summit, the top of which, on which the footprints
are seen, formed something like the section of a truncated tree.

The slope up to this is painted green.u
Upon this green slope stand a group of figures, fewer in

number than usually represented, four on the right and five on
the left being discernible. The nimbus marking each head is

almost all to show them, except one instance, the head on the

extreme right, which alone (on this side) is turned towards the
Saviour. The eye of this face has been curiously preserved
better than anything else in the painting, inasmuch as a . little

hollow in the wall, just the size of an eye, was chosen to contain

it, and, thanks to this little recess, it has remained almost as

clear and fresh as when first painted." To this figure, apparently, belongs the scroll which reaches

upwards to that proceeding from the right hand of the Christ.
" On the left, next to the footprints, is a figure (the face re-

sembling that of St. Peter in the ' Last Supper '), who also is

looking upwards towards the Lord, and his right hand raised as

high as his head. In an illuminated MS. of this subject (British
Museum, 2, 13, xv. Horge Beate Virginis et alia officia) 'there

is,
as here, one figure with right arm extended ; but I have seen
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no instance in which any of the group of figures at the Ascension

is represented with a scroll, as speaking. In the lower part of

the space there appear hands, probably from figures the outlines

of which have perished.
u On either side of the group of figures are conventional trees,

their foliage, like the slope of the mount, coloured green. The
stems of these trees, as also the footprints and the nimbus round

each head, are in yellow ochre.
"
Comparing this painting with examples of the same subject

in illuminated MSS. there are slight variations from the usual

treatment, viz. :

"
1st. The cross, bearing a banner, an inseparable incident in

paintings of the Resurrection, but rare in those of the Ascen-

sion.
" 2nd. The full figure of Christ. It is more usual to repre-

sent only the lower portion of the Lord's body, often only just
the bottom of the robe and the feet rising above the mount with

the footprints in it.

" 3rd. The small number of figures. There are frequently
fifteen of these.

" 4th. The absence of the Blessed Virgin, who is usually

placed quite in the foreground."

OCTAVIUS MORGAN, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A., communicated a

Paper on the earliest extant Charter of the Borough of New-

port, Monmouthshire, which will be published in the Archaeo-

logia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, May 29th
?
1884.

H. S. MILMAN, Esq., M.A., Director, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Kev. W. C. Boulter, M.A., F.S.A. : Four Broadsides, viz. :

1. To the People of Westminster. (Signed) H. Hunt. March 3rd, 1819.

Cunningham, Printer, 93, Shoe Lane.

2. The Political Drama. No. 34. " When Snip meets Snip then comes the

tvg of War !
" The Tailors Campaign. Printed and Published by G.

Drake, 12, Houghton Street, Clare Market.
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3. Five Minutes Advice to Young Tradesmen. Printed by-W. Ketti, No. 9,

Long Acre, Aberdeen.

4 Twelve True Golden Kules, for those who like to fare better than they

now do, and at same time to Thrive and grow Kich. Printed by W. Buhner

and Co., Cleveland Eow, St. James's.

From the Royal Society -.Proceedings. Vol. xxxvi. No. 230. 8vo. London,

1884.

From the William Salt Archaeological Society : Collections for a History of

Staffordshire. Vol. iv. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society : Transactions.

Vols. i. iv. 8vo. Shrewsbury, 1877-81.

From the Koyal United Service Institution : Journal. Vol. xxviii. No. 123.

8vo. London, 1844.

From the Author : [Reprinted from the Proceedings of the "Birmingham

Philosophical Society. Vol. iv. Part I., page 179.] A First Note on the

Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Wheatley, Oxfordshire. By J. Kenward, F.S.A.

8vo.

From the Bostonian Society : Proceedings at the Annual Meeting, January 8,

1884. 8vo. Boston, 1884.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association : Archseologia Cambrensis.

Fifth Series. No. I. Vol. i. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Editor, "W. H. K. Wright, Esq. : The Western Antiquary ;
or Devon

and Cornwall Note Book. 4to. Plymouth, 1884.

From the Burlington Fine Arts Club : 1884. Exhibition of Drawings of

Architectural Subjects by deceased British Artists. 4to. London, 1884.

From Albert Hartshorne, Esq., F.S.A. : Esposizione generale italiana. Torino
1884. Catalogo Ufficiale della Sezione Storia dell' Arte. Guida Illustrata

al Castello Feudale del Secolo xv. 8vo. Turin.

From F. J. Methold, Esq., F.S.A.: Cowdray : The History of a Great. House.

By Mrs. Charles Roundell. 4to. London, 1884.

From the Compiler, J. 0. Halliwell Phillipps, Esq. F.R.S. F.S.A. : A Hand-
List of the Drawings and Engravings illustrative of the Life of Shakespeare,
preserved at Hollingbury Copse, near Brighton. (For Private Circulation

only.) 8vo. Brighton, 1884.

From the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural History : Proceedings
Vol. v. No. 4. 8vo. Bury St. Edmund's. 1884.

A Special Vote of Thanks was awarded to, the Kev. W. C.
Boulter for his Donation to the Library.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the Election of Fellows on

Thursday, June 12, 1884, and a List was read of the Candidates
to be balloted for.

The Kev. GEORGE WARD, F.S.A., exhibited the following
antiquities found in Lincolnshire :

"
1. A coin of St. Eadmund. The type consists of the letter

A on the obverse, indicating, as Mr. Hawkins conjectures, that

they were struck for the kingdom of East Anglia. (See Silver

Coins, 2d ed. p. 99), surrounded by the legend, so. EADMN. On
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the reverse is a small cross surrounded by the name of the

moneyer, which in this case seems to read BOLETI MO . On
these coins see Hawkins as above, and also in Numismatic
Chron. 1st Series, vol. v. pp. 23-36. This coin was found in the

churchyard of East Kirkby, Lincolnshire.
"

2. The following were found in Old Bolingbroke, Lincoln-

shire : a. A knife-handle of the seventeenth century, b. A
small enamelled gold ring of the same date, with the inscrip-
tion inside ' Let vertue guide thee.' c. Four Nuremberg
Tokens, three of which present ordinary types, but the fourth,

bearing a head to the right, crowned, does not occur in Snel-

ling. The inscription is almost illegible, but Mr. John Evans

thought he could make out the word '

Babylon.'
u

3. Three Nuremberg Tokens. Two of them bear the well-

known name of Krauwinckel. On the inscriptions are to be read

the words ' Gottes segen macht reich
' and ' Yerbum Domini

manet in seternum.' These were- dug up in the rectory-garden
at Mavis Enderby."

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., LL.D., exhibited an interesting, not to

say unique, specimen of Graco-Egyptian art, in the shape of a

bronze seat, or kind of Sella Pretoria, 21 inches by 14 J inches

in size, which had recently been brought from Cairo, and which
he thought the Society might like to have an opportunity of

inspecting before it was finally deposited in the British Museum.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the

following account of the Corporation Maces, &c., of the City of

Rochester.

" The Corporation insignia of the city of Rochester consist of

the following articles :

1. The Great Mace.
2. The Silver Oar.

3 and 4. A pair of smaller Silver Maces.
5. The Sword.
6. The Mayor's Chain of .Office.

7. A Silver Tankard.

8. A water bailiffs Silver Oar.

Also ten Silver-tipped Staves.

By the courtesy of the Mayor (Charles Eoss Foord, Esq.)
and Corporation of Rochester, I am able to exhibit before you
the great mace, the silver oar, and the smaller maces.

" The GREAT MACE is of silver gilt, and measures 4 feet

1 inch in length. It is of the usual type, consisting of a staff
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with a bowl-shaped head, surmounted by an . open arched

crown.

The foot of the mace is a clumsily-shaped boss, ornamented

with a crowned rose and a crowned fleur-de-lis, surrounded by

sprays of roses and thistles. Beneath the foot is a circular

medallion with the city arms on a cross, a black-letter ?, and

on a chief a lion of England.
The staff, which is divided into three unequal lengths by

two large knops covered with foliage, is chased with an elegant

spiral pattern of sprigs of roses and thistles. The three lengths
measure 9, 10}, and 3J inches respectively. The shortest one

is at the top, and swells out to form a support for the mace-

head. It has also affixed to it four curved brackets.

The bowl of the mace-head is divided into four compartments

by figures half female, half foliage. The compartments con-

tain respectively a rose, harp, fleur-de-lis, and thistle, crowned,
and dividing the initials

' C. E.' The crown has a jewelled
circlet heightened by a cresting of four crosses patees and as

many fleurs-de-lis alternating with pearls. From this spring
the open arches of the crown, which are surmounted by an orb

and cross patee. Within the crown is a battering flat-topped

cap, with the royal arms within the garter and crowned, with

the supporters and motto. The cap, which is cast and not

hammered, is further ornamented with sprigs of roses and
thistles.

On the cap are the following hall-marks :

(1.) The maker's, a shield with the letters I K and a

cinquefoil in base.

(2.) The crowned leopard's face.

(3.) The lion passant.

(4.) A capital H, being the date-letter for 1661-2.

That these marks give the year of manufacture is proved
by an inscription on the upper part of the* 'foot recording
that

This Mace was made for the Citty of EOCHESTER in the

year 1661 Mr. lohn Mabb being then Major *

A further inscription tells us that the mace was

Repaired and New Gilt in the Mayoralty
of John Batten Esq

r
1748.

The maker of this mace has not yet been identified.

" The SILVER OAR measures 3 feet 3^ inches in length. It

consists of a plain round shaft, divided into three unequal
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portions of 4^, 3J, and 13J inches respectively by two plain

knops, terminating in a blade 12f inches long, and 5 T̂ inches

wide at the end. The blade is ornamented with sundry gilt

heraldic devices. On one side are the royal arms, surrounded

by the garter and crowned, with the supporters and motto.

On either side the crown are the letters G. R., for George II.

The reverse side of the blade has four badges, viz., the rose,

harp, fleur-de-lis, and thistle, each surmounted by a crown.

Round the bottom of the blade is inscribed

Benjamin Graydon Esq
r

. Mayor 174.8.

On a small disc at the bottom of the staff are the city arms.

The following hall-marks occur on one side of the blade :

(1.) The lion passant.

(2.) The maker's, (* a in a shield.

(3.) The leopard's face crowned.

(4.) The date letter, a Roman n (upside down), being the

London letter for 1748-9.

The maker's mark and the lion are repeated on the other

side of the blade.

u The two SMALLER MACES are of silver, and precisely alike

in every respect. In type and general character they corre-

spond so nearly with the great mace that it is not necessary to

give a detailed description of them, the only differences being
that the stem is quite plain, and that the Royal arms have the

letters G. R., for George III. on either side. These maces are

2 feet (H inch long, and the heads 3J inches in diameter. On
the knop at the foot are the city arms surrounded by foliage,
and the inscription

Repaired & Burnished in the Mayorality (sic)

of John Batten Esq
r

. 1810.

Lower down on the same knop is a more valuable piece of

information, as giving us the date and maker :

James Hulks Esq
r

. Mayor 1767.

Fuller White Fecit.

On first inspection the only hall-mark is the lion passant
which is stamped on the jewelled circlet of the crown, but on

unscrewing the mace the complete set is visible on the socket-

piece of the mace-head which fits into the crown. They are

(1.) A capital JH, the London date-letter for 1767-8.

(2.) The leopard's face crowned.

(3.) The lion passant.
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(4.) The maker's, a script F. W. in an oblong with the

upper dexter and lower sinister corners clipped, for

Fuller White,

The lion is also repeated on the socket pieces of the long

portions of the staff.

"The SWORD is quite a modern one, having been presented to

the Corporation by John Ross Foord, Esq., deputy-constable of

the Castle of Rochester, when mayor, in 1871. It is worn by
the mayor as constable of the Castle of Rochester.

u The MAYOR'S CHAIN OF OFFICE is also of modern,,date, but

exceptionally massive and handsome. It is of eighteen-carat

gold, and consists of sixteen large shield-shaped medallions,
each stamped with the city arms and ensigned with a mural

crown, and joined by fifteen small couplings. In front is a larger
medallion with the donor's name and monogram, and the date

1875. From this hangs the badge, a large pendant with the

city arms enamelled, with the word ROFFA in base, and the rose,

shamrock, and thistle, with a mural crown, surmounting the

shield. On the back of the badge is inscribed

PRESENTED TO
Cf)e Cttg at &0d)e3ter

BY
LEWIS LEVY, MAYOR,

ON TUESDAY, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER,
ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE,

IN REMEMBRANCE OF HIS FATHER,

SOME TIME MAYOR, AND FOR MANY YEARS
A MEMBER OF THE CORPORATION,

AND ALSO IN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE DONOR'S
ELECTION AT THE AGE OF TWENTY-SIX YEARS

TO THE CHIEF MAGISTRACY
OF THE CITY.

There are also two smaller pendants with enajnelled fac-similes
of the city seals.

" The SILVER TANKARD is said to be the surviving one of a

pair once possessed by the city. Its history is unknown. It is an

ordinary drum-shaped tankard of the middle of the seventeenth

century, with plain handle and domed lid with thumb-piece.
On the front are engraved the city arms flanked by palm
branches, and on the bottom the letters I # E. On the side
near the handle are these hall-marks :

(1) The maker's mark, the Roman capitals M Gr in a shield
with a fleur-de-lis between two pellets in base.

(2) The leopard's head crowned.
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(3) The lion passant.

(4) The date-letter. Unfortunately this is so imperfectly
struck as to be uncertain. It looks like the London
letter for 1631-2.

" There are also TEN STAVES of wood painted black, with sil-

ver heads, now carried in processions by the Serjeants of police.

Two of these are somewhat stouter and longer than the others,

measuring 6 feet 8J inches in length, while the remaining eight

average only 6 feet. Each staff-head has engraved on the top
the royal arms, gartered and crowned, with the initials G. li.

for George III. On the side are engraved the city arms with

the name of the mayor for the time being ; a second name
which is different on each staff; and the date 1761. The first

of the two large staves, for instance, has

Benj
n
Graydon ,p ., x Esq

r
. Mayor.

Kichd Chicheley
(Ut^ aims) Constable.

1761..
The second has the same, but

Will Gregory Constable,
C

and in addition the letters, somewhat rudely engraved,
* I * H *.

1773
These are therefore the staves of the twT> city constables. The

eight smaller staves were formerly those of the Borsholders an

office held for a year by the young men of the city on taking up
their freedom. They are similar in every respect except height
to the constables' staves, but below the mayor's name is that of

the ward which the Borsholder represented, viz. :

East Gate Borough.
South Gate Borough.
North Gate Borough.
New Borough.
Middle Borough.
South Borough.
St. Clement's Borough.

Originally there must have been twelve small staves, one for

each of the city wards, but four have disappeared. Nine of
these ten staves are hall-marked : (1) the date letter, an old

English capital <, being the London letter for 1760-1
; (2) the

leopard's head crowned
; (3) the lion passant; (4) the maker's

C

mark, T. w in a circle, for Thomas Whipham and Charles Wright
W

(entered 1757). The tenth staff bears the same engraved date,

&c., as the others, but the character of the lettering and the hall-
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marks show it to be a restoration of some thirty-seven years later.

The marks are: (1) the maker's,
*

in a quatrefoil ; (2) the
Jil X>

lion passant ; (3) the leopard's head crowned ; (4) the date-letter,

a Roman capital C, the London letter for 1798-9 ;
and (5) the

king's head to right.
Whence the city of Kochester obtained the right to carry

maces I know not, but the privilege certainly existed as
early

as

the fifteenth century. In bishop Lowe's Register (f. 214) is a

composition between the bishop and convent of Rochester on the

one hand, and the bailiff and citizens on the other, relative to

the liberties of the cathedral church and city, dated Dec. 7,

1448, in which the following important passage occurs':

Concedit etiam idem Episcopus pro se et successoribus suis consenciente priore
et capitulo quod Johannes ballivus qui nunc est sicut et omnes successores sui

ballivi Roffensis faciat coram se deferri per servientes suos clava vel clavas snas
vocatas Maoesse ad et in Ecclesiam non solum parochialem sed etiam in Ecclesia

Cathedrali et cimiterio presertim diebus festivis et processionibus ac sermonibus

solempnibus et in Recepcionem ac Installacionem Episcoporum ibidem aliisque

temporibus congruis.

This right to carry the maces into the cathedral church on
state occasions is still kept up.

" The origin of the mace as an emblem of dignity is too great
a subject for me to do more than touch upon. Our Fellow, Mr.
R. S. Ferguson, who has devoted much attention to the matter,
after examining a large number of examples, suggests that the
maces we now see have been derived by a gradual process of
evolution from the ancient war mace, which has been turned

upside down to convert it into a mace of peace, the flanges
which formed the head of the war mace having become the grip
of the civic mace. These flanges are found in nearly all the
ancient civic maces, but gradually diminish in size until they
disappear. The Winchcombe maces engraved by Mr. Cripps
show them well, but the much later Rochester examples have
quite lost them.

^

" A mace fashioned as a silver oar is the badge or mace of the
Court of Admiralty. It is also borne as a mace in places which
claim Admiralty jurisdiction. The Rochester one is carried
before the mayor in token of his privilege of holding Courts of

Admiralty to regulate the fishery, and to exercise jurisdiction
upon the water of Medway. Though the Rochester oar is only
of the date 1748, the city possessed one at least more than a
century earlier.

In the Archaeological Journal, xxxi. S31

,
is an engraving of

one in the custody of the town clerk of Dover, which is the mace
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of the Admiralty of the Cinque Ports. It is very similar to the

Rochester one.

The town of Boston also once possessed a silver oar, but it

was sold by the town council in 1832 that disastrous year to so

much splendid corporation plate and eventually became the

property of Earl Brownlow. It is said to be, of Elizabethan date.

Another is still in the possession of the borough of Great

Yarmouth. It was given to the town in 1744 by alderman

Samuel Killett. This example is gilt, and measures 3 ft. 7 in.

in length.
The town of Southampton is, so far as I know, the only other

town which possesses a silver oar as a mace.

Two instances of colonial silver oars are described in the

Archseological Journal xxx. 91 and 94.. One from Bermuda

(engraved), the other at the Cape of Good Hope.
" There is also another kind of silver oar which is not used as a

mace. This is a very small oar, only a few inches long, used by
water-bailiffs as emblems of authority when arresting a man on
board ship. I have come across four examples. One at Dover

(See Archaeological Journal, xxxi. 83) ; another at Col-

chester
;
a third at Deal, now in private possession ;

and we
have a fourth at Rochester. The Deal one is a most interesting

example, as it is somewhat more elaborate than the Dover one,

though resembling it in form. It is in the shape of an ordinary
bailiff's staff, consisting of a silver shaft, headed by an open brass

crown, mounted on a turned ebony handle. The whole is 11J
inches long. On unscrewing the shaft it is seen to be the case

of a small silver oar about 4 inches long. When the staff was
used this oar was taken out and exchanged for the orb and cross

on the top of the brass crown. The whole was then screwed

together again, and the oar-tipped staff became the water-bailiff's

badge of authority. Its date is 1819-20.

u The Rochester WATER BAILIFFS' SILVER OAR differs in form
from those just described. It consists of a flat blade 6 inches long
and 2 J inches wide at the end, with a plain handle 4J inches long
with a round knob at each end, the whole being in one piece
and of silver. The blade has on one side the royal arms,
crowned and gartered, with the supporters and motto, and on
the other the arms of the city, surmounted by Roche fter :

both devices being gilt. This side of the blade, too, bears the

name
Robt. Dawson

WATER BAILY 1721

On the handle are the following hall-marks :

(1.) The lion's head erased.
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(2.) Britannia.

(3.) A Roman capital H in a plain shield, the London
date-letter for 1723-4.

(4.) The maker's, the letters (& H in an oblong.
The presence of the Britannia mark after 1720 shows- that

the silver is of the higher standard. The date 1721 after Mr.

Dawson's name probably refers to the year of his appointment.

" From the minutes of the meeting-books and from the

chamberlain's accounts, I have been able to collect some parti*
culars as to the history of the Rochester maces, &c.

6

Sep. 17, 1631. It was ordered at the meeting daie afore-

saied that on ev'ie Christmas day Easter day Whitsoriday and
other daies as the Maior and alder [men] shall thinke fitting the

Three maces of the said Citty shalbe caried before the Maior and
Alderm for the creditt and worp of the said Citty viz. the great
Mace, the ould mace newe trimd and the silver ower.' (Meet-,

ing-book, i. 359.)
'

1650, Oct. 16th. Upon Consideracon had of a newe Mace
sent to this Citty by Mr. Stanley of London Goldsmith with
whome Mr. Phillip Ward on the behalfe of this Citty contracted
for the making of a newe Mace, forasmuch as it appeared that

the said Mr Ward contracted with the said Mr Stanley to make
a newe mace of the weight of the old ones wch came to 86
ounces and a-halfe wth an addicon thereunto not exceeding 10
ounces at the most And that the said newe Mace nowe sent

by the said Mr. Stanley exceeded the weight of the said old
Maces about 48 ounces = wch

being in soe great a proportion
donn Contrary to the said Agreem* It ys therefore nowe
thought fitt and soe ordred that the said newe Mace be not
received but sent back to the said Mr. Stanley by the pson
whome he employed to bring the same, And that the said Mr.

Stanley be required to retorne the said old Maces forthwith or

pay the value thereof at 5s. Qd. p ounce (being the price w
ch he

agreed to allowe for the same). And that yf anie suit or suits
shall arise concerning the p'misses that the same be borne at
the charge of the said Citty.' (Meeting-book, i. 691.)
From these entries we learn that in 1631 the city had a

great mace^an old mace, and a silver oar, and that nineteen

years later, in 1650, a new mace was ordered to be made out of
at least two old ones, but refused on account of its weight
exceeding that stipulated in the contract. What was done

eventually is not recorded, and the next piece of history comes
from the great mace, as an inscription on it gives the year of its

manufacture as 1661, a date confirmed by the hall-marks.
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a On July 30, 1748, two minutes were passed relative to the

mace :

6
It is ordered that the Great Mace be new gilt, and that a

new Crown be made to it larger than the present Crown.
6
It is further ordered that the Great Oar be new gilt in

the same manner as it was formerly done.' (Meeting-book,
iii. f. 22a.)

The regilding of the great mace is proved by the inscrip-
tion recording the fact, and the ugly crown may well be of the

same date. The entry about the oar is, however, somewhat per-

plexing, for it clearly ordered the new gilding of the old silver

oar, but instead of this being done a bran new one was made, as

the hall-marks and inscription testify. No record of this trans-

action appears in the minute-books, but in the chamberlain's
accounts is a payment made on September 14, 1748,

'

By paid
Mr. West for the Mace, &c., 331. 17*.' which may refer to it,

and the cost of regilding and recrowning the gilt mace.
On April 11, 1767, the following minute brings us to the

history of the two silver or under-sergeants' maces :

6 Ordered that there be two new Maces with Cloaks for the

Under-Sergeants and that the three old small Maces be sold

towards the payment of the two new ones.' (Meeting-book,
f. 199b.)
What the three old maces were I cannot say, but the new

ones lie before you to speak for themselves.
The chamberlain's accounts for 1767 give their cost.

'

July
30th. Paid Mr. Fuller White for the Two Small Maces as by
rec*., 34:1. 2s. 9d' The great mace and one of the small ones
were repaired in 1810.

On state occasions the Great Mace is borne by the principal

Sergeant-at-Mace, and the two silver ones by the Under-

Sergeants."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, June 12th, 1884.

EDWIN FBESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vi. No. 6. June.
8vo. London, 1884.

VOL. X. K
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From the Author, Robert Day, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Account of a recent important find of Gold Torques in Co. Donegal.
8vo. Dublin, 1883.

2. Note on the Antiquities at the Cork Industrial Exhibition of 18'83. Svo.

Dublin, 1883.

From the Science and Art Department, through R. H. Soden-Smith, Esqt, M.A.,

F.S.A.:

1. A List of Works on Heraldry, or containing Heraldic Illustrations. 2nd

Edition. 1884.

2. A List of Works on Painting. 2nd Edition. 1883.

3. A List of Works on Ornament. 2nd Edition. 1883.

4. A List of Works on Gold and Silversmiths' Work and Jewellery. 1882.

5. A List of Books and Photographs in the National Art Library illustrating

Armour and Weapons. 1883.
'

v
*

6. A List of Books, Photographs, &c., in the National Art Library, illus-

trating Metal Work. 1883. SixVols. Svo. London, 1882-4.

From the Librarian : Donations to the Bodleian Library in 1883. Svo. Ox-

ford, 1884.

From the Society for Psychical Research : Proceedings. Part V. April. Svo,

London, 1884.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The Jour-

nal. Vol. xiii. Nos. 3 and 4, February and May. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : Celticism a Myth. By J. C. Roger. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Camden Society : Publications. New Series xxxiv. The Lauder-
dale Papers.

'

Edited by Osmund Airy. Volume i. 1639-1667. 4to. Lon-

don, 1884.

From the Author : The Temple of the Andes. By Richard Inwards. 4to.

London, 1884.

From the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society : Transactions. Vol. vii. Svo. Kendal, 1884.

From Messrs. Christie, Manson and Woods : Catalogue of the Fountaine Col-
lection of Majolica, Henri II. Ware, Palissy Ware, Nevers Ware, Limoges
Enamels, &c. Svo. London, 1884.

This being an evening appointed for the Ballot no Papers
were read.

The Ballot opened at 8*45 p.m. and closed at' 9 '30 p.m., when
the following gentlemen were declared to be duly elected.

William Nanson, Esq.
Benjamin Nattali, Esq.
Rev. Oswald Joseph Reichel.

Robert Blair, Esq.
Rev. David Howell, B.D.
Francis William Percival.

Thomas Graham Jackson, Esq.
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Thursday, June 19th, 1884.

C. S. PERCEVAL, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society: Pro-

ceedings. New Series. Vol. ix. 8vo. Taunton, 1884.

From the Numismatic Society of London : The Numismati^Chronicle. Vol. iv.

Third Series. Fart I. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Communal Archaeological Commission of Rome: Bullettino.

Anno xii. Num. I. Serie ii. Gennaio-Marzo. 8vo. Rome, 1884.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. The Political Works in Verse, of the Rev. Charles Edward Stewart. 8vo.

London, 1816.

2. The History of Lincoln; containing an account of the Antiquities,
Edifices, Trade, and Customs, of that ancient City. 8vo. Lincoln, 1816.

3. Lincolnshire in 1836 : displayed in a Series of nearly one hundred
engravings. 8vo. Lincoln, 1836.

4. Victorise 19 & 20. Cap. 53. An Act for confirming a Scheme of the

Charity Commissioners for England and Wales, for the endowed School at

Moulton, in the county of Lincoln. 8vo. Spalding, 1856.

5. Notes on the Parish of Harefield, county of Middlesex. Collected and
arranged by W. F. Vernon. For Private Circulation only. 4to. London,
1872.

6. Francesco Costa. 2 Catalogo di Libri di Autori Sicilian! o di Argo-
mento Siciliano. 16mo. Palermo, 1878.

7. A Hand-Book to the Topography and Family History of England and
Wales. The labour performed by John Camden Hotten. 8vo. London.

8. Letters of Fa. Henry Walpole, S.J. (Executed at York, 17th April,
1595.) From the Original MSS. at Stonyhurst College. Edited with
Notes by Augustus Jessopp, D.D. 4to. Norwich, 1873.

9. Henry Walpole, 1581. [Edited by A. J.] 4to.

10. The Life of John Donne, D.L\ By Izaak Walton. With some
original Notes, by an Antiquary. 8vo. London.

11. Lives of the Lords Strangford, with their Ancestors and Contem
poraries through ten generations. By E. B. De Fonblanque. 8vo. Lon-
don, 1877.

12. Reform Club. Supplement to the Library Catalogue. 1883-4. 8vo.
London. 1884.

The Rev. David Howell was admitted Fellow.

C. I. ELTON, Esq., M.P., F.S.A., exhibited and presented
Two Manuscript Volumes one in small quarto, being a copy
of Sir John Eliot's speeches, and the other a folio volume of

reports and other legal documents drawn up or collected by
Sir J. Fortescue Aland, while Solicitor-General, 1715, 1716,
with a list of contents in the handwriting of Sir J. F. Aland.

K 2
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On these volumes Mr. Elton made the following remarks, in a

memorandum addressed to the Secretary :

" The Eliot MS. appears on its face, and by collation with

Mr. Forster's print of the Eliot speeches from the MSS. at Port

Eliot, to have been corrected in accordance with the speech as

delivered, having been prepared originally from the draft. The

binding is about eighty years old. It belonged to Mr. Francis

Bedford, the celebrated 'bookbinder. The corrections are not

by Sir J. Eliot. One of the pieces (the Essay on Socrates) is

posthumous. There were several draftsmen (according to Mr.

Forster) who used to write out and circulate the Parliamentary

speeches of Eliot's time. The other MS. I believe' was bought
at the sale of the Beckford Library.

EDWARD PEACOCK, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited the rubbings of

two Bookstamps, which he had met with in a library at Leyden,
and which he thus described :

"
During a recent visit to Leyden I spent some hours in a

most interesting old library, known as the Bibliotheca Thysiana.
It is situated in the same street the Rappenberg as the library
of the University, but on the further side of the canal. The
latter has a world-wide reputation. The library of Thysianus,

though well worthy of examination, seems to be almost un-
known to any but Dutch students. I found therein two books

which had at one time belonged to Englishmen. The stamps on
the covers may have some interest to our Fellows. I, therefore,
enclose rubbings, which I trust you will exhibit.

" No. 1 is the arms of Archbishop Usher, impaled with those

of his See. It occurs on a copy of his Britannicarum Eccle-

siarum Antiquitates, published in quarto, at Dublin, in 1639.
I have made inquiries, and have not succeeded in ascertaining
that Usher's arms occur as a stamp on any volumes in this

country. ?*
" No. 2 occurs on the cover of a handsomely bound volume, ,

Francis Mason's Vindicia Ecclesia Anglican^, fol.
'

Lond. 1625,
and is the coat of a member of the Villiers family. It may be
described as follows : Quarterly 1. Argent, on a cross gules
five escallops or (Villiers modern) ; 2. Sable, a fess between three

cinquefoils argent (Villiers ancient); 3. Gules, a chevron be-
tween three cross-crosslets fitche'e argent (Pakeman) ;

4. Per
pale, gules and sable a lion rampant argent crowned or (Bellars) ;

5. Azure, a bend between six mullets argent, pierced of the field

(Howby) ; 6. Argent, a cross vert, in the first and fourth quar-
ters an annulet of the last (Kirkby). Supporters, dexter, a horse,
sinister, a stag. Motto, Fidei coticula crux. The shield is sur- -

rounded by a garter, which is surmounted by an Earl's coronet.
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See Camden's Visitation of Leicester (Harleian Society), p. 29 ;

Nichols's Leicestershire, vol. iii. 197."

Major COOPER COOPER, F.S.A., Local Secretary for Bedford-

shire, exhibited some Clay Bars and fragments of Pottery from

Wallud's Bank, Leagrave Marsh, accompanied by the following
remarks :

" My absence in Switzerland in the autumn of 1882, and my
long illness immediately after my return home, may possibly
account for my not having heard, till recently, of a i find

'

near Wallud's Bank, Leagrave Marsh, in my neighbourhood,
i. e.y the adjoining parish of Luton, in July 1882. By accident

I have had a correspondence with Mr. John Waller, of Luton,
and on the 10th of May last he kindly came to see me, and

brought with him some broken bits of clay bars which, with a

quantity of pottery and bones, he had purchased of labourers

digging sand, at the time and place where the ' find
' was made.

" The bars and some small fragments of the pottery I pur-
chased of Mr. Waller, as also some bits of animal bones. These
are enclosed in the case I send for your inspection.

"
It appears that the alleged discovery of a kiln for burning

pottery had created a sensation in the vicinity. I hope, how-

ever, to show that the bars, potshards, and bones are the

vestiges of cremation, and that the place was subsequently used
as a burial-place by inhumation.

"
It appears from replies which I received from Mr. Waller,

in answer to specific inquiries, that one skull and portions of

two skeletons were found, and that the skull was not more than

six inches from the surface the head east and the feet west.

Here at the surface we find inhumation.
u The surrounding earth was black. No perfect urns were

found no weapons ; but a large quantity of teeth and bones
of animals, with two or three wheelbarrow-loads of broken

pottery, showing examples that vary in date, workmanship, and
art.

ic If reference be made to a Paper by the late Mr. James

Wyatt, F.S.A., read, April 16th, 1874 (Proc. 2d S. vi. 184),
the similarity of interment by cremation will be manifest. The
site of Mr. Wyatt's investigations (Foxborough Hill) is about
three miles north-west of Wallud's Bank.

u
Now, as regards the clay bars, there is a difference of

opinion as to their use. Some authorities suppose them to have
been made originally as supports for pottery whilst baking in

the kiln. I venture to suggest that they were used for the

floor or hearth of the funeral pyre ;
that the straw, wood, and

body were placed upon them and then ignited.
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" In confirmation of this idea, I exhibit some .pieces of burnt

clay, which I gathered at the time of Mr. Wyatt's exploration

at Foxborough Hill, the use of which I at the time pointed out

to him, and for this reason have preserved them.
u The texture of the clay in these pieces is precisely the -same

as that of the bars. The clay has been hastily made into a

plastic mass, and spread in a saucer-shaped cavity in the ground.
This has been divided with a knife, forming bars like furnace-

bars, for the admission of air to the burning fuel. The burnt

stones often found no doubt served a like purpose.
" On the specimens of clay I send the impressions of oat-

straw are distinctly visible, proving the plastic state, of tjie clay
at the time the fire was kindled. The baking of the clay has

resulted from the heat of the superimposed fire. Impressions
of straw may also be seen on one of the clay bars.

"
It will be observed that these bars taper towards their ends.

Had they been used in a plastic state for the support of pottery,

assuredly the shape of the pots would have been impressed upon
them, and for this purpose, instead of tapering, their sides

would have been made parallel.
" Of Wallud's Bank there is no history. Lysons does not

mention it. Davis's History of Luton gives a fair account of
it. He calls it

' a large encampment^ containing about thirty

acres, nearly of a circular form, except at the lower part, where
it runs off to a point to enclose the head of the River Lea.
The ditch is very deep and broad, and perfect in many places.'
I think, however, 30 acres is too large an area.

u I visited the spot on the 15th instant, and, with the excep-
tion of one solitary bit of red pottery, could find no traces of the

cemetery, the gravel-pit having been much worked in the

interim. I was sorry to find that the greater part of the bank
and ditch of Wallud's Bank had been obliterated, and is now
under cultivation. This must have been perpetrated within the

last few years. The Ordnance map, lately published, shows the
contour of the enclosure.

" The gravel pit, where the relics were found, is about 50

yards from and outside the enclosure in a southerly direction,
and in a field called 6 Burnt Close.' The surface of the ground
is perfectly even, and under tillage. I could not hear that any
Roman coins had been found of late years.u The fragments of clay bars exhibited vary in length. The
central piece is 6| inches long, varying in width from 1 to
1 inch, and a trifle more in depth. The two end pieces are
each about 6 inches long, and taper from 1J inch square to
about 1 inch, where the ends are somewhat rounded, as if by
handling. These pieces do not fit when placed together, and
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seem to be parts of different bars. Their sides appear to have

been cut with a sharp instrument."

Mr. EVANS records the finding of a rude flint celt near

Wallud's Bank. Stone Implements, p. 61.

Dr. E. FKESHFIELD, V.P., communicated a Paper on the

Palace of the Greek Emperors at Nymphio, a village about fif-

teen miles from Smyrna. Dr. Freshfield had visited the site of

the Palace, which had hitherto remained unidentified, ten years

ago, but it was only quite recently his efforts to procure photo-

graphs of it had been crowned with success. Dr. Freshfield

proceeded to show how it came to pass that the Greek Emperors
had a residence at Nymphio, and of the many Nymphios known
in history, why this ought, in his judgment, to be identified as

the site of that residence. All that now remains of the Palace

is the centrall hall, which was probably built in imitation of the

hall of the Hebdomon at Constantinople. This Memoir will be

published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, June 26th, 1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the East India Association : Journal. Volume xvi. No. 4. 8vo. Lon-

don, 1884.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. : Our Founder. Some Account of Arch-
deacon Johnson, compiled for the Uppingham School Tercentenary, 1884,

by C. K. Bingham, M.A. 8vo. Uppingham.
From G. Leveson Gower, Esq. M.A. F.S.A. : Surrey Art Loan Exhibition

1884. Catalogue. 8vo. Guildford, 1884.

From the Koyal Society :

1. Philosophical Transactions Vol. 174. In Three Parts. 4to. London,
1883-84.

2. List of Fellows. 4to. London, 1883.

The Eight Reverend the Bishop of Llandaff, W. J. Fitz-

patrick, Esq., the Rev. 0. J. Reichel, Benjamin Nattali, Esq.,
and T. G. Jackson, Esq., were admitted Fellows.

W. H. RICHAKDSON, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited seven frag-
ments of five Tiles, each 5 in. square, discovered during the

restoration, in 1879, under the paved flooring of the church of
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Saint Clare, Fenny Compton, Warwickshire, a building of the

fourteenth century. In explanation of the tiles Mr. Eichardson

offered the following remarks :

" Two of these tiles are heraldic, and although one of them is

very suggestive of the arms of Beauchamp, it seems likely that

both represent the family of Boteler.

66 At the time of the Domesday Survey, Fenny Compton was

partly held by Robert de Bellomont, Earl of Mellent, who was

made Earl of Leicester by Henry I. in 1103, and died in 1118
;

and Dugdale, in vol. i of his Antiquities of Warwickshire, page

518, distinctly states that his share included that part in which

the church stood.
" This Earl had a butler, Ralph, described as

*

Radulphus
Pincerna de Legrecestra,' whom he enfeoffed of part of this

lordship, as well as of lands at Oversley in the same county,
and from him descended the Barons Boteler of Oversley and

Wemme, and the Barons Sudley of Sudley Castle, Gloucester-

shire. The former bore Gules, a fess compony between six

crosses pate argent ; and I suggest that, although there are

here seven crosses and an apparent bordure, this may never-

theless represent the Butlers, since there is no mention of the

Beauchamps in connection with Fenny Compton, and their

cross-crosslets would hardly be reduced to plain crosses.
" The other tile bears a fess between six covered cups, those

in base being reversed, and the coat is differenced by a pierced
mullet in the fess point. I do not find anywhere a fess between
six covered cups, but Burke (Gen. Arm.) gives

"
Az, a bend

betw. 6 cov. cups," as the coat of the Botelers of Bewsey, co.

Lancashire ;
and Papworth assigns the same coat to Sir William

le Botiler of Wemme, on the authority of a roll of the early
fourteenth century, and therefore probably referring to William

Boteler, first Baron Boteler of Oversley and Wemme, summoned
to Parliament as a. Baron from 1308 to 1325.

u The remaining fragments each bear persons of a word,
which in its complete form is seen in a sketch made by me on
the spot, in the church of the neighbouring parish ofWorm-
leighton, where all these tiles exist in a fairly perfect condition

and still form the principal part of the pavement of the nave
and its alleys. It has been suggested that the letters of which
the word is composed form the word '

Gawen,' and perhaps it

may be said in support of this theory, that William, first Baron
Boteler, mentioned above, was the last surviving heir male of
his generation ;

his eldest brother John died a minor in 1286,
and three years later his next brother, Gawine Boteler, also

died at the age of seventeen, leaving him sole heir
;
and it
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seems, at any rate, that, out of love to his brother, he may have

founded a chantry, or even rebuilt the church, to his memory.
"
Dugdale makes no mention of the Botelers in connection

with Wormleighton, and I therefore fear that the tiles now laid

down, somewhat promiscuously, in that church, may have been

removed from Fenny Compton."

K. S. FERGUSON, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cumber-

land, communicated the following Report on recent Antiquarian
discoveries in that county :

" I have the honour to report a find of coins under somewhat

singular circumstances. Some two months ago Mr. Wills, a

farmer at Bowness-on-Solway, was walking on the road between
that place and Wigton, when at a distance ofabout one and a-half

miles from Bowness he picked up a silver coin
;
a yard further

on he picked up another ;
at a similar interval he picked up

a third, and so on until he had picked up twenty-two, which,
when he found them, were lying in a nearly straight line with

intervals of about a yard between each coin. Five of these coins

were given by the finder to a jeweller in Carlisle who submitted

them to me. Three of them are silver pennies of Edward, with

mint mark of a cross with lines at the ends, thus >J(. On the

obverse is the legend, j% EDW R ANGL DNS HYB : on the reverse

CIVITAS LONDON. One of them differs from the other two in

having two small pellets on the king's breast, and a pellet before

the word LONDON. The remaining two are silver pennies of

Alexander III. of Scotland. On the obverse is >J< ALEXANDER
DEI GRA : on the reverse, REX SCOTORVM Qg. They are both of

the long cross type, but one has a mullet in each angle of the

cross ;
on the other, for two of the mullets, are substituted two

six-pointed stars. I have endeavoured, but vainly, to see the

other seventeen coins, but I am told they are all like the five I

have seen. -From the position in which the coins were found,
Mr. Wills supposed they had dropped out of a hole in a- pocket ;

and I was inclined to think some one had found a large hoard
and had lost some of them as he carried them to Wigton to sell.

Diligent inquiry failed to find any such person, or any jeweller
who had purchased such coins. But I learnt subsequently from
Mr. Wills that half-an-hour before he found the coins a cart had

passed up the road laden with sand and gravel from the sea-

beach. I think the coins must have been dug up on the beach,
thrown into the cart, and have slipped out over the cart-tail.

"
Bowness-on-Solway is near to Burgh Marsh, on which

Edward I. died. While making inquiries about Mr. Wills's find,
a jeweller confided to me that some twenty-five years ago his
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father purchased several pounds' weight of silver pennies of

Edward I. found on Burgh Marsh, and melted them !

" I have the honour to lay upon the table a bundle -of the

records of the City Court, or Court of the Mayor and Bailiffs of

Carlisle. They are parchment rolls of the time of Henry *IV.,

Henry V., Henry VI., and a paper one of Henry VIII. These

were recently found with a mass of other papers in a box in the

city stoneyard. I do not know, as yet, that they possess any
interest beyond a purely local one.

" I also exhibit an autograph letter of Sir George- Fletcher

relative to the presentation to the Corporation of Carlisle, by
Col. James Graham, Privy Purse to James II., of the,- great

silver-gilt mace now carried before the Mayor of Carlisle, and
the draft of the Corporation's letter of thanks.

"
They are as follows :

" < 16th Feb.
" '

Sir, Yours I received, by which I understand that the

Mace is arrived, and that you expect my coming to towne to pre-
sent it. I think it will not be at all necessary having already

acquainted the towne with what ye Privy Privy [sic] intended,
and if you please to direct the towne to make a kind returne for

this noble present, and order the Mace as you think fitt, what

you do herein will be approved of by,
" < Sr

, your humble serv*,
" ' GEO. FLETCHER.

u 6
If the towne in theire letter take notice

that I presented the Mace to them,
it will show him that I preserv'd
his orders.

" For ' Basil Fielding, Esquire, at Carlisle.
'

" Endorsed: f
Sir Geo. Fletcher's letter about the Mace,

ffeb. '85.'

" The Corporation's letter of thanks is as
follows

:

" <

Carlisle, ffeb 22, 1685.
<* <

Worthy Sr

,
The honor and favour you have done oiir Cor-

poracon in Representing us in Parliam* is a thing we will alwayes
be ready to acknowledge, nor must we forget your former

charity to the poor Inhabitants of this place, besides other
instances of your respect and kindnesse : But yo

r Great Bounty
now showne to this City in honouring it with the Noble
Present of an extraordinary large and Rich Mace, wch hath been
delivered to us by Sr Geo. Fletcher, is soe surprising that we
can* be sensible enough of

it, and as this is a cleare indication of

ye great regard you have as well for the honor as interest of the

Corporacon, soe we will ever study to make all suitable returns
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and charge it as a debt of Gratitude, upon ourselves and our

Successors, wch wee hope you will believe, since we are in soe

great a degree " Yor most and obliged servants.
'

" Endorsed :
<

Copy of y
e Lre sent to Coll. Graham, ffeb. 22,

'85. Thanks for y
e Mace.'

" Col. James Graham, of Levens Hall in Westmoreland,
brother of Lord Preston and Privy Purse to James II., repre-
sented Carlisle in the only Parliament of that king, while Sir

George Fletcher represented Cumberland for nearly forty years
from 1661 to 1700.
" I also lay upon the table an autograph letter of Judge

Jeffries, which is printed in the last report of the Historical

Manuscripts Commission, as follows :

" ' Mr. mayor,
" ' I thinke my selfe obleiged to retorne you and the rest of

your loyall brethren the aldermen and other members of your

Corporation my hearty thanks for the greate favours and respects
I mett with when I had the happiness to bee among you, and

particularly for your great expressions of Loyalty to the king
which you soe plainely demonstrated by laying yourselves at

his Majestie's feete, which, according to the best of my under-

standing, I acquainted his Majestie with, with all advantages to

you ; his Majestie was pleased to express with greate pleasure
his gratiose acceptance of the Testimonies you gave of your

loyalty, and therefore commanded me to acquaint you therewith,
as alsoe to lett you know you shall find the effect of it in the

Renewall of your Charter, and required my particular care

therein. And to the end you may not loose his designed bountie,
I thinke myselfe obleiged to give you this advice. That you
consider what priviledges or advantages belonging to your towne

which were either omitted or not sufficiently granted to you by
your Old Charters may be supplied by this new one, and I shall

take care that it may be done. I came to towne but last night
from Winchester, and therefore lay hold upon this first oppor-

tunity to acquaint you therewith, and withall to let you know
his Majestie's designe to be hene in London on Thursday
sevemght, and to continue here eight or ten days at most, and
then to goe to Newmarket, and there continue three weeks, soe

that he will not make any stay here in London till the Terme.
Now I apprehend that the persons you designe to come up with

your charter and solicite the affaire may with more ease and
less charge attend his Majestie's retorne from Newmarket then

any time before, for it is his pleasure that this your loyalty may
meete with as little trouble and charges in ye renewall of your
Charter as possibly may be. And he assured his Majesty's
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Gracious intention towards you shall meete with. all the assist-

ance I can possibly give it. I begg you will tender my hearty

service to the rest of your Corporation, and be assured. I will

with all zeale and industry imaginable embrace all opportunities

wherein I may manifest myselfe to be a hearty friend to your

Corporation, and particularly,

"'Sir,
" < Your faithful friend and servant,

" f GEO. JEFFREYS.
" <

London, Sept. 16th, 1684.
" ' For the Worshipful the Mayor of the City of Carlisle,

att Carlisle.'

" These letters are all part of a local political drama, which 1

hope to tell fully some day.
" The last report of the Historical Manuscripts Commission

also contains a report by Mr. Sheppard on the Historical MSS.
of the See of Carlisle. The most important of these are the pre-
Reformation episcopal registers, of which there are only two

volumes, containing the last eight years of the thirteenth century
and the whole of the fourteenth century. Fired by this report,
the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeolo-

gical Society have had the volumes transcribed by Mr, Sheppard
and are taken steps for their publication."

Mr. R. S. FERGUSON also communicated copious notes on the

Tombs of Margaret, Countess Dowager of Cumberland, and of

Anne, Countess Dowager of Pembroke, Dorset, and Montgomery,
in the church of St. Lawrence, Appleby. The tomb of the

Countess of Cumberland has recently been moved, under the

authority of the Consistory Court of Carlisle, from its original

position to one more consistent with the due and proper per-
formance of Divine Service. In connection with this Paper,
G. W. G. Leveson Gower, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a portrait of
his ancestress, the Countess of Cumberland, and furnished full

and detailed notes on the heraldry associated with both of the
tombs. Mr. Ferguson's Memoir and Mr. Leveson Gower's
Notes have been published in extenso in the Transactions of the
Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society, vol. viii. pp. 174-185.

The Rev. W. F, GREENY, M.A., exhibited another series of

Rubbings of Foreign Brasses, supplementing the two former
ones. The three series have been published in one volume by
-m/p /-* /

Mr. Greeny,

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

The Society then adjourned over the Summer recess to
November 27th.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUABIES
OF LONDON.

SESSION 18841885.

Thursday, November 27th, 1884.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D,, F.R.S., V.R,
in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Bath Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club : Proceedings.
Vol. v. No. 3. 8vo. Bath, 1884.

From the Author : The first and second Battles of Newbury and the Siege of

Ponnington Castle during the Civil War, A.D. 1643-6. By Walter Money,
F.S.A. Second Edition. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author, R. S. Ferguson, Esq., F.S.A. : The following octavo

Tracts :

1. On a supposed touch or assay of Silver at Carlisle. 1883.

2. A Labyrinth on Eockcliffe Marsh. 1883.

3. The Secular Bells of Carlisle. 1883.

4. The Relph and Denton Monuments in Sebergham Church. 1883.

5. An Attempt to Trace the Missing Episcopal Registers of the See of

Carlisle. 1883.

6. The Lectureship and Lecturers at S. Cuthbert's Church, Carlisle. 1883.

7. Bellbridge and Captain Thomas Morris. 1883.

8. The Formation of the English Palate. 1884.

From the Author : Seven Volumes of the Dalston Parish Registers, by Miss
M. E. Kuper. 8vo. Kendal, 1883.

From the Author : The Science-Myth of Fingal's Cave. Prepared for the use
of the Geological Section of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science. By F. Cope Whitehouse, M.A. 4to. Montreal, 1884.
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From F. Cope Whitehonse, Esq., M.A. : The Critic. July 12 (No. 28), page
18. Fingal's Cave and the British Geologists. 4to. New York, 1884.

From the Rev. W. C. Boulter, F.S.A. : The Midland Antiquary. Edited by
W. F. Carter, B.A. Nos. 8 and 9. June and September. 8vo. London,
1884.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vi. Nos. 7-11.

July-November. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq. : The Western Antiquary ;
or Devon

and Cornwall Note-Book. Index Number, Vol. iii. ;
and Fourth Series,

Parts 1-5. June to October. 4to. Plymouth, 1884.

From the Imperial Archaeological Commission :

1. Compte-Rendu pour 1'annee 1881. 4to. St. Petersburg, 1883.

2. Atlas. Planches I-VI. Folio. St. Petersburg, 1883.

From the Author, T. G. Pinches, Esq. : Seventeen octavo Tracts, London,
1878-84 :

1. Notes upon the Assyrian Report Tablets, with Translations. 1878.

2. Remarks on Babylonian Contract Tablets and the Canon of Ptolemy.
1879.

3. The Terra-Cotta Tablets of Babylonia and Assyria. 1880.

4. The Bronze Gates discovered by Mr. Rassam at Balawat. Pt. I. 1880.

5. On a Cuneiform Inscription relating to the Capture of Babylon by Cyrus,
and the Events which preceded and led to it. 1880.

6. A New Fragment of the History of Nebuchadnezzar III. 1881.

7. Consonants S, R, and L, in Assyrian. 1881.

8. Baked Clay Tablet from Cappadocia now in the British Museum. 1881-

9. The Cappadocian Tablet in the Bibliotheque Nationale, and that in the

British Museum. 1881.

10. Some Recent Discoveries bearing on the ancient History and Chronology
of Babylonia. Papers upon Assyrian Grammar (Introductory). 1882.

11. On Babylonian Tablets relating to House-Holding. Upon the name
Ben-Hadad. 1883.

12. On the Falcon. Papers on Assyrian Grammar, II. 1884.

13. On Babylonian Art. 1884.

14. The Antiquities found by Mr. II. Rassam at Abu-Habbah (Sippara).
1884.

15. Babylonian Legal Documents referring to House Property and the Law
of Inheritance. 1884.

16. Philological Society. Report on the Progress of Cuneiform Research.
1884.

17. Observations upon the Languages of the Early Inhabitants of Mesopo-
tamia. 1884.

From T. F. Kirby, Esq., M.A. : City of Winchester. A Catalogue of Charters
and other Objects exhibited at St. John's Rooms, during the Celebration of

the 700th Anniversary of the Mayoralty. 8vo. Winchester, 1884.

From the Royal United Service Institution : Journal. Title-page and Index
of Subjects. Vol. xxvii. and Nos. 124 and 125. Vol. xxviii. Svo. Lon-
don, 1884.

From the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres (National Institute of

France) : Comptes-Rendus des Seances de 1'annee 1884. Quatrieme Serie,
tome xii. Bulletins de Janvier-Juin. 8vo. Paris, 1884.

From the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The
Archaeological Journal. Vol. xli. Nos. 162 and 163. 8vo. London,
1884.
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From the Incorporated Church Building Society : The Church Builder. Nos.

xix. and xx. New Issue. July and October. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Author : On a supposed Runic Inscription at Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia. By Henry Phillips, Jr. Svo. [Philadelphia.] 1884.

"

From the Editor, Rev. B. H. Blacker, M.A. : Gloucestershire Notes and

Queries. Parts xxiii and xxiv. July and October. Svo. London; 1884.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.

New Series. Vol. xvi. Parts 3 and 4. [Completing the volume.] Svo.

London, 1884.

From the Author, M. Leopold Delisle, Hon. F.S.A. :

1. Le Sacramentaire d'Autun. (Extrait de la Gazette archeologique.) 4to.

Paris, 1884.

2. Authentiqnes de Reliques de 1'epoque Merovingienne deqouvertes a

Vergy. (Extrait des Melanges d'Archeologie et d'Histoire publics par
1'Ecole Fran9aise de Rome.) Svo. Rome, 1884.

From the Royal Society of Canada : Proceedings and Transactions for the

years 1882 and 1883. Vol. i. 4to. Montreal, 1883.

From the Royal Society : Proceedings. Vol. xxxvi. Nos. 231-233. Svo.

London, i'884.

From the Essex Archaeological Society : Transactions. Title, Index, and
Contents to Vol. ii., New Series. 8vo. Colchester, 1884.

From the Author : The Market Crosses of Nottingham. By J. T. Godfrey,
Esq. 8vo. Nottingham, 1884.

From the Egyptian Institute : Bulletin. Deuxieme Serie. No. 4. Annee
1883. Svo. Cairo, 1884.

From the Society of Antiquaries, Agram (Croatia) : Viestnik. Godina VI,
Br. 3 and 4. Svo. Zagrebu, 1884.

From the Author : Some Account of John Lovekyn, four times Mayor of Lon-
don, by Major Alfred Heales, F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : Diocesan Histories. York. By George Ormsby, M.A.,
F.S.A., Canon of York. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Author : The Asclepiad. Nos. 3 and 4. Vol. i. By B. W. Richard-
son, Esq., M.D., F.S.A. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Trustees of the British Museum : Catalogue of Greek Coins. Central
Greece. (Locris, Phocis, Boeotia and Euboea.) By B. V. Head, edited by
R. S. Poole. Svo. London, 1884.

From the New-England Historic Genealogical Society : The Register. Nos.
151 and 152, Vol. xxxviii. Svo. Boston, 1884.

From the Archaeological Society of Namur :

1. Annales. Tome xvme
, Livraisons 1 et 2, et t. xvme

, liv. 2. Svo. Namur,
1881-4.

2. Rapport sur la situation de la Societe en 1883. Svo.
3. Bibliographic Namuroise. Par F. D. Doyen. lre

Partie, l re livraison.
Svo. Namur

}
1884.

From the Author :-The Work and Workers of the British Association 1831 to
1884. By Cornelius Nicholson, F.G.S., F.S.A. Svo. London, 1884.

From the Institute of Archaeological Correspondence :

1. Monumenti Inediti, Vol. xi. Tav. 49-60. Folio. Rome, 1883.
2. Annali. Volume Iv. Svo. Rome, 1883.
3. Bullettino per 1'anno 1883. Svo. Rome, 1S83.
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From the Royal Irish Academy :

1. Transactions. Volume xxviii. Science. 'Nos. 14-16. 4to. Dublin,
1883-4.

2. Proceedings. Polite Literature and Antiquities. Ser. II., Vol. ii. No. 5 ;

and Science. Ser. II., Vol. ii. Nos. 1 and 2. 8vo. Dublin, 1884.

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries : Aarb^ger for Nordisk Old-

kyndighed og Historic. 1884. Andet Hefte. 8vo. Copenhagen.

From the British Archaeological Association : The Journal. Vol. xl. Parts

2 and 3. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the East India Association : Journal. Vol. xvi. Nos. 5 and 6. 8vo.

London, 1884.

From the Zoological Society of London : A List of the Fellows, corrected to

June 1st. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Canadian Institute : Proceedings. Vol. ii. Nos. 2 and 3. 8vo.

Toronto, 1884.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association : Archaeologia Cambrensis.
Fifth Series. Vol. i. Nos. 2 and 3. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.
Vol. xiv. Nos. 1 and 2. August and November. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : The Sepulchral Slabs, Grave Covers, etc., of the Middle

Ages, now remaining in the county of Durham. Part II. By Charles

Clement Hodges. Privately Printed. 4to. 1884.

From the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland : The
Journal. Vol. vi. Fourth Series. January. No. 57. 8vo. Dublin,
1884.

From the Author : A Guide to the Coins of Great Britain and Ireland. By
Major W. Stewart Thorburn. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Society for Psychical Research : Proceedings. Part vi. July. 8vo.

London, 1884.

From the Communal Archaeological Commission : Bullettino. Anno xii.

Num. 2. Serie II. Aprile-Giugno, 1884. 8vo. Rome, 1884.

From the Author : Kinver Church. By the Rev. John Hodgson, M.A., F.S.A.
Part I. 4to.

From the Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association :

1. Excursion to Ilkley, Otley, and Farnley Hall. 27th August, 1884.

(Programme.) 8vo.

2. Journal. Part xxxii. (Vol. 8, part iv. completing the vol.) 8vo. Lon-
don, 1884.

From John Watney, Esq., F.S.A. : Die Klienodien des Heil-Romischen Reiches
Deutscher Nation nebst den Kroninsignien Bohmens, Ungarns und der
Lombardei. Mit Kunsthistorischen Erlauterungen von Dr. Franz Bock.

Large Folio. Vienna, 1864.

From the Associated Architectural Societies : Reports and Papers. Vol. xvii.,
Pt. I. 8vo. Lincoln, 1883.

From the Society of Biblical Archaeology : Proceedings. Vol. vi. Fourteenth
Session. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society : The Maga-
zine. Vol. xxi. Nos. 62 and 63. 8vo. Devizes, 1883,

From G. W. Tomlinson, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Dodsworth's Yorkshire Notes. The Wapentake of Agbrigg. Tran-
scribed by Mr. Tillotson, and edited by A. S. Ellis and G. W. Tomlinson,
F.S.A. [Reprinted from the Yorks. Archasol. Jour, vi.-viii.] 8vo. London,
1884.

VOL. X. L
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2. List of 723 Portraits and Views to illustrate Macaulay's History of

England. Collected and arranged by G. D. Tomlinson.
'

(Privately printed.)
8vo. Huddersfield, 1880.

From the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury : Facsimiles of the

National Manuscripts of Ireland. Part IV. 2. Edited by J. T. Gilbert,

Esq., F.S.A. Folio. London, 1884.

From the Numismatic Society of London : The Numismatic Chronicle. Vol. iv.

Third Series, No. 14. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the American Philosophical Society : Proceedings. Vol. xxi. No. 115.

8vo. Philadelphia, 1884.

From the International Congress of Americanists : Compte-Rendu de la Cin-

quieme Session, Copenhague 1883. 8vo, 1884.

From the Author : The Adventures of the Panjab Hero, Raja Rasalu. By the
Rev. Charles Swynnerton. 8vo. Calcutta, 1884.

4

From the Author, M. J. R. Aspelin, Hon. F.S.A. : La Rosomonorum Gens et le

Ruotsi, Etude d'histoire et d'archeologie. Traduit par G. Biaudet. 8vo.

Helsingfors, 1884.

From the Compiler, the Rev. F. G. Lee,D.D., F.S.A.: Genealogy of the Family
of Lee, of Chester, Bucks, and Oxon

;
with Arms, notes, etc. 4to. London,

1884.

From the Author : The Social Emancipation of the Gipsies. By James Sim-
son. 8vo. New York, 1884.

From the Royal Institution of Cornwall : Journal. Volume viii. Pt. 2. 8vo.
Truro, 1884.

From the Royal Society of Edinburgh :

1. Transactions. Vols. xxx. Parts 2 and 3; and Vol. xxxii. Part 1
4to. Edinburgh, 1884.

2. Proceedings. Vol. xi. Nos. 110-112 [completing the vol.] ; and Vol. xii.
Nos. 113 and 114. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1881-83.

From the Rev. W. G. Dimock Fletcher, M.A., Author of Nos. 1 & 2 :

1. Notes from Early Leicestershire Wills. 8vo. Leicester, 1884.
2. Notes on Leicestershire Inquisitions Post Mortem. 8vo. Leicester, 1884.
3. The Friar-Preachers or Blackfriars of Leicester. By Rev. C. F R
Palmer. 8vo. Leicester, 1884.

4. Stanford Church and its Registers, &c. By the Rev. W. H. Sandon.
8vo. 1883.

From the Author : Aidan, the Apostle of the North. By Alfred C. Fryer Ph D
8vo. London, 1884.

From the Camden Society: Publications. New Series xxxv. Political Memo-
randa of Francis Fifth Duke of Leeds. Edited by Oscar Browning 4to
London, 1884.

From the Royal Commissions of Art and Archeology : Bulletin 21m Annee
9-12 [completing the vol.] ;

et 22"* Annee. 8vo. Brussels, 1882.

From the Author : The Augustine Memorial in the Isle of Thanet. By LUCYH. Freeman. 12mo. Birmingham, 1884.

A
f T6ki6

' through Mr. H. Kato, President :-Okadaira
Shell Mound at Hitachi, being an Appendix to Memoir. Vol. i Part i
of the Science Department, Tokio Daigaku. By I. lijima, and C.' Sasaki,Students of Biology. Fol. Tokio, 1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :

1. Transactions. Session 1883-84. 4to. London, 1884.
2. List of Members. [Fiftieth Session]. 4to. London, 1884.
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From the Smithsonian Institution : Annual Report of the Board of Regents,
for the year 1882. 8vo. Washington, 1884.

From H. Wagner, Esq., M.A., F.S.A. :

1. Schweizerisches Idiotikon. Worterbuch der schweizerdeutschen Sprache.
VII. Heft. Von F. Staub und Ludwig Tobler. 4to. Frauenfeld, 1884.

2. The Huguenot Society of America. Abstract of Proceedings, No. I.

8vo. New York, 1884.

From the Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society : Trans-
actions. Vol. viii. Part I. 8vo. Shrewsbury, 1884.

From the Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society : Trans-
actions. Vol. vi. Part I. 8vo. Leicester, 1884.

From the Royal Institution of Great Britain :

1. Proceedings. Vol. x. Part 3. [Completing the vol.] 8vo. London,
1884.

2. List of the Members, July, 1884. 8yo.

From H.M. Government of Madras : Report on the Working of the Govern-
ment Central Museum for 1883-84. By Brigade-Surgeon, G. Bidie, Super-
intendent. Folio. Madras, 1884.

From the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,
and Art :

1. Report and Transactions. [Newton Abbot.] Vol. xvi. 8vo. Ply-
mouth, 1884.

2. The Devonshire Domesday. Part I. 8vo.

From the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society : Transactions. Vol. L
1883. 8vo. Manchester, 1884.

From the Author : Patriots in Arms. Addresses and Sermons by celebrated

Preachers of the last century in praise of the Volunteer Movement. By
Thomas Preston. 8vo. London, 1881.

From the Delegates of the Clarendon Press : Scientific Papers and Addresses

by George Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. Edited by W. Turner, M.D., F.R.S.,
with biographical sketch by E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S. 2 vols. 8vo.

Oxford, 1884.

From the Compiler, Mrs. Maria Halliday : A Delineation of the Courtenay
Mantelpiece in the Episcopal Palace at Exeter, by Roscoe Gibbs, with a

biographical notice of The Right Reverend Peter Courtenay, D.D., to which
is added a description of the Mantelpiece. Two copies. 4to and Folio.

Torquay, 1884.

From the Author, M. H. Bloxam, Esq., F.S.A. : Thirteen octavo Reprints from

papers contributed to transactions of various Archaeological and Architec-

tural Societies, as follows :

1. A brief Historical Account of the Parish of Dunchurch. Rugby, 1861.

2. On the Sepulchral Monuments in Rochester Cathedral. [Reprintedfrom,
the Gentleman's Magazine.^ 1863.

3. Some Account of the Parish of Hillmorton. Rugby, 1872.

4. On Rood Screens, Rood Lofts, and Rood Altars. [From Assoc. Arch.
Sou. Reports and Papers, xii., pt. 2, p. 176.] 1874.

5. On certain Sepulchral Cross-legged Effigies of Civilians. [ArcJiaeolo-

gical Journal, xxxiii, 235.] 1876.

6. On certain Sepulchral Effigies in Hereford Cathedral. [Arch. Jour-

xxxiv, 406.] 1877.

7. The Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Warwickshire. [WarwicTts. Nat.
Hist, and Archceol. Soc. 30 Oct. 1842.] Rugby, 1877.

8. On the Medieval Sepulchral Antiquities of Northamptonshire. [ Arch-
Jour, xxxv. 242.] 1878.

L2
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9 On the Site of the last Battle of Caractacus, the chief of the Silures.

[Read before the Rugby School Nat. Hist. Soc. Nov. 8. 1879.] 1880.

10. Lutterworth Church and its famous Rector, John Wycliffe.

11. On the Civil Costume of Gentlemen in Shakespeare's Age as illustrated

by Monumental Effigies in Warwickshire. [ Warwicks. Nat. and Arcliaol.

Field Club, Mar. 14.] 1882.

12. Personal Reminiscences of Rugby School as it was in 1813, seventy

years ago. [Ruglry School Nat. Hist. Soc. Nov. 17.] 1883.

13. Biographical Notice. Matthew Holbeche Bloxam, F.S.A. [Reprinted
from the Archgeologia Cambrensis for Jan. Portrait.] 1883.

From the Author : Le Christ en buis de Jean Gmllermin. Par Angustin
Canron. 8vo. Avignon, 1884.

From the Author : Decouverte d'un Christ en buis de Jean Guillermin. Par

1'Abbe F. Guinand. 8vo. Lyon, 1884.

From E. Peacock, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. The Berkeley Manuscripts. The Lives of the Berkeleys, in the county
of Gloucester, from 1066 to 1618. By John Smyth, of Nibley. Vol. ii.

Edited by Sir J. Maclean, F.S.A. 4to. Gloucester, 1883.

2. Records of the Borough of Nottingham. Vol. ii. Hen. IV. to Ric. III.

1399-1485. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author : Notes upon the Codex Ramirez, with a translation of

the same. By Henry Phillips, Jr. (Read before American Philosophical

Society.) 8vo. 1883.

From the Author : Collecgao de Tratados e concertos de pazes. Por J. F.

Judice Biker. Tome V. 8vo. Lisbon, 1884.

From the Editor, Rev. J. W. Ebsworth, M.A., F.S.A. : The Roxburghe
Ballads. Parts 14 and 15, Vol. v. 8vo. Hertford, 1885.

From T. W. U. Robinson, Esq., F.S.A. : Print from the original plate engraved
and published by Samuel and Nathaniel Buck, A.D. 1745, of the South West
Prospect of the City of Durham.

From Doyne C. Bell, Esq., F.S.A. : A coloured Drawing representing the Tomb
of John Nichols, F.S.A., Editor of " The Gentleman's Magazine/' and other

works, in Islington Churchyard. Enclosed in a ruled rectangle 6 inches

by 4| inches.

From the Master and Wardens of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers :

Copies in photolithograph of three Drawings of some of the rooms in their

Old Hall in Lime Street, erected from the designs of Sir Christopher Wren
in 1644. The prints are of the Great Dining Hall, the Master's Parlour,
and the ceiling of the Master's Parlour.

A Special Vote of Thanks was awarded to the Lords Com-
missioners of H.M. Treasury, John Watney, Esq. F.S.A., and
M. H. Bloxam, Esq., F.S.A., for their Donations to the Library.

The Rev W. C. LUKIS, F.S.A., communicated the following
Note in rectification of an erroneous statement which he had

inadvertently made in a previous communication to the Society.

" I wish to correct a statement which I made in my paper
on the ' Prehistoric Monuments of Wilts, Somerset, and South

Wales,' printed in the Society's Proceedings, June 4, 1883,
wherein I alluded to the magnetic variation in Mr. Dymond's
plan of Stanton Drew, and said that he had erred slightly in
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one direction, and that I had erred in another that he had taken

the deviation to have been 23 W. in 1872, and that I had taken

it to have been 19 20" in 1882.
" It is quite true that in 1872 Mr. Dymond adopted the varia-

tion of 23 in a manuscript plan of this monument, but this plan
was never published. Soon afterwards, having had reason to

doubt its accuracy, he made very careful astronomical observa-

tions with a theodolite, and found that the actual local variation

was 20 W. and with this he replotted the plan which was pub-
lished in the Journal of the British Archaeological Association

for 1877, and in the Proceedings of the Somersetshire Archaeo-

logical Society for 1878. It was to the early manuscript plan,
a tracing from which had come into my hands, that I inadver-

tently referred, and I am desirous of acknowledging and cor-

recting my erroneous statement, lest the scrupulous accuracy
which characterises all his work should be discredited. Perhaps
this correction may be printed in the Society's Proceedings."

EVERARD GREEN, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the following

description of a group of Koman sepulchral or cinerary urns,
discovered in excavations at Villa Vinaria, on the London Road,
Gloucester, being on the line of the old Ermine Street, by the

late J. D. Thomas Niblett, Esq., F.S.A., and sent for exhibition

by Mrs. Niblett, his widow.

"No. I. Shape, oviform with wide mouth; height, 11^
inches : diameter, 10 inches ; colour, red ; ornamentation,
'

chevrony
'

lightly drawn with a tool ; empty.
u No. II. Shape, oviform, with small flat base; height,

1 foot If inches
; diameter, 10 inches ; colour, rough red ware ;

ornamentation, none ; containing a few burnt human bones.
" No. III. Shape, oviform, lip slightly turned over. The

crack in the neck is not subsequent to the firing but is previous
to or caused by it; height, llf inches; diameter, 8| inches ;

colour, red
; 'ornamentation, none; empty." No. IV. Shape, oviform with wide mouth (much broken) ;

height, 6 inches ; diameter, 5J inches ; colour, black ware ;

ornamentation, round the middle -a band of lozenge pattern
drawn with a tool of bone ? Containing burnt human bones.

" No. V. Roman burial urn, found at Wotton, near Glou-

cester, June, 1864.

"A vase of fine ware with thin black coating, it diminishes
from the middle rapidly towards the base which is very small.

The whole outer surface with the exception of a narrow band
below the lip is pounced with small particles; height, 5| inches ;

diameter, 5J inches ; empty.
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A. NESBITT, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the following ac-

count of two fragments of ancient glass which he exhibited :

" The two pieces of ancient Roman glass which I exhibit are,

I think, deserving of some attention, although at first sight they

may not seem very remarkable. I say this as I believe that

each offers an example of glass as applied by the Romans to the

decoration of the walls of rooms. I have already in a paper

which has been published in vol. xlv. of the Archaeologia, gone
at some length into the subject of '

opus sectile
'

especially in-

glass used for this purpose, but the existing examples' of its use

are so few and the subject has hitherto been so little investi-

gated that, as it appears to me, any examples of its use are

deserving of notice.
u The larger of the two pieces which I now exhibit is formed

of a mixture of opaque brown and white glass, evidently in-

tended to be an imitation of granite. It is a fragment of some
.

object of a circular form, and at first I supposed it to have

formed part of a large dish, but several reasons lead me to

think that such was not the case. In the first place it is much
more massive than glass dishes usually were ; in the second,
the very slight elevation of the rim from the flat surface, hardly

one-eighth of an inch, is not what would probably be found in

the margin of a dish ;
and thirdly, the weight of the whole

object, if in one piece, would have been too great to be mani-

pulated by a glassblower, while there would, I think, be prac-
tical difficulties in the way of its being formed by any process
of casting. I am therefore disposed to suppose it to have

formed a part of a circular panel used in the decoration of the

wall of an apartment, the centre having been occupied by a

bust in low relief, or some other ornament, an arrangement very
common in Roman architectural decoration. If so used it may
very probably have been originally made in segments.

" I have continued the curve shewn by the projecting moulding
into a circle, and find that the diameter of the exterior of the

circular panel must have been about 20 inches.
u The other piece is of uncoloured glass, and would seem to

be a fragment of an object which if entire would have had a
form much resembling that used by mediaeval artists when they
wished to represent a rose. It would certainly seem rather un-

likely that such a form should have been used by a Roman
artificer, but I do not think that the fragment now exhibited can
be with probability attributed to any other period than that when
this method of decorating walls was in use. The diameter of
the object when entire would appear to have been about six

inches.
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J. H. MIDDLETON, Esq., F.S.A., laid before the Society

an elaborate Paper, illustrated by eight drawings and by
numerous photographs, on the recent discoveries at Rome

of the Templum and Atrium Vestse, and of the Regia or

sacred residence of the Pontifex Maximus, which became the

property of the vestals when Augustus became chief Pontiff,

and was pulled down to enlarge the Atrium Vestae. Mr.

Middleton pointed out in detail what traces still remained of the

Regia, a building of special interest as being the oldest specimen

of domestic architecture in Rome, and then proceeded to de-

scribe the Atrium Vestse, and the numerous statues of vestals,

and pedestals inscribed with names and dedications, which had

been discovered on the site of that building. This Memoir wiU

be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Exhibitions and

Communications.

Thursday, December 4th, 1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P. in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Royal Institute of British Architects -.Proceedings, 1883-84, Nos.

4-17, and 1884-85, Nos. 1-3. 4to. London, 1883-4.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq. : The Western Antiquary. Fourth

Series. Part 6. November. 4to. Plymouth, 1884.

From the Royal United Service Institution : Journal, Vol. xxviii. No. 126.

8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : Old Church Plate in Wilts. By J. E. Nightingale, F.S.A.

From the 21st Vol. of the Wilts Archaeological Magazine. 8vo. 1884.

From the Birmingham Philosophical Society : Proceedings. Vol. iv. Part i.

8vo. Birmingham, 1884.

R. S. FERGUSON, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cumber-

land, communicated the following Notes on Antiquities recently

discovered in that county :

" I have the honour to exhibit and present impressions in

gutta-percha of two seals in the custody of Mr. Mounsey,

Registrar of the Diocese of Carlisle ; the seals are the same, the

one on the sinister side of the piece ofgutta-percha being a feeble,

shallow cut, copy of the older and more vigorous one on the

dexter side. Both are much worn and battered, but the older

one, originally much deeper cut, gives even now the better
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impression in either wax or gutta-percha. One description

will therefore do for both. The seal is of pointed oval form, and

represents the Virgin with the Infant Saviour in her arms,

and St. Peter, both standing under tabernacle work of three

canopies. The legend is,

S'CVSTODIS SP'VALITATIS. KARLIL. DIOC' SEDE VACANTE.

It thus appears to have been originally the seal of some

custodian of the spiritualities of the See of Carlisle, whilst

vacant ;
and the device agrees with the legend, for St. Peter

will represent the Cathedral of York, while the Virgin and

Child represent that of Carlisle. To this day the Archbishop of

York appoints a custodian of the spiritualities of the See of

Carlisle during the voidance thereof, and he always appoints
the Chancellor of Carlisle. In Letters from Northern Kegisters,

edited by Canon Kaine, p. 329, is a letter from William de

Ayrmynne, Canon of York to Archbishop Melton, dated April

14, 1325, in which the Canon says that hearing that the Pope
has provided some one to the See of Carlisle

t statim adminis-

trationem mihi in spiritualibus et temporalibus commissam re et

verbo dimisi cum effectu, et super hoc scribo magistro Johanni

de Skiren, officiali loci prsedicti, et idem domination! vestrae

reverendae significo, si placet.' The older matrix, which seems
fourteenth century in date, may have been made for Canon

Ayrmynne, when he assumed charge of the spiritualities of the

vacant see of Carlisle.
" The curious thing, however, is that down to the present

day one or other of these identical seals is used by the Arch-
deacon of Carlisle. The Archdeacon of Carlisle, and his

brothers the Archdeacons of "Westmorland and Furness, do not
execute full archidiaconal functions ; they neither hold courts nor
visitations. The Bishop of Carlisle is his own archdeacon, and
executes the duties of the office by his Chancellor, a time-
honoured anomaly of some three-centuries' standing, which will

come to an end on the next voidance of the Chancellorship of
Carlisle. The Archdeacon of Carlisle had thus little occasion,
or no occasion, for a seal, and probably on the rare occasions of
his requiring one, used any stray seal to be found in the

Kegistry.
" I have also the honour to exhibit and present a rubbing of

a brass from Cumberland, which was not on Mr. Frariks's list in
1876 (See Proc. 2d S. vii. p. 24), and which was overlooked by
me, when I procured for the Society rubbings of the brasses

necessary to complete their collection of Cumberland brasses

(See Proc. 2d S. viii. p. 128). The brass is in the church of
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Bootle in S. W. Cumberland, and is fixed in the south wall of

the chancel, but in 1794 (See Hutchinson's Cumberland, vol. i.

p. 559) it was loose, having been removed from its proper place

during some repairs. The inscription is as follows, in four

lines :

Here lyeth Sr HUGHE ASKEW, knyght, late of the seller to

Kynge Eduard the vi, which S r

Hugh was made knyght
at Moskelbrough felde In y

e

yere of or Lord 1 547, and dyed

y
c second day of Marche In the yere of oure Lord God 1562.

" This inscription is given inaccurately in Jefferson's Aller-

dale Ward above Derwent, p. 135, and an account of Sir Hugh
Askew will be found at p. 142. Moskelbrough (Musselburgh)
felde is better known as the battle of Pinkey.

" The brass represents Sir Hugh in armour, with his head

resting on his helmet.
" I have further to report a discovery of old letters made in

Carlisle Cathedral on Monday last, the 24th of November, 1884,

by joiners engaged in repairing the beams which cross the trifo-

rium immediately above the vaulting of the aisles, and which are

shown in Billing's Carlisle Cathedral, Plate viii.
fig. 1. One

of the workmen, while engaged upon the last beam at the west
end of the north triforium, found a hole in the stone work under
one end of the beam ;

in this, under a stone, he found a small

canvas bag drawn up at the mouth, which he handed to the

verger, who took it to the Chapter, then sitting. The bag
proved to contain some eighteen or twenty letters, in a very
dilapidated condition. These I have not yet seen, as the

Cathedral authorities wish to have the letters mounted by an

expert before they are handled, and propose, I believe, to con-

sult our Fellow, H. Bradshaw, Esquire, the Librarian of the

University Library, Cambridge. I am, however, informed that

the letters are of the date of 1643, and that some of them are in

French: one or two are signed
*

Nithsdale,' others '

Aglionby.'
From the accounts of the Chamberlains of Carlisle, I find that

Lord Nithsdale was in Carlisle, and betook of the hospitality
of the Corporation :

u (

1642, 15 Dec., wine bestowed upon the Earle of Nidsdell

00 : 05 : 00.' His lordship was not slow to reciprocate.
' Dec. 27, given to the Earle of Nidsdell's servants, when the

maior and aldermen supped there, 00 : 06 : 00.'
1

April 18, 1644, bestowed upon the Scots lords in wine and

sugar 01 :00:00.'
Lord Nithsdale and his connection, Lord Herries, were both in

Carlisle during its siege (October 1644, to June 1645), and are
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especially mentioned in the articles of surrender.. The Aglionby

who signs one of the letters took a prominent part in local mat-

ters during the Commonwealth, and was especially obnoxious to

Cromwell. I have recently extracted a large amount of unpub-
lished matters relative to this protracted siege from the. -docu-

ments belonging to the Corporation of Carlisle. I hope to be

able shortly to lay a full account of these letters before the

Society.
" I have also to report that a Roman altar was found this

morning in the holms under Carlisle Castle, near the course of

the Roman wall. The upper half of the front has been sliced

off; on the lower is a representation of a three-legged
- bronze

ewer or laver pot.
" I have also to report that I have acquired for, and will

shortly move into, the Carlisle Museum, the figure of the Roman

bagpiper seen by Hutton in 1801 at Stanwix, close to Carlisle

(See Proc. 2d S. viii. p. 74). I am loath to move this inter-

esting stone from the position in which old Hutton saw it ; but

a large midden has been placed close to it; and the stone itself

thrown down, and used to support a water-butt. I moved in the

matter at the earnest request of Dr. Bruce."

J. H. MIDDLETON, Esq., F.S.A., made a further communi-
cation on recent discoveries at Rome in the shape of a Memoir
on " The Rostra of Julius Csesar and the Graacostasis, with the

Umbilicus Romae, and the Milliarium Aureum." This Memoir
was illustrated by five drawings and a photograph. Mr.
Middleton traced the origin and history of the earlier Rostra

up to the time when Julius Caesar removed the beaks of the

conquered fleet to a new "
suggestus

"
or platform, on a diffe-

rent site, at the extreme end of the forum. It is this later

structure which Mr. Middleton here undertook to describe and
illustrate in the light of recent discoveries. In .the course of his

remarks Mr. Middleton called attention to two 'facts which have

hitherto, it is believed, either escaped observation, or -at any
rate have not been put on record : 1. That there is no such

thing as a brick wall among the buildings of ancient Rome ;

bricks, and these triangular in shape, were merely used as

facing to concrete walls. 2. That the so-called "relieving
arches," which frequently appear in brick facing, had no more
constructional use than if they had been painted on the surface

of the wall. Of the Graecostasis and the other appendages to

the Rostra, mentioned above, nothing need be said here, as the

entire Memoir will be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
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Thursday, December llth, 1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Cambridge Antiquarian Society : Report presented May 7, 1883
;

and Communications, No. xxv., being No. 3 of Vol. v. 8vo. Cambridge,
1884.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vi., No. 12.

December. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Architectural and Archaeological Society for the county of Bucking-
ham: Records. Vol. v. No. 6. 8vo. Aylesbury, 1884.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne : Archseologia
.^Eliana. Part 28. Vol. x. No. 2. (New Series.) 8vo. Newcastle,
1884.

From the Author: Antiquites du Nord Finno-Ougrien, publiees a 1'aide d'une
Subvention tie 1'Etat, par J. R. Aspelin. V. L'Age du Fer. Antiquites
des Provinces Baltiques. Folio. Helsingfors, 1884.

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D., V.P.S.A.:

1. The Journal of Hellenic Studies. Vol. v. Nos. 1 and 2. Text and
Plates. Svo and folio. London, 1884.

2. Report of the Chapter of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem (English
Language). Svo. London, 1884.

From G. Lambert, Esq., F.S.A.: Two Photographs.

1. The Mace of the Ancient Borough, Haverford-West. A.D. 1630.

2. Maces of the Ancient Walled City of Tenby, in Little England beyond
Wales, Pembrokeshire.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the Election of Fellows on

Thursday, January 8th, 1885, and a list was read of Candidates

to be balloted for.

J. P. EARWAKER, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., Local Secretary for

North Wales, exhibited six original Documents with seals

attached, upon which

C. S. PERCEVAL, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer, made the follow-

ing remarks :

" The earliest of the deeds exhibited by Mr. Earwaker may
be thus abstracted :

1. Charter sans date of Clemencia, Countess of Chester and

Lincoln,
6 in ligia potestate et viduitate/ testifying that for the

health of her soul, and those of her ancestors and successors, she

has manumitted Walter and Peter, sons of Walter, son of Alice

de Benigtone, with all their sequela, and has given and per-

petually quit-claimed them,
' de me et heredibus meis,' with
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all their chattels acquired (optentis), or to be acquired, to God
and the Church of Benington, they rendering ''reddendo

'

to the

said church annually one penny at Easter, for all secular service

and demands, so that it should be never lawful for her or her

heirs or successors or any persons on her part, or on that of the

said church, to have or obtain any right or claim in tne said

Walter and Peter his brother and their sequela, or in their

chattels, besides the said rent. In witness, &c. Hiis testibus,

Walter de Hereford, Ralph de Paginton, Henry Chambers (de

Camera), William de Westbug' of Benigton, Ralph the Clerk,

William son of John, Hugh (Samr ?) And many others.

The seal of the countess in brown wax is attached. It is

oval, 2J inches long when perfect. It represents a lady stand-

ing with a furred mantle. On her left fist is a hawk ;
in the

right hand perhaps a flower, but the impression is cracked in

this place.

Legend,

[S]IGILL' CLGMeNCie [COM]ITISS6

The husband of the lady, whose charter of manumission of

a villein is before us, was Ranulf, called ' of Blondeville,' Earl of

Chester, and afterwards of Lincoln. Having repudiated his first

wife Constance, daughter and heir of Conan le Petit, Count of

Brittany and Richmond, and widow of Geoffrey Plantagenet,
second son of Henry II., very early in the reign of King John,
he married Clemence de Fougeres, the maker of the present
charter, in the year 1200.

To explain her connection with Bennington, a short sketch
of her pedigree and the descent of that manor will be

necessary.
The Manor of Bennington, with the berewit of Foston in the

hundred of Loveday, parts of Kesteven, and county of Lin-

coln, was at the time of the Great Survey included in the Terra
Comitis Alani, afterwards known as the Honor of Richmond.
Of this Honor accordingly we find it mentioned to be held in
the Testa de Nevill.

Stephen Count (of Penthievre), in Brittany, son, in all pro-
bability, and not brother, as used to be thought, of Alain le

Noir, succeeded to the Richmondshire estates, though never
called earl of Richmond.* His daughter Olive married first

Henry de Fougeres, or de Filgeriis, an important fief in Brittany,
the owners of which were closely connected with the dukes and
counts of that province.

In 1154 Henry became a monk at Savigny, which monastery
* See 3rd Report, Dignity of a Peer, p. 96, and Nicolas, Hist. Peerage, by

Courthope.
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was of his father's foundation. With other issue, he had by
his wife Olive of Brittany and Richmond, two sons, Ralph II,,

who died in 1 1 94, and William de Fougeres, called L'Angevin.
After Henry's death, Olive remarried in or before 1163*

William de St. John, who may or may not be identical with the

person of the same name, son of Adam de Port, who was a wit-

ness to K. John's Charter of the Forest of the ninth year of that

monarch's reign, and who in his seventeenth year accounted for

the farm of Hampshire.f L'Art de Verifier les Dates, xiii. 249,
calls him ' Guillaume de St. Jean en Normandie.'

Now Benington was given to Olive de Fougeres in frank

marriage by her father. This appears, says M. L. Delisle in his

valuable paper on the Fougeres family J from several deeds

relating to this manor preserved in France.

By charter without date William de St. John granted
to Alger de Hoiland in fee two mansura of the demesne of the

Hall (Halite) in his vill of Belintone and nine oxgangs of land of

his own demesne, he rendering one mark of silver for all service.

Olive,
'

daughter of Stephen, Count of Brittany,' wife of the

said William, William de Fougeres, and others, being witnesses.

By what authority he affected to dispose of his wife's land,
we cannot say. In the sequel we shall find a confirmation of

this gift by her successors. Her consent may, however, be in-

ferred from her attestation of the deed.

I have not found when this lady Olive died. Ralfor Raoul,
her eldest son, supported Eudes Conte de Porhoet, second

husband of Bertha, daughter and heir of Conan le Gros, Duke
of Brittany, against Conan le Petit, Earl of Richmond, her
son and heir by her first husband, Alan of Richmond. But
in the sequel he was on Eudes' side, against Conan and

Henry II., who in 1164 besieged the Castle of Fougeres, and
took it and the town and wasted them.

|| Having been a

principal actor in the subsequent events of the time, he died in

or about 1196.1F Juhel, who seems to have been his eldest son,

probably died without issue, for Ralf was succeeded by his

grandson Geoffrey, son and heir, by Agatha de Humet, of his

other son William, who had died in 1187 in his father's life-

time. Geoffrey carried on the line of Fougeres, but we have no
further concern with him.

* Journ. Arch. Ass. vii. 126.

f Madox, Form. No. cccvi. Note (a).

t Printed in Journal of the Archaeological Association, vii. 123. This paper
corrects several mistakes of the compilers of L'Art de Verifier les Dates, and of
others.

Madox, No. cccvi.

||
L'Art de Verifier les Dates, xiii. 274.

f See Mr. Planche's Note, Journ. Arch. Ass. vii. 127.
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The second son of Henry and Olive was also named William
and distinguished from his nephew, as already observed, by the

cognomen of 4'Angevin.'
The Countess Clemence was Geoffrey's only sister, and she

is frequently referred to as '
filia Willelmi de Filgeriis.' f

.

When Clemence, then the widow of Alain de Dinan, was
married in 1200, both her father and grandfather, as we have

seen, were dead, and her brother was either under age or but

recently out of his minority. In these circumstances, her great-
uncle William (PAngevin), who had been acting as guardian to

Geoffrey,* doubtless filled the same office in regard to her and
her affairs.

On October 7, 1200, an agreement was made between the

Earl of Chester and William de Fougeres to settle some questions
which had arisen between them as to her t

maritagium* One
of the parts of this contract is preserved in the British Museum,
Harleian Charters, 52, A. 15. It has been printed twice, that is to

say, in Ormerod's Cheshire, vol. i. pp. 39-40, and by Mr. Planche
in the Journal of the Archgeological Association, vi. 135. The first

part of this instrument is concerned with the lands of Fougeres
and certain estates in the valley of Mortain, which had been
included in the maritagium of Clemence when she married her
first husband. Geoffrey and Clemence are called '

pronepos
'

and '

proneptis,' grand-nephew and niece, that is, of William,
a circumstance which corroborates M. Delisle's pedigree.

The second part of the deed refers to the English property.
There are unfortunately some lacuna in the charter, but the
sense appears to be that William was to keep the manors of

Tuifordf and West Kinton (Wilts), which Ralph, brother of
William (and grandfather of the Countess), had granted to him,
and also the manor of '

Belington,' which had been the marriage-
portion of Olive, mother of William, and were his inheritance,
< ex parte matris suae.' The seal of William de Fougeres, of
which

^the subject is a branch of fern (foug^re) traversed by a
bend, is appended. It is engraved by Mr. Planche.

William (FAngevin) de Fougeres remained in possession of

Bennington up to Nov. 1, 1218, } when he granted and confirmed
to Walter de Fleta and his heirs his nine oxgangs of land and
two tofts in Bennington, which from the similar extent, of land
and the amount of rent, namely, one mark of silver, are most
likely the same lands which William de St. John had, as we

* Journ. Arch. Ass. vii. 127.

t Perhaps Chiuwtone, Chewton Mendip, co. Som. West Kington is in Wilts,
near Chippenham. See Abbrev. Plac. p. 197, for a record of a charter of Henry
111. relating to these two manors, with a note that Chewton had belonged to
Wm. Martel, West Kington to Ralf de Feugers.

J Madox, No. cxii.
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have seen, in a previous generation, granted to Alger de

Holland.

There was a further grant and confirmation * of the nine

oxgangs and two tofts (in Bennington) by Earl Ranulf, hus-

band of Clemence, to Thomas, son of Alger de Fleta, the parcels

being identified by a recital in the deed that they were the

subject of the gift of William de St. John to Alger, father of

Thomas. The rent of one mark is once more reserved. The
deed is without date, but may very probably be referred to some
time between 1219, not long after which year -William de

Fougeres must have died,f and 1232, when Clemence, by the

death of Earl Ranulf, was again left a widow.

Thomas, son of Alger de Fleta, subsequently gave the nine

oxgangs to the Abbey of Savigny, as appears from another

charter | of the Countess Clemence in her widowhood, whereby
she grants and confirms to the Abbat and Convent of Savigny
(inter alia) all the lands, goods, and possessions which on the

day of the death of Ranulph, Earl of Chester and Lincoln, they
had in Benington and Forton (leg. Foston) in francalmoigne.
She further grants and confirms to them the nine oxgangs of

land which they had of the gift of Thomas, son of Alger of Flete,
and remises, to make a pittance on Ash Wednesday (Feria quarta
in capite jejunii), the rent of a mark which Thomas used to pay.

Witnesses, among others, Robert, Abbot of Combermere, and

Reginald, Prior of Repton. Neither of these names assist in

fixing more closely the date of the charter.

The same seal as that exhibited by Mr. Earwaker is

appended to this last deed, but with a counterseal of a ' bird

standing,' with the legend, as given by Madox,

S' CLeMGNCie COMIT' ceSTRIG GT LINCOL'

There was a priory of Cistercian monks, a cell to Savigny,
established at Long Bennington at an uncertain time. Ralf de

Fougeres, with the concurrence of his sons Juhel and William,

gave the church of Bennington to the monks of Savigny, and
the monastery had other property there.

This alien priory was granted 22 Richard II. to the Car-
thusian House of St. Anne beside Coventry ;

but in 9 Hen. V.
it became the property of the priory of Mountgrace. At the

*
Maclox, No. cccx.

f By a misprint in M. Delisle's tabular pedigree, William is made to die in

1122 instead of in 1212, the date given in the Chronicle of Savigny, cited by him
in the text of his article. But the grant in Madox, No. cxii., shows him to have
been alive in 1218; and Mr. Planche, in a note to p. 127, of the Journal, quotes a
letter of his dated 1219.

J Madox, No. cccxxxvii.

Monasticon, vi. 1024.
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Dissolution the manor of Bennington was made over to the Dean

and Chapter of Westminster, in whose archives Madox found

the deeds printed in his Formulare, and noticed in these

remarks.

An Inquisition taken in 1275 * returns that Olive, daughter
of William de Feugeriis, gave their lands, four carucates, to

the monks at Bennington, and that they had held them for a

hundred years. Olive, as we have seen, was the mother, not

the daughter, of William de Fougeres. She may, however, have

given land. Possibly there was a mistake as to the Christian

name of this benefactress, and the grant of Clemence just quoted

maybe referred to, though indeed in that case the period of

one hundred years is too great.
The date of the Countess's charter to the monks is easily

fixed between 1232, the year of the Earl Kanulph's death, and

1235, the 19th of Henry III., for on August 19 of that year
the king by charter f confirmed to the abbey of Savigny (inter

alia) gifts of land in Foxton and Benytone, by William, son

of Kodland of Button, and of the following gifts of Clemence,

daughter of William de Fougeres, namely, a villein Thomas,
son of William of Fotstune, four oxgangs of lands which

William, the father of Thomas, held in Fotstune, and also the

premises granted by the charter printed in Madox, No. ccccxxxvii.

as already mentioned.

The manumission exhibited by Mr. Earwaker is probably
of the same date, circa 1235.

The form of manumission is, I think, unusual, for it is not

absolute, but is rather an assignment of the villein and his
'

sequel
'

to the church ; but he is made free, to all intents and

purposes, except that he must pay to the church a sort of quit-
rent of one penny.

Madox, No. dcclv. has printed a somewhat similar instru-

ment without date, granting and quit-claiming, free from
all nativitate (villeinage) and services, a certain villein to a

grantee in consideration of money paid by him. But .the word
manumitto is not here used.

^Glanville says,|
i Pluribus autem modis potest ad libertatem

aliquis in villenagio positus deduci ; veluti si dominus ejus
volens eum ad libertatem perduci, et a se et heredibus suis

quietum clamaverit ; vel si eum, ad liberandum, alicui dona-
verit vel vendiderit.'

* Rot. Hundr. cited in Monasticon.

t Recited by Inspeximus 12Edw.IIL,No. 33, m. 10, and 12 Edw. I. (? II.),
No. 34, ap. Dugd. Mon. yi. 1102.

J Lib. 5, cap. 5.
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2. The second instrument is a grant in French by Philippa,

Queen of Edward III. granting to Rauf Despaigne certain lands

in her manor of the High Peak, co. Derby, which had been

escheated from Jordan Joudrel. The text of this grant, which is

dated 1336, follows:

Philippe par la grace de Dieu Koyne Dengleterre, Dame Dirlande et Duchesse

Daquitaine. As touz ceux qi cestes lettres verront Salutz. Sachez nous de

nostre grace especiale avoir done et graunte a nostre bien amez Rauf Despaigne
les terres et tenementz qi feurent a Jurdan Joudrel en le Haut Peek, lesqueux
terres et tenementz sont escheuz en nostre meyn par la forfaiture lavantdit

Jurdan. A avoir et tenir les avantditz terres et tenementz ove lour apparte-
naunces a lavantdit Raufe ses heirs, et ses assignez, sauf a chescuny son droit

de nostre manoir del Haut Peek. Rendant ent par an a nostre dit manoir del

Haut peek atant come Javantdit Jurdan soleit rendre. En tesmoignaunce de

queu chose A cestes noz lettres patentes avoms mys nostre seal. Done a

Westmonstier le xxiij jour de Marz Lan du regne nostre treschier seignour le

Roy dysme.

Seal in bright red wax. Oval, about 2-*- inches long. Broken
on right side to a point within the legend.
Under a decorated canopy with side niches, standing effigy of

the queen crowned, sceptre terminated by fleurs-de-lis in right

hand, fingers of left hand supported by cord of mantle. A
shield of arms on either side. Dexter, England; sinister,

Hainault. Beneath the effigy is a four-bodied lion.

The legend is very imperfect.

Counterseal, 1 J inch"in diameter. Within a beautiful rosace of

decorated work a shield, England and Hainault, quarterly, as on

the queen's secretum, figured in Sandford's Genealogical History.
A small eagle displayed on each side of the shield, the rest of

the field semee of fleurs-de-lis.

This seal is of fine design and execution. The principal side,

with the effigy, may well be compared with the seal of Dartford

Priory, engraved in Proceedings, vi. 402.

From a nearly contemporary indorsement,
"
buggysworthe,"

we learn that the particular estate granted by the deed was
situate at Bugsworth, a township or hamlet in the parish of

Glossop, co. Derby.
This deed is from the fine collection of charters belonging to

Captain Egerton Leigh, of the West 'Hall, High Leigh, Knuts-

ford, co. Chester, and came into the possession of his family by
the marriage of Elizabeth, younger daughter and co-heiress of

Francis Jodrell, of Yeardsley, co. Chester, Esq. with Egerton

Leigh, Esq. in 1778.

3. Next in chronological order is an Indenture, dated 20th

April, 3 Eichard II. 1380, between Joan, Princess of Wales,
Duchess of Cornwall, Countess of Chester and Kent, and Lady
of Wake, cousin and heir of Joan de Stoteville, sometime Lady

VOL. x. M
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of Cotyngham, of the one part, and Richard de Walkyngton and

others burgesses and guardians (custodes) of the town of

Beverley and all the community of the said town, of the other

part, reciting a grant and confirmation of Walter Giffard, Arch-

bishop of York, with consent of his chapter to the said Joan de

Stoteville, her heirs and assigns (by a composition dated 1269),
of six marks of rent in the vill of Waghen, to be received of the

abbat and convent of Meaux, part of an annual rent of 100

shillings which they were wont to pay the archbishop by reason

of the removal of all wears, dams, piles, chain, and other

nuisances in the water of Hull, which six marks the burgesses
and guardians of Beverley were wont to pay to Joan de Stoteville

in exoneration of the archbishop; and reciting that' the said

Richard, &c., and the community of Beverley, had granted
afresh to the princess six marks of rent to be received out of

a house in Beverley called Le (Dyngo
r

?). The princess in

consideration of this grant releases and quit-claims to the parties
of the second part all her right and claim in the first-mentioned

rent, and all other rents heretofore granted to her ancestors,

saving the six marks payable on the fresh grant. To which the

parties have interchangeably set their seals. Dated at Missen-

dene, 20 April, 3rd Rich, it
The seal of the ' Fair Maid of Kent '

remains attached to

this document in very good preservation.
It is circular, 2 inches in diameter. In an ornamented panel a

shield, France and England quarterly; a label, impaling England,

a bordure for Woodstock. The letters
j

(

p about the shield.

Legend,

*
StfiiU . fofianne principle SiaJaUte comtttese . cotnuiue .

cestr et fcanrie.

This deed, which I understand has since
;
>been acquired by

the British Museum, was, with others, purchased by Mr. Ear-
waker at the sale of the effects of the late Mr. Gylliatt Sumner,
of Beverley.

It was printed in extenso (with an English translation) by the
late Mr. Fairless Barber, F.S.A., to whom it had been lent by
the owner, in the Proceedings of the Annual Provincial Meeting
of the Incorporated Law Society, held at Manchester in 1878.
The paper in which it occurs was afterwards separately re-

printed.

4. The following instrument relates to the period when after
the death of the Duke of Bedford, John Earl of Somerset was
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lieutenant-general of King Henry VI. ' for the wars of France
and Normandy.'
Two members of the Cheshire family of Legh, John and

Thomas, whose precise place in the pedigree Mr. Earwaker has
been unable at present to ascertain, appear from this document
to have been engaged under Somerset, Thomas Legh being at

the head of a party of archers serving under the immediate
command of John Legh, one of the earl's officers.

The instrument is a certificate, dated August 24, 1440, under
the official seal of James Dryland, keeper of the seal of obliga-
tions of the Viconte of Caen, testifying to a formal discharge

given before a notary public by John Legh to Thomas Legh and
his twenty-four archers, as having completed their term of

service of half-a-year under and in the company of John Legh.
A copy of the certificate is here given, some modern accents

and a few capital letters having been supplied for the sake of

clearness :

A tous ceulx qui ces lettres verront James Dryland escuier, Garde du seel

des obligations de la viconte de Caen salut. Savoir faisons que par devant
Jehan lebriant clerc tabellion jure en la ville et banlieu de Caen (quant ?)
a ce qui ensuit fut present Jehan Legh escuier de la compaignie et Retenue de
hault et puissant Seignior Mons' le conte de Somerset, lequel congnut et

confessa, que Thomas Legh (enseun' ?) escuier, et vingtquatre archers soubz

lui, ont bien et deuement servy le Roy nostre Seigneur en fait de la guerre en
France et Normandie en 1'armee de mondit Seigneur le conte pour le temps et

terme de demy an finy et escheu en (sourdier ?) soubz et en la compaignie
dicellui Jehan Legh. Et par ce du dit Seignior et d'eppenden' quitta et quittes
clama Icellui Thomas Legh ses dits archers leurs pleges et tous autres a qui
quittance en peult et doit appartenir, promettant que jamais poursuitte ne
demand ne leur en sera faites. En tesmoign de ce, ceste prcsente quittance
nous avons scellee du seel desdictes obligacions, et Icellui Jehan Legh 1'a

signce de son signet. Ce fut fait Ian de grace mil iiij
c
quarante, le xxiiij

e
jour

d'Aoust. Tesmoigns Jehan de g' salle (Grand Salle ?) escuier et Jehan de la

Place.

(Signed with notarial paraplie} LEBKIANT.

Two seals remain attached to a parchment slip.

1. In green wax, imperfect, The seal for obligations of the

Viconte of Caen.

Circular, about 1^ inch in diameter. Subject, a gate of a

fortified town of two battlemented- stories with side turrets

having conical roofs. On dexter side of main tower a star and
fleur-de-lis. On sinister side of the same a lion passant

guardant. Between the dexter turret and the main building
the letter tr.

Legend,
*

S*>. oti[igactonum
* btwomttatus catiomenstg].

The legend is restored from M. Douet d'Arcq's description of
the same, or a nearly identical seal No. 4949, Inventaire des

M 2
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Sceaux de la France. His seal affixed to a document dated

1435 has no letter fc.

2. Signet of John Legh. Apparently a sheaf of arrows, two

words by way of legend, very illegible (? fceu aft).

It may be noticed that on April 9, 1442, James Dryland was

lieutenant at Bayeux to Matthieu Gothier, Escuier, captain of

that place. (See Add. Charters 588, British Museum.)
This deed is also from the collection of Captain Egerton

Leigh.

5. We have next an example of the common seal of the

Collegiate Church of Manchester, appended to a licence dated

1506 by James Stanley, the Master or Warden, and the' Fellows

of the Collegiate Church, empowering the Gild of Saint Saviour

and the House of Jesus to have Divine service in the chapel

recently built by them on the south of the church, and to appro-

priate the oblations there made to the image of the Saviour in

the said chapel.
The seal is oval, about 2 inches long, in red wax.

The subject is the Assumption B.V.M., who appears at full

length surrounded by a border of conventional clouds. At the

foot two shields 1. Three bendlets (enhanced?), Gresley ; 2.

Crusilly fitchee, a lion rampant, De la Warre.

Legend,

StQillum : commune : collegii : fceate : matte : toe : mamcesti*.

This deed is preserved among the late Canon Raine's deeds in

the Chetham Library, Manchester, and has been printed by him
in his Lancashire Chantries (Chetham Society), p. 48, note, the

seal being described on p. 29, note. No other perfect copy of

this seal is at present known.
I do not think there is any reasonable doubt as to the legend,

though the impression is somewhat injured. I am informed that

the word 6 commune '

has been read '

communitatis,' which
would not be applicable even if there were letters enough, which
there are not, to admit of such a reading.

6. The last of Mr. Earwaker's exhibits is the probate of the

will of Elyn Jowdrell (widow of Eoger Jowdrell, of Yeardsley ,

in the parish of Taxal, co. Chester, deceased), dated 18th of

April, 1548, and having the Probate Act endorsed on the back.

The Act is as follows :

Edwardus sextus, dei gra. Anglie, &c. Kex fidei defensor et in terris ecclesie

Anglicane et Hibernice sub christo caput supremum Universis & singulis subditis

nostris, &c. Salutem. Admissis probationibus super factionem testament! Elene
Jowdrell relicte parochie de Tackeshalle [Taxal, deanery of Macclesfield, arch-
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deaconry and diocese of Chester] defuncte, quia compertum est iilud testa-

mentum satis ? et legitime factum igitur illud testamentum probari approbari
et insinuari, executionem testamenti hujusmodi Elizabeth' Knottysford Otueli

Jowdrell, Johanni Eyton Johanni Pott et Jacobo Brucke capellano executoribus
in eodem testamento nominatis, In forma juris juratis? per Decanum nostrum
Decanatus de Maclesfelde Cestrensis diocesis committi facimus per presentes.
Salvo jure cujuscunque Teste Joanne Cestrensi Episcopo vicesimo quinto die
mensis Apprilis Anno Regni nostri tercio.

WILLMUS. LEGH,* DECANUS
DE MACLESFELD.

The seal to this probate presents a fresh example of the seals

provided under the statute Edward VI. for exercising the
ecclesiastical jurisdictions throughout England in the king's
name. Some account of these seals, with a note of all the

specimens then known to me, has been so recently laid before
the Society,! that it is needless to enter into particulars regard-
ing them.

All these seals hitherto noticed are, so far as 1 am aware, of
the old ecclesiastical oval, or '

vesica piscis
'

shape. That
which is now exhibited is circular and about 1J- inch in

diameter. Like the oval seals, its subject is the royal arms.
France and England quarterly, ensigned with the crown, and

having the lion and dragon supporters. Beneath the arms is

the word MACLES|FELD. The Legend varies from that found
on the oval seal, which always runs,

Sigillum Kegie Majestatis ad causas Ecclesiasticas,

for it appears to be

s : REGA[?le in] DECANATV : DE MACLESFELD : AD :

CAS : ECCL.

The letter A is not quite certain, but I think it is correctly
read, and it seems to be followed by the letter L. The next two
or three letters are quite obliterated, and for IN the word PRO

might perhaps -be substituted.

This will is also from Captain Egerton Leigh's collection, and
Mr. Earwaker states that it is the only impression of the seal of

the Deanery of Macclesfield which he has so far met with.

EVERARD GREEN, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a Paper on the

words li O Sapientia^ in the Kalendar. This Paper will be

published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

* William Legh was rector of Gawsworth, a village three miles from Maccles-i

field, from 1536 to 1565. See East Cheshire, ii, 588,

f Proceedings, i*. 38,
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Thursday, January 8th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From E. Peacock, Esq., F.S.A. : The Cries of York, for the Amusement of

Young Children. Decorated with cuts. [Chap-book.] 32mo. York.

From the Author : On recent Excavations at Buckfast Abbey. By J. Brooking
Rowe, F.S.A. [From Trans. Devon Assoc. 1884. xvii Pp.' 590-4.]
8vo.

From the Author : Ancient Marbles in Great Britain. By Ad. Michaelis.

Reprinted from the Journal of Hellenic Studies. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Communal Archaeological Commission of Rome : Bullettino. Anno
xii. Num. 3. Serie ii. 8vo. Rome, 1884.

From the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland : The
Journal. Vol. vi. Fourth Series. No. 58. 8vo. Dublin, 1884.

From the Author, through Miss L. Toulmin Smith : Discovery of a Tomb
Cave at Ghain Sielem, Gozo, in June, 1884. Notice by Dr. A. A. Caruana,
Librarian of the Public Library, Malta. Folio.

From the Author : Some Account of Ancient Excavations in Wejl Wood, and
Chalk-Pit Field, West Wickham, Kent. By George Clinch. [Privately

printed.] 8vo. West Wickham, 1884.

From the Editor : The Athenaeum. 2 vols. 4to. London, 1884.

From George Godwin, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A. : The Builder. Volg. xl.vi. and
xlvii. Folio. London, 1884.

From the Proprietors, Messrs. Virtue and Co. : The Art Journal. New Series
1884. Folio. London.

From the Editor : Notes and Queries. Vols. ix. and x. 6th Series. 4to.

London, 1884.

From the Society of Arts :

1. Their Journal. Vol. xxxii. (No. 1624) to vol. xxxiii. (No. 1675). 8vo.
London. 1884.

2. Journal. Index to vols. xxi. to xxx. (1872 to '1882). 8vo. London,
1884.

From the Photographic Society : The Photographic Journal. New Series.
Vol. viii. No. 4, to vol. ix. No. 3. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Virginia Historical Society : Collections. New Series. Vol. iv.

Dinwiddie Papers. Edited by R. A. Brock. Vol. ii. 1755-1758. 8vo.
Richmond, Va., 1884.

From the Author : The History of the Parish and Priory of Lenton, in the

County of Nottingham. By J. T. Godfrey. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : On some curious Excavations in the Isle of Portland. By
T. V. Holmes, F.G.S. From Proc. Geologists' Assoc. viii. No. 7. 8vo.

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries : Aarb^ger, 1884. Tredie
Hefte. 8vo. Copenhagen.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vii. No. 1.

January. 8vo. London, 1885.
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From the New England Historic Genealogical Society : The Register. No.
cliii. Vol. xxxix. 8vo. Boston, 1885.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. : Les Tapisseries Decoratives du Garde-
Meuble (Mobilier National). Choix des plus beaux Motifs. Tar Ed.
Guichard. Texte par Alfred Darcel. Folio. Paris.

A Vote of Special Thanks was awarded to Everard Green,

Esq., F.S.A., for his Donation to the Library.

In accordance with the provisions of the Statutes, Chap. III.

3, a List of the names of those Fellows who on the 31st

December, 1884, were in arrear of their subscription, was
ordered to be suspended.

J. P. COATES, Esq., exhibited a Collection of loO Drawings,
executed by himself in sepia, of Views of the Roman Wall.

The Ballot opened at 8*45 p.m. and closed at 9*30 p.m.,
when the following gentlemen were declared to be duly
elected :

Francis Brent, Esq.
Rev. George Tyson Harvey.

George Flood France, Esq.

George Frederic Bodley, Esq., A.R.A.

Frederic Ernest Sawyer, Esq.

Thursday, January 15th, 1885.

C. S. PERCEVAL, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. :

1.
"
Anglican Orders." By an Anglican, since become a Catholic. [Ed.

Bellasis, Serj eant-at-Law.] 8vo. London [1872].

2. The Money Jar of Plautus at the Oratory School : an account of the

recent representation. By Edward Bellasis. Sm. 4to. London, 1884.

From the Editor, G. B. Morgan, Esq. : Genealogy of Morgan, of Llantarnam

Abbey, Monmouthshire, and of Monasterevan, Co. Kildare. Broadsheet,

1884.

From the Editor, W. A. Copinger : History of the Copingers or Coppingers of

the county of Cork, Ireland, and the counties of Suffolk and Kent, England.

A new edition. 8vo. Manchester, 1884.

From the Author: L. Aleman. Grammaire Elcmentaire de la Langue

Quichce. Publiee par A. Blomme. Svo. Copenhagen, 1884.
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From the William Salt Archaeological Society : Collections for a History of

Staffordshire. Part I. Volume v. 8vo. London, 1884,

From the Art-Union of London : Report of the Council, with List of Members.

8vo. London, 1884.

From the Author : The Endowed Charities of Monmouthshire. Arranged and
Indexed by G. B. Morgan. Privately printed. 8vo. London, 1885.^

From the Author : Who Spoils our New English Books ? Asked and Answered

by Henry Stevens of Vermont [F.S.A.] 12mo. London, 1884.

From W. E. Foster, F.S.A. : Croyland. The Abbey, Bridge, and Saint Guth-
lac. Compiled by the Rev. E. M. Sanderson from Papers read by the Rev.

Canon Moore [F.S.A.] 8vo. Spalding.

From the Incorporated Church Building Society : The Church Builder. No.
xxi. New Issue. January. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author : Genealogical Memoranda of the Family of De La Moor
or Moore de Moorehayes, in the parish of Collumpton, in the County of

1 Devon. From A.D. 1120 (circa) to A.D. 1884. By the Rev. Cecil Moore,
M.A. Part i. 4to. London, 1884.

From the Author : The Chartulary of the Monastery of Lyminge. Translated
and illustrated by R. C. Jenkins, M.A. 8vo. Folkestone [1884].

From the Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association : The
Journal. Part xxxiii. (Vol. ix. pt. i.) 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Academy of Inscriptions (National Institute of France) : Comptes
Rendus des Seances de 1'Annee 1884. Quatrieme Serie. Tome xii. Bul-
letin de Juillet-Aout-Septembre. 8vo. Paris, 1884.

From J. W. Legg, Esq., M.D., F.S.A. : La Liturgie Ancienne et Moderne.
Troisieme Edition. 12mo. Paris, 1752. [The Donor has appended the

following note :
" This appears to be the same book as that published by

Grancolas with the title Traite de la Messc ct de V Office dhrin at Paris,
1714, second edition. It corresponds word for word and page for page, mis-

print for misprint."]

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D., V.P.S.A. : Fac-simile (Photograph) of
the Wansey Roll, being a Poem upon the Symbols of Our Lord's most bitter

Passion, described Proc. Soc. Ant. Lond. ix. 74. Two copies.

On the nomination of the President, the following gentlemen
were appointed Auditors of the Society's Accounts for the past
year :

Joseph Clarke, Esq., F.S.A.
Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D/
0. M. Clode, Esq., C.B.
Edmund Oldfield, Esq.

G. F. France, Esq., and the Rev. G. T. Harvey were admitted
Fellows.

The following communication was read from the Rev. R. C.

JENKINS, Local Secretary for Kent, addressed to the Secretary:
"
Lyminge Rectory, Hythe,

"
January 12th, 1885.

" DEAK MR. WATSON,
* <

The Arrival of another number of your Archaeological Pro-
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ceedings reminds me how negligent I must appear in the duties
of my local secretaryship. But in truth I have been anxiously
watching for materials of interest to communicate to the Society,
and hoping (but in vain) that the beginning of the new Elhara

Valley Railway in this parish and neighbourhood might give
me what 1 so much needed. Unfortunately, however, it runs

through a portion of our district on the wrong side of the village,
in and under which such excavations might lead to interesting
results. I have, however, sent you as an instalment, though a

very trifling one, a brief record of our monastic history for

your library, which will indicate the great chances of future

discoveries in our ancient church and parish. As I have added
to the churchyard a piece of ground upon which a portion of the

ancient basilical buildings stood, I may hope that even the

prospective interments may reveal something of interest. From
the *

navvies,' those pioneers of archaeology, I gather that they
have found in the mounds which abound here, and some of

which have been disturbed by their weapons, many indications

of ancient burial-places, though of a humbler kind than those

which were discovered in the neighbouring parishes of Stowting

(so famous for Saxon interments) and Barham, in which Breach-

Down yielded so rich a harvest. Still great quantities of ashes

and bones were found, and if we could explore some of the

larger mounds here (one on Beerforstal, in Elham ; another on

Ehodes Minnis ;
and the third in Westwood, in this parish) we

might find curious relics. You will see by my sketch of the

history of our manor and church that our position was a very
remarkable one in ancient Kentish history. I hope that some

day you may be tempted to visit these parts, and to give me the

opportunity of introducing you to the last relics of what our great
Roman antiquaries, Parker and Lord Talbot de Malahide, con-

sidered to be a Roman church, in a Roman villa, of the close

of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century. The present (or

second) church I proved, even to the satisfaction of Mr. Parker,

to be the work of St. Dunstan, who rebuilt it out of the mate-

rials of the first church in 965. You have, doubtless, seen the

original of the second of our charters, now fortunately the pro-

perty of the nation, at the British Museum. Perhaps you will

kindly communicate to the Society anything in this letter which

may be worthy of communication, and believe me to remain
"
Always very truly yours,

" ROBERT C. JENKINS."

C. J. ROBINSON, Esq.,F.S.A., exhibited two heraldic Panels,

enclosed in frames of probably^
later date, on which the

following remarks were made by himself ;
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" The two old carved oak panels, which I have thought might
be worth bringing to the notice of the Fellows of our Society,
were obtained by me a short time ago from a London dealer.

The vendor could tell me nothing about them, so they must

speak for themselves. They appear to me to be interesting, and
somewhat unusual examples of English heraldic ornamentation

of the first quarter of the sixteenth century.
" The armorial bearings, which, as the inscription seems to

indicate, are those of some members of the Blount family, may,
perhaps, furnish a more definite clue both to the personality of

the individuals who caused the panels to be made and to the

locality where they were placed.
" I may observe that these large square panels appear to me of

a somewhat unusual type. It is, perhaps, however, not quite
certain that they have come down to us in their original shape.
It has occurred to me that perhaps the four upright oblong
panels, which are now grouped two and two together, with the

square moulded border or framework, were originally separately

placed. I have also some slight doubt whether this framework
should not be referred to a somewhat later period than the

panels say, to the Elizabethan or early Jacobean period." From the tenor of the inscription it may, I think, be in-

ferred that the panels had an ecclesiastical destination.
" The Blounts, I think, have always remained one of the

old English Koman Catholic families, and it is, perhaps, a
reasonable supposition that these panels may have formed part
of the fittings of a domestic chapel in some old manor-house

belonging to them."

The following communication was read from EVERARD GREEN,
Esq., F.S.A., addressed to the Director:

" Reform Club,
"
London, 9th Dec. 1884.

" DEAR MR. MILMAN,
" The two framed panels of oak, which Mr. Eobinson sends

for exhibition, are more than probably from Herefordshire, as

three out of the four coats of arms, which are carved on the

panels, relate to the old Eoman Catholic family of Blount of

Grendon, in that shire.
" The Blounts of Grendon were a junior branch of the great

family of Blount, whose origin has been traced to the Counts
of Guisnes, before the Eoman Conquest.

" Vide Evelyn Shirley's Noble and Gentle Men of England,
1866, p. 183; Oroke's Genealogy of the Croke Family, 1823,
vol. ii. pp. 280-6 ; Scrope and Grosvenor Roll, vol. ii. p. 192 ;
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Kobinson's Mansions and Manors of Herefordshire, 1873
; and

Peacham's Complete Gentleman, 1861, pp. 230-1.
u The Blounts bore for their arms Barry nebulee of six

or and sable ;
and this junior branch, as a difference, had

three pellets in chief, as appears by the Heralds' Visitation of
Herefordshire of 1586.

u The first panel consists of two boards. That on the dexter
side is ornamented with the linen-pattern, on which is a shield
divided per fesse.

" In chief, the arms of Blount of Grendon Barry, nebulee,
or and sable, will be seen ; and the workman, instead of placing
the three pellets in chief, has charged the coat with a fesse, on
which are three roundels. The impaled coat, Azure, a fesse

between three chess-rooks or, is that of Bodenham of Rother-
was.

" In base is the leend

rate

ftatu nifiamf hloton*

et mfjane tuwis et*

" This John Blount of Grendon married Joane, daughter of

Eoger Bodenham, of llotherwas, co. Hereford, who died the

5th day of June, 1555, and by her inquisition post mortem
her daughter, Elizabeth, aged forty-four years, was found to be
her heir. This Elizabeth Blount had two husbands : first,

Eichard Berrington, of Winsley, co. Hereford, and next, Mr.
Richard Warnecombe.

" On the sinister side of the first panel is a shield pendant
from the helmet, and appears quite independent of the sup-

porters, which are two otters. These animals support the

helmet, on which is a torse and lambrequin, surmounted by the

crest a bull's head couped. (Vide Archaeologia, xxxi. 179;

Garter-plate of John Lord Dynham, 1501.)
a The two otters stand on two wavy stems of conventional

foliage, which issue from two cornucopia, which branch out

from the base of a somewhat classic vase.
" On the shield is the same coat of Blount, and with the same

mistake of placing the roundels on a fesse instead of in chief, if,

indeed, they ought to find a place in this coat at all. My own
view is that they should not, as I suspect that we have here

what is intended for the achievement of William Blount, fourth

Baron Mountjoy, K.G., Master of the Mint in the Tower of

London, &c., whose life is fairly sketched in Croke's Genealogy
of the Croke Family (vol. ii. p. 204).

" The second panel also consists of two boards. That on the
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dexer side has a rose-tree, and, from the tradition of the Blount

family, I believe, a York rose. On it is a shield, quarterly of

four.
u

] and 4. Barry nebulee, or and sable, on a fesse three

roundels Blount.
'

"2. Azure, a cross chequee or and gules Whitney.
" 3. Argent, on a cross sable a leopard's face or Brydges.
" This I take to be the coat of Richard Blount, brother of

John Blount, who married Joane Bodenham.
" This Richard Blount was of Monkland, co. Hereford, and

was grandson of Thomas Blount, of Grendon, by the daughter
and heiress of Sir Richard Brydges, and great-grandson of

Roger Blount, of Grendon, who married Eleanor, daughter of

Sir Robert Whitney, of Whitney, co. Hereford, knight." Richard Blount died without issue, leaving his estates to his

nephew, Roger Blount, of Grendon, whose coat of arms, I take

it, we have on the sinister side of this panel, which is also

adorned with the linen-pattern, on which is a quarterly
i i j
shield :

" 1 and 4. Barry nebulee, or and sable, on a fesse three

roundels Blount.
"

2. Sable, three roses argent Lloyd.
66 3 three pendant flowers (? daffodils).
" This Roger Blount was son and heir of Thomas Blount, of

Hereford, a younger brother of John Blount, who married
Joane Bodenham. His father, Thomas Blount, had served as

a Captain under William Blount, 4th Baron Mountjoy, of whom
we have spoken above, and whose wife, Mary, was daughter of
David Lloyd, of Montgomeryshire, who bore as his arms, Sable,
three roses argent.

" In conclusion, it may interest some to know that this Roger
Blount (who became the ultimate heir of the three brothers,
John Blount, Thomas Blount, and Richard Blount) was grand-
father of that excellent antiquary, Thomas /'Blount, of the
Inner Temple, barrister-at-law, who was born at Bordesley,
in Worcestershire, about 1619, and who died at Orleton, in

Herefordshire,
i on St. Stephen's Day, 1679, aged 61,' from

fright caused by the plot of that unmitigated villain, Titus

Gates, in 1678. His life is picturesquely given by Anthony a

Wood, and by Dodd, in his Church History (1737J, which last

was published as an antidote to Burnet's History of the Re-
formation. In 1874, Mr. Carew Hazlitt, of the Inner Temple,
reprinted Thomas Blount's Tenures of Land and Customs of

Manors, which first appeared in 1679, under the title of Ancient
Tenures of Land and Jocular Customs of some Manors.

" The kinships of all these worthies I have tried to make clear
by a short pedigree,
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Sir Walter Blount, Knight.=f=Sancha de Ayala, d. of

j
Don Diego Gomez.

=FSir Thos. Blount.

173

James Blount, of Grendon,
co. Hereford, 3rd son.

=f=Walter Blount, 1st Roger Blount,=pEleanor, d. of

Sir Robert

Whitney, co.

Hereford.

Baron Mountjoy. of Grendon.

=r=John Blount, 3rd

Baron Mount-

jov, 2nd son.
1

1

William Blount, 4th

Baron Mountjoy,
KG., ob. 1535.

Thomas Blount,=j=. . . d. and
of Grendon, s. I h. of Sir

and h. Richard

Walter Blount,
of Grendon.

Brydges.

Roger Blount, of Grendon and=p
Monkland, co. Hereford.

Burke's Landed Gentry,

HOIl UIUl-T-

d. Vide

, I I

Myles Blount, of Orleton, co.=f=

Hereford, + Nov. 1663.

Thomas Blount, lawyer and

antiquary ;
born 1619; -f- 26

Dec. 1679
;
buried at Orleton.

M. I. Author of Tenures of

Land and Customs of Manors.

I am, dear Mr. Milman, yours truly ever,
EVEBABD GREEN."

MAJOR W. COOPER COOPER, F.S.A., in a letter to the Secre-

tary, dated January 10th, 1885, communicated the following

account of excavations at Sheepwalk Hill, in the parish of Tod-

dington, Beds :

Having heard on December 30th, 1884, of the discovery of

some human bones at Sheepwalk Hill, where last year two
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skeletons were found (See Proc. 2d S. vol. x. p. 36), I sent a

responsible person to make inquiries, and bring me all the

information he could get.
" He reported that the bones had been found by the tenant's

son whilst ferreting rabbits.
" I desired my informant to get assistance and make a

thorough examination of the spot, The bones were found about

five yards north-west of the grave opened last year; they evi-

dently had been disturbed ; but lower down, about three feet

from the surface, the workmen discovered the skeleton of a

woman, lying north-west and south-east, head to north-west ;

her arms were by her sides.
" At a short distance below her waist were found the blade of

a knife, and a flat piece of iron, four inches long, of peculiar

shape, turned up at the ends, which had holes in them. On the

centre a piece of iron was rivetted, and was probably a hook,
wherewith to suspend the bar to a waistband. This and the

knife are much corroded. Close to these a very perfect ear-

scoop, linked to tweezers, all of bronze.
" At the head, and nearly touching the skull, a plain black

pot 3^ inches high by 5J inches diameter in outline re-

sembling some of Merovingian type (See Woodcut), was taken

URN OF MEROVINGIAN TYPE FROM BEDS.

Scale, linear.

out whole, but in a very tender state ; it was full of sand and

gravel. When perfectly dry it was emptied, but nothing was

found in the sand. The inside, from a white scale upon it,

appears to have held some kind of food, and the sand appeared

cemented with a white material near the bottom.
" The search was continued and six more skeletons exhumed,
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but with them nothing of importance (save only an old rusty
rabbit-trap). The ground was hollow with rabbit-burrows, and
the bones so scattered and intermixed that I decided to try
another spot. The bones from their size appeared to be those of

men. The skulls broke up on being handled.
" The following day (January 2nd, 1885) another pit was

opened a few yards on the other side of last year's grave, and a

female skeleton was here discovered about the same depth from
the surface as the first.

" On the chest were placed a small round bronze fibula, 1^
inch in diameter, much decayed. It appears to have had an
ornamental covering of some kind, but which fell to pieces when
touched. There were also found a large black bead (probably

jet), fourteen small glass beads, two glass bugle-beads, a long
brass pin, and two finger-rings, one of which is silver. The
arms were by her sides, the position of the skeleton north and

south, head to south. The skull being small, and the teeth

perfect, the grave would seem to be that of a young person.
u

It will be observed, these modes of sepulture differ, and I

would here call attention to the account of a grave opened
in Kent, mentioned in Gravemounds, by Llewellynn Jewitt,
F.S.A. pp. 233-5, to which this second instance has a great
resemblance.

(i The digging was continued till the borders of last year's

grave were reached, but only a few bits of broken pottery were

found. One small bit, however, I have preserved, it having
same ornamental crosses impressed on it. It is the first bit so

marked I have hitherto met with in this neighbourhood. (See

Gravemounds, p. 224, fig. 341.)
" The areas opened on the sides of last year's grave were each

about 12 yards by 7."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, January 22nd, 1885.

H. S. M1LMAN, Esq., M.A.. Director, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From H.M. India Office : Archaeological Survey of Southern India, vol. ii.

Lists of Inscriptions and Sketch of the Dynasties of Southern India. Com-

piled under the Orders of Government by Robert Sewell. 4to. Madras,

1884.
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From the Editor, Rev. B. H. Blacker, M.A. : Gloucestershire Notes and

Queries. Part xxv. January. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Numismatic Society of London : The Numismatic Chronicle. Vol. iv.

Third Series, No. 15. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Historical Society for Lower Saxony : Zeitschrift, und 46. Nach-
richt. 8vo. Hanover, 1884.

From the "Royal Society : Proceedings. Vol. xxxvii. No. 234. 8vo. London,
1884.

From the Author : El-Gherien tal-Liebru, Malta, a Hypogeum discovered in

July, explored and described in October, 1884. By Dr. A. A. Caruana.
Folio. Valetta, 1884.

From the Author : A complete account of the Buildings erected in' Northamp-
tonshire by Sir Thomas Tresham. By J. A. Gotch. Folio. Northampton
and London, 1883.

From the Society of Arts : Index to Vols. xi.-xx. of the Journal. [Not pre-
viously presented.] 8vo. London, 1873.

From the Rev. J. M. Mello, M.A. : Records of the Borough of Chesterfield :

being a series of Extracts from the Archives of the Corporation, and of
other Repositories ; collected by Pym Yeatman, Esq. Published under the

authority of Mr. Alderman Gee, Mayor. 8vo. Chesterfield, 1884.

From the Author : The Prehistoric Factory of Flint Implements at Spiennes.
By the Rev. J. M. Mello, M.A., Loc. Sec. S.A. Derbyshire. Being a Paper
read before the Victoria Institute. 8vo. London [1884].

From the Author : Voyage en Autriche et en Hongrie (Juin-Juillet, 1884) de
Clermont-Ferrand a Vienne et a Pesth par la Suisse et la Baviere, Par
Ambroise Tardien. 8vo. Moulins, 1884.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., exhibited and pre-
sented five Photographs of Masons' Marks on the west wall of

Westminster Hall.

EOBERT DAY, Esq., Jim., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Ire-

land, communicated the following Note on some Gold Orna-
ments discovered in Ireland :

" I have pleasure in sending for exhibition by the kind per-
mission of Abraham T. Forster, Esq. of Garrett's Town, a pair
of circular gold plates, which were found sompr years ago by a

labourer when draining a field upon a farm between Ballycotton
and Cloyne, County Cork.

"
They measure 2| inches in diameter, and placed together

in the scales weigh 6 dwt. 9 gr. Like those described in the

catalogue of the Royal Irish Academy, p. 83,* they are

extremely thin, and are pierced through in the centre with two
holes, but, unlike them, the ornament is not cruciform but is

composed of concentric lines with a chevron pattern between.f
A gold plate is figured that was found in the same locality

*
Hodges and Smith, Dublin, 1862.

f In Croker's Researches in the South of Ireland, p. 253. John Murray,
London, 1824.
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by a quarryman, who in a natural cavern discovered a human
skeleton,

'

partly covered with an exceedingly thin plate of

stamped or embossed gold, connected by bits of wire.'
"
Bishop Pococke in Archaeologia, vol. ii. pi. i. No. 5,

figures another that was found near Mullingar, anno 1748, in a

grave with human remains. Four similar objects are in the

National Museum of Scotland. The neighbourhood of Cloyne
has yielded many fine examples of early gold work, and the

locality must have had a large population in remote times, as

the neck of land that divides the estuary of Cork harbour at

Rostillan from the ocean at Ballycotton is thickly studded with
raths and pillar-stones ; while nestled in one of its most fertile

glades stands the round tower and village of Cloyne, with the

demesne of Castle Mary, and its cromlech, which is also described

by Croker, at p. 254. I also send from my own collection a

gold bracelet that was found by a quarryman in the parish of

Skreene,* between Ballina and Sligo, in the county Sligo, last

summer. It came to me through the kindness of a friend in

Sligo, who purchased it from the finder. The outline resembles

that of some gold vessels found at Mycena3, and of a bronze

diadem in the Museum at Copenhagen, vide Cat. No. 164, p. 4U.f
And in the paper written by Bishop Pococke in Archaeologia,

already referred to, a gold ornament is engraved, pi. 3, fig. 5,

of the same character ;
it may be described as of a corrugated

iron pattern, with a, series of dotted lines in each of its six

depressions. The terminal tubes as a mode of fastening,

although met with elsewhere, have not so far as I can learn

been found on Celtic ornaments ;
for the attachment of these

solder has been used, and the bracelet appears to have been

drawn, and then slightly hammered, and not beaten out and

hammered as is the character of the great majority of Irish gold

ornaments.
" In the Proceedings, 2d S. vol. viii. p. 202, 1, as Local Secre-

tary, communicated the finding of a bronze spearhead, dredged

from the river at Blackrock, near Cork. This has since been

presented to me by the late Alderman Hegarty, who had it

repaired where it was injured by the bucket
^

of the dredge, and

I have pleasure in. sending it also for exhibition."

The Rev. H. T. ABMFIELD, M.A., F.S.A., Local Secretary for

Essex, communicated the following account of some Roman

remains recently come to light in that county :

* Serin = a shrine.

f Afbildninger fra (let Kongclige Museum for Nordiske Oldsa-er, Copen-

hagen, 1854.

VOL. X. N
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*^As Local Secretary for Essex it is my duty to report to the

Society a recent discovery of Roman remains in this district.
^" The site of them is a large field of eight acres, in the parish

of Alresford, on the estuary of the River Colne. The field

occupies the angle formed by the estuary and the creek which

runs up from it towards Thorrington. The site, therefore, has

water on two sides of it, whilst on a third side there is a deep
ravine leading out of the creek. The position accordingly is

one which admitted of very easy defence.
" The farm (called the Lodge Farm) is in the occupation of

Mr. Barton.

"The discovery was made, by the plough going a little

deeper than usual, that there was pavement below the 'surface.

Two or three large patches of it, some 12 or 15 feet square, have

been laid bare at considerable distances from each other, leading
to the presumption that there is a great deal more still covered

up." The pavement is uniformly red without pattern. It is

formed of tesserae about a cubic inch in size, and laid, as the

people about there said,
'

very fleet
'

(i.e., shallow), being about

a foot below the surface. It is laid on a good bed of concrete,
and in some places oyster-shells were found beneath it. This

fact, perhaps, points to the site having been previously occupied
before the date of the pavement.

u The find includes much broken pottery, all very rough ;

some plaster coloured red and brown ; fragments of metal ;

some pieces of red ware of the kind which would popularly be
called

'

Samian,' and a few pieces of stag's horn. But I saw

nothing possessed of any artistic merit.
" Outside the paved area towards the north-east corner of the

field, they found some black urns, but none in a perfect state.

These were not very far removed, but still they were removed,
from the pavement, and so possibly may have been connected
with burial. /"

Lying upon the pavement two bronze coins were found. I

did not see these, as the farmer had taken them to London on
the day ofmy visit. His family, however, stated that they were
believed to be of the time of Commodus.

"
Although so recently disclosed, the pavement has already

been much broken by the mob which goes out from Colchester
to see the remains, and some of it has been carried away. On
the part of the Society I begged the occupants strictly to guard

id preserve whatever might be found in the future, and was
sured that no effort should be spared to do so."

A. G. HILL, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a series of Rubbings of
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Inscriptions taken by himself and Devices from the Cata-

combs of Kome on slabs, now deposited .in the Museum Kirche-
rianum. The exhibition was accompanied by the following

paper :

" I have the pleasure of exhibiting this evening a series of

heelball rubbings taken by myself from some of the marble slabs

or monuments with which the Roman Catacombs abound, and

upon which the members of the Early Christian Church were
wont to cut the epitaphs and devices which marked the resting-

place of their departed friends. A very great number of these

intensely interesting memorials is preserved at Rome, but

under the name of conservation a series of most sacrilegious acts

have been perpetrated whereby very many of these slabs have

been removed from the sacred spots where they have lain for

centuries, and been deposited in the museums of the Vatican

and in other collections.
" The original slabs, impressions of which you see here, are

preserved in the Museo Kercherino, in the Collegio Romano
;

and by the courtesy of Signer Pigorini, the curator, I was

enabled, when visiting Rome during the winter of 1882, to take

the rubbings now to be described.
" It will be well before discussing the various characteristics

to be observed in these early Christian inscriptions to draw your
attention once more to the history of the Roman Catacombs as

the most sacred of all the resting-places of the faithful departed.
" The term catacomb is a comparatively modern one, having

been applied in the first instance only to the church of S.

Sebastiano * ad catacumbas.' At the entrance to the passage

which leads from the church of S. Sebastiano to the catacombs

of that name is an inscription which begins thus :

' < In hoc sacrosancto loco qui dicitur ad catacumbasj ubi

sepulta fuerunt sanctorum martyrum corpora 174,000 ac 46

summerum pontificum pariterque martyrum.' ....
" The early Christians used the Greek term ccemeteria, or

sleeping-places, probably in imitation of the beautiful figure of

speech, used in the Scriptures, whereby death is spoken of as a

6

falling asleep.'
" The Roman catacombs consist of a vast labyrinth of tunnels,

or galleries, excavated in the tufa or other rock, completely

below ground, and outside the walls of the city. These galleries

cross and recross at three or four levels, one above the other, and,

though not extending more than three miles in any one direc-

tion, would, if laid out in one straight line, reach to a distance

of between 300 and 400 miles. They are three or four feet m
width, and average eight or nine feet in height, while the walls

N 2
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on either side are pierced with apertures, or loculi, one above the

other, in which are placed the remains of the dead.
"

It is now generally agreed that these excavations were made

exclusively for burying-places by the Christians, and are not to be

confounded with disused oriftarfo, or quarries, which, were

sometimes, however, modified for purposes of sepulture.
" Besides the term ccemeterium the word hypogceum was used,

signifying merely an underground place, while the resting-place
of martyrs, or confessors, were called confessio, or martyrium.
The grave itself was termed loculus--or bisomum, trisomum, or

quadrisomum, according as it contained two, three, or four

bodies. Burial was called depositio. At irregular intervals the

galleries open into small chambers, or cubicula, which generally
contain two or three tombs of a sarcophagus type. Above each

of these tombs is usually to be seen a semicircular niche, termed

arcosolium.
" These cubicula, or chambers, are, practically speaking, the

earliest of all Christian churches, because here was celebrated

the Holy Eucharist. Some were private vaults belonging to

certain families, while others were used as public places for

worship, and others again partook of both characters, the holy

mysteries being celebrated in the private vaults on the anniver-

saries of the deaths of their occupants, and two, three, or even

four of the vaults being so placed together, with light and venti-

lation in common, that many could join in the same act of

worship, while a still larger number in neighbouring galleries

might receive the sacred elements brought to them, according to

the ecclesiastical discipline of the time, by assistant ministers.
" The catacombs continued to be used by the Christians till

the capture of Rome by Alaric, at the beginning of the fifth

century.
"The blackest darkness pervades these ancient cemeteries,

except where, in certain places, air and
li^ht

are admitted

through a luminare or ventilation shaft communicating with the

upper atmosphere. The galleries are nearly always dry and

wholesome, and the air quite pure. The temperature, too, is

warm and comfortable, and alters but very slightly during
winter or summer.

" Here are commemorated the names of Lucina and Priscilla,

contemporaries of the Apostles; of S. Cyriaca, S. Praetextatus,
and S. Pontiano. There are also catacombs named after S.

Callixtus, S. Mark, S. Hyacinthus, and others.
" The catacombs contain priceless and unique specimens of

early Christian decorative art, in the shape of paintings and
monumental inscriptions. Tnese have been executed upon the

walls and ceilings of the arcokolia, and are modelled upon the
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contemporary type of classical mural paintings. The subjects
are almost always of a religious kind, most frequently symboli-

cal, though occasionally allegorical or liturgical. If not executed
in colour upon the plastered walls, the devices or inscriptions are

cut upon slabs of marble, which mark the loculus or grave of the

deceased. Of the latter class are the memorials, copies of which
are exhibited here to-night.

" I will not here enter into a discussion concerning the

various descriptions of catacomb paintings, because elaborate

works upon this subject have been written by De Rossi and

others, which are accessible to us all
; but by taking in order the

examples which we have here, we can, as we examine each, call

attention to the particular class of memorial to which it belongs.
' 6 We have not here, unfortunately, an inscription of certain

date, though there are several in the Vatican, and other Roman

collections, which bear record of the year and month of decease.

Thus there is one which runs as follows

INNOCENTIA CONIVNX ISSIGV (ARIS)
QV^E CVM EVM VIXIT BENE
ANNIS X DIES DYODECIM
QV.E DE S^ECVLO EXIBIT
IDIBVS AVG CALLICANO CONS.

"
By this mention of the Ides of August and of the consul-

ship of Callicanus we can fix the date with accuracy at A.D. 317.
"
Again we have another of about fifty years later, which

reads thus

BENEMERENTI IN PACE LIBERA
QVE BIXIT AN NEOFITA DEP DIE
III NONAS MAIAS CON GRATIANO
ET EQVITIO.

Gratianus and Equitius being consuls this year gives us the

date at 374 A.D.

'"The first inscription we have here is to the memory of a

Roman soldier. It runs

D M
VALERIVS TAVRVS MILES CORTIS
VII PRETORIE CENTVRIO EVOCATVS QVI VISIT

ANNIS XXXXVII REMISIT FILIOS DVOS GEMNOS
PISINVS ANVCVS ET MESERO VIII CONPARE SVA
VIST BENE NATIO NATV PANONIVS VXSOR FECIT

BENEMERENT.
" There are no figures or other devices beyond the inscription,

which, as you see stated, was put up by his wife.

" The next is a simple and touching memorial of a female

ERENEA VIBAS IN DEO .
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1 Erenea mayst thou live in God.' You will observe in many
cases the late Latin use of b for v as in ' vibas

' and other

words. At the end of the sentence is the sacred monogram of

the X and P with the A and fl.

" There is no record of the original situation of this inscrip-

tion, but the former one to Valerius Taurus came from the

cemetery of S. Ciriaca.
u The next example is in Latin, though in Greek character.

BICTORIA EIAIOBITOBI AOVAKICIMO.
" We now come to a portion of an epitaph, with a rude re-

presentation of Noah looking forth from the Ark and receiving
the olive branch from the dove. This subject is probably intro-

duced with reference to the doctrine expressed in Acts ii. 47,

whereby
6 the faithful having obtained remission of their sins

through baptism, having received from the Holy Spirit the gift
of divine peace, and are saved in the mystical ark of the church

from the destruction which awaits the world.' It may be re-

marked that subjects from the Old Testament are very frequently

depicted in the catacombs, of which this, and the representation
of Moses striking the rock, are the most common.

" Next we have an epitaph where Latin, Greek, and Hebrew
are all three used. This commemorates a Jew, as is evident by
both the use of the Hebrew language, and by the seven-branched

candlestick, here twice represented." The inscriptions run thus : first the Greek

EN0AAE KEITAI TOTBTAC BAPZAAPONA
KAI HAPHIOPIOC TIOC TOTBIA BAPZAAPONA.

and then the same thing in Latin

HIC EST POSITVS TUBIAS BARZAHARONA
ET PARECORIVS FILIVS TVBIAE BARZAHARONA.

The Hebrew word, four times repeated, is Dl!?^, Shalom, mean-

ing peace.
" There is another Jewish inscription, which I did not copy,

which is as follows

fHAE KEITAI SAAH(MH) BTFATHP
TAPAIA HATPOS STNAmFHS AIBPEflN
EBIflSEN L MA EIPHNH 'H KOIMH2EIS
ATTH2.

" ( Here lies Salome, daughter of Gardia, father of the syna-

gogue of the Hebrews. She lived 41 years. Her sleep is in

peace.'
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" The Latin inscription, next in order, is much more difficult
than would appear by the distinctness of the lettering.

DOMVSETERNALIS
AVRCELSIETAVRILAR
ITATISCONPARIM
EESFECIMVSNOBIS
ETNOSTRISETAMIC
LSARCOSOLIOCVMP
ARETICVLOSVOINPACEM.

" The following seems to be the correct arrangement of the
words Domus eternalis Aur(elii) Celsi et Aurfelii) Ilaritatis

conparimees fecimus nobis et nostris et amicis arcosolio cum
pareticulo suo in pacem." The little memorial which you see here seems to be a frag-
ment. It bears the inscription

VERITAS
AMOR
ANESTASE
T1TVROS.

" We now come to an epitaph inscribed upon a tablet de-

signed in the classic manner. The inscription runs

BERECVNDA BIXIT ANNOS - DVO
MENSES - IIII DIES - XXV - IN PACE.

On the left side we have the sacred monogram XP, and on the

right a dove bearing an olive branch. This is a type of the

Christian soul released from its earthly ties, as mentioned in the

65th Psalm, and is of common occurrence in the catacombs.
" The next is a rather remarkable representation of a man

standing at what is apparently a table resting upon trestles.

He holds a knife, or other instrument, in his right hand. The

surface of the table seems to be ornamented with a geometrical

pattern, into which the cross is introduced ;
but I am unable to

explain the meaning of the design, and do not think that an

altar is here depicted, though the man is probably a priest or

deacon performing some religious rite.

"The next is a highly interesting epitaph, embellished with

representations of figures. The inscription reads as follows :

KALEMERE DEVS REFRIGERET SP1RITVM
TVVM VNA CVM SORORIS TVAE HILARE.

6

Kalemere, may God refresh thy spirit, together with that of

thy sister Hilara.'
" The conspicuous feature of this memorial is the figure of

the shepherd carrying a lamb upon his shoulders. On the right

is a dove perched upon the branch of a tree, and below two
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sheep following the shepherd, who wears a costume very much
the same as that still used by the peasants of the Roman

Campagna.
u Of all subjects this was the most favourite for representation

among the early Christians. The figure, it is needless to say, is

that of our Lord, who, having compared Himself to the (rood

Shepherd, was thus depicted in art by His immediate followers.

In some cases Orpheus is introduced, charming the animals with

his lyre, this mythological personage being considered as a pro-

totype of Christ. Lord Lindsay informs us that the subject of

the Good Shepherd is of Greek, and not of Roman, origin, and
was suggested by a statue of Mercury carrying a goat.

" Constantine erected a statue of the Good Shepherd
7 in the

forum at Constantinople, but the
subject appears not to have

suited the Byzantines, who rejected it, to be adopted by the

Romans.
" The shepherd is sometimes shown as carrying a kid, and

not a lamb, a fact which aroused the indignation of Tertullian,
who tells us that this device occasionally appeared upon chalices.

" We come now to a curious specimen, which bears a single
device only that of a human foot. I am unable to account for

this feature, unless, indeed, it commemorates some particular
form of martyrdom suffered by the deceased. If this were the

case, however, some inscription would most probably accompany
the device.

" The little circular memorial next in order bears the inscrip-
tion

ANR BENEMERENTI IN PACE QUE
VIXIT ANNVS XVII DEPOSITA VX KAL
OCTOBRE.

Below is the dove with the olive branch.
" The next is a Greek epitaph, very distinctly written

HPIITOS EN Ana HNETMATI BEOT
ENAAE KEITAI 3>IIMIAAA AAEA3>H
MNHMHE XAPIN.

* Here in the Holy Spirit of God lies Protus. Phiimilla, his

sister (placed this), to his memory.'
"
Following we have another tablet, of strikingly classical

shape, bearing inscriptions in both Greek and Latin.

D M
IX0TC ZftNTON

Below are two fish, and between them the anchor, emblematical

of Hope, Last comes the Latin

LICINI^E AMIATI BENEMERENTI VIXIT .
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' To the beloved Lioinias Amias. He lived . . . .' The ago
of the person is not stated, that portion of the tablet being lost

" The next monument is to the memory of a man. Above is

a figure of an '

Orante,' or a person standing with his arms held

up in the attitude of prayer. On either side are representations
of the dove, and of a human head, crowned with the laurels of

victory, as a Christian emblem. The inscription reads

PEISCVS QVI VIXIT ANNIS
XXXVI FVNCTVS V KAL
JVNIAS FRATER FECIT IN PACE.

Here, again, we have the representation of Noah looking forth

from the Ark, and receiving the dove through the open window.
" Next comes a little memorial, without inscription, but bear-

ing the A and fl, the circle of eternity, the cross fylfot, two

other emblems.
" Here we have two examples, both of which represent the

Good Shepherd. The smaller one depicts him standing cross-

legged, leaning on his staff (the Augus{jnian symbol of the

Catholic hierarchy) and surrounded by his sheep.
" The larger specimen is of substantially the same class, but

in this case the shepherd bears a lamb upon his shoulders. The

composition is enclosed in an ornamental circular border of

rough elaboration.
" Last of all comes a slab of marble, upon which is cut a

device representing the five barley-loaves and two fishes of the

miracle narrated in the Gospels, showing how strongly these

great incidents in the life of Christ were kept in remembrance

by the early Christians.
" Some of the memorials we have been examining were found

in the cemetery of S. Cyriaca, and some in the Cimiterio Vati-

cano, but no account is preserved in the Kircherian Museum as

to the original situation of the remainder.
" There are a great many subjects of constant occurrence in

the catacombs of which I have no example here, such us Daniel

in the lions' den, Jonah and the whale, the three children in the

fiery furnace, the ascent of Elijah, and many incidents in the

life of Moses ; while from the New Testament we find repre-

sentations of the miracles of Christ, the turning of the water

into wine, the healing of the paralytic, and the raising of

Lazarus. We have also pictorial illustration of various events

in the Passion of Our Lord.
"
Although a great number of catacomb memorials are incised

upon marble slabs, yet the majority are painted subjects,

executed on the ceilings and walls of the cubicula. Portraits

of Our Lord, of course, very frequently occur, and there is
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one in the catacombs of SS. Nereus and Achilles, which is

believed to be the oldest pictorial representation -of Christ now

existing. This picture assigns to the Saviour the oval face and

straight nose which are His traditional features. The hair is

parted in the centre, and the short beard is likewise divided.

"Representations of the Blessed Virgin are very rare; and

when found are generally introduced as forming part of a group
offigures. In the catacomb of S. Priscilla is, perhaps, the earliest

painting of her which remains, and which dates, probably,
from the beginning of the second century. She is depicted

sitting, with the Holy Infant in her arms ;
while opposite to her

stands a male figure, vested with the pallium, and pointing
with one hand to a star, which appears above them; This star

is almost always seen in representation of the Virgin, and is,

doubtless, connected with the Nativity. The male figure does

not here seem to be intended for S. Joseph, but is supposed to

personate one of the magi, or one of the prophets. S. Priscilla,

after whom this catacomb is named, was probably the mother
of Pudens, and thus a contemporary of some of the apostles.

" The associations of the Roman catacombs are not those

of the dead only, but also of the living. Though there is no

doubt that these subterranean passages were never used, and
could not be used, as dwelling-places, yet here were performed
the most august rites of the early Church at a time when the

fierceness of the heathen world, and the desire of the Christians

that no solemnity of the new faith should be exposed to profane

gaze, prevented the faithful from meeting openly in the city of

Rome. There is no doubt that the Holy Eucharist was fre-

quently celebrated in the arcosolia of the catacombs ; and there

is abundant authority for assuming that the Mass was also

celebrated at funerals, and not merely the ajaTr^ or love-feast,

which must not be confounded with the Eucharist. Represen-
tations of the ayaTrrj are comparatively common, but not so

those of the Eucharistic rite, which, from the earliest times,
was held in the greatest reverence by orthodox Christendom.

The funeral feast, which was a Pagan survival, seems,, in later

times, to have been profaned by heathen intemperance, and
S. Augustine (De Mor. Eccl. Cathol.) preaches against those

who ' made themselves drunk in the chapels of the martyr,

placing their excesses to the score of religious reverence for the

dead.' Gradually the use of the catacombs for ceremonies

connected with the dead became extended further, and baptism,
the first of the sacraments, was formally administered here.

In the catacomb of S. Pontianus is a complete baptistery, where
a natural spring supplies a basin sufficiently deep for total

immersion, and which is reached by a flight of ten steps.
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There is a recess behind the basin with a painting of an enriched

cross, while above is a fresco of the baptism of Christ. En the
catacombs of S. Agnese is a series of five compartments or

cubicula, which seem to have been used especially for congre-
gational worship. In the end chamber is a seat for the bishop
cut out of the rock, and occupying the same position ritually as

the bishop's throne does in the tribune of the earlier Roman
basilicas.

" The painted and incised memorials of the catacombs which
we have been discussing are almost all treated in a classical

and Roman manner. The greatest timidity, also, is observable
in the pictorial representations of events connected with the life

of Christ. As we have seen, heathen mythology is pressed
into the service of Christian art, and Orpheus appears as a pro-

totype of our Saviour. Faith in the Redemption, as the funda-

mental article of the Christian belief, is evidenced everywhere
by the character of the inscriptions, but subjects of liturgical
or dogmatic character are almost entirely absent.

" When the Church had peace, or, at any rate, freedom from

State persecution, interments in the catacombs were performed
with little regard to the tender solemnity of times lately past;
and professional fossores, or excavators, did much damage by
cutting away paintings and frescoes, in order to dig out fresh

loculi, which were sold by them as freeholds to persons wishing
to provide in time for their own burial. In the catacomb of

S. Calixtus is a fresco of a fossor, with his lamp, pickaxe, and

other implements, lying by him. Above is inscribed '

Diogenes
fossor in pace depositus.'

u I have not here attempted to throw any new light upon the

catacombs of Rome, because very erudite works upon this vast

subject have been written by De Rossi, Marchi, Fabretti, Le

Blant, Boldetti, and Aringhi, while the work published in 1632

by Bosio, and entitled Roma Sotterranea, is of immense value

to the student of this subject. Every fresh excavation, if per-

formed carefully and reverentially, remembering whose are the

ashes which here lie, reveals evidences of the life of the early

Christians, so that it may be truly said of the Roman catacombs,

what is applied to many other places in Rome of sanctity

acquired only by modern religious invention,
< Non est in tota

sanctior urbe locus.'
'

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
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Thursday, January 29th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Koyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.

New Series. Vol. xvii. Part I. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association : Archaeologia Cambrensis.

Fifth Series. Vol. i., No. 4. October. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the British Archaeological Association : The Journal. Vol. xl. "-Part 5.

December 31. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the New-England Historic Genealogical Society : A Briefe Discription
of New England and the severall townes therein, together \vith the present
Government thereof. [From a Manuscript written in 1660 by Samuel

Maverick, and recently discovered in the British Museum by Henry F.

Waters, A.B.] Sm. 4to. 1885.

From the Author : The Asclepiad. No. 5, Vol. ii. January. By B. W.
Richardson, M.D., F.R.S., F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Zurich : Mittheilungen. Band xxi, Heft 6.

4to.. Zurich, 1885.

From the Hon. H. A. Dillon, F.S.A. : Observations on the State of. His-
torical Literature. By Nicholas Harris Nicolas. 8vo. London, 1830.

From G. W. Tomlinson, Esq., F.S.A. : Chronicles of the Yorkshire Family of

Stapelton. By H. E. Chetwynd- Stapylton. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Camden Society : Publications. New Series xxxvi. The Lauder-
dale Papers. Edited by Osmund Airy. Vol. ii. 1667-1673. 4to. Lon-

don, 1885.

From the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The
Archaeological Journal. Vol. xli. No. 164. [Completing the volume.]
8vo. London, 1884.

The DEAN AND CHAPTER OF CARLISLE exhibited, through R.

S. FERGUSON, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cumberland,
" two ancient Copes, part of the vestments of Carlisle Cathedral,
one of them with richly embroidered orphreys representing

saints, date fifteenth century ; the other of cloth of gold, date

sixteenth century." The above is the description given of them
in the Catalogue of the Museum formed during the visit of the

Archaeological Institute to Carlisle in 1859. On these Mr.

Ferguson made the following observations :

" The earlier cope is of the usual semi-circular form, and
measures 10 feet, or thereabouts, along the straight edge. The

body is of damask, once probably of a brighter colour, but now
faded to a dull blue slate hue. The economy displayed in the

use of this damask shows that it was costly : the central portion
of the body is made of three whole breadths of the stuff, each
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about two feet two inches in width, disposed perpendicularly to

the straight edge, but the triangular corners are each made up of

three small pieces; evidently the maker declined to cut a breadth

of the fabric to waste, but made up his triangular corners as econo-

mically as he could. And he has succeeded by economical cutting
in making the five breadths of the body of the cope out of four

breadths of the fabric. One would imagine the vestment must
have been made by contract. After the breadths were stitched

together, twenty-one sprays of conventional foliage embroidered

on linen in crewel work in fine wools and gold thread, have

been sewed thereon, and these sprays in many places cover the

seams between the breadths of the damask
; they are arranged

so as to hang perpendicularly when the cope is worn, and

they are of three or four different patterns. Similar sprays,

though not exactly the same, are engraved in the Archaeological

Journal, vol. i. pp. 329-331, and vol. iv. pp. 290-330, as illustra-

tions to the late Mr. Hartshorne's papers on English Mediaeval

Embroidery, where is an account of their mode of manufacture.

This cope has no orphray round the circular edge ; the orphray
of the straight edge is not the original one. It consists of eight

figures representing five different saints, worked, four each,

on two separate strips of canvas ;
the central portion, where

the hood should be, is a slip from the representation of the

Annunciation, and the ends of the orphray are made up by

snippets from other pieces of embroidery. The eight figures of

saints are worked on canvas in fine wool and gold thread,

mainly in crewel stitch, but chain stitch is employed in the

faces,' and feather stitch is occasionally used. Each figure is

under a canopy, and stands upon conventional foliage and

grass. The canopies are all similar. S. Catherine is represen-

ted twice, at each end of the orphray. She is nimbed and

crowned, and has long flowing yellow hair ;
she holds in her

right hand the broken wheel, and in her left the sword, point

downwards. The two figures are identical, except in the colours

of the costume ;
in one case the upper mantle is of two shades

of blue ;
in the other of green and yellow ;

in both the under

garment is fawn coloured.
a

S. Matthew is also represented twice, immediately above the

figures of S. Catherine. In each case he is nimbed and

bearded ;
holds in his right hand a carpenter's square, and in

his left a book. The figures are identical, except for changes

in the colours of the vestments. On the right hand side of the

cope, above S. Matthew, is S. Margaret ;
she is nimbed and

crowned, has long flowing yellow hair, and tramples on the

dragon, into whose mouth "she thrusts a long staff. S. Apollonia

with nimbus, and long flowing yellow hair, but uncrowned and
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apparently kneeling, occupies the corresponding position on the

left side. A voluminous cloak nearly covers her ; her right
hand holds a tooth in a pair of pincers. The two remaining

figures represent S. James the Less, as shown by the fuller's

bat.
" The place where the hood should be is occupied by a .strip

cut from the top of a representation of the Annunciation ; only
the faces, much dilapidated, and the top of the angel's wing are

given, but the feet of one of the figures and some other snippets
are utilized to make up the ends of the orphray.

" The lining or foundation of the cope is a greenish linen,
now concealed by a modern lining of rep, added recently by
the ladies of the late Dean Close's family. The damask and
the orphray are bordered by a piece of coloured inkle or tape,
which has a very modern appearance.

" It would seem that this cope was at some time or other

robbed of its original orphray, which was afterwards replaced

by the present one, which must have formed part of the vest-

ments or hangings of S. Catherine's chapel in Carlisle

Cathedral, and that the edging of inkle was then put on.
" The embroidery of this cope is English work.
" The second cope is also semi-circular in shape, and of the

same size as the first, namely, about ten feet along the straight

edge. It has had an orphray of about 8 inches broad round
the edge of the semi-circular portion, but this is entirely gone.
The orphray of the straight edge is nearly 9 inches in breadth,
and is of cloth of gold woven on a red silk warp, and the gold
threads of the woof are thin flat strips of gold twisted round
threads of yellow silk

;
it is therefore of Cyprus manufacture

(See South Kensington Handbook, Textile Fabrics, p. 20). It

is so dilapidated that the pattern can hardly be made out, but it

seems to be a diaper of geometrical foliage. The body of the

cope is also of cloth of gold, but the red silk of the warp forms

a bold pattern in rubyAtoned velvet of a rich soft pile, freckled

in places with gold thread sprouting up in loops. This cloth is

Florentine (See ibid. p. 63). The same economy in cutting
has been observed as in the earlier cope ; some of the corner

pieces are gone, and there is a gap where the hood should be.

The lining or foundation of this cope is the same greenish
linen as in the case of the other, and is also concealed by a

new lining of rep.
u It would seem that both these copes, though of different

dates, have been relined with or remounted on this coarse

greenish fabric at the same date.
" In the Library of the Dean and Chapter of Carlisle is, or

was, a manuscript book entitled ' A perfect Rental of all Rents
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due and payable to the Dean and Chapter of Carlisle, A.D.

1685-6.' It bears on the fly-leaf the name of Thomas Tullie,
who was made Dean in 1716. On the fly-leaf at the other end
is the following declaration :

i This book was delivered to me by
the executrix of the late Dean, Mr. Thomas Wilson, who had
received it from the widow of his predecessor, Dean Bolton.

(Signed), Thomas Percy, Dean of Carlisle, Nov. 28, 1778.' It

contains beside the Rental, a list of Things to be Provided,
Corrected, Ordered, and Done in the Cathedral Church of Car-

lisle, and about its Revenues. In this list there occurs the fol-

lowing direction :

* That the two Copes be mended and worn by
the Epistler and Gospeller.' I take it that it was under this

order that the two copes w
rere mounted on the coarse greenish

linen, and that this was done much nearer to 1685 than to

1778, the earliest and latest dates in the book. And the inkle

or tape on the first cope will be of the same date. There is no

evidence as to whether the rest of the order was carried out

and the copes actually worn, or as to what the celebrant wore

or was intended to wear."

Mr. FERGUSON also communicated a very interesting account

of a great find of silver coins of the fourteenth century, in the

parish of Beaumont, near Carlisle. He had examined no less

than 1,965 coins. The details of the subjects and legends will

be published in due sort in the Numismatic Chronicle, but it

may not be amiss to put on record here the general account of

the "
find," as given by Mr. Ferguson :

" On Friday, December 26th, 1884, two labourers were

engaged in cutting a main drain through a field, the property

of my relative Mr. Oliphant-Ferguson, and situate in the parish

of Beaumont, near Carlisle. They came upon a
stone^

about

nine inches below the surface of the ground, and below this they

found a mass of silver coin, which is stated to have weighed
lOlbs. and to have filled two hats; the number has been esti-

mated at 6000, and I should imagine this to be under rather

than over the truth. The police, however, think otherwise. A
4

pikehead
' was said to have been found with the coins, but on

inquiry I have ascertained that this object (whatever it may be,

probably a bronze celt) was found at a considerable distance

from the coins.
" The coins were not contained in any existing vessel, but a

discolouration of the soil existed round them and seemed to indi-

cate the decomposition of a bag or box. As many of the coins

were thickly coated with iron-rust, and as small and much cor-

roded fragments of iron were found with the coins, it seems

that they must have been contained in a small coffer of iron, or
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of wood with iron mounts. The fragments of iron were thrown

away, with the exception of one piece, which might have been

a big nail, or in fact almost anything, so rusted is it.

" The coins were at first supposed by the finders to be co-

operative store checks, but their value was soon ascertained ;

and on the two following clays, Saturday and Sunday, the flace
was visited by crowds of people, who scooped out a vast hole

and a few stray coins were found. Others were sold by the

finders, one of whom got 10/. for 140 coins sold in three parcels.
Mr. Oliphant-Ferguson secured two parcels of together nearly
1900 coins, which he placed in my hands for examination pend-

ing instructions from the Treasury, with whom he at once com-

municated. Large numbers of coins m ust remain unaccounted

for, but the police are taking steps for their recovery ;
and the

police have brought me 88 more for examination.
" The interesting village of Beaumont is about four miles

north-west of Carlisle, and is on the left bank of the river Eden,
at the point where the river and the Roman wall separate, after

having run together for part of the way from Carlisle. At
Beaumont the river runs directly to the north for more than a

mile before turning again to the west, while from Beaumont
the wall runs directly west for one and a-half miles to the

Roman camp at Burgh-by-Sands. The church of Beaumont

occupies the site of a Roman mile castle, and commands a most

extensive view. From the village field-roads lead north to

ancient waths across the river Eden, which were well known to

Scotch armies. So late as 1745 a portion of the Highlanders,
with Prince Charlie, crossed the river from the north at one

of these waths, the Peat wath, and marched through the village

of Beaumont to a position on the south of Carlisle. In the later

part of the year 1322 Robert Bruce, for a second time in that

year, entered Cumberland by a wath which the chronicle of

Lanercost calls the * Sole wath,' and encamped for five days
at Beaumont. Edward I., following the road along the Roman

wall, passed through Beaumont on July 4th, 1307, en route for

Burgh-by-Sands, where he died on the 7th of that month. I

mention these facts because they show that in the fourteenth

century Beaumont was not the secluded country village it is

now reckoned, but a place of strategic importance, the point
of intersection of the road from Carlisle to the then important

ports of Skimburness and Sandsfield, on the upper waters of

the Solway, with a well known branch of the great road from

the west of Scotland, which was in use from times long anterior

to the advent of the Roman down to the days of Telford.
" The place where the coins were found is forty-three yards

west of one of the roads north from Beaumont, and four yards
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north of a little runner, which flows eastward down a little

slack to the river Eden. It is three-quarters of a mile north
of Beaumont, exactly at the left-hand lower corner of the capital
M, in the name of that parish in the six-inch Ordnance
map.

" In all I have had for examination one thousand nine hundred
and sixty-five coins, viz., one hundred and

fifty -four groats,
ninety-seven half groats, and one thousand seven hundred and
fourteen pennies and lesser coins. Among them I have only
found one English coin older than Edward I., namely, one
of Henry III. The type is the king's head full-faced, bearded,
within an inner circle, outside of which his hand projects
holding a sceptre.

^ As, according to Ending, vol. i. p. 226, Edward III.

coined no groats until 1351, this hoard cannot have been buried
before a year or two after that date, to allow time for the new
coins to get into circulation ; nor are they likely to have been
buried after the death of David II. in 1371, for by then coins
of his successor would have been found in the hoard."

In connection with the exhibition of the two Carlisle Copes,
A. G. Hill, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a third Cope of Flemish

work, which he thus described :

u The ancient cope, which I have the pleasure of exhibiting

to-night, is one now at use at S. Augustine's church, Kilburn,
and by the kindness of the Rev. R. C. Kirkpatrick I am enabled
to bring it here for the inspection of the Fellows. Its particular

history is not known, but it was presented to the church by a

gentleman who bought it on the Continent I believe in

Italy.
" Before I had inspected it closely, I believed that it was of

Italian workmanship ; but, having examined it carefully, I am
strongly of opinion that it is Flemish, both by the character of

the design and the treatment of the figures on the orphrey.
66

It is a beautiful specimen of needlework, ofvery considerable

richness, and of remarkably good design." There is no hood, but the whole of the cope, save the

orphrey, is made of velvet, enriched with a fine late Gothic

diaper, executed in red, and laminated with gold. The red

colour was, doubtless, of a much brighter tone 300 years ago,
but it has now assumed a fine brownish hue.

" The orphrey is exceedingly good. The design consists of

a series of six figures of saints, each under a canopy. The
emblems which accompany the figures show that the saints

depicted are

VOL. x. o
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"
S. Bartholomew, S. Anne, S. Peter, S. Paul, S. Andrew,

and S. Catherine.
" The orphrey is 9 inches wide, and the figure spaces are 6

inches by 18. There is a finely embossed gold border' which
bounds the whole, and the backgrounds of the figures are com-

posed of raised lozenge-shaped diapers. The figures stand'upon

pavements of variously coloured squares. The faces and feet are

very well executed in flesh-coloured silk.
" A noticeable feature is the renaissance treatment of the

canopies, which are very ably designed after the cockle-shell

pattern. In four instances the finials consist of cherubims'

heads and wings, and, in two instances, of floriated terminals.
u The morse is decorated with the figure of a wolf, carrying a

lamb in his mouth.
"The whole is in good preservation, though it is somewhat

tender, and has been mended in a careless and rough manner.
The lining is modern and coarse.

"
By the architectural character of the work I am inclined to

fix the date at about 1500 A.D."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, February 5th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna (Philosophisch-Historische
Classe) :

1. Denkschriften. 34ter Band. 4to. Vienna, 1884. r
2. Sitzungsberichte. 104 Band, 105 Band, and 106 Tsand. 8vo. Vienna,
1883-4.

3. Archiv fur osterreichische Geschichte. 65 Band. 8vo. Vienna, 1884.

4. Fontes Rerum Austriacarum. Oesterreichische Geschichts-Quellen. II.

Abtheilung. Diplomataria et Acta. 43 Band. 8vo. Vienna, 1883.

From the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society : The Maga-
zine. Vol. xxii. No. 64. December. 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Archaeological Society of Agram (Croatia) : Viestnik. Godina vii.

Br. i. 8vo. Zagrebu, 1885.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq. : The Western Antiquary. Fourth
Series. Part 8. January. 4to. Plymouth, 1885.

From the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society :

1. Transactions. Vol. viii., parts 1 and 2. [Completing the volume.] 8vo
Bristol, 1883-4.
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2. No. 3. Notes on the Wills in the Great Orphan Book, or Book of Wills in
the Council House at Bristol. By the Rev. T. P. Wadley, M.A. 8vo. Bristol.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vii., No. 2. Feb-

ruary. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author, Arthur J. Jewers, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Local Heraldry. Part i. [Reprinted from the Trans, of the Plymouth
Instit. & Devon and Cornwall Nat. Hist. Soc. Vol. viii.] 8vo. 1883.

2. [For Private Circulation only.] Parish Registers, and their Preservation.

Being suggestions for the drawing up of a Bill for an Act of Parliament to

deal with this matter. 8vo. Plymouth, 1884. (Two copies.)

From Everard Green Esq., F.S.A. : The Order for the Dedication or Conse-
cration of a Church. Translated from the Roman Pontifical. 8vo. Roc-

hampton, 1883.

From the Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society: Original Papers
Vol. ix. Parts 3 and 4 [completing the volume], and Vol. x. Part 1. 8vo.

Norwich, 1883-4.

EGBERT BLAIR, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a photograph of a

sculptured and inscribed Stone with a rubbing of the Inscrip-

tion, which had been recently found at South Shields, and of

which he communicated the following account in a letter to the

Secretaryj dated January 24th, 1885:*
" There was discovered, on the site of the Roman cemetery

here, a few days ago, a very fine sepulchral monument, or rather

I should say of the principal part of it, that containing the chief

figure and the inscription ;
the remaining portion, the pedi-

mented top, having been found about three years ago, though
in the same street (Cleveland Street), yet at a distance of more

that 100 yards, and then purchased by me. The whole, there-

fore, is now in my possession. The stone is 3 feet 3 inches

high by 1 foot 11 inches wide, and in workmanship is, as you
will perceive from the photograph, finer, if anything, than the

famous bilingual tombstone to Kegina, found not many yards
from the place where the one now in question was exhumed.

u The stone may be thus described. It consists of the pedi-

mented top, supported by fluted columns with moulded and

beaded capitals ; the recessed space containing the representa-

tion of the deceased person, and the bottom with the inscription,

of which I will speak presently. In the angles above the

pediment are busts, one of them with the face knocked off and

the other so damaged as to be past description. In the centre

of the pediment there is a lion's head with a ring in its mouth,

in knocker form, and at each side of it is an incised scroll. The

chief figure in the centre compartment that of the deceased

is reclining on a couch, of which the creases and bandages are

well shown. Under his left elbow is a fringed cushion. He
is clothed in two garments, both of which are in graceful folds;

* The Society is also indebted to Mr. Blair for the loan of the woodcut on the

next page.
O 2
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the outer of them has an edge of zig-zag pattern, with holes in

the angles, and at its extremity a tassel. In his right hand

what to all appearance is a fir-cone ornament, and in the left,

which rests on the cushion, he is holding a cup. On the back-

1' 11

KOMAN SEPULCHEAL MONUMENT FOUND AT SOUTH SHIELDS.

ground is an elegant scroll-work design. The legs of the couch

are twisted and banded in form. Below the couch is the figure
of a boy (whose face is knocked off) in a tunic, with a vessel,

which he is offering to the sick man. On the ground is a two-
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handled vessel of Greek design. Unfortunately the greater

part of the face of the principal figure is destroyed. The curly
hair on the portion that is left is what one would expect to find

on the head of a Moor.
" The inscription already referred to, and which it will be

seen, both on the score of orthography and of grammar, is

somewhat defective, runs as follows :

D M VICTORIS NATIONS MAVRVM
[A]NNORVM XX LIBERTVS NVMERIANI
[EJQITI ALA I ASTVRVM QVI
PIANTISSIME PR[OSE]QVTVS EST.

which Professor Hubner agrees with Dr. Bruce may be trans-

lated thus

" * To the divine shades of Victor. He was by nation a

Moor. He lived twenty years, and was freedman of Nume-
rianus a horseman of the first Ala of the Asturians, who most

devoutly followed him to the grave.'
'

E. W* GODWIN, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a very curious

Genealogical Roll of the Kings of England, of which he gave
the following account :

"
Through the kindness of Mrs. Chaworth Musters I am

enabled to bring before the Society of Antiquaries a genealogical

roll of the kings of England, mostly written in the reign of

Edward II. but with a continuation on the ninth skin of the

time of Henry IV. The chief point of interest is the artistic

excellence of some of the figures, which are drawn in outline and

slightly tinted. The large figure of Dame Fortune at the head

of the roll is especially well-designed, but the quality of the line

though remarkable for its delicacy is not very steady. Some of

the throned figures of the kings are noteworthy examples of the

fine style of outline drawing which prevailed during the first

quarter of the fourteenth century. This beauty is all die more

evident through the comparison afforded by the artist of the

continuation (temp. Henry IV.), who in his endeavour to work

in the manner of the earlier artist has signally failed to secure

the quality which gives to the Edwardian work its artistic value.

It is to be noted that some of the drawings have been traced

over by a coarse unsteady hand, concealing much of their pris-

tine delicacy. There is another point of interest about the roll

which my friend, Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, has been kind

enough to point out, and that is its early date ;
to use his words

it is 'older- than the usual run of such.' For although there

are a number of such genealogical rolls in the British Museum,

they are chiefly of the fifteenth century.
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" The roll, which has been preserved in the Chaworth family

together with a family pedigree, was probably made for Maud
de Chaworth, who married Henry of Monmouth, afterwards

Earl ot Lancaster, the grandson of Henry III.
;

her grand-

daughter Blanche being the mother of King Henry IV.
" The roll measures 22 feet 4 inches in length, 10 inches in

width and is made up of nine skins of vellum. It begins with

a diagram of the chief roads of England : the Watling Street,
the Hermin Street, the Fossway, and the Ikenild Street. Under
this is a Wheel of Fortune with French verses which I have
below transcribed. The small figures on the circumference of

the wheel are not of much merit, but the large figure of Dame
Fortune herself is nearly equal to the work in Queen "'Mary's
Psalter (Brit. Mus. MS. 2 B. vii.), or in the Arundel Psalter

(Brit. Mus. MS. Arundel. 83), whilst in conventional treatment

it bears a very close resemblance to the beautiful drawings in

the unfinished Apocalypse in the British Museum catalogued
19 B. xv. Below the wheel and the verses is a draft of the

Saxon Heptarchy, followed by the Saxon line
; to this succeeds

the Norman line from Rollo, and then follow the kings of

England to Henry IV.
" The following is a transcript of the verses in the four span-

drils outside the wheel :

" Vous qui alez ceste uoye montaunt
Richesse e nobleie desiraunt

Amez dieu si freer bien

Pecche haiez sour toute rien

Amez ennplesse ostiez orgoil
Vostre proesme amez de bel acoil

Que la dame que la roue quie
De vous reversir ne sa haste mie.

" Lire haut roy coroune

Qui taunt auetz de dignete
Qui tint le poeple vous est enclinat [enclinaunt]
Riches et poueres petiz et gnz [grauhtz]
Regardez a fenestre envers val

Cum il sont reverse de ceo real

Ceus qui erent devaunt vous
Par le roi auenterous
Et pur ceo pensez de la mort
Kar a la reverse nad nule sort.

" La roue que dame fortune quie
Graunt afere signifie
Richesse poverte et seignurie
Hautesse pruesse large bailie

Force beaute pecche langour
Et la mort amere a chef de tour

Entendez bien a cest escrist

Pompe du secje vaut petit,
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"
Seignurs pensez de la mort
Ou est ore Sampson le fort
Salamon li sage rois

Alexandre qui ert courtois
Arthur li preus li roi richart
Ore est chascuns alez sa part
Et nous aprez trestouz . . .

Verses round the wheel.

Top. Dame fortune me face nomer
Ascuns serrunt de longe vie.

Eight hand side " Tout la monde ay a governer
of wheel falling. Ascuns morront par lur folie.

Bottom. " Riches et poueres et toute gent
Jeo vous di bien saunz resort.

" Tous sont a mon comanndement
Nul ne eschapera la mort.

Left hand side " Ascune gent voil enhancer

rising. Bon serroit sur toute rien.

Top.
" Ascunes a poverte liverer

Lessier le mal et fere le bien."

Examples of the Wheel of Fortune are not unfrequently met
with in church decorations. In Mr. Keyser's invaluable List

of Buildings having Mural Decorations we find specimens
referred to at Calfield, in Norfolk, at Kempley in Gloucester-

shire, at Leominster in Herefordshire, at Podbury in Bucks,
and at Rochester Cathedral. Another example will be found
in the pavement of Siena Cathedral, figured in Didron, Annales

Archeologiques, vol. xvi. p. 338. In HalliwelPs Shakespeare,
As You Like It, p. 143, will be found a cut of a Fortune's

Wheel, in illustration of some remarks erroneously attributed to

Mr. Fairholt, but which are really extracted from a paper by
Mr. J. G. Waller in the Journal of the British Archa3ological

Association, vol. ii. p. 143. The cut is taken from a fifteenth

century MS. translation of a French poem in the Cottonian

Collection in the British Museum. It represents a crowned

female, her right hand directing the wheel, while with her left

she holds a staff.

W. H. St. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the fol-

lowing Notes on the Corporate Seals of the borough of Lyme
Regis, in the county of Dorset :

"
During a recent visit to Lyme Regis, I was able to obtain

impressions of the corporate seals of the borough for my col-

lection. Thinking that it was possible the Society of Anti-

quaries might not^possess the Lyme Seals, I took the precaution
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of making duplicate impressions ;
and as I find my conjecture

was correct as far as the smaller of the two seals
'

is concerned,
I have much pleasure in making this addition to the Society's

collection.

The common seal of the borough is circular in form, and of

brass. It measures 2-Jg-in. in diameter. As in the case of many
seaport towns, the device consists mainly of a one-masted vessel

with furled mainsail, on the waves of the sea. The accessories

are, however, somewhat singular. Each end of the vessel, for

there is nothing to distinguish the bow from the stern, terminates

in a dragon's head. That on the dexter side of the seal sustains

a representation of the Crucifix, with SS. Mary and John, while

the sinister head supports a vigorous figure of St. Michael slay-

ing the dragon. On either side of the mast stands an erect ban-

ner the dexter charged with the three lions of England, and

the sinister with Castile and Leon quarterly. The mast has at

the top a pennon with three streamers, and charged with a cross.

The legend is,

SIGILLVM aOMVNGC : da LIM +

which only occupies a little more than half the circuit of the

seal, the remainder being intruded on by the religious figures
and the mast-head of the vessel. Four small and otherwise

blank intervals are filled by a four-rayed star, an estoile, a star

surmounting a crescent, and a mullet respectively.
Let us now see what can be learned from the ornaments.

The crucifix and attendant figures I cannot account for on any
local grounds, but the presence of the archangel is due to his

being the patron saint of the town, as the parish church is dedi-

cated in his honour.

The heraldry of the banners is exceptionally valuable as

enabling us to fix the date of the seal. The combination of

England with Castile and Leon can only refer to Edward I.

and his first queen, Eleanor of Castile. The seal cannot there-

fore be earlier than 1272, or much later than 1290, the year of

the queen's decease. I find, however, there is documentary
evidence which will give us probably the exact year when the

seal was made. By charter dated at Carnarvon, 3 April, 12th
Edward I., the king ordains that ' our town of Lyme

'

(which
had until lately belonged to the abbey of Sherborne) shall hence-
forth be a free borough, and that the men of the same town
shall be free burgesses, with liberty to have a merchants'

gild. I think therefore we shall not be far wrong in dating
this seal as of the year 1284. It is possible, though I have no
evidence on the point, that the merchants' gild was under the
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protection of the Holy Cross, in which case the crucifix on the

seal would have an interesting significance.
The smaller, or mayor's seal, is also a circular one of brass.

It is only Ifin. in diameter. It has in the centre a small

tablet, with a six-sided loop for suspension, inscribed

LIME RE
GIS.

The marginal legend is,

-f SIGILLVM ' OFFISIE $ MAIORATVS

The design and execution are alike feeble and coarse, and
there are no characteristics of date. It is not, I think, of any
greater antiquity than the end of the seventeenth or beginning
of the eighteenth century."

Major W. COOPER COOPER, F.S.A., and Local Secretary for

Beds, exhibited two Clocks : I.- A curious old Clock purchased
at Vevey in 1882

;
and II. A Clock purchased of one Taylor,

a watchmaker, at Leighton Buzzard, in 1884. Of these two

Clocks, Major Cooper gave the following description, commenc-

ing with the first, or Vevey Clock :

"
I. The movement is contained in an oblong brass case,

5 inches long by 3 inches wide, and 1 inch deep. The sides

are made to open ; the back is lined with coarse black velvet,

not unusual in very old clocks. The front is open. Two flat

brass bars are fastened to the centres of the upper and lower

ends of the framework, front and back, and between these three

wheels revolve, the pinions working in these bars.

" The wheels have respectively thirty, one hundred and twenty,
and one hundred and sixty teeth, the largest wheel of one

hundred and sixty having a ratchet and notched pulley for a

cord carrying a weight. To the pinion of this wheel the hour

hand is fixed. The wheel of one hundred and twenty has a

pinion of ten leaves, turned by the wheel of one hundred and

sixty, and this gearing to a pinion of eight leaves turns the

escape wheel of thirty teeth.
"
By this combination the large wheel revolves once in four

hours, the second wheel four times in the hour, and the escape

wheel sixty times.
" The escapement is the common anchor. The pendulum

beats seconds at each swing, releasing one tooth of the escape

wheel every two seconds.
" The striking arrangement of this clock is peculiar. To the

brass frame, in addition to the projecting iron hook and points

for hanging it to a wall, is an iron support carrying three bells
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of different sizes, one within the other, their rims in advance of

each other. Four hammers strike upon these bells, actuated

by levers and springs attached to the upper side of the frame-

work, inside the clock case.
" To the wheel of one hundred and sixty, four pins project ;

to that of one hundred and twenty, one pin projects ; to the

escape wheel, one pin.
" The escape wheel, in revolving, raises, by means of the

pin, one lever, and a bell is struck every minute.
u The one hundred and twenty wheel, in revolving, raises

another lever, and another bell is struck each quarter of an

hour.
" The one hundred and sixty, in revolving, raises, at each

hour, two levers, and two bells are struck.
"

Strictly speaking, at the hour all the bells should be struck

at the same instant, but very perfect mechanism would be

required to effect this.

" The dial is of glass, framed in window-lead, and has two
holes drilled in it for the pinions of the hour and seconds hands

to pass through. It is supported at its base by two brass hooks

only, on which it rests. It has three concentric circles scratched

upon it. These are divided into four hours, half hours, quarters,
and five minutes. In the inner circle are the hours from one

to four ;
in the middle circle from five to eight, and in the

outer circle from nine to twelve.
*' Above the hour circles is a small dial showing the seconds.
" Above the dial is a round glass, also framed in lead, and

soldered to the lead of the dial. On this is painted,
*' Ab hoc

momento pendet -ZEternitas.'
" From this it is conjectured that the clock came from a

convent or religious establishment.
" The wheels, of brass, are cut by hand. The glass dial has

the circles and divisions scratched upon it at the back, where
also the numbers are painted with white and^>red paint. The

hours, half hours, and quarters are painted with thin lines of

red. There is no attempt at ornament, and the only marks
discernable are the figures 30, 120, and 160 punched in the

brass bar carrying the trainwork. These figures are under the

pivot-holes of each wheel respectively.
" Since the foregoing was written, I met with the following

passage in Herbert's Engineers' and Mechanics' Encyclopaedia,

1840, vol. i. p. 697, which may seem to illustrate the above

description :

" ' What has been already advanced will, we trust, be sufficient

to convey a clear idea of the nature and general construction

of horological machines ;
but great diversities in their form,
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and a variety of curious movements, have been introduced by
the taste and ingenuity of artists in this branch. Some of these
excite admiration by the number and intricacy of the component
parts, and the admirable precision with which they act, whilst
others evince equal ingenuity by the simplicity of the means
adopted to obtain the end proposed. Of this last description of

clocks, none have as yet exceeded that invented by the cele-

brated Dr. Franklin. It shows the hours, minutes, and seconds,
and yet contains but three wheels and two pinions in the whole
movement, The lowest wheel contains one hundred and sixty
teeth, and goes round once in four hours. It carries the hand
on its axle, which points out both the hours and the minutes,
as will be described ;

and it turns a pallet above it of ten leaves,
on the same axis with which is a wheel of one hundred and

twenty teeth, that gives motion to a pallet of eight leaves. The
second hand is annexed to the same axis with this latter pallet,
as also the swing wheel, which carries thirty teeth, that gives
motion to the pallets of an anchor escapement, and to its pen-
dulum that vibrates seconds. The dial of this clock is of

singular formation. The external circle on it contains two
hundred and forty divisions, numbered from one to sixty in

four successive notations. This circle shows the minutes
;

within it the hours are arranged in three concentric circles, or

in a volute of three revolutions along four radii, which form

right angles with each other. By this arrangement, while the

point of the hand shows the minute, its side exhibits the hour,

or, more strictly speaking, shows that the hour is one of three
;

but so that it will hardly ever happen that any doubt will

remain of which it may be, as there as four hours' difference

between the figures next to each other on the zadial line. A
small circle is placed above the great one, and divided into

sixty parts for the seconds. This clock was wound up by a line

foing

over a pulley and ratchet, on the axis of the great wheel

y which the weight was drawn up, in the same manner as in

the common wooden clocks. Many of these clocks have been

made which are found to measure time exceedingly well.'

" I now proceed to describe the clock purchased of Taylor,

at Leighton Buzzard.
"
Taylor succeeded to the business of Matthews, whose family

had long been resident at Leighton Buzzard, their name appear-

ing in the Directory for Bedfordshire, 1785.
"
Taylor says he had the clock from a furniture dealer, who

had to refurnish a house at Bnckhill belonging to
a^ family

named Knight ; that the dealer had the clock from the Knights,

and that it had been in their possession two hundred years.

This seems probable^ for, on the back of the dial, the name of
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Matthews is scratched several times, with the dates of cleaning
or repairing the clock, the earliest being May 8th, 1791. This

will account for nearly one hundred years.
" The peculiarities of this clock are the arrangements for the

pendulum, which is placed in the centre of the movementj and

in the pendulum itself. The latter, about 6 inches long, is

shaped like an anchor, and is absolutely part of the arm which

carries the pallets, being bent at right angles to it. Its bear-

ings are knife-edged, and they work in triangular slots. The

pallets of the pendulum are actuated by a crown wheel, which

was usual before the invention of the * anchor pallets
*

by Dr.

Hooke, in 1666,* shortly after which time long pendulums
were introduced and superseded the short ones, requiring at

the same time an alteration to be made in the construction of

the movement.
" The clock frame is similar to most others of this period,

the conventional pillars, dolphins, flowers on the brass orna-

ments, and the method of supporting the bell.

'
It has had an alarum, but the works have been removed.

The dial alone remains, and at the back of the clock a circular

loop for the cord to pass through. The works were at the back,

where, in most clocks, the pendulum hangs.
" The wheels and pinions are all cut by hand, and the wheels

secured to the pinions on squares, and keyed on. There is one

hand to indicate hours.
" In the centre of the side doors of the case are perpendicular

slots 5 inches long, cut for the passage of the flukes of the

anchor as it vibrates. To protect these slots from dust, &c.,

there are on each door fan-shaped boxes projecting at right

angles, and at their circumference about 4 inches. They are

about 1 inch in depth, and appear to have had glass fronts, for

the purpose of showing the pendulum in motion. The upper
sides are ornamented with brass openwork, of the same cha-

racter as the ornaments on the clock. /

" The movement is much worn, and the repairs have been

badly executed.

"'The maker, William Robinson, Westminster. I find there

are two William Robinsons in the list of the Clockmakers' Com-

pany, one admitted in 1667, the other in 1720. The style of

the clock points to the earlier of these dates. I am indebted for

this information, indirectly, to the kindness of our Fellow, Mr.

W. H. Overall, the Librarian to the Corporation of London."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

* See Watchwork, by Rev. H. L. Nelthropp, p. 84.
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Thursday, February 12th, 1885.

EDWIN FKESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors:

From the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest :

1. Almanach, 1884. Sm. 8vo. Budapest.
2. Emlekbeszedek. I. Kbtet (6-10). II. Kbtet (1, 2). 8vo. Budapest,
1883-4.

3. Ertesitbje (Akademiai), 1883 (1-7). 8vo. Budapest.
4. Statisztikai Evkbnyv. 8vo. Budapest, 1883.

5. Ertekezesek tarsadalmi. VII. Kbtet (7). 8vo. Budapest, 1884.

6. Ertekezesek tbrtenelmi. XI. Kbtet (1-6). [With title and contents to

vol. x.] 8vo. Budapest, 1883.

7. Ertekezesek a nemzetgazdasagtan es statisztika kbrebbl. I. Kbtet (6-9).

[With title and contents to vol. i.] II. Kbtet (1-5). 8vo. Budapest, 1883-4.

8. Codex Diplom. Hungaricus Andegavensis. Anjoukori Okmanytar. Ed.

Nagy Imre. III. Kbtet. 8vo. Budapest, 1883.

9. Archivum Rakoczianum. 1, osztaly. II. Rakoczi Ferencz Leveltara.

IX. Kbtet. 8vo. Budapest, 1883.

10. Illeshazy Istvan hiitlensegi pore. Irta Dr. Karolyi Arpad. Svo. Buda-

pest, 1883.

11. Az Okori sulyokrol es mertekerrbl. Finaly Henrik. Svo. Budapest,
1883.

12. A. M. T. Akademia Evkbnyvei xvii. Kbtctenek 1. Darabja. 4to.

Budapest, 1883.

13. Monumenta Hungariffi Archasologica ^Evi Medii. A nagyszebeni es a

szekesfehervari regi templom. Irtak Reissenberger Lajos es Henszlmann
Imre. Folio. Budapest, 1883.

14. Magyarorszag a Kelet es a Nyugot Hataran. Kallay Beni, 8vo. Buda-

pest, 1883.

15. A Fuggerek jelentbsege Magyarorszag tbrteneteben. Wenzel Gusztav.

8vo. Budapest, 1882.

16. A Bujdosok Leveltara. Sajto alarendezte Deak Farkas. 8vo. Buda-

pest, 1883.

17. Levelek es okiratok I. Rakoczy Gybrgy keleti bsszekbttetesei Tbrtene-

tehez. 1631-48. Ed. Szilagyi Sandor. 8vo. Budapest, 1883.

18. A Rezkor Magyarorszagban. Irta Dr. Pulszky Ferencz. Folio. Buda-

pest, 1883.

19. Ungarische Revue. Herausgegeben von Paul Humfalvy und Gustav

Heinrich. 1883 (4-10). 1884 (1-5, 7). 8vo. Budapest, 1883-4.

From the Author, Frank Calvert, Esq. : Mittheilung iiber alte Kochbfen vom
Hauai Tepe (Thymbra). (Aus den Verhandlungen der Berliner anthropo-

logischen Gesellschaft. Sitzung vom 22. Juni 1884.) Svo.

From the Royal College of Physicians : List of the Fellows, Members, Extra-

Licentiates, and Licentiates. Svo. London, 1885.

A further communication, addressed to the Secretary, was
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read (see ante, p. 168) from the Eev. R. C. JENKINS on some

Antiquities discovered in his neighbourhood :

61 Soon after I wrote to you, we were fortunate enough to

light upon some Saxon relics during the railway operations

here, indicating the existence (on the hill almost opposite my
house) of a burial-place. First a great number of human bones

were disinterred, and presently a number of swords and spear-

heads, exactly resembling those described by Mr. Roach Smith

(Collect, vol. vi. plate xxix.), also three bosses of shields, like

those depicted in vol. iii. plate ii. of the same work. The
workmen were also fortunate in finding two fibulae (imperfect
at the extremities), one radiated like that at vol. v. plate xiv.,

the other of a cruciform shape and, of bronze. The foriner had
the usual glass settings (of garnet colour), three of these being
still in situ. A very thin Saxon ornament for a necklet was
also found, with the usual Eunic kind of characters upon it. All

these I fortunately secured, and may some day bring them with

me to show to the members of the Society, with one or two
other Roman and Saxon objects which have been found here.

Could we explore this singularly ancient place properly, very
much might be found. The Valley of Elham, of which we form
the gorge looking towards the sea, is a continuation of that in

which the vast collection of Mr. Faussett was discovered, and

appears to have been a continuous battle-ground between Dane
and Saxon, as well as a very early Roman settlement. The
little sketch of its history I sent you will show how much might
be expected in a spot whose occupation was so early. Kindly
communicate this brief intimation at some ensuing meeting."

T. F. KIBBY, Esq., Local Secretary for Hants, by the kind

permission of the Mayor and Corporation of Winchester,
exhibited Nine Charters and Indentures to the Corporation of

Winchester from the time of Henry II. onward. These charters

(and eighteen more not exhibited on the present occasion) had

been missing for many years, and have only recently been dis-

covered in the offices of a firm of solicitors in Winchester, and

by them restored to the city. On these most interesting docu-

ments Mr. Kirby read a Memoir, which will be published in the

Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
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Thursday, February 19th, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P., in the

Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author : The London Companies Commission. A Comment on the

Majority Report. By George H. Blakesley [F.S.A.] 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Royal Commissions of Art and Archaeology of Belgium : Bulletin,
20e Annee (9-12), et 21e Annee (1-8). 8vo. Brussels, 1881-2.

From the East India Association . Journal. Volume xvii. Nos. 1 and 2. SYO.

London, 1885.

From the Author: The Family of James Johnson, successively Bishop of

Gloucester and Worcester. By Walter Money, F.S.A. (Reprinted from
Trans, of the Bristol & Glouc. Archasol. Soc. viii. pt. 2.) 8vo. Bristol, 1884.

From the Author, John Evans, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., Treas. R.S., V.P.S.A.:

1. A Gold Solidus of Louis Le D6bonnaire. (Reprinted from the Numis-
matic Chronicle, vol. iv. Third Series, pp. 259-262.) 8vo. London, 1884.

2. Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Society, on

Monday, December 1, 1884. Printed at the request of the Fellows. 8vo.

London, 1884.

3. Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the Hertfordshire Natural

History Society and Field Club, on the 19th of February, 1884. [From
Trans, of the Soc. iii. pt. 4.] 8vo. Hertford, 1885.

From the Corporation of the City of London : London's Roll of Fame : being

Complementary Votes and Addresses from the City of London, on presenta-

tion of the Honorary Freedom of that City, and on other occasions. A.D.

1757 to 1884. 4to. London, 1884.

From the Author : The strange career of the Chevalier d'Eon De Beaumont,
Minister Plenipotentiary from France to Great Britain in 1763. By Captain

J. Buchan Telfer, R.N., F.S.A., F.R.G.S- 8vo. London, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P., exhibited

a complete set of Roundels or Trenchers of the seventeenth

century, from his own collection, accompanied by the following

remarks : 7

" I have the pleasure of laying before the Society a com-

plete set of roundels or trenchers of the seventeenth century,

such as have on various former
.
occasions * been exhibited at

our meetings. The use of such roundels seems to range over

a considerable period, that is to say, from the end of the fif-

teenth century or the beginning of the sixteenth, until the

middle or latter half of the seventeenth century. In connec-

tion with them, the passage from Puttenham's Art of Eng-

lish Poesie, published in 1589, has been frequently quoted as to

* Proc. Soc. Ant. vol. ii. 164, 166, 214 ;
Arch, xxxiv. p. 225 ; Proc. 2d S. i,

269
;

ii. 89, 175 ;
iii. 447.
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the little epigrams, which we call
'

poesies, and do paint
them now-a-dayes upon the back sides of our- trenchers of

wood, or use them as devices in rings and armes.'
" In Webster's Northward Ho,* these roundels are spoken of

as cheese-trenchers. Doll in addressing her *

City Poet,' Bella-

mont, says,
*
I'll have you make twelve posies for a dozen

of cheese-trenchers,' and in Middleton's No Wit, no Help
like a Woman's,! Lady Goldenfleece remarks,

6 Twelve tren-

chers, upon every one a month ! January, February, March,

April,' to which the reply is made,
*

Aye, and their posies
under 'em.'

"A set of such roundels, with posies relating to the months,
still exists, with the exception of that for August, and ail account

of them has been published.!
Mr. Dillon has kindly called my attention to the following

passage
" In Dekkar's Honest Whore, written about 1604 :

" '

George. Aye, but Mistress, how easily will they find a

cause ? and as one of our cheese-trenchers says very learnedly :

As out of wormwood bees suck honey,
As from poor clients lawyers firk money,
As parsley from a roasted coney ;

So tho' the day be ne'er so sunny,
If wives will have it rain, down then it drives,
The calmest husbands make the stormyest wives.'

u John Heiwood, in his '

Workes,' 4to. 1598, gives the fol-

lowing epigram :
||

This booke may seeme, as it sorteth in sute

A thin trim trencher to serve folke at frute,
But carver or reader can no way win,
To eate frute thereon, or count frute therein.

" The late Mr. Albert Way published in the Archseological
Journal IT an interesting paper on Ornamental Fruit-trenchers,
inscribed with posies, in which he gives an account of some
of oblong form, and not, as usual, round, to /which Heiwood's

simile is perfectly applicable. Each of these is highly
decorated, and inscribed with some Scripture text. They are

of Elizabethan date.

"An instance of such roundels being called fruit-trenchers is

afforded by John Donne's** Letter to Sir Henry Goodyere :

*
(III. i.), quoted in Notes and Queries, 3rd S. xii. 485.

f (II. i.), Ibid.

$ Notes and Queries, 3rd S. xi. 347.

Scene xii.

|| (4th Hundred i.), quoted in Notes and Queries, 3rd S. xi. 347.

([
Vol. iii. p. 333.

** Poems, 1669, p. 152.
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Let falshood like a discord anger you,
Else be not froward. But why do I touch

Things, of which none is in your practice new,
And Fables and fruit-trenchers teach as much.

u Cases of trenchers are occasionally mentioned in the wills
and inventories of the sixteenth century.

I

In the inventory of Cutberde Thomson, Vicar
of Gillinge, 13 January, 1573,

< In one
chiste

'

with various odds and ends is
' one

kaise of trenchers.'
VOl. XXVI. T ,1 n -r -r i i

1853. ln tne inventory of James Backhouse, of

Kirbye in Lonsdaile, 20 Sep. 1578, are <

ij

casis of trenshers, viij
d
.'

"They were used in large numbers in the Household of

Henry VIII.* In January, 1532, there is an entry of

twenty-eight dozen cases of trenchers delivered to the pantry,
and again in August of the same year of '

twenty dousin,' which
also appears to refer to cases.

" Mr. Croker f has also made some interesting observations on
these trenchers, in which he cites the various opinions as to

their use which had been ventilated in the Gentleman's

Magazine, f One opinion was that they were used as a kind
of fortune-telling cards, another that they served for a game
like that of drawing

' characters
'

on Twelfth Night a pur-
pose to which some of them seem to have been applied in the

last century. This however was an evident innovation, if the

story told by their owner, Viscountess Longueville, as to their

having formerly belonged to the nuns of Lacocke, in Wiltshire,
be true.

" Their real purpose was no doubt to serve as trenchers for

light refreshment, such as cakes, cheese, or even fruits, but not

improbably these highly ornamented kinds were not exposed
to the stains consequent on their carrying fruit. Indeed, there

seem to be instances of such trenchers occurring
' of plain beech

without letters, paint, or other ornament,' which could readily
be washed and cleaned. The usual devices are either characters,

such as Lawyers, Physicians, &c., Animals, || Flowers,H and

Fruits, or the Months as already mentioned.
" The posies are usually satirical, moral, religious, or humor-

ous. A set that is said, probably on insufficient grounds, to

*
Privy Purse Expenses of King Henry VIII. (1827), pp. 191, 243.

f Arch. Assoc. Jour. i. 329.

j 1793-4-7-9.

Notes and Queries, 1st S. xii. 290 ;
Proc.13. A. 1st S. ii. 164.

||
Notes and Queries, 1st S. xi. 159.

j[
Arch. Assoc. Journ. ii. 358 ; Proc. S. A. 1st S. ii. 214.

VOL. X. P
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have belonged to Queen Elizabeth,* is now in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford.
u As for their wise counsels, Burton in his Anatomy of

Melancholy places them next to the ancient philosophers. .After

citing an infinite number of authors he adds, f
' Looke for

more in Isocrates, Seneca, Plutarch, Epictetus, &c., and for

defect, consult with cheese-trenchers and painted cloathes.'
u After the more general adoption of pottery and earthen-

ware plates in lieu of pewter and wooden platters and tren-

chers, the use of posies upon what we should now call

dessert-plates still survived. Examples are known of Lambeth
ware plates, manufactured in sets of half a dozen, each bearing
a separate posy, and numbered in succession. The best known
series runs somewhat as follows:

1. What is a merry man ?

2. Let him do what he can
3. To entertain his guests
4. With wine and merry jests.

5. But if his wife do frown,
6. All merriment goes down.

" Of this formula there seem to have been other varieties, for

an octagonal Lambeth plate in my own collection, numbered 4,

gives the reading
Whit wyne and mery tells.

" In Mr. Franks' s fine private collection is a complete set of

these plates, bearing date 1742. Others forming part of another

set, are of the year 1734, and others again seem to be of still

earlier date. In the same collection are no less than seven sets,

more or less perfect, of wooden trenchers, all of earlier date than

those I am now about to describe,
"

Delft, t or Lambeth plates, seem also to have been made in

sets representing the twelve months.
" But to return to the set of roundels which form the subject

of this communication. They were formerly in the collection

of the late Mr. Joseph Warren, of Ixworth/and are now in

mine. I have, however, no information as to whence Mr.
Warren obtained them. The trenchers are 5| inches in diameter,
and but very little more than -inch in thickness. They are

of beech, and are enclosed in a circular box of the same wood,
fairly well turned in a lathe.

" Each trencher, as will be seen from the annexed woodcut of

one of the Series, No. 4, has an oblong tablet drawn upon it,

enclosing four lines of verse. This is surrounded by a kind of

* Notes and Queries, 2nd S. x. 477.

t Anatomy of Melancholy, pt. ii. sect. 3. Memb. 7 adfinem, p. 284 in Ed. 1624.

{ Cat. of Pottery, in the Jennyn Street Museum, 1871, p. 209. ,*
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octagonal framework of scrolls, painted in red and green water-
colours, above which are coloured representations of various
fruits and flowers. The whole is enclosed in a circle, between
which and the edge of the roundel a couplet is inscribed, the
two verses being divided by small compartments in which the

ROUNDEL OR TRENCHER OF THE YEAR 1625.

Scale, linear.

name of one of the owners is written, the Christian name in

the upper compartment and the surname below. Six of the

trenchers bear the name of Roger Simpson, and the other six

that of Mary Simpson. The roundels are not numbered, so

that the arrangement in the following description of them is

purely arbitrary. A part of the inscription on the lid of the

box is now illegible. The writing is in a cursive hand.
u On the lid of the box, arranged as on the trenchers :

Above, Eoger ; below, Simpson.

u Around

The labouring Bee that sucks of me such sweete :

Shewes vnto man what things for him are meete.

Device, a honey- suckle,

p 2
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" On tablet On . : r . *; . |fi
'

Will ...
Though
Must . . . .

" On bottom of box, in a vase-shaped compartment :

Nouemb. 20.

Ex dono cognati mei i?

Tho: Martin vie. de

Stone in Insula de

Oxney in Comitatu

Cantie, Anno
Dmi, 1625.

"
1. Above, Roger ; below, Simpson.

Device, acorns.

" Around

I am the fruite, whose body barke and twiggs :

Seme for man's vse, but I my selfe for piggs.

" On tablet

I am none of those lone bucks but does,
But I can chase the deere :

I can hunt the hare and rouze y
e
beare,

And loue the strongest beere.

"
2. Roger Simpson, as last.

Device, roses.

" Around

Sweet is mine odour, fragrant is my smell :

Yet thou with me must in obliuion dwell.

" On tablet-

Be ruld by me shun Venerye
Beware of dice and drabs :

Least for thy paines thou get no gaines *
But fowle Egiptian scabs.

"
3. Roger Simpson, as last.

Device, cherries.

" Around

I fulsome am by kinde, yet lett me ripe :

Least I molest thee, and thy bellye gripe.

erf
< On tablet

* Nou A siDgle i^6 is V
9id

of strife,

f Anato -^ Batcheler still be :

+ Pof rf Least Crabs and Pouts, and Carps and louts.

Thy wife prouide for thee.
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"
4. Roger Simpson, as last.

Device, strawberries.
(( Around

" On tablet-

Flora hath gract me with her prime delight
Nature adornes me with a comelye sighte.

Come dainty Dame and do not frame
Excuses for delay :

I am in loue, if thou wilt proue,
He serue thee night and day.

"
5. Eoger Simpson, as last.

Device, currants.

Around

I please the palate, and delight the tast :

I glad the hart, and the sad humours wast.

" On tablet

Some say tis Mag, some say y
4

wag,
Sisly must haue the man :

My minde is free, He ne-re agree
To loue but only Nan.

"
6. Roger Simpson, as last.

Device, pears.
" Around

I much resemble man in fading state :

Soone ripe, soone rotten, thats my vtmost date,

" On tablet

Not store of wealth, but yet thy health
Thou freely doest enioy :

Thy minde is free, liuest merilyt;,
No crosse workes thee annoy

"
7. Above, Mary; below, Simpson.

Device, peas.
" Around

I more abound in Country than in Towne :

I nourish great ones, but I feede the clowne.

" On tablet

Tis strange to see, what miserye
The flesh procures me still :

[le haue a man, say what yee can.

Yea I protest I will.
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"8. Mary Simpson, as last.

Device, cherries.

" Around

I last a time, am much respected to :

But soone decay, as mortall man must do

" On tablet

Of coulour red, or flaxen head
Since I may end y

e strife :

I yet am free, then of these three
A black man for my life.

"9. Mary Simpson, as last.

Device, liasel nuts.

" Around
I much abound yet ne-re the bellye fill :

Like to a miser that is wanting still.

" On tablet-

Unhappy me that Hue to see

My selfe in such disdaine :

I striue to please, and yet no ease
I finde in loue but paine.

"10. Mary Simpson, as last.

Device, gillyflowers.
" Around

Faire Gillyflora likes her selfe to me :

She fades, so I, and so must mortalls be.

" On tablet-

Had I been she Actaeon see

Bathing in such a lake :

A gentler fine I would enioyne
For poor Action's sake.

"11. Mary Simpson, as before.

Device, berberries.

" Around

I fade like Autunine nipt by winter's blast
Yet like the Phoenix I reuiue at last.

" On tablet

Whose horse is white, mans cheif delight
And wife is fine and faire :

Tis truly said, he is ill apaide
His braines are full of care.
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"
12. Mary Simpson, as before.

Device, holly-berries.
" Around

When other fruites do fade I then do flourish :

Small birdes in winter I do cheifly nourish.

" On tablet

Loue is a toy, some say a boy
That shoots a fiery dart :

What ere he be it seames to me
That boy hath pearct my hart.

t( It seems probable that we have in this set ofa dozen trenchers
an early example of a wedding present such as of late years has
become so fashionable. Thomas Martin (or Martyn), A.B.,
who gave the trenchers to his cousin Roger Simpson and Mary^
his wife, was the vicar of Stone, in Oxney, Kent. His first

living appears to have been that of Limne,* also in Kent, to
which he was appointed Dec. 7, 1616, on the presentation of
the Archdeacon of Canterbury. He became Vicar of Stone,f
in Oxney, on Oct. 29, 1619, the patrons being the Dean and
Chapter of Canterbury. He was still Vicar in 1633, when he

signed the Eegister J recording the drowning of Oliver Fidge
and three others in the marshes of Peasmarsh and Wittersham,
which were flooded owing to Knell dam breaking, and he appears
to have held the living until the unsettled times of the Common-
wealth, as his successor was not appointed until 1661.

t6 The family of Simpson or Sympson or Simson seems to

have been for some generations settled in Kent. At all events,
one Roger Simson was among the chief parishioners of Ive-

church, near New Romney and about six miles from Stone in

Oxney, in the sixth year of Edward VI. The fact of our

Roger Simpson's cousin Thomas Martin holding in succession

two livings, one in the gift of the Archdeacon of Canterbury
and the other in that of the Dean and Chapter seems, however,
to point to some connection with the Metropolitan city. Now
it so happens that among the prebendaries and canons of Canter-

bury at the beginning of the seventeenth century there were

two brothers of the name of Simpson. One of these, Nicholas

Simpson, D.D., died in 1609 af the age of 60, and was buried

in the Cathedral, where his monument still exists. He was at

one time vicar of Leysdown and left a numerous family, and

there can, I think, be but little doubt that his third son Roger

* Hasted's Hist, of Kent, vol. iii. p. 446.

f Op. cit..p. 542.

j Arch. Cantiana, xiv. 100.

Arch. Cantiana, ix. 274.
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was the owner of these trenchers. As a corroborative circum-

stance, if any were wanting, it appears from Berry's Pedigrees
of Kent * that the name of his wife was Mary. She is stated

by Berry to have been one of the family of Kett of Norfolk.

A family of that name was settled at Windham in that county,
and intermarried with the Beckhams of Narford. It is, how-

ever, needless to investigate farther this family history, though
I have much satisfaction in having identified the young couple
to whom this present was made, as well as the loving cousin by
whose hand the devices on these trenchers were probably drawn."

PROFESSOR FERGUSON, of the University of Glasgow, com-
municated a Memoir on a copy of Albertus Magnus, Be S^cretis

Mulierum, in his possession, which, as the writer contended, was

printed by Machlinia. Professor Ferguson also exhibited a

copy of the work of Albertus Magnus, called Liber Aggrega-
tionis, which is admittedly from the press of Machlinia, and is

thus of prime importance in determining the source of the De
Secretis Mulierum.

This Memoir will be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications,

Thursday, February 26th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Hungarian Academy of Sciences :

1. Ertekezesek a nemzetgazdasagtan es Statisztika Kbrebol. 1 Kotet. X.
Szam. 8vo. Budapest, 1883.

2. A Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia Ertesitoje. 1 Szam. 2 Szam. 8yo.

Budapest, 1884.

3. Ungarische Hevue. VI. Heft. 1884. Juni. 8vo. Budapest.

From A. C. King, Esq., F.S.A. : Bibliotheque des Merveilles. L'An Mille :

formation de la Legende de 1'An Mille, etat de la France de I'an 950 a 1'an

1050. Par Jules Roy. 8vo. Paris, 1885.

From the Royal United Service Institution: Journal. Vol. xxviii. No. 127.
8vo. London, 1885.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.
Vol. xiv. No. iii. February. 8vo. London, 1885.

* P. 173.
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From the Royal Bohemian Museum, Prague : Pamatky Archaeologicke a Mis-

topisne. Redaktor : Josef Smolik. Dilu xii. sesit 9-12. 4to. Prague
1884.

From G. E. Cokayne, Esq., Norroy, F S.A.: A Statutory List of the Inhabitants
of Melbourne, Derbyshire, in 1695. Printed from the original MS. Assess-
ment made under the provisions of the Act G and 7 William and Mary, c. 6.

By n. E. Chester Waters. 8vo. London [1885].

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.: The Western Antiquary. Fourth
Series. Part 9. February. 4to. Plymouth, 1885.

From the Author : [Privately Printed.] Accomptes of the Churchwardens of

the Paryshe of St. Christofer's in London. 1575 to 1662. Edited by Edwin
Freshfield, LL.D., V.P.S.A. 4to. London, 1885.

From the Author, Professor John Ferguson : The Article,
"
Paracelsus," from

Encyclopaedia Britannica, volume xvii. 4to. Edinburgh, 1885.

From the Author : I. Select Committee on Westminster Hall (Restoration).

Copy of Report on Westminster Hall by Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A. Folio.

London, 1884.

From the Compiler, Shirley Smith, Esq. : A Chart Pedigree of Her Majesty,
arranged in four circles of heraldic charges coloured. Broadsheet. Christ-

mas, 1884.

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D., V.P.S.A. : Two Photographs of Mason
Marks from Westminster Hall, from between the first and second Bay 5520,
and 5520 (A).

Notice was given of a Ballot for the Election of Fellows, on

Thursday, March 5th, 1885, and a List was read of Candidates

to be balloted for.

THE GOVERNORS OF ST. JOHN'S HOUSE, Sherborne, Dorset,

exhibited a Triptych, formerly in the Chapel of the Hospital.

This Triptych had been sent up to London, to be cleaned and

restored by Mr. Haines, and the opportunity was seized of

procuring permission to lay it before the Society. The following

Communication was read from EVERARD GREEN, Esq., F.S.A.

addressed to the Director :

" Reform Club, London, S.W.
25th Feb. 1885.

" DEAR MR. MILMAN,
" <

Exceeding magnified
' *

is the general effect of the North

German or English f Triptych of the fifteenth century, which

belongs to the Master and Brethren of S. John's Hospital or

Almshouse at Sherborne-, in Dorsetshire, which was originally an

Hospital of the Order of S. Augustine4
* I. Chron. xxii. 5.

f Sir Frederic Burton, Mr. Scharf, C.B., and Mr. A. W. Franks, incline to

the view that this triptych is North German. I would like, however, to point out

that if the picture of the Martyrdom of S. Erasmus by John Holynburne, which

is in the possession of the Society, is English, and which is dated 1474, there

seems to be afaint hope that this triptych is also English. Several architectural

features in the landscape of each are singularly alike ;
the triptych is, however,

of la.ter date.

Hutchins's History of Dorset, ed. 1870, vol. iv. pp. 294-u.
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" My attention was first called to this triptych by the Rev.
William Eric Leslie, S. J., who saw it at Sherborne about a year
ago ; and a few weeks ago, when he heard that Messrs. Car-

penter and Ingelow, Architects, had entrusted the picture to

Mr. Haines, of 25, Fulham Road, Brompton, to be repaired and

cleaned, he strongly urged me to get it exhibited at the Society
of Antiquaries, and to Messrs. Carpenter and Ingelow, as well

as to the Governors of S. John's House, we are indebted for the

loan of the triptych, as they courteously granted the request
which our Secretary, Mr. Knight Watson, made to them for its

exhibition.
" In 1835 this triptych had been ' cleaned and repaired

'

by
Mr. N. Whittock, of 34, Richard Street, Islington, who. seems
to have greatly admired it, as he wrote an account of the picture,
in which he attributes it to Cosmo Roselli, who died in 1484,
but though Mr. Scharf considers the date about right, the paint-

ing is certainly by no Italian. Mr. Whittock's account included

the very slender notice that Hutchins, the Historian of Dorset-

shire, in 1773, gives of the triptych,* with some few additional

remarks which I have also incorporated into the remarks I ven-
ture to lay before the Society, and first, as regards the two outer

doors. On either door are two apostles painted in grey colours,
called grisaille. Each figure has a gold nimbus, and the four

figures stand against a dark red ground. On the dexter door

are S. Paul, the ' vas electionis, and the '

prcedicator veritatis"

with his sword ; and S. James the Greater, best known to our
ancestors as S. James of Compostella, with his pilgrim's staff

and red escallop shell on his hat. On the sinister door are S.

Thomas the Apostle, who holds a lance or spear in his right
hand, and the first finger of the left hand is pointing, as is

frequently the case in representations of this Apostle ; and S.

Peter, the '

pastor ovium' and '

princeps apostolorum? who
holds a key in one hand and a purse in the other. The beauty
of the triptych is, however, within.

" The centre compartment is 4 feet 3 inches in* width, by 3 feet

4 inches in height, f and represents the Resurrection of Lazarus
of Bethany in Judea,J and consists of a group of twenty-two
persons.

" ' This subject,' says Mrs. Jameson (as quoted by Lady East-

lake),
i
is scarcely ever omitted in series which comprise the

events previous to the Passion '; and she adds that as a separate

* Hutchins's History of Dorset, ed. 1870, vol. iv. p. 295.

t The whole triptych when the doors are open, and including the narrow
moulded frame, measures 9 feet 1 inch in width by 3 feet 4 inches in height,

t S. John xi. 1-46.

History of Our Lord, 1881, vol. i. p. 356.
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subject
' we find it embellishing altars, cemeteries and oratories,

where the dead were especially remembered.' The principal
figure in this group is Our Lord's. He stands on the right
hand of the open grave. He is wholly dressed in a black robe,
and His gold nimbus has a floriated cross, in red, traced upon
it. His feet are bare. Around him are the twelve Apostles,
whose nimbi hide most of their faces, but SS. Peter and John
can be identified.

" The kneeling figure of S. Martha of Bethany, with her hands
raised in the attitude of prayer ; also the stately figure of S. Mary
of Bethany, who stands by the side of Christ in silent contempla-
tion, are very striking; and the whole scene, as here represented,
vividly recalls to one's mind parts of '

Mornynge remembraunce
had at the monethmynde of the noble Prynces Margarete Countesse

of Rychemonde and Darbye, moder unto Kynge Henry V1T.J
by Cardinal Fisher, the martyr-Bishop of Rochester, the re-

print of which, by the Early-English Text Society,* is no
doubt familiar to us all. The Bishop took for his text,

' Dixit
Martha ad Ihesum,' f and he tells us that '

blessyd Martha was a
woman of noble blode, to whom, by enheritance, belonged the

castle of Bethany,' and i how she complained unto our Saviour
Jesus for the death of her brother Lazarus,' and much more,
which shows how our ancestors regarded this great miracle, the

Gospel account of which they knew full well, as it served as one
of the Liturgical Gospels in the Requiem Mass in the Dormant,
Abeyant, Forfeited or Extinct Service-books of Hereford, York,
and Sarum, as it still does in the Roman-Rite of to-day.
The ghastly and all but naked figure of Lazarus, J with his

feet alone in the grave, next rivets the attention. He is here no

longer dead, and ' the breath of life
'

is again his, and he is

looking at Him who had just said,
' I am the Resurrection and

the Life.'
" At the side of the open grave is the stone which late lay on

it, on which is a border of brass, and an incised cadaver, and on

the border there seems to have once been an inscription, as two

letters at least are legible. One of the spectators is evidently
intended for the man whose right hand was withered. He is

standing behind Martha of Bethany, and he is looking very

intently at the rising body of Lazarus. The crimson drapery
on his head, and his black dress, help not a little to throw out

* Extra Series, vol. xxvii. pp. 289-310.

f S. John, xi.

J According to S. Thomas Aquinas, Lazarus signifies helped. Of all the dead

which our Lord raised, he was most helped, for he had lain dead four days when

Our Lord raised him to life. Catena Aiirea, S. Joan. cap. xi.

S. Mark, iii. 5, and S. Luke, vi. G and 8.
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the pale plaintive face of Martha. The withered right hand is

well shown, whilst his left hand rests on a wooden crutch.
" The distance represents a view of the town and castle of

Bethany, the towers, gateways, and walls being treated- like a

fifteenth-century German or Flemish city. It is seated on a

hill, and takes up over two-thirds of the background, the rest of

which is also hilly and somewhat wooded.
" The whole composition is excellent, but much of the original

painting has suffered ' the pain of loss
'
in the three restorations,

at least, that this triptych has passed through. The turbans,

headgear, pointed shoes, and draperies,* all of the style of the

fifteenth century, are worthy of close observation and study, and
the effect is very beautiful, and the colours are extremely clear

and bright." In the blue vault of a heaven, in a semicircle of golden-

light surrounded by cumulus clouds of deep blue, is a half-figure
of the Eternal Father, represented under the emblem of an old

man,
'
the Ancient of DaysS f He is vested in imperial red,

wears an imperial crown of gold, holds an orb surmounted by a

cross in the left hand, whilst with His right hand He blesses

those on earth.
" The rest of the sky is painted to represent that 'the day is

far spent,' J the western sky is beautiful with the afterglow of

the going down of the sun, whilst the night is silently stealing
on.

" On the interior of the dexter door, which is 3 feet 4 inches

in height by 1 foot 11 inches in width, we have two miracles of

Healing by the Divine Physician, viz., that of the man who was
blind from his birth, and of which we read in the Evangel
according to S. John,(| and that of the man who had a ' dumb
and deaf spirit/ which is related in the Gospel according to S.

Mark.T
" That of the man who ( from a child

' had had a ' dumb and
deaf spirit

'

consists of a group of eleven persons. Our Lord is

attended by SS. Peter, James, and John ; arid the dumb man,
whose head is bound in white, and who is upheld by a friend

richly dressed in baudekyn cloth and red stockings, has a little

manikin green devil
' the unclean spirit

'

coming out of his

* The three pieces of baudekyn cloth in the centre compartment of this

triptych form part of the three magnificent dresses of Mary and Martha of

Bethany, and oi one of the Jews who " came to Martha and Mary to comfort

them." Each piece is different in pattern, and the rich silk woven with gold,
which forms a magnificent brocade, is painted with considerable care.

f Dan. vii. 9.

J S. Luke, xxiv. 29.

Routh, Reliquice Sacra, vol. iii. p. 515.

l| Chap. ix. 1 to 41.

^ Chap. ix. 17 to 29.
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mouth. There are five spectators, and the one who holds the
birch-rod I take to be the father, to whom Christ said,

' All

things are possible to him that believeth/ and who straightway
cried out and said,

c I believe
; help thou mine unbelief.'

" This miracle is represented as taking place inside a house,
and in a window of two lights are two roundels, one of which

represents the Queen of Sheba before King Solomon, as is

evident from a similar group of four persons in the Biblia

Pauperurn,* and the other the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham.
The floor of the room is of various soft coloured marbles, nearly
white.

" The miracle of healing the man born blind is very touch-

ingly represented in the small upper scene of this dexter door,
and each of the six. persons in the group can be identified. On
the right, just within the doorway, stands the Divine Healer
dressed in black, and He is anointing the eyes of the blind man,f
who is seated on a stool. The blind man is dressed in a black

robe, over it is a white blouse, and around his neck is a scarlet

tippet. SS. Peter and John attend on Our Lord, and the parents
6 of him who had '

just
* received his sight

'

stand near their son.

Within the building is an altar vested in black, on which is a

fair white linen cloth, and behind the altar is a gilt triptych.
The landscape to the left is very small, but it greatly refreshes

the eye of the beholder.
" On the interior of the other, the sinister door, are three sub-

jects. The raising of the widow's son at Nain, which is re-

corded by S. Luke, the Good Physician, in the Gospel ;{ the

woman who had an issue of blood for twelve years, of which we
read in the Gospel according to S. Mark, and the raising of

Jairus's daughter which is given by the same Evangelist.|| All

three subjects are painted with great feeling, and the text of

Scripture is very closely followed even in all the small details.

Our Lord again is dressed in black, and as He draws near to

the gate of the city He raises to life
' the only son of his mother,'

of whom we also read ' that she was a widow.' The whole

group consists of thirteen persons. The tearful widowed mother

is conspicuous at the side of the bier, and her scarlet dress, black

girdle, and white wimple, demand notice. The face also of the

youth, as he starts to life, should not be passed over. The gate

* Biblia Pauperum, reproduced in facsimile by J. Ph. Berjean, London, 1859,

p. 25, and Plate III.

f S. Austin of Hippo says,
" the blind man here is the human race. Blind-

ness came upon the first man by reason of sin, and from him \ve all derive it,

i. e., man is blind from birth." Tr. xliv. 1, 2.

J Chap. vii. 11 to 17.

Chap. v. 24 to 34.

|| Chap. v. 22 to 24 and 35 to 43.
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of the city and the walls of Nain form the background of the

scene, together with a little landscape. The western sky alone

is lighted up, and the wooden bier, one handle of which is

visible, together with those who carried the bier (the two figures
dressed in brown), remind one of funerals in Italy of to-day,

were the confraternities, or at least the becca-morti, are frequently
dressed in a dark habit, but the showy funeral palls of sham

cloth of gold and black velvet, as used to-day in Italy, are a poor
substitute for the sumptuous pall of baudekyn cloth on this trip-

tych door.
" The woman at the feet of Christ is evidently the woman

who had had an issue of blood for twelve years, and who came
and fell down before Him, and told Him all the truth*- Her
face is full of rapturous gratitude and faith, and her upraised
hands are painted with very marked feeling.

" The small upper scene on this sinister door represents the

Kesurrection of the daughter of Jairus, and is a group of seven

persons. Jairus wears a rich outer dress (of baudekyn cloth)

as becomes the ruler of the Synagogue, and the group consists

merely of the personages mentioned in the Gospel.
' He

suffered no man to follow Him, save Peter, James, and John,
.... and when He was come in .... He taketh the father

and the mother of the damsel, and them that were with Him
. . . and He took the damsel by the hand and said unto her,

Damsel, I say unto thee arise. And straightway the damsel

arose and walked.' The mother holds a round pewter dish on

which is a piece of meat,* the three bones of which are painted
with great care. The bed, tester, counterpane, are red, the

pillow and upper sheet white, and the whole scene is in an

upper room.
" In conclusion, there Can be, I fancy, but little doubt that this

exceeding magnificat triptych was painted for an altar-piece of

some hospital chapel.
" Mrs. Jameson says that

'

pictures of the healing of the sick

generally, or in individual instances, as that of the blind man,
the lepers, &c., were often placed in hospitals and charitable

institutions, or in churches and chapels attached to them, either

as appropriate decorations or as offerings of gratitude and devo-

tion
'

;* and she adds that i most of the pictures now scattered

about in various galleries and collections, which represent
miracles of healing have had this origin, though it cannot always
be traced with certainty. 't

I cannot help thinking that this triptych was not given by the

* This no doubt is an allusion to the words,
" He commanded that something

be given her to eat."

f Life of Our Lord, 1881, vol. i. p. 362.
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founder of this hospital, as Hutchins suggests, but that probably
it was an offering of gratitude and devotion of some artist who
was restored to health in this hospital, or in some hospital of the

Augustinian order, as I believe this triptych was painted for an

Augustinian church and under Augustinian influence. Hence
Our Lord wears a black robe, the colour of the Augustinian
habit; next, the numbers in each group of 6, 7, 11, 13, and 22,
explained according to the mystical interpretation* of S. Austin
of Hippo, adds much colouring to the silent teaching of these

miracles; and lastly, the three miracles of Kesurrection, viz., of

Lazarus, at Naiii, and of Jairus's daughter, one almost always
finds in Augustinian churches, and this probably because S.

Austin of Hippo says that the three miracles of raising the dead,
which Our Lord performed, set forth to us His power over all

three degrees of sin.
" Jairus's daughter was just dead

; there is the state of the un-

godly. The son of the widow of Nain was already carried out

of the city, where we have the. sinners, who are removed from
the company of the faithful. Lazarus had been dead four days,
and was buried ;

and he is a type of the scorners, who are dead
and buried in trespasses and sins, and this, as you will see,
refers to the tbree kinds of sinners who are mentioned in the

opening verse of the Psalter.
" Mr. Ruskin would, no doubt, ask me to call this triptych a

Dorsetshire '

wayside sacrament,' and if it is restored to its

right place in the chapel of the almshouse no doubt it might,

could, should, and ought, to be once more a wayside sacrament

of the Almshouse, Sherborne, Dorsetshire. Believe me, dear

Mr. Milman, to be, yours truly ever,
" EVERARD GREEN."

The following are Mr. HAINES'S Notes on the condition of the

Picture :

" STATE BEFORE RESTORATION. CENTRE PANEL. This portion
was cracked from top to bottom in two places, the cracks being
wide and open, and the framework loose at the joints. The

picture itself had been most rudely repainted over in parts,

especially the sky (the upper portion of which and the part over

the Apostles had been entirely painted over), parts of some of

the Apostles' heads and the lower portion of some of the other

figures, particularly some of the feet ;
this repaint we consider

* Eleven is the symbol of all transgression, because this number is the fir.st

which oversteps that of the Ten Commandments. Thus the twenty-two portions

of the 118 Psalm (119), which is said daily in the Roman breviary, are considered

as a double trespass offering. The trespass offering of the poorest Israelite con-

sisted of two pigeons.
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to have been done about 100 to 120 years ago. There were
also numerous blisters or liftings of the paint in various parts
over the surface of the picture, probably caused by damp in

years gone by.
" FRONT OF SIDE PANELS. These panels were each cracked

down the centre, but were not nearly so much repainted upon,
the principal parts that had been tampered with being some of

the legs and feet, also the blisters were much fewer in number.
Of both these side pieces the upper portions were in the best

preservation.
"BACK OF SIDE PANELS. These were entirely repainted all

over in a very thick manner with dark brown paint in rude

imitation of dark mahogany. The repaint was much older than

the other, and certainly we think must have been at least 150

years old.
" THE RESTORATION. The first thing done was to place the

panels and woodwork generally in a sound state ; the cracked

panels were drawn together and secured, and the joints made .

fast. Then the blisters were all pressed down and made secure

in the centre panel and side wings.
" CENTRE PANEL. In removing the repaint we found that

there was no reason for it having been so treated, for though
underneath it there were several small damages which appeared
to have been portions of the old paint having been blistered arid

fallen out, and these holes having been filled up they should

have been carefully repaired without going over parts of the

original paint, as has been done. After removing the old

repaint all the small damages were carefully repaired, the colours

being carefully matched.
" FRONTS OF SIDE PANELS. These were treated in the same

manner, but, as mentioned before, were in better condition. It

is wonderful to find in such an old painting how well the

original colours have preserved their brilliancy, the brocades

being beautiful.
" BACKS OF SIDE PANELS.- The first indication that there

were paintings underneath the mass of repaint we found by
examining the surface of the panels. After doing this carefully
we could distinctly trace the outline and shape of each nimbus.

Having received orders to proceed with the removal of this

repaint we did so, but the operation was very difficult,, owing
to the hardness of the new paint. On removing the repaint we
discovered the four saints, but the lower portions of both panels
were in a bad state, especially the one with S. Peter, the lower

portion of this picture being awfully damaged, which no doubt

accounts for its being so repainted over. Fortunately the upper

portions down to and including the hands were in a very fair
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state
considering,

and by carefully repairing the damaged
portions the original context of the painting has been pre-
served."

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the first

portion of a Paper on the Seals of the Colleges and of the

University of Cambridge, of which he exhibited an all but com-
plete collection of impressions and casts. The impressions in
the possession of the Society were also laid upon the table. The
second portion of this paper was read on the 12th March, but as
a matter of obvious convenience they are printed together in the

Proceedings of this evening:
" The collection here exhibited may fairly claim to be the

most complete one yet made of the seals of the University and
Colleges of Cambridge. During my undergraduate days I
took advantage of the opportunities afforded through my being
on the spot of investigating the heraldry of the University and
its Colleges. The earliest and -in many cases the only authori-
ties for college arms were the seals of the various foundations.
I therefore set to work to get together impressions and casts of

every known seal, with such satisfactory results that, out of a
total of sixty-six, I only lack three. For some of my casts I am
indebted to the collections made by Mr. Ready thirty years ago.
I have also examined the whole of the documents of many of the

colleges and those of the University, as well as a few examples
preserved in the British Museum and Public Eecord Office.

Of the sixty-six seals the matrices of no less than fifty-one
are still in existence. The majority are of silver ; but latten,

steel, and copper are found, and, in two instances, gold. The
difficulties that had to be surmounted to obtain impressions
from these matrices can only be realised by any one who has

attempted a similar work red tape, caution, and even absolute

refusals had to be encountered but by the courtesy of the

heads of colleges, and, in two instances, by express permission
of a college meeting, I have been able to obtain impressions

from, with one exception, the whole fifty-one.
The collection before us exhibits a chronological series of

examples extending over six hundred years. From the differ-

ence in their dates, and the variation in artistic skill, it is hardly

possible to group the large seals into types, nor can they be said

to possess any common feature, unless it be that over twenty of

them have a shield with the college arms in base or occupying
the field. The smaller ones are almost wholly heraldic.

As might be expected, the seals of dates prior to the Reforma-
tion are often more or less ecclesiastical in character. Thus the

patron saints are found at Peterhouse, Michael House, King's,
VOL. x. Q
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Queen's, St. Catherine's, Clare, Jesus, and Magdalene ; the

Annunciation occurs at Gonville Hall; the Holy Trinity at Trinity
Hall ; the Coronation of the Blessed Virgin at Corpus ; the

Assumption of our Lady at King's; the Nativity and the

Ascension at God's House
;

the Resurrection at Christ's ; the

Evangelist writing his Gospel at St. John's ; and the Baptism
of Our Lord at Trinity. More secular devices are the founder-

bishop and his little scholars on the Peterhouse seal ; the dis-

puting scholars before the chancellor on those of the University ;

Edward III. and lady Clare granting their respective charters

to their foundations of King's Hall and Clare ; and Aymer de

Valence and his lady supporting their ' house of Valence Mary
'

on the Pembroke seal.
v,-

The seals before us are divisible into two classes :

Those of the first class are the seals of the individual colleges
as corporations ; while the second class comprises the seals used

by the master or custos of the foundation for the time being.
Of the latter class there are nearly thirty examples, but only
four are older than the reign of Henry VIII. ; the majority

being Elizabethan.

Before describing the seals I may point out that at Cam-

bridge, unlike Oxford, the name of the foundation, whether

house, hall, or college, is simply indicative of its size, all being

independent and having common funds or possessions for the

support of their inmates.

For convenience I shall distinguish the various colleges by
their old names, and take them in the order of their foundation.

THE UNIVERSITY.

The seals of the University and University officers are seven

in number. Three are still in use, three are only found appended
to documents, and the seventh is disused.

The official seals of the University are three.

1. This is the most ancient of the series before us, and dates

probably from the time of Henry III.'s charter of 1261.

A pointed oval, 2| inches long.

Subject : Under a very straight-sided trefoiled canopy the

chancellor, in gown and round cap, and holding a book, seated

on a chair between two disputing scholars. Above the canopy
are the sun and moon, and in the base of the seal a four-arched

bridge over the river Cam.

Legend :

SI6ILLVM VNIY6CESITATIS i CCANTeCBKIGia.

The earliest impression I have met with is attached to a deed

dated 1291, at Peterhouse.
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2. Date probably circa 1410. Earliest known impression at

Trinity College, 1420.

A pointed oval, 2| inches long.

Subject : In base a three-arched bridge over the Cam, sup-
porting a triple niche with elaborate traceried canopy. In the
central compartment a seated figure of the chancellor in gown,
furred tippet, with hood and round cap, and holding a book in

his hand. The outer niches each contain a disputing scholar in

gown and hood. The background of the niches is elaborately

diapered.

Legend :

Sigillttm : Vmfterfitatfc : Cantebriggtc

The fate of these two seals will be described presently.

3. The present seal of the University. Silver matrix, which
once had a handle on the back, now cut away. A pointed oval,
4 inches long by 2J inches wide. Date, 1580.

Subject : The chancellor in gown, furred tippet, and hood,
and square cap, sitting on a chair of state. On either side are

the figures of two masters of arts, in gown and hood, and

holding books. They are apparently the proctors, since the book

carried by one is evidently that of the Statutes of the University,
held as now by chains attached to the covers. Above the

chancellor is the tri-lingual Holy Name in a glory, flanked by
two shields, each charged with France modern and England

quarterly. In the base of the seal is a shield with the Uni-

versity arms (Gules), on a cross ermine between four lions

passant gardant (or), a book (of the field, edged, clasped, and

garnished gold.) The shield divides the date 1580, and is

surmounted by a large scroll, inscribed

* MARS * MVSAS *

Legend :

* SIGILLVM * COE * CANCELLARII * MRO *

ET * SCHOLARLY * VNIVERSITAT * CANTEBRIGIE.

The stops are small roses.

On the back of the seal is engraved the inscription

GVILIELMVS * FARRAND * PROCVRATOR * DEBIT *

MATERIAM.

MATTILEVS * STOKIS * BEDELLVS * DEDIT * FORMAM *

1580*

Q2
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In Liber Gratiarum A
(f. 133b) is a Grace dated December

9, 1580, headed ' Novum sigillum commune,' which runs as

follows :

' Conceditur 9 Decembris ut sigillum nunc oblatum per Matthseum stokys
bedellum veteri magis insigne vestra auctoritate approbetur et pro communi

sigillo universitatis habeatur, sic ut deinceps singula publice academie nomine

obsignanda hoc sigillo solo obsignentur et yetus commune sigillum cancelletur.'

4. The official seal of the chancellor of the University.
A pointed oval, 2J inches long. Silver matrix destroyed.

Date, circa 1300. Earliest known impression, dated 1316,
in British Museum (Harl. MS. Ill C. 25).

Subject : On a bridge of four pointed arches, over the river

Cam, wherein swim two large fish, a bust of the chancellor in

profile, wearing a round cap. This is seemingly a rebus, the

chancellor being the head of Cambridge University. The

subject is contained within a double-feathered octofoil with

diapered field.

Legend :

* s' dAnaecLLARii vnivecESiTATis aAnTecBRieiec.

5. The official seal of the chancellor of the University.
A pointed oval, 3 inches by 2 inches. Silver matrix. Date,

1580.

Subject: A figure of the chancellor, in gown, fur tippet
with pendant tails, and square cap, and holding a book in his

hand, standing in a panelled pulpit, which rises from a corbel

and has a band of roses and another of fleurs-de-lis round the

upper part. From the chancellor's mouth proceeds a scroll

lettered ** DOMINVS * PROPE ESTj, and above his head is a

crowned shield bearing France modern and England quarterly.
In base is a shield with the arms of the University dividing the

date 1580, and from each of its upper angles issues a large sprig
*>f laurel.

Legend :

* SIGILLVM * OFFICII * CANCELLARII * ALM^E *

VNIVERSITATIS * CANTEBRIGIE *

The stops are small roses, as on the present University seal.

On the reverse is inscribed :

: EX : DONO -
:

- D : EDW : LEEDYS : 1VRIS: . : CIVILIS :

DOCTORIS:

and in the centre the letters MS, for Matthew Stokys.
The seal is preserved in the Registry, but is disused. It
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originally had a handle on the back, which has been cut away
to allow of the seal being used in a press.
The history of this seal may be learned from the University

records.

In Liber Gratiarum A
(f. 134a), is a Grace dated December

16, 1580, headed < Novum sigillum officij,' which runs as
follows :

'Conceditur 16 Dccembris quum sigillum officij clomini Cancellarij valde par-vum sit
|

et vetustate penc consumptum ut ex argento ciusdcm sigilli |

ct aliorum
duorum rcmanentiura, quorum nullus nunc est usus, novum pro officio cancellarii
et eius deputati sigillum conficiatur ad descripcionem, & formam quas Matthaeus
stokys bedellus assignabit.'

The ' two other
'

seals thus doomed to destruction I. take to be
the old University ones, for William Farrand, when proctor,
gave the silver of the new University seal, and the old one was
simply cancelled.

The University Audit Book, for 1580-1 (f. 139b) contains the

entry :

'

It', to Mr. Stokys (inter alia) for making the seale of office

ivs., and besides y
e
silver of the old scales xxiij s.'

This is rather puzzling, for the seal of office itself records

that it is
' ex dono domini Edwardi Leedys,' yet the Grace of

December 16, 1580, orders three old silver seals to be broken

up for the material, and in addition Matthew Stokys is paid for

the making of the new seal.

A comparison of the University seal with that of the chan-

cellor shows them to be the work of the same engraver.

6 and 7. The official seals of the vice-chancellor.

Each is engraved on a plain but massive gold signet ring.

They differ in size.

The larger bears the University arms on a shield, and has

the letters MS engraved inside, probably for Matthew Stokys,
who was, doubtless, the donor.

The smaller ring bears a classical figure of Minerva, with

the Gorgon's head on her shield and a lance in her hand, and

the words si PERDAM PEREO. Inside the ring is inscribed '

my
only rest*' This is possibly also a benefaction of Stokys to the

University.
It will be noted that the Grace ordering the^

new seal of

office states that it is
<

pro officio cancellarij et eius deputati.'

Amongst the muniments of Trinity College is a document

dated "December 9, 1494, of William Stokdale, vice-chancellor,

sealed with the old chancellor's seal, which is called in the deed
<

sigillum officij nostri.' The order of 1580 seems, therefore, to

be an old established one.
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Two other seals are found in collections as being those of

the commissary of the University. One occurs at" Caius, with

the blessed Virgin Mary and the Holy Child, but the legend is

defaced, and I have not found any evidence to prove that the

commissary used an official seal.

Three other seals are named in the University Audit Book
for 1579-80 fff. 138a and 138b) :

It' for graving ij
scales for the proctors iij

s.

It' for new graving of the Taxars seale xxij d.

These seals are not now in existence, and no impressions of

them have been met with.

PETERHOUSE.

Founded in 1257 by Hugo de Balsham, bishop of Ely
(1257-1286), but not formally incorporated until 1284, when
the founder obtained a royal charter of endowment for a master,
fourteen fellows, and eight scholars.

The college possesses two seals.

1. The original seal of the foundation of 1284, and there-

fore the earliest existing seal in the University. A pointed
oval 2-^- inches long. Matrix brass.

Subject : In the centre the founder-bishop in albe, amice,

dalmatic, fanon, and chasuble, low mitre, and holding his

staff in his left hand the right hand being raised in bene-

diction. On either side of him stand two tonsured scholars

in long-sleeved gowns with hoods or falling collars. One
scholar holds a book. Beneath the bishop's feet is a shield

charged with three crowns, two and one, and above his head
is a trefoil arch supporting a half length figure of St. Peter

holding two huge keys in his right, and a book in his left

hand. On his left is a six-rayed star. It i^'a curious and
unusual fact that the saint has a nimbus bearing a cross

a feature peculiar to representations of our Lord.

Legend :

S' : CCOMVN6C : SdOLAKIVM : DOMINI : eCPISCCOPI : SLietNSIS.

This beautiful seal is not now used.

2. The common seal of the college. Date, on the authority
of the present master, circa 1760, but query at least a century
and a half earlier. A pointed oval 3in. long. Matrix brass.

Device ; A shield, surrounded by arabesque scroll work, bear-
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ing three pallets within a borclure charged with ten crowns.
Above the shield are two keys in saltire.

Legend :

* SIG : COMVNE COLLEGII S PETRI IN
* ACADEMIA CANTABRIGIENSI

Eandle Holme, in his Store House of Armoury and Blazon,
1688 (Bk. iii. ch. v. p. 241), thus describes another seal of
Peterhouse :

' He beareth Argent, the Apostle St. Peter in full aspect,
Cloathed in a long robe or Coat close girt, Azure

; Mantled and
cast behind his back, Purpure : holding out his both Arms, on
the right hand a Book closed, with a Church standing thereon

;

and in his left a Key double Sited, all proper. This is the form
of the Seal, used by Peterhouse Colledge in the University of

Cambridge, which was erected out of two ancient Hostels, or

Hospitals, sometime belonging to the Brethren of the Sect,
called de Pcenitentia Jusu (sic) -Christi.^

No impression of this seal has yet been met with, and I do

not know what reliance is to be placed on the authority of a

person who speaks of Peterhouse <

Colledge.'

A small seal is also used by the master to sign certificates,

which bears the arms now borne by the college in virtue of a

grant by Kobert Cooke, Clarencieux, dated July 9, 1575, viz.,
6

(Or), four pallets within a bordure (gules) charged with eight

crowns (gold.)' There is strong evidence, however, to show

that the worthy king of arms made an error, for the shield is

composed of the arms of Hugh de Balsham within a bordure of

the see of Ely, and until Cooke's grant the number of pallets

was always represented as three instead of four.

MICHAEL HOUSE,

Or the < House of the Scholars of St. Michael,' was founded

in 1324, by Hervey de Stanton, rector of East Dereham and

North Creke, canon of York and Wells, and chancellor of the

exchequer, in honour of the Holy Trinity, the blessed Virgin

Mary, St. Michael and All Saints. It was surrendered to

Henry YIIL in 1546.

Seal, circular, If inch diameter. Matrix lost.

Subject : St. Michael conquering the Dragon. The saint has

a shield charged with a cross on his left arm, and pierces the

dragon's head with a spear which he holds in his right hand,
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Legend :

* S' MA6RI 6CT SCCOLARIV DOM SCCI Mld^IS
CCANTetBR'.

This is the original seal of the college, and apparently the

only one it possessed, for an impression is appended to the deed
of surrender in the Public Record Office.

UNIVERSITY HALL.

This hall was founded in 1326, by Richard de Badewe,
chancellor of the University, and refounded 1338-9, under the

name of Clare Hall, by lady Elizabeth de Clare, wife of,.John
de Burgh.
No seal is known to exist.

KING'S HALL.

King's Hall was founded in 1337 by Edward III. for thirty-
two scholars, in honour of God, the blessed Virgin Mary and All

Saints. It was surrendered in 1546, and refounded by Henry
VIII. as Trinity College.

Seal, circular, 2J inches diameter. Matrix lost.

Subject : In the centre a seated figure of the royal founder,
beneath an elaborate triple canopy, holding a model of the

college in his left hand, and with the right presenting the

charter of foundation to the kneeling master. In base are five

niches, each containing a suppliant figure. On either side of the

central subject is an oak-tree, from which hangs a shield, the

dexter bearing the three lions of England ; the sinister, France
ancient and England quarterly.

Legend :

dtgtllu comune cu$t[ottfe et gc]olartum aul* r[egi'fn c]antefcrtggie

If this seal be the original one of the foundation and no
other is known it is curious that it should bear the arms of
France quartered with England, which are not supposed to have
been introduced till 1340. It is of course possible that no seal

was used before 1340. This seal continued in use till the last,

for an impression is attached to the deed of surrender in the

Public Record Office.

CLARE HALL,

Now called Clare College, was founded by lady Elizabeth de
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Clare, in place of Richard Badewe's foundation of University
Hall, in 1338-9.

The seals are three in number.

1. The common seal of the college. A pointed oval, 2J inches
loner. Silver matrix.

Subject : Beneath a triple canopy, the foundress holding a
book in her left hand, and with the right presenting her charter
of refoundation to the representatives of the college, who kneel
round her. One of them is holding out his hands to receive it.

The background is diapered with large roses. Above the pedi-
ment of the canopy are three canopied niches containing three-

quarter effigies of the blessed Virgin Mary and Child between
St. John Baptist and another male saint who holds a palm-
branch. On either side of the principal subject is a shield,
which intrudes into the legend ; the dexter bearing the three

lions of England, and the sinister one, Castile quartering Leon.

In the base of the seal, with a rose on cither side, is a third

shield that now borne by the college do Clare impaling de

Burgh within a bordure guttee.

Legend :

Aula Clare Pta Rege.

Semper Virgo
* Maria.

The heraldry of this most beautiful seal may be explained

by a reference to the descent of the foundress. Edward I. by
his first wife, Eleanor of Castile, had a daughter Joan, who
married Gilbert de Clare, earl of Gloucester and Hereford.

Elizabeth de Clare, the daughter of this couple, first married

John de Burgh, earl of Ulster, who died v. p. 1313. She next

married Theobald de Verdun, who died 1316, and thirdly,

Roger d'Amori, who died about 1341. The two side shields are

therefore for her mother's parents, or perhaps for her mother

herself, while the impaled arms in base are derived from those

of her father and her first husband. But whence comes the

bordure ? At first I thought it was a difference assumed by the

college, but this theory was demolished by my finding a seal of

lady Clare's attached to a document dated 1354, and another

dated 1361, in the British Museum, which bears this identical

shield in conjunction with the arms of Clare, Verdun, and

d'Amori, the castles and lions of Castile and Leon, and the

lions of England. An earlier seal of lady Clare's, of the date

1333, has d'Amori in conjunction with de Burgh with a label,

de Verdun, and de Clare, so that the bordered shield comes in

after her third husband's death. The bordure is always given as

' sable guttee d'or,' and as there is no possible alliance from which
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it could be derived, I am inclined to suggest, though I do so

with the utmost diffidence from want of corroborative evidence

in the shape of parallel contemporary examples, that the black

bordure denotes the lady's widowed condition, and the drops her

tears of sorrow.

2. The original college seal has a handle at the back, which
was found a hindrance to its use in a press. But instead of

cutting off the handle, the college, sometime during the last

century, disused the seal, and had a new one made. This seal,

which is now in use, is of silver, and in shape an oval 2^|
inches long.
The design is more or less accurately copied from that of the

old seal, and the legend is also

* &ula Clare 39ta * ifoge * Jumper * SFtrgo * IHarta.

3. The master's seal. Steel matrix. Made in pursuance of

a college order in 1742.

It bears the college arms in an arabesque shield.

There is also a smaller seal with the college arms, for sealing

certificates, &c.

PEMBROKE COLLEGE.

This college was founded in 1347 under the name of Valence

Mary, by Mary de St. Paul, wife of Aymer de Valence, earl of

Pembroke.
The seals are eight in number.

1. The original seal of the foundation. A pointed oval 2f
inches long. Silver matrix preserved at the college.

Subject : The figures of Aymer de Valence and his wife,

standing side by side, each holding up a hand to a conventional

model of the college above. The earl is clad in mail armour

and surcoat, and clasps his sheathed sword in,, his right "hand.

The countess is attired in wimple and hood and t widow's weeds '

of the period.
The figures stand between two large shields, each suspended

from a tree. The dexter shield bears the arms of de Valence ;

and the sinister, de Valence dimidiating St. Paul. The model

of the college is surmounted by a figure of God the Father

with uplifted hands. The space on each side contains a

cinquefoil.

Legend :

* S' CCVSTODIS : &T : SCCOLAKIV : DOfllVS :

: VALeCNCCa : JIUEieC : IH :
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2. On the reverse of the impression of the college seal attached

to the original statutes is a beautiful little traceried seal, circular

in form and 1 inch in diameter, bearing the Holy Trinity.

Legend :

secccRecTv AVLGC VALENCCO: MARIO: CCANTABRIG

The matrix is unfortunately missing.
The manuscript

* Memoirs of Marie de St. Paul,' written by
Gilbert Ainslie, master of the college, in 1847, says that i

if

not sent with most of the college plate to King Charles L, it

was lost about that time. Wren speaks of it in 1615 as being
then in the college.'

3. An oval seal, 1-ft- inch long. Silver matrix.

It bears the college arms, De Valence dimidiating St. Paul,
and the legend :

* SIGILL : AVL.E PEMBROCHLE CANTABRIGI^

This seal, according to Dr. Ainslie, replaced the last described

one during the Commonwealth, an impression being appended
to a deed (Gransden box, A. 5) dated September 4, 1654.

4. A pointed oval, 2J inches long. Brass matrix.

Subject : A debased and ill-copied reproduction of the original

seal of the college.

Legend :

SIGIL CVSTOD ET SOCIORVM DOMVS DE

VALENCE MARIE IN CANTABRIGIA.

The history of this seal is not known. It probably dates from

the first quarter of the eighteenth century.

5. An oval, 2J inches long. Steel matrix.

Subject : -The college arms in an arabesque shield.

Legend :

* SIGILLVM CVSTODIS ET SOC AVL^E

MARLE DE VALENTIA IN ACAD: CANT:

In the college register there occurs this minute, dated April

14, 1738:

< Sieilli communis argentei sculptura jam per vetustatem prcne evanescente,

novum ex chalybe, collegii referens insignia, in ejus locum subsl

6. An oval, 2-HJ- inches long. Brass matrix.

Subject : The college arms in an ornate shield.
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Legend :

* SIGILLUM CUSTODIS ET SOCIORUM' AUL.E
MARLE DE VALENTIA IN ACADEM CANTAB *

Nothing is known of the history of this seal, and it does not

look as if it had ever been used. I think it dates from -about

the end of the last century.

7. The present seal of the college. An oval, 2J inches long.
Steel matrix.

Subject : A shield of the college arms, suspended from a

triple wheatsheaf.

Legend :

SIGILLVM CVSTOD. GCT SOO. COLL.
VALGCNCeC-MARieC IN ACAD. CANT.

8. The smaller seal. An oval, 1J inch long. Steel matrix.

Subject : A shield of the college arms, hanging from a wheat-
sheaf.

No legend.
These two seals were made in 1844 to replace seals (3)

and (5), which had till then been used by the college for all

official documents.

In the box which contains the seven matrices just described

is another matrix of some interest. It is a pointed oval, 3J
inches long, of latten, bearing the device of a mitred bishop

standing in a ship, beneath an elaborate canopy.
The legend, which begins at the ship on one side, is :

* ttn * grana * eptfcopt * artftrtett.

This is, therefore, the seal of Nicholas, bishop of Ardfert,* in

Ireland; but how it came into the possession of Pembroke

College I have not been able to ascertain. The device is, I

believe, unique amongst seals of the United Kingdom.

GrONVILLE HALL.

Gonville Hall, or the Hall of the Annunciation of the

blessed Virgin Mary, was founded in 1348 by Edmund de

* The only bishop of Ardfert at all approaching the approximate date of this

seal is thus recorded by Ware (Ireland, vol. ii. p. 522) :

" One Nicholas was bishop of Ardfert in the years 1420 and 1431. But I

find no account either of the time of his consecration or of the time of his death."

Another Nicholas (p. 521) was bishop, 1285-1287. He was succeeded by yet
another Nicholas, 1288-1336.

Nicholas Kenan was bishop of Ardfert from 1588-1599.
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Gonville, rector of Terrington and Rushworth, for a master
and four fellows. It was refounded in 1558, as Gonville and
Cams College, by John Gains, M.D.

Only one seal is known. It is a pointed oval, 2i inches
long. The matrix is lost.

^
Subject : Beneath a triple canopy a representation of the

Annunciation. The blessed Virgin stands holding a book in
one hand, and raising the other in astonishment. At her ricrlit

ear hovers the Holy Dove. The angel holds a scroll lettered
AV6C : AVGC

^ (reversed). Between the figures is the lily pot.
In base is a kneeling figure of bishop Bateman of Norwich,who established the college for the founder, and six other

figures.

Legend :

S' dOet : AVL6C : ANNVNCCOIS : Ed : MAKI6C : dANTABKIGIS.

TRINITY HALL.

Trinity Hall, or the Hall of the Holy Trinity of Norwich,
was founded in 1350, by William Bateman, bishop of Norwich
(1344-1355), for a master, twenty fellows, and three scholars.

The college possesses three seals.

I. The original seal of the foundation.

Circular. 2J inches diameter. Silver matrix.

Subject: Beneath a triple canopy a representation of the

Holy Trinity. Filling up the space on each side is a branch of
a tree, which ramifies so as to include twenty small human heads,
ten on each side perhaps in allusion to the twenty fellows of
the foundation. In base is a small shield with the old college
arms, a crescent ermine within a bordure engrailed.

Legend :

fr S.' CCottccjtt : fcolanu : &ule See trtm'tatte : tie
*

noiiw'co : m
Vmbcrs'ttatc :

The back of this seal is ornamented with several concentric

circles set with small quatrefoils. It once had a handle in the

centre, now cut away.

Through continual heavy pressure in too small a press, under
the present system of sealing with wafers, the face of the seal

has been bent into a convex form, and the centre has been so

flattened that part of the figure of the Trinity is hopelessly
defaced. Had the example of Clare and Pembroke been fol-

lowed in time, and a new seal made, this beautiful and interest-
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ing matrix would not have suffered such injury. It is not yet
too late,.

2. The original master's seal. Silver matrix, with handle,

pointed oval, lT
7
g inch long.

Legend :

Stgtllu cuftotite callegtt 3ce trtmtat dantdmg.

This seal is much worn and should be disused.

3. The third seal does not strictly appertain to the college,
as it is that of Stephen Gardiner, afterwards bishop of Win-
chester (1531-1555), who was master of Trinity Hall 1525-

1549, and again from 1553-1555. It is a circular one] an inch

in diameter, of brass, with a hexagonal handle.

It bears the old college arms and the legend :

Stgtllum ftepljam m a tr can.

This seal is used to affix to certificates, &c.

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE.

This college was founded in 1352, by the munificence of two

gilds in Cambridge, the gild of the Corpus Christi (from
which it derives its name) and the gild of the blessed Virgin

Mary.
This foundation possesses two seals.

1. The original seal of the college. A pointed oval, 2J inches

long. Matrix of silver, which once had a handle now cut off.

Subject: In base, five kneeling figures, two of whom, as

representing the two gilds, hold up a model of the college.
Above these, and filling up the width of the seal, are two large
shields side by side the dexter bearing the verbal Trinity

emblem, the sinister the instruments of th# Passion. In the

upper part of the seal, beneath a triple canopy, is a representa-
tion of the so-called Coronation of the Virgin.

Legend :

S% CCoe ttomutf
*

corporfe rpt t b'e
* marie danteforfggte.

I have not had the opportunity of going into the question,
but I think this seal gives us a very early and dated example of

the verbal Trinity emblem.

2. The master's seal. Small oval, 1
r

l

6 inch long. Silver

matrix.
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Subject : The arms granted to the college by Robert Cooke,
Clarenoieux, in 1570, viz., Quarterly, 1 & 4 (Gu.) a pelican in

her piety (argent); 2 & 3 (Az.'j, three lily flowers slipped (arg.)
This seal much resembles the late-sixteenth century ones

used by the vice-chancellor and the provost of King's, and

may be dated about 1580. It was often used during the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries as a counter-seal to the larger
one.

GOD'S HOUSE.

This college was founded in 1442 by William Byngham,
priest of the church of St. John Zachary, Cambridge.

The seals are two.

1. That of the foundation circular, If inch diameter.

Subject : Per fess, in chief the Ascension, in base the

Nativity.

Legend :

StgtTlum commune collect) tfe gofceffjouS cantebrcjtc

The matrix of this seal is in existence, but I do not know
where.

2, The seal ad causas. Circular, 1J inch diameter. Matrix

brass.

Subject : A small gabled building, representing the * God's

House/ In base is a seven-leaved flower, and in chief what

appears to be intended for the Ascension, under the form of

two feet disappearing in the clouds.

Legend :

Stgtllum : tie : gofcefljouSe : catebrtgte : atJ :

This seal was found at Billinghay, Lincolnshire, in 1869,

and for many years was in the possession of the suffragan

bishop of Nottingham. It has since been restored to the

custody of Christ's College.

KING'S COLLEGE.

This college was originally founded by king Henry VI. on

February 12, 1440-1, in honour of the blessed Virgin Mary
and St. Nicholas, for a rector and twelve scholars. It thus

continued for nearly two years and a half, when the king, by

charter dated July 10, 1443, expanded it into his magnificent

foundation for a provost and seventy scholars.

1. What seal was used by the earlier foundation is not known
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as no impression of it has yet come to light. I have vainly
searched through the college and other muniments for it.

2. The college seal now in use is that of the re-foundation of

1443. It is circular in form and 3 inches in diameter. Matrix
silver. v

Subject : In the centre are three niches, with elaborately

pinnacled canopies. The middle niche contains a representation
of the Assumption of the blessed Virgin Mary, who is borne up
by six angels to the Deity, whose head appears above. The
dexter niche holds a figure of St. Nicholas, bishop and confessor,
in chasuble, &c., and the sinister, a kneeling figure of the royal
founder. At the sides of the seal are two small niches or .pent-
houses, each containing an angel holding a shield ; the dexter

one charged with the three fleurs-de-lis of France, and the

sinister the king's arms France modern and England quar-

terly. In the base of the seal, beneath a nearly flat arch, is a

shield with the college arms (Sa.) three roses (argent), a

chief per pale (azure), a fleur-de-lis (or), and (gules), a lion of

England.
Legend (which is twice interrupted by the canopies and by

the college shield in base) :

Stgtllu : coe : pitpofttt t fcolarium : collcgtt : rtsalte bt :

maw : i id mdjolat tie cantdn*.

It is impossible to speak in too high terms of this truly
noble seal. It is certainly one of the most beautiful specimens
extant, and worthy of the royal college to which it belongs.
The care and skill bestowed upon its execution are noteworthy,
and special attention should be given to the way in which the

fur on the robes of the Virgin and the king is shown.

I must not pass by a very curious fact connected with the

heraldry of this seal. Until the end of the year 1448 King's

College bore a most interesting shield of ami's, viz., two lily

flowers, and in base a mitre pierced by a pastoral staff, with a

chief per pale azure, a fleur-de-lis or, and gules, a lion of

England ; the patron saints being shown by the lilies and

episcopal insignia, and the royal foundation by the chief.

When the college seal was first engraved it bore these arms in

base instead of those now there. Two impressions of the seal,

in its original state, still remain in the college muniment-room,
dated respectively January 12, 1445-6, and March 15, 1446-7.

On January 1, 1448-9, Henry VI. issued letters patent under

the great seal, to his colleges at Cambridge and Eton, authorising
them to bear certain armorial insignia. The Eton grant, in
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reality, only confirms the arms displayed on the first seal of that

college, but the Cambridge one authorises an entirely new
shield.

The royal chief is retained, but the emblems of the patron
saints are changed into three silver roses on a black field, that,
as the king himself said,

' our newly founded college, lasting
for ages to come, whose perpetuity we wish to be signified by
the stability of the black colour, may bring forth the brightest
of flowers, redolent of every kind of knowledge ;' and he adds,
4 to which also that we may impart something of royal nobility
which may declare the work truly royal and illustrious, we have

appointed portions of the arms which by royal right belong to

us in the kingdoms of England and France to be placed in the

chief of the shield (in summo scuti), parted per pale of azure

with a flower of the French, and of gules with a leopard passant

gold (partitum principale de azoreo cum ffrancorum flore deque
rubeo cum peditante leopardo aureo).

9 The alteration of the

arms on the seal that was then made v as effected by the simple

process of re-engraving the shield, which from having been

thereby cut deeper stands up in impressions a little higher from

the seal than the shield originally engraved.

3. The provost's seal is a small silver one, octagonal in shape,

bearing the present arms of the college, and the date 1588,

within a cable border.

ST. BERNARD'S COLLEGE.

This college was founded December 3, 1446, by Andrew

Dockett, priest, rector of St. Botolph's, Cambridge, for a presi-

dent and four fellows. ,

Seal, circular, 2 inches in diameter. Matrix lost.

Subject : St. Bernard, holding a book and pastoral staff,

seated beneath a canopy, which has beautifully designed pin-

nacles. In base is a shield bearing France modern and Eng-

land quarterly. The rest of the seal is rather curiously filled

up. On the sinister side is a kneeling figure of the president,

above whom is a little censing angel ;
and on the dexter are the

kneeling figures of the four fellows.

Legend :

Sigtir : tot [collcgtj tfanrtt btr]nartri tie cantrfm'g.

The only known and unfortunately mutilated impression is

at Queen's College, appended to a deed dated August 1, 25 Hen.

VI. (1447).
VOL. X. ll
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QUEEN'S COLLEGE.

By letters patent, dated March 30, 1448, Henry VI. granted
to his queen, Margaret of Anjou, the college of St. Bernard, and
its estates, etc., with permission to refound it as a new college, to

be called Reginale Collegium Sancte Margarete et Sancti Bemardi
in Universitate Cantebrigie. This was done by the queen's
letters patent, dated April 15, 1448, and henceforth St. Ber-

nard's College became the Queen's College of St. Margaret and
St. Bernard. The foundation, as before, was for a president
and four fellows.

Nine seals of this college are known.

1. The first seal of the new foundation is circular, 2 inches

diameter. Matrix lost.

Subject : In the centre, beneath triple canopies, the figures
of the patron saints. On the dexter, St. Margaret, holding a

book and standing on a dragon, whose head she pierces with a

cross staff. On the sinister, St. Bernard, as an abbot, holding
a pastoral staff and book. On either side is a penthouse con-

taining an adoring angel, and in base a large shield, on one side

of which kneels the president of the college, and on the other

the four fellows.

The shield is quarterly of six, (1) Hungary, (2) Naples,

(3) Jerusalem, (4) Anjou, (5) de Barre, (6) Lorraine.

The small crosses of the Jerusalem arms are crosses potent,
instead of being plain, as is more usual.

Legend :

Stgtllu cat p'ftttwt* <*
fodojE'

: collegtj regutalte fee matgarete i fcl

t tie cantefcrtg :

Impressions of this seal occur at Caius (1452), Queen's

(1465), and at the Registry (1470).

2. The altered state of affairs brought about by the accession

of Edward IV., deprived Queen's College of its royal patroness,
and it became necessary to replace her. Fortunately the new

queen, Elizabeth Wydville, took the foundation under her

protection ;
and at her request Edward IV. granted to the

college, per breve de privato sigillo^ licence to hold property in

mortmain to the yearly value of 200/., as it had previously
done. The date of this refoundation, so to speak, is March 25,
1465.

A new seal was made to commemorate this. It is circular,

2 inches in diameter. Matrix lost.
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^
Subject: St. Margaret and St. Bernard standing under

triple canopies. On each side is a niche, in which stands an
angel holding a shield, the dexter one bearing France modern and
England quarterly, and the sinister the six quarterings

*
of the

queen. In base is a shield bearing a cross cantoning a dagger.
Legend :

Stgillu collccjtj rcfltnalte fco^' margartte t btrnartti canUbrigu.

This seal has evidently been copied from that of King's
College. An impression occurs at Queen's, 1477.

3. In an inventory of the college plate, made in 1544, is the

following entry recording a third seal of Queen's College :

' Item antiquum sigillum argenteum ex dono Ricardi scdi, R. Anglie inscnlp-tum porcellis seu apris.'

Mr. Searle (Hist, of Queen's Coll.) has pointed out that
secundi is evidently an error for tertii, as a boar was not
.Richard II. 's badge, and the college was not then in existence.
Richard III., however, we know, did adopt a silver boar as a

badge, and he was also a benefactor to Queen's College.
This seal is not now in existence, and no impression of it

has yet been discovered.

4. The fourth seal is a poor and inaccurate copy of the second
seal. Mr. Searle ascribes it to the presidency of Robert Beken-

shaw, 1508-1519. I have, however, found an impression at the

Registry attached to a deed of 1494. The matrix is lost.

5. The fifth seal is circular, 2-J- inches in diameter. The
matrix is lost.

Subject : The patron saints as before, under ugly domed

canopies with panelled buttresses. In base a shield of France

modern and England quarterly, with two naked boy angels as

supporters.

Legend :
-

: S : COJG : COLLEGII : REGINALIS : SANCTOR' :

MARGARETE : ET : BARNARDI : IN : CATABRIG.

The Magnum Journalefor 1528-9 (f. 11 6^) gives us the date

and cost of this seal :

' Item ix die Aprilis pro insculptione novi

sigilli commtmis . . . vj
s

. viij
d
.'

An impression occurs at Caius, 1534-5.

*
(I) Luxemburg, (2) Ue Baux, (3) Cyprus, (4) Ursine, (5) St. Paul.

(6) Wydville.
R 2
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6. The sixth seal is that now in use.

A pointed oval, 3 inches long. Matrix silver.

Subject : An erect figure of a queen in a decidedly low dress,
and bearing the orb and sceptre.

Legend :

* SIGILLVM .;. COLLEGII -y. REGINALIS .;. CANTABRIO .;.

1675

There are also three small seals to be described.

7. The first is a pointed oval, If inch long.

Subject : St. Margaret standing under a canopy.

Legend,

S- afc caufag collcgtj rcgtal cant.

The workmanship is very inferior. An impression occurs

at Queen's, 1570. Mr. Searle ascribes it to the presidency of

Robert Bekenshaw, 1508-1519.

8. The second is an oval seal, 1 J inch long, of silver. It is

now kept in the buttery and used to seal certificates. Date,
circa 3580.

Subject : The college arms, as granted by Robert Cooke,

1575, being those of Margaret of Anjou, within a bordure vert.

Above the shield are the letters Q. C.

9. The last of the seals of Queen's College is a pointed oval,
1 J inch long, of which the matrix is lost.

Subject : Beneath a debased canopy a (seated ?) figure of a

queen.

Legend :

OL : BEGIN : CA 1644.

The only known impression is at Queen's, 9 Chas. II., and
is much damaged.

ST. CATHARINE'S HALL.

This hall, now college, was founded by Robert Woodlarke,

provost of King's, in 1473.

The common seal is a pointed oval, 2J inches long. Matrix
silver.

Subject : Beneath a triple canopy a kneeling figure of St.

Katharine, with the sword and wheel on either side.

Legend :

StgtlP cole colltgtj ftbc attic Sec featcrinc fciugTs tie catcfcrccjta.
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The master's seal is a small oval, almost circular, one of

silver, bearing the college arms a Katharine wheel. Date
unknown.

JESUS' COLLEGE.

This college was founded by John Aloock, bishop of Ely,
in 1496, in place of the dissolved Benedictine nunnery of St.

Radegund.
The seals are three in number.

1. The common seal. Doubtless the original one of the

foundation. A pointed oval, 2J inches long. Matrix silver.

Subject : Beneath three canopies, the central triple and the

outer double, figures of our Lord with the orb and cross,
between St. Mary (crowned) and St. John. The central figure
is raised on a short pedestal. In base, beneath an arch, is an

angel holding a shield with the five wounds.

Legend :

*

Stgtttum : collegu : j!)tt : matte : ct : joijte : ebacj' : ranttbr' :

2. The seal ad causas. An oval, 2f inches long. Matrix

silver, with hinged handle on the back.

Subject : The college arms, a fess between three cocks' heads

within a bordure charged with ten crowns. Above is the Holy
Name in Hebrew, and in base a compartment containing the

date 1586.

Legend :

* SIGILLVM COLLEGII IHESV

CANTABRIG * QVO * AD * CAVSAS oeso

An entry in the college accounts for 1585-6 gives us the

cost of this seal :

Item to Mr. Horablo for a sylver seale xxxiij s. ix d.'

3. The master's seal. An oval, 1 inch long Silver matrix.

It bears the college arms in an arabesque shield. Date

unknown, but probably late Elizabethan.

CHRIST'S COLLEGE.

This college was a refoundation of William Byngham's
God's House, by lady Margaret Beaufort, countess of Rich-

mond and Derby, mother of Henry V.IL, in 1505.

The seals are two in number, and evidently the work of one

artist.
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1. The first is the common seal of the college. A pointed
oval, 3f inches long. Matrix silver, with a hinged handle of

ornate scroll work on the back. There is also a T cross engraved
on the left side of the back, as a guide when sealing to make
the impression right way up.

Subject: Beneath a threefold triple canopy the Resurrec-

tion. The angel has just rolled the stone from the sepulchre,
and our Lord, holding a banner on a cross staff, is stepping
out of the tomb. The latter is inscribed SjTCpeS nt. On one

side stands St. Mary Magdalene with her pot of ointment, and
on the other an adoring angel. Above the subject are two

angels in the clouds, holding between them a splendid crowned
Tudor rose. The spaces at the sides of the seal are filled with

a diaper of roses and fleurs-de-lis, and in base is a crowned

portcullis between a marguerite or daisy, and a four-leaved

flower.

Legend :

S' : tot 4- cotleg' * m'ftt : fufcatt : p : margareta * regfe * fjertct *
mi

btj * matrem *

The stops are large and small roses and fleurs-de-lis. The

design of this seal is of great beauty, and deserves careful exami-
nation.

2. The master's seal is circular, 1-^j inch diameter. Matrix
silver.

Subject: An antelope lodged, semee of roundles. The field

is diapered with roses and portcullises.

Legend :

Stgtflu * cuftottte *
collegtj * mftt * tantafrrigte *

The stops are small fleurs-de-lis.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE.

This foundation also owes its existence to the munificence

and piety of lady Margaret Beaufort, who in 1511 founded the

College of St. John Evangelist in place of the old Hospital
dedicated to the same saint.

The seals are three in number.

1. The common seal of the college. Circular, -2J inches

in diameter. Matrix silver.
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Subject : The Evangelist writing his Gospel. He is seated
on a canopied chair with a desk fixed in front, over which
hangs the roll on which he is writing. The field has on the
dexter side the eagle and a four-leaved flower, and on the
sinister a portcullis, a salient antelope, and a marguerite.

Legend :

& : COLLEGY CT IOH7VNI8 EV7VNGELI8TE Z

M7YEG7YEETAM RICHMOTT

The subject of the seal is managed with some skill, but the
same cannot be said of the wording of the legend.

Amongst the college muniments are a large quantity of

receipts, mostly signed by John Fisher, bishop of Rochester,
as acting executor of lady Margaret Beaufort, one of which
relates to this seal.

6 Item for makyng of the comen seale to my Ladyes College
of St. John's ; first, for gravyng of the said seale xxvj

8
. viij

d
.

6 Item for silver for the said seale
iiij unces and a quarter

xiiij
8

.
ij
d

. Jo. Roff. Summa xls
. xd .'

In the executor's accounts this transaction is thus noted :

' Item paide to a goldsmyth the xxth
day of June the thirde

year of the reigne of kyng Henry the viij
th for gravyng the

comen seale of Seint John's College weying iiij
unces and a

quarter of silver by my lordes commaundemeiit xls
. xd

.'

It is most provoking that the goldsmith's name is not given.

2. Is a smaller seal, also circular, 1 inch diameter. Matrix

silver.

The subject is identical with the larger common seal, but

the legend varies somewhat.

Legend :

SIG COLL S IOHAN EVANG A MARGARETA RICHM &
DERB FV.

This seal is very much worn. In date it must be contem-

porary with seal 1.

3. A small circular silver seal, f inch diameter.

Device : A portcullis surmounted by a ducal crown.

No legend.
Date unknown, but probably sixteenth century.

These two small seals are both used by the master.
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MAGDALENE COLLEGE.

First founded in 1519, under the name of Buckingham
College, by the duke of Buckingham, out of a hostel for

Benedictine monks. Refounded in 1542 by Thomas, lord

Audley, as Magdalene College, for a master, eight fellows, and

one scholar.

No seal of Buckingham College is known, but Magdalene
College possesses four.o r

1. The common seal of the college. Oval, 2J inches long.
Matrix silver.

Subject: A figure of St. Mary Magdalene, with the

alabaster box in her right hand and an open book in her left.

In base is a foreign-looking shield, charged with a wyvern
passant to the sinister. From each side of the shield rises a

rose tree, which fills the space on either side of the saint.

Legend :

4 gtgillu
*

collegtj
* S matte

*

magtialetu
*

in alma adjafcemia
*

tfata
*

forigte :

On one side of the handle at the back of this seal is en-

graved
* EX DONO BENEDICTI SPINOLA *

and on the other these arms in an oval a pheon issuant from

a fess chequee, with a crest, a demi-eagle displayed crowned,
with helm and mantling.

2. and 3. are small silver seals, one an oval, 1 inch long,
the other circular, 1J inch diameter. Each has the same

device, the college arms quarterly per pale indented or and

az., in the 2nd and 3rd quarters an eagle displayed gold. Over

all on a bend azure a fret between two martlets 6r. surmounted

by the motto, GARDE TA FOY. The larger and earlier one may
be of early seventeenth century date, but the other, which is a

beautiful piece of engraving, is perhaps a century later.

4. The fourth seal is an oval one of brass, 1 inch long. .

It bears within an elaborately cusped quatrefoil the arms

and crest of William Cornforth, fellow of Magdalene, who

proceeded to the degree of M.A. in 1813.

The legend is :

^tgillum dulielmi Cornforty J^oc: j&agti: Coll: Cantabrigit.

This seal is now used as the bursar's.
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TRINITY COLLEGE.

This noble foundation was formed by king Henry VIII.,
in 1546, by the combination of Michael House, King's Hall,
and several small hostels.

The common seal is a double one, consisting of a seal and

counterseal, circular, 3-^ inches diameter. Matrix of copper
gilt, with two lugs or ears.

The seal.

Subject : The Baptism of Our Lord. He is represented stand-

ing up to the waist in the Jordan, while around are clouds and
a glory, from which descends the Holy Dove. On a scroll is

HIC : EST : FIL1VS : MEVS : DELECT9 : T : IPSV I AVDITE. The

engraver had no room for the last letter, so cut it in the field of
the seal.

The Baptist is not shown.

Legend :

* : SIGILLVM : COLLEGII : TRINITATIS : CANTABRIGIAE :

FVNDATORE : HENRICO : OCTAVO :

The counterseal.

Subject : The royal founder seated on a throne of debased

design. The field has a lattice diaper, with Tudor roses in the

compartments. In two of these, one on either side of the king,
the letters R. and H. are substituted for the roses.

Legend :

: SERVIRE :*: DEO :*: REGNARE :*: EST :*: FACTVM :*:

ANNO :*: GRACIE :*: 154C : : HENRICI : 8 : 38
.

The stops are roses between four dots.

There is also a steel seal, known as the master's. It is oval,

IY^- inch long.

Device, the college arms in an arabesque shield, and the

motto : VIRTVS . VEEA . NOBILITAS.

In the Senior Bursar's Book for- 1675-6 is an entry :

' To Mr. Edward Smith for cutting the Colledge scale twice

in steele, 04 . 00 . 00 ';

which may refer to this seal. I know nothing of a second.

GrONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE.

This college takes its origin from the refoundation of Gon-

ville Hall in 1558 by John Caius, M.D., who desired it should

thenceforward be called Gonville and Caius College.
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The common seal is a somewhat curious one. It is a pointed
oval 3 inches long. Matrix silver, with hinged handle of scroll-

work.

Subject: Beneath an arch, much resembling the Gate of

Virtue in the college, the Annunciation. In base is an oval

cartouche charged with apparently three gentil-flowers, between

the letter B and a mitre, for bishop Bateman, who was instru-

mental in establishing Edmund Gonville's Hall of the Annun-
ciation.

Legend :

SIGIL COLLEG DE GONEVIL ET CAIVS FVND
'

I HO
AN B MA VIR I VNITE CATAB :

(= Sigillum Collegii de Gonevil et Caius fundati in honorem annun-

ciationis Beate Marie virginis in universitate Cantabrigie).

This seal possesses additional interest as being hall-marked.

(1) The maker's mark, a quincunx.

(2) The lion passant gardant.

(3) The date-letter, a Roman capital V, being the London
letter for 1557-8.

In the college library I found a bill dated 1735, for II. 15s.

due to Mr. Charles Gardiner, for graving a steel seal. Nothing
is known of this.

EMMANUEL COLLEGE.

This college was founded by Sir Walter Mildmay, knight, in

1584.

It has two seals.

1. The common seal is oval, 2J inches long. Matrix, silver.

Device : A shield with the college arms a lion rampant, hold-

ing a wreath with a scroll lettered EMMANVEL. /
Legend :

. SACE^E * THEOLOGLE * STVDIOSIS * POSVIT
* GVA* M* 1584 I-

The stops are roses.

As the college arms were not granted until January 1, 1588,
the seal may be a few years later than the date of foundation.

2. The master's seal appears to be a little later still. It is an

oval one, 1TV inch long, of silver, bearing the college arms

treated as a so-called crest, by being mounted on a crest-wreath.

The scroll is, however, lettered in Greek EMMANOTHA.
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SIDNEY SUSSEX COLLEGE.

This college was founded in 1598, by bequest of lady Frances

Sydney, widow of Thomas Ratcliffe, earl of Sussex. She died

April 15, 1589.

The common seal is an oval, 2 inches long. Matrix silver.

Subject : The cognizance of the Sydneys a porcupine (az.)

quilled, collared, and chained (or). In chief is a large estoile,

and in base a small fleur-de-lis.

Legend :

* SIGILL COMMVN COLLEGII DOMING FRANCISC :

SYDNEY SVSSEX.

The master's seal is circular, 1 inch in diameter. Matrix
silver.

Subject : On a diapered field a lozenge ensigned by a coronet,
and bearing the eight quarterings of lady Sidney (as shown on
her tomb at Westminster).

Legend :

DE ' CALVMNIEZ DIEV ME GARDE :

This seal is now disused, an exact copy of it in brass having
been substituted for it by Dr. Phelps, the present master, owing
to the original becoming worn with long usage an example
that might be followed with advantage in several other cases

Trinity Hall to wit !

DOWNING COLLEGE.

Founded in 1800 by bequest of Sir George Downing, bart.,

who died 1749.

The common seal is a steel die stuck in a press, circular

in shape, 2TV inches in diameter. It bears the arms granted to

the college in 1801 Barry of eight (arg. and vert,) a gryphon

segreant (or,) within a bordure (azure,) charged with eight

(silver) roses, with the motto QV^ERERE VERVM, and in base

FVNDAT. MDCCC.

Legend :

* SIGILL : COLL : DOWNING : CANTABRIG.

The master's seal is also circular, and of steel, 1 inch in

diameter. It bears the same device as the common seal, with

the legend, on a buckled garter :

COLL. DOWNING. CANTAB. SIGILL. PRIYAT.

In conclusion, I should like to add a remark on the shape

of these seals. The common seals are either pointed ovals, or

circular (excepting late ones at Pembroke, Magdalene, Sidney,
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and Emmanuel, which are oval). It is interesting to note that,

as a rule, those of colleges of royal foundation or patronage,
such as King's Hall, God's House, King's, St. Bernard's,

Queen's, St. John's, and Trinity, are circular in form like the

royal seals themselves. Trinity Hall and Michael House,
however, though not of royal foundation, have circular seals.

On the other hand, the seal of Christ's College is a pointed
oval, while St. John's is circular, though both colleges owe
their existence to a common foundress.

The impressions of the college seals were almost invariably
in red wax ; but now, with the exception of King's and Caius,
where gutta-percha is used, the miserable practice of sealing
with wafers prevails, to the serious damage of the matrices' and
the effectual clogging of the engraving.

I have seen a formal document sealed with the official seal of

the University, where the seal was made of sealing wax and

gummed on to a slip of silk ribbon, from which it had long
become detached. Who, after this, will deny that the whole

system of sealing has become a mere form ?

It is both instructive and interesting to note the intro-

duction and growth of heraldry on these seals. We have it

running all through the series, and can therefore follow it

carefully. It first appears on the Peterhouse seal of 1284, a

small shield in base, subordinate to the general design. It

holds this position on seals of Clare, Trinity Hall, King's, St.

Bernard's, Queen's, Jesus, and Magdalene, and of the Uni-

versity that is from 1284 to 1580 on fifteen seals. It will

be observed that these are always the arms borne, or which

might be borne, by the respective foundations. Another series

of shields appears on several early seals as ornamental acces-

sories. See the seals of Clare, Pembroke, and Corpus. Later
still the chief device is a shield of arms, of which we have
several instances, beginning with the Jesus ad causas seal of

1586. Other examples are the seals of Emmam^l, circa 1590;

Sidney, 1594
; Downey, 1800

; and Peterhouse (early seven-

teenth century). Nearly all the masters' seals have simply a

shield of arms, but all are subsequent to about 1580.

Lastly, we have heraldic badges on seals. Both the Christ's

seals are fine instances, as also are those of St. John's and

Trinity.
I have only to add that I have much pleasure in presenting

to the Society of Antiquaries a number of impressions not at

present in its collection, of which I fortunately possess dupli-
cates."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications
and Presents.
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Thursday, March 5th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries : Aarb^ger. 1884. Fjercle
Hefte. 8vo. Copenhagen.

From the Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society : Transac-
tions. Tart II. Vol. viii. February. 8vo. Shrewsbury, 1885.

From the Author : Genealogy of the Somersetshire Family of Meriet. By B.
W. Greenfield. 8vo. Taunton.

From the Royal Society : Proceedings. Vol. xxxviii. No. 235. 8vo. Lon-
don, 1885.

From the Author, Sir John Maclean, F.S.A. :

1. Chantry Certificates, Gloucestershire (Roll 22).

2. List of Tokens found at Cirencester, with Notes and Remarks.

(Both re-printed from the Trans, of the Bristol and Glouc. Archseol. Soc. vol. viii.

part 2). 8vo. [1884.]

From the Numismatic Society : The Numismatic Journal. Vol. iv. Third
Series. No. xvi. [Completing the volume.] 8vo. London, 1884.

From the Trustees of the British Museum : Catalogue of Ancient Manuscripts
in the British Museum. Part II. Latin. Folio. London, 1884.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vii., No. 3 March.
8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author : On some Principles and Characteristics of Ancient Archi-

tecture, and their application to the modern practice of the art. By G. F.

Bodley, A.R.A., F.S A. 8vo. London, 1885.

From J. Brooking Rovve, Esq., F.S.A. : The Devonshire Domesday. Part I.

[Issued by the Devonshire Association.] 4to. 1884.

G. F. Bodley, Esq., A.R.A., and William Nanson, Esq.,

were admitted Fellows.

This being an evening appointed for the Ballot, no Papers
were read.

The Ballot opened at 8 '45 p.m. and closed at 9'30 p.m., when

the following gentlemen were declared to be duly elected :

Lawrence Barnett Phillips, Esq.
Emmanuel Green, Esq.
Rev. Thomas Lees.

Rev. Frederick Augustus Holden Vinon.

Rev. William Slater Calverley.

Rev. Francis Haslewood.

Rev. Frederic Heathcote Button.
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Thursday, March 12th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A.: Plain Hints for Understanding the Genea-

logy and Armorial Bearings of the Sovereigns of England, with a descrip-
tion of the different Styles of British Architecture. By Archibald Bar-

rington, M.D. Sm. 8vo. London, 1843.

From the Author:" The Father of Black-Letter Collectors." Memoir of the

Rt. Rev. John Moore, D.D., Lord Bishop of Ely, 1646-1714. By the Rev.
Cecil Moore, M.A. Sm. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Compiler, W. H. Cooke, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.:

1. A List of the Names of Knights, Citizens, and Burgesses, and Barons of

the Cinque Ports returned to serve in the Parliament summoned to meet at

Westminster, April 5, 1614 ; dissolved June 7, 1614.

2. Parliament of England, 12 Charles II., 1660, summoned to meet at West-

minster, April 25, 1660
;
dissolved December 29, 1660.

(Both folio, no place or date : printed as addenda to the Return of Parlia-

ments of England, 1213-1702.)

From the Author (anonymous) : The pretended discovery of a Roman Bath at

Bath. With Remarks on a recent Publication entitled The Bathes of

Bathe's Ayde in the reign of Charles II. 8vo. London, 1884.

From Carl A. Thimm, Esq.: Le Biblioteche nelPAntichita dai tempi piu remoti
alia fine dell'Impero Romano d'Occidente. Ricerche Storiche di C. Castel-

lani. 8vo. Bologna, 1884.

From W H. Richardson, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.:

1. Buckfast Abbey. By the Rev. Adam Hamilton. 8vo. Ramsgate, 1884.

2. A Plan of the Ruins of Godstowe Nunnery, Oxon. Mills Robins fecit

Oct. 1880.

Photolithographed sheet.

From Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A.: Quartiers Genealogiques des Families

Flamandes. Par Ed. Dhont-de Waepenaert. Folio. Bruges, 1871.

A Vote of Special Thanks was awarded to His Honour,
Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A., for his donation^ to the Library.

Emmanuel Green, Esq., and the Rev. Francis Haslewood,
were admitted Fellows.

The following Report (from the Yorkshire Gazette of

February 10th, 1885) was laid before the meeting, which had
been received and adopted by a Committee,

" formed by the

Archbishop of York," to consider alterations in the paro-
chial arrangements of the city of York, which at present

comprised twenty-six separate churches. The attention of the

Society had been called to this ominous move by one of their
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northern Fellows, under the persuasion that the firm and con-
sistent opposition which the Society had always shown to the
destruction of churches in the city of London would suffer no
relaxation with regard to similar acts of vandalism in the city of
York :

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

"The committee was appointed
<
to consider the desirability

of modifying the boundaries of some of the parishes of the city
of York, and to suggest a scheme with that view

; and, further,
to consider the needs of various parts of the city and its suburbs,
where additional church accommodation is 'required.' The
committee addressed itself without delay to the task entrusted to
it

; and, in the eleven meetings which it has held, it has done its

best to consider the questions submitted to it in all their bear-

ings. These questions, according to the terms of the resolution,
are two in number. The first refers to parishes whose limits

need modification
; the second to districts which need an in-

crease of accommodation. With a view to answering these

questions, the circumstances of every parish in the city have
been carefully considered. Accurate information as to popula-
tion, value, and church accommodation has been obtained. The
committee has invited the opinion of the incumbents of all the

parishes which appeared to need re-arrangement, and the

opinions given in answer to this invitation have been carefully

weighed. The recommendations agreed upon will be found in

the schedules appended to this report. The first schedule con-

tains a statement of the population, value, and church accom-

modation, and also of the patronage of the various parishes in

York, and will show at a glance the modifications and provisions
which have seemed necessary or desirable, and the consequences
and effects of such modifications. It will be seen that it is sug-

gested that a union of two parishes and benefices shall take place
in six cases that St. Crux and All Saints, Pavement, shall be

united
; Holy Trinity, King's Court, and St. Sampson ; St.

Martin, Coney Street, and St. Helen
;

St. John, Micklegate,
and All Saints, North Street; St. Martin-cum-Gregory and

Holy Trinity, Micklegate ;
St. Mary, Castlegate, and Si

Michael, Spurriergate. The effect of these unions will be, that

the number of benefices will be reduced from twenty-six to

twenty. But it is thought that it will be necessary to divide the

parish of St. Thomas, and that sooner or later a new parish
must be formed, consisting of a portion of the parish of St.

Lawrence and the adjacent parts of Fulford. This will give

back two to the number of parishes, which will then be twenty-
two. Some important modifications of the boundaries of the
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two Bishophill parishes are also recommended. Minor rectifi-

cations of boundary may, in some cases, be found to be desirable.

It will next be observed, that it is advised that certain churches

shall be disused, with a view (if that be thought expedient) to

subsequent removal. The following resolution in reference to

such churches has been adopted by the committee :

' That in

those cases where the removal of existing churches is recom-

mended, the committee consider that the material of such

churches should be used, as far as possible, in the erection of

the suggested new churches or mission chapels, or in the en-

largement or repair of other churches ; that provision be made
for the preservation of existing monuments, and that due respect
be paid to the remains of the dead.' If in aii}

r Act of Parlia-

ment obtained to facilitate the carrying out of these 'recom-

mendations power is given to sell any of the sites, the committee

is of opinion that the proceeds of the sale should be applied, in

the first instance, to increase the income of the benefices to

which the site belongs, if that income is less than 300L per
annum ;

and that, if it is already equal to that amount, it should

help to form a fund to be used to meet the needs of the Church

generally throughout the city. As to the localities in which the

church accommodation is insufficient, the committee recom-

mends the erection of a new church in the parish of St. Thomas,
and the division of that parish. They consider that hereafter a

new church will be required near Fulford Grange ; that it would

be greatly to the advantage of the parish of St. Cuthbert if,

instead of the present parish church, a new church were built

more in the centre of the population ; and that a mission church

is needed for the Foundry District, in the parish of St. Paul.

The committee consider it important to observe, that they are

unanimous in their recommendations in all cases excepting those

relating to the re-adjustment of the boundaries between the

parishes of St. Olave and St. Michael-le Belfrey, and to the

severance of the Foundry District from St. Paul's parish. It is

to be observed, that several of the recommendations may be

carried into effect without the assistance of an Act of Parlia-

ment. The union, for example, of two benefices, the aggregate
income of which is not more than 5001. per annum, nor the

population more than 1,500, can be effected by means of powers

possessed by the Archbishop. But legislation will be necessary
for the union of parishes containing a large number of in-

habitants. It will be necessary, therefore, to obtain an Act of

Parliament, and your committee begs to suggest that, if their

recommendations be approved, his Grace should be requested to

introduce a Bill into Parliament to carry out the proposed

objects.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE.

"
S. Saviour. Population, 2,517; value, 186.

; church ac-

commodation, 413 ; patronage, executors of Rev. J. Croft.
"

S. Crux. Population, 822
; value, 1601.

; church accommo-

dation, 286
; patronage, Archbishop. All Saints (Pavement).

Population, 653; value, 116Z.
; church accommodation, 400;

patronage, Archbishop. Recommended,
' That the union of

these two parishes is desirable, with a view to the disuse of the

church of S. Crux.'
"
Holy Trinity (King's Court). Population, 595; value,

72/. ;
church accommodation, 222

; patronage, Master of Well

Hospital. S. Sampson. Population, 615
; value, 139/.

;
church

accommodation, 438
; patronage, Vicars Choral. Recommended,

4 That these two parishes be united, with a view to the disuse of

the church of Holy Trinity, King's Court.'
"

S. Mary (Castlegate). Population, 827
; value, 165Z. ;

church accommodation, 551
; patronage, Archbishop. S.

Michael (Spurriergate). Population, 415
; value, 84/. ; church

accommodation, 356
; patronage, Archbishop. Recommended,

' That these two parishes be united, with a view to the disuse of

the church of S. Michael.'
"

S. Martin (Coney Street). Population, 393; value, 160J.;

church accommodation, 352 ; patronage, Dean and Chapter.
S. Helen. Population, 456 ; value, 15 3/. (no house) ; church

accommodation, 317
; patronage, Archbishop. "Recommended,

' That these parishes be united, with a view to the disuse of the

church of S. Helen.'
"

S. Michael-le-Belfrey. Population, 1,341 ; value, 262J.
;

church accommodation, 730; patronage, Dean and Chapter.

Recommended,
c That the portions of the parish of S. Giles in

and near Gillygate, now connected with S. Olave, be added to

the parish of S. Michael.'
"

S. Olave with S. Giles. Population, 3,070; value, 2231.
;

church accommodation, 640 ; patronage, Archbishop. Recom-

mended,
' That those parts of S. Michael's parish in Bootham

and Clifton, beyond the entrance to Gillygate, be annexed to S.

Olave.'
"

S. Thomas. Population, 7,185; value, 287/.; church ac-

commodation, 550; patronage, Archbishop. Recommended,
' An additional church and the division of the parish.'

"
S. Maurice, &c. Population, 4,727 ; value, 3097. ;

church

accommodation, 603, 304; patronage, Archbishop. Recom-

mended, 'The removal of Holy Trinity Church, Goodram-

O**l ^f*
3
"

S. Cuthbert. Population, 3,301 ; value, 341/. ; church ac-

VOL. X. s
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commodation, 28 1
; patronage, Archbishop. Kecommended,

1 The future provision of a church in a more central situation,

and some rectification of boundary, as between this parish and
those of S. Maurice and Heworth.'

" Heworth. Population, 1,540; -value, 359Z.; church accom-

modation, 425 ; patronage, Trustees. Recommended,
' The

future provision of a church in a more central situation*, and
some rectification of boundary, as between this parish and those

of S. Maurice and Heworth.'
"

S. Dennis. Population, 3,545 ; value, 239/. ; church accom-

modation, 340 ; patronage, Archbishop.
" S. Margaret Population, 2,304 ; value, 229Z. ; church ac-

commodation, 488
; patronage, Archbishop.

"
S. Lawrence. Population, 8,350; value, 320/. ; church ac-

commodation, 800; patronage, Dean and Chapter. Recom-

mended,
' That a new parish be eventually formed out of parts

of this parish and Fulford, and a new church provided.'
"All Saints (North Street). Population, 1,429 ; value, 2001.

(no house) ; church accommodation, 564 ; patronage, Arch-

bishop. S. John. Population, 699 ; value, 2001. (no house) ;

church accommodation, 440
; patronage, Dean and Chapter.

Recommended,
' That these parishes be united, and S. John's

Church disused, and that the Foundry District of S. Paul's

parish be detached from S. Paul's, and added, with a Mission

Church, to this parish.'"
S. Paul. Population, 4,430 ; value, 3001. ; church accommo-

dation, 760
; patronage, Trustees. See All Saints.

"
Holy Trinity (Micklegate). Population, 2,076 ; value,

127Z. ; church accommodation, 417 ; patronage, Archbishop. S.

Martin-cum-Gregory. Population, 656; value, 25 II. ; church

accommodation, 306 ; patronage, Trustees. Recommended,
1 That these parishes be united, S. Martin's church disused, and
the church of Holy Trinity enlarged.'"

S. Clement with S. Mary (Bishophill Senior). Population,

5,323 ; value, 314/. ; church accommodation jJS. Clement) 572 ;

(S. Mary) 382
; patronage, Archbishop. Recommended,

' That
the portion of S. Mary, Bishophill Senior, within the walls, be
added to the parish of S. Mary, Bishophill Junior, and that the

outlying portion of the parish of S. Mary, Bishophill Junior,

beyond Scarcroft, and in or near South Bank, be added to the

parish of S. Mary, Bishophill Senior.'
"

S. Mary (Bishophill Junior). -Population, 3,083 ; value,

302?.; church accommodation, 270; patronage, Dean and

Chapter. Recommended,
' The substitution of S. Mary, Bishop-

hill Senior, for the f

Junior,' as parish church ; the enlargement
of the former, and disuse of the latter.'
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"S. Philip and S. James (Clifton). Population, 1,727;
value, d45.

; church accommodation, 458
; patronage, Trustees.

SCHEDULE.

Localities in which a New Church is required, or will

be necessary.
"

1. The parish of S. Thomas, near the Haxby Koad."
2. The parish of S. Cuthbert, the erection of a church

instead of the existing parish church, nearer the bulk of the

population.
"

3. The parish of S. Paul, the provision of a new mission
church for the Foundry District.

"
4. The parish of S. Lawrence, or Fulford, the provision of

a new church for a parish to be formed out of the parishes of S.

Lawrence and Fulford."

After hearing the Report of the York Committee, the follow-

ing Resolution was carried by acclamation :

" This meeting, viewing with apprehension the proposal
advocated at a meeting held at York on the 15th February,
1885, under the presidency of the Archbishop, for the con-
solidation of the York City Benefices, involving, it would

appear, the destruction of at least one Saxon church, and of
several others of later date, resolve to instruct the Secretary
to communicate with the Local Secretary, requesting him to keep
the matter in view, and to report from time to time to the

Society."

A letter was read from the Eev. W. IAGO, Local Secretary
for Cornwall, stating that he had written to the Ordnance

Survey, remonstrating against the surveyors placing their
" benchmarks "

on some of the stones and crosses of Cornwall.

Mr. lago had received a courteous reply from the Director-

General of .the Survey thanking him for his letter, expressing

regret at what had been done, and stating that strict orders

had been given to prevent its being done in future.

The Secretary was thereupon instructed to convey to Mr.

lago the thanks of the Meeting for his timely action in this

matter.

ALFRED WHITE, Esq., F.S.A., by permission of the vicar

of West Drayton, exhibited a parcel-gilt silver Chalice and

Paten belonging to that parish. The chalice stands 7 inches

high. The bowl, which, however, is of much later date than

the rest of the chalice, is hemispherical and lipped. It is 4|
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inches wide and 2J inches deep. It has an hexagonal stem, 2 J

inches high, divided into two unequal portions by a knot
^

with

six facets, each terminating in a lozenge ornamented with a

four-leaved flower. The mullet foot is 2 inches high, and 4f
inches major diameter. It terminates in an upright basement

molding, enriched with a running floral ornament.
^

On one of

the compartments of the foot is engraved a crucifixion under a

triple arch. Beneath the crucifixion begins the following

inscription, which runs round the six compartments :

ORATE .
| p AIABZ

)
JOHIS PO

|
RPYLL . &

|

JOHANNE
|
VXOR'. El'.

The knops of the foot have been cut off.

The paten is 5g inches in diameter, with a rim 1J inch

wide. Within this is a six-lobed depression, with a vernacle

on a cruciform nimbus in the centre. The spandrils between

each lobe are ornamented with a flower. The section of the

depression, as now seen, is curved.

The hall-marks on the chalice, as on the paten, are 1. A
female head ; 2. The leopard's face crowned ; 3. A small black

letter ft, being the London date-letter for the year 1507-8.

Lord HATHERTON exhibited a mediaeval Chalice and Paten
in his possession, on which W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq.,

F.S.A., communicated the following Notes :

" The chalice and paten here exhibited by the kindness of
Lord Hatherton, to whom they belong, deserve attention, not

only from their exceedingly fine character and preservation, but
also from their remarkable history.

During the demolition of the old hall at Pillaton, in

Staffordshire, by Sir Edward Littleton, in 1750, a small cup-
board was discovered containing a number of leather bags of
bullion in the shape of guineas, half-guineas, doubloons,
moidores, and double and single Johns, of the total value of no
less a sum than 9,986 4s. 3d. With the money were also

deposited the chalice and paten.
A further find to the value of 5,763 took place in 1749,

making a total value of 15,749.

Unfortunately none of the coins appear to have been pre-
served, and 110 evidence can hence be adduced to fix the date
of concealment of all this treasure.

The chalice is of silver-gilt. It is 7 inches high, and the
diameters of the bowl and foot are 4| inches and

4-f-| inches

respectively. The bowl, though broad, is rather shallow, being
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only 2 inches deep. It has engraved round
it, in black letter,

the legend,

* Hater + to + celts + fceitg + mtferere * nobte

the stops being four-leaved flowers.
The stem is hexagonal, quite plain, with small buttresses

at the angles.
The knot is beautifully worked with small traceried open-

ings, so disposed as to give to it an appearance of being twisted,and each of the six facets ends in a four-leaved flower. The
upper part

^

of the foot is circular. The crucifix commonly
found here in late chalices is omitted in this case, and the only
ornament is the engraved legend running round,

* saneta * marta + ora + pro + notts

the stops, as before, being four-leaved flowers.

The lower part of the foot is sexfoil in shape, the sides

curving outward. The junction of stem and foot is concealed

by a cresting of pierced work, as in the chalices at Wylye and
Trinity College Oxford.

The paten is also of silver-gilt. It is 5 1 inches in diameter,
and fits the top of the chalice. The type is a common one.

The rim has engraved on it in black letter the legend,

Saneta o trmttag o units o fceus * mtferere * nottg.

The centre is slightly sunk, and contains a sexfoil with

engraved spandrils having six-leaved flowers in the foliage of
the alternate ones. The central device, instead of a Trinity, as

one might expect from the legend, is the sacred monogram
fijc engraved in a circle.

It is unfortunate that neither article is hall-marked, but

from the .close similarity of the chalice to the Wylye and

Trinity College Oxford examples, the date must be circa

1525. Excepting that in the Wylye chalice the stem has cables

instead of buttresses at the angles, and the details of knop and

foot vary, the resemblance is almost sufficiently close to warrant

the supposition of the Pillaton vessel being the work of the same

person.
The chalice and paten are now kept in a cabinet made to

hold them, on the front of which is a large silver plate bearing
the following inscription, from the pen of the late Cardinal

Wiseman :
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CALICEM
SACERRIMO . CULTUI . OLIM . DICATVM

ET . IN . PlLLATENANO . SVO

VBI . DIV . OB . TEMPOEVM . CALAMITATES

ABDITVS . LATVEEAT .

A . VIEO . CLAEISSIMO . EDVAEDO . LITTLETON **

ANNO . MDCCL
EEPEETVM

EDVAEDVS . IOHANNES . PEIMVS . BAEO . HATHEETONENSIS

IN . HAC . CAPSA . EX . AVIT^ . DOMVS . TEABE . CONFECTA

PEO . MAIOEE . EEVEEENTIA . ET TVTELA .

EEPONENDVM . CVEAVIT .

ANNO . C|0|OCCCLVI.

Mr. W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE completed his paper on the Seals

of the University and of the Colleges of Cambridge. This con-

cluding portion is printed along with the first in the Proceed-

ings of February 26th (see p. 225).

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, March 19th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author : Oration on the Completion of the National Monument to

Washington, agreeably to the appointment of Congress, Feb. 21, 1885. By
Hon. Robert C. Winthrop. 8vo. Boston, 1885.

From Henry Wagner, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.: Schweizerisches Idiotikon. Wor-
terbuch der Schweizerdeutschen Sprache. VIII. Heft. Bearbeitet von
Friedrich Staub und Ludwig Tobler. 4to. Frauenfeld, 1885.

Presented by Henry Fletcher Rigge, Esq., Loc. Sec. S.A. Lancashire, author of
Nos. 1 and 2 :

1. Cartmel Priory Church, North Lancashire. 8vo. Cartmel, 1879.

2. A Paper on the Harrington Tomb in Cartmel Priory Church. [From
Trans. Cumb. & Westm. Antiq. & Archaeol. Soc. Pt. I., vol. v.] 8vo
Kendal, 1881.

3. Annales Caermoelenses : or Annals of Cartmel. By James Stockdale
8vo. Ulverston, 1872.

From the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,
and Art : Index to Sixteenth Volume of the Transactions. 8vo. ,
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From Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. Recherche des Antiquitez et Noblesse de Flandres. Contenant I'Histoire

Genealogique des Comtes de Flandres, avec une description curieuse du dit

Pays. Par Philippe de 1'Espinoy. Folio. Douay, 1632.

2. Jurisprudentia Heroica, sive de Jure Belgarum circa Nobilitatem et

Insignia, demonstrate in Commentario ad Edictum serenissimorum Belgii
Principum Alberti et Isabella} emulgatum 14 Decembris 1616. Folio.
Brussels 1668.

3. Histoire Genealogique de la Noblesse des Pais-Bas, ou Histoire de Cam-
bray, et du Cambresis, contenant ce qui s'y est passe sous les Empereurs, &
les Rois de France & d'Espagne. Par Jean le Charpentier. 2 vols. 4to.

Leyden, 1668.

4. Nieuwe Cronyk van Zeeland, eerste deel, vervattende de voor desen uitge-

geven Cronyken van de Heeren, Jacobus Eyndius, en Johan Reygersberg,
veel vermeedert ontrent deses Landschaps Oudhedenen Herkomsten, Wateren
en Stroomen, Eilanden, Steden, en Heerlykheden. Door M. Smallgange
Folio. Middelburgh, 1G96.

5. Recherches sur Les Monnaies des Comtes de Flandre, depuis les temps
les plus recules jusqu'a 1'avenement de la Maison de Bourgogne, par Victor

Gaillard. 4to. Gand, 1856.

6. Notice des Anciennes Monnoies des Comtes de Flandre, Dues de Brabant
& Comtes de Hainaut faisant partie de la Collection des Medailles &c. de

1'TJniversite de Gand. 1839. 8vo.

7. Inscriptions Funeraires & Monumentales de la Flandre Occidentale avec

des Donnees Historiques et Genealogiques par J. Galliard. Arrondissement

de Bruges. I. St. Donat. St. Walburge ;
II. Notre Dame. 2 vols. 4to.

Bruges, 1861-6.

8. Inventaire-Sommaire des Archives Departementales anterieures a 1790,

commence par feu A. et J. Le Glay ;
continue per M. Desplanque, et M.

L'Abbe Dehaisnes. Nord. 4 vols. 4to. Lille, 1865-81.

9. The Bailleuls of Flanders. By Francis Bayley, Esq. [F.S.A.] 8vo.

London, 1881.

A Vote of Special Thanks was awarded to His Honour, Francis

Bayley, Esq., F.S.A., for his donation to the Library.

L. B. Phillips, Esq., and the Rev. F. A. H. Vinon were

admitted Fellows.

GEORGE WARDLE, Esq., laid before the Society a Paper on the

Gatehouse Chapel at Croxden Abbey, Staffordshire, a building

which was pulled down last summer. This Paper will be pub-

lished in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.
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Thursday, March 26th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq. LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. Flandria Illustrata, sive Descriptio comitatus istius per totum terraru
orbem celeberrimi, III tomis absoluta ab Antonio Sandero, Gandavensi,
Eccl. Iprensis Canonico Grad. Affecto. 2 vols. Folio. Cologne, 1641-4.

2. Le Vitruve Danois, contient les Plans, les Elevations et les Profils des

principaux Batimens du Roiaume de Dannemarc, aussi bien que des Pro-
vinces Allemandes, dependantes du Hoi, avec une courte description de

chaque batiment en particulier. (In Danish, French, and German). 2 vols.

Folio. Copenhagen, 1746-9.

3. Inventaire analytique et chronologique des Chartes et Documents appar-
tenant aux Archives de la Ville d'Ypres. Public par J. L. A. Diegerick.
(XII-XVI Siecles). 7 vols. 8vo. Bruges, 1853-68.

4. Archives d'Ypres. Documents du xvie
Siecle, faisant suite a 1'Inventaire

des Chartes, publies par J. L. A. Diegerick. 4 vols. 8vo. Bruges, 1874-7.

5. Histoire administrative et constitutionnelle des villes et chatellenies

d'Ypres, Cassel, Bailleul et Warneton jusqu'a 1'an 1305. Par A. E. Ghel-
dolf. 8vo. Paris, 1864.

6. Ypriana. Notices, Etudes, Notes et Documents sur Ypres par Alphonse
Vandenpeereboom. 3 vols. 8vo. Bruges, 1878-80.

7. Origine & Developpements des Institutions & des Magistratures locales

puis communales a Ypres avant 1270. Par Alp. Vandenpeereboom. 8vo.

Bruges, 1880.

8 Inventaire des Chartes et Documents de 1'ancienne Abbaye de Messines,
public par J. L. A. Diegerick. 8vo. Bruges, 1876.

9. Azincourt, par Rene de Belleval. 8vo. Paris, 1865.

10. La Cour des Comtes de Flandre, leurs Officiers Hereditaires. I. Le
Chambellan de Flandre et les Sires de Ghistelles. 8vo. Ghent, 1868.

11. Inventaire des Archives de la Ville de Bruges. Public sous les auspices
de 1'Administration Communale. 6 vols. 4to. Bruges, 1871-6. Inven-
taire des Chartes. 1 vol. 4to. Bruges, 1878. Tables et Glossaire. 1 vol.

4to. Bruges, 1879-82.

12. Documents Inedits relatifs a la Ville de Bailleul en Flandre. Par M.
Ignace De Coussemaker. 3 vols. 8vo. Lille, 1877-8.^'
13. Notice sur J. B. Carpentier, Historiographe du Cambresis. Par A. Le
Glay. 8vo. Valenciennes, 1833.

A Vote of Special Thanks was awarded to His Honour, Francis

Bayley, Esq., F.S.A., for his donation to the Library.

The Kev. K. R. Duke was admitted Fellow.

A. J. JEWSRS, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the following
Notes on the Parish Register of Sheviock, in Cornwall, a por-
tion of which he exhibited :

" The portion of the Parish Register of Sheviock in Cornwall,
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which is this evening submitted to your inspection, was found
on visiting the church to which it belongs in the chest with the
later registers ;

it was then tied up in four rolls, to which the

following labels were attached, viz., Baptisms, 1640-1662;
Marriages, 1636-1670; Burials, 1641-1655; Fragments, 1572-
1586. These dates were repeated on a luggage label fastened
to the string by which the four rolls were tied together. The
dates are those of the official return made by the present
rector

sty-few years since at the request of the then Bishop,
Dr. Temple. The object of my visit was to make extracts from
the registers, but on seeing the condition in which this portion
was I pointed out to the rector that they could not be unrolled

and rolled up again without great risk of loss, that they must
be opened with great care, remain under a weight until properly
flattened, and not until then should they be turned over

to examine or copy. I offered to transcribe them provided they
could be entrusted to my keeping, which was eventually done,
on my giving a formal acknowledgment of having received

them
;
and their transcription has been accomplished, though a

work of no small difficulty. Unfortunately large portions had

entirely perished, parchment and all, in many places the ink

was fast shelling off in little flakes ; thus with the careful use of

the best means much has been irrecoverably lost, but perhaps
not so much as might have been expected. The first point to

claim special attention is the correctness or otherwise of the

dates assigned in the official recurn, for the earliest date at

which this register exists, on comparison of the return and my
transcript they stand thus :

Official Present Difference

Return. Transcript. in Years.

Baptisms 1640-1062 1(524-1606 20

Weddings 1030-1670 1571-1670 05

Burials 1641-1055 1509-1055 72

Thus giving a total of 1 57 years more existing registers than by
the official return appears, though it must be remembered that

the bundle marked i

Fragments
'

in the return helps to form

these additional years. The official return does not take note of

the gaps that exist. The following is a more particular account

of the years still .existing, omitting to notice the loss of large

parts of many years through the partial or entire decay of the

parchment, viz., Baptisms, 1624 to 1629; a fragment no date,

probably about 1630 ;
1643 to 1646; 1655 to 1658; 1662 to

1666. Weddings, 1571 to 1577; 1579 to 1654; 1657 to 1670.

Burials, 1569 to 1587 ;
1589 to 1593; 1597 to 1598 ;

1600 to

1614; 1647 to 1655.
" In some parts the parchment and writing are in a fairly
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good condition at present, while in others the leaves are in

process of rapid disintegration and require to be most carefully
handled. Among the registers are notices of the following
briefs, viz., 1. For the relief of the ' Protestant Churches in y

e

Dukedom of Lithuania, 6s. 6d., collected 17th November, 1661.
For the poor Protestants in Savoy was collected 17th June,
1655, the large sum of 11. 10s. 6c?., and on the 28th November
and the following week the sum of 11s. 5d. for the distressed

inhabitants of Piddletrenthead in Dorsetshire, who had sus-

tained great loss by fire. Also an order deciding the amount
of the fees for burial in various parts of the church and

churchyard. This is dated 28th January, 1653, and is signed
by the churchwardens and others. The most peculiar entry in the

Register relates to the wedding 28th January, 1612, of Robert

Harrye and Annys Odyorne, widowe, to which the following is

added, viz.,
< and y

fc

day were p'sented by the said Robert unto
the children of the said Annys ten sev'rall bills of debt for

paym* of money as was agreed of in consederation of the said

marryage, the bills beare date the 27th January.' There is

rather a large number of good names in the register. First

to be mentioned alike by priority of alphabetical order and

gentle descent is Arundell. Mr. Gregory Arundell was for

many years rector, and some of the family became seated at

Coat in this parish. Into this family a citizen of London,
Thomas Peake, married in 1608 as appears in the register.
There are also entries relating to Bond of Earth in St. Stephen's,

Scawen, Hitchens, Skelton, Rolle, the latter relating to the
Rev. Richard Rolle his wives and children ; and some others,

among them a family of Smith, or Smyth as it is generally
spelt in the register, one of whom, entered as John Smyth,
senr., was buried 18th February, 1598, and is recorded on a

ledger-stone in the church with these arms, a saltire betw. four
martlets.

" The following entries may perhaps be worth noting here :

" <

1599, September 16th. William Bond, Esq., and Marcy,
daughter of Ferdinando Spyller.' This William Bond was of
Earth in St. Stephen's by Saltash, an adjacent parish ; but the

marriage is new to the family pedigree, as recorded in Colonel
Vivian's additions to the Heralds' Visitations of Cornwall. The

family of Spyller or Spiller appear to have been one of those

numerous families of gentlemen with small estates which have

long since been swept away. The arms recorded for Spiller of
Bodmin in Cornwall are, Per pale arg. and sa. a horse courant

counterchanged ; quartered by Lanion, they appear on the

seventeenth century monument of Jonathan Rashleigh in Fowey." On 22nd Oct. 1599, is recorded the marriage of Chris-
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topher Skelton and Jane Buller. This family of Skolton appears
to have been in a good position in the. neighbouring parish of
Botus Fleming, where they intermarried with the Visitation

family of Grossman. The most important member of the family
was Sir John Skelton, Governor of Plymouth, who obtained a

grant of arms which appear on his monument in St. Andrew's
church in that town. The Bullers of Shillingham in St.

Stephen's, not far from Sheviock, were, and are still, an

important family." On 30th August, 1608, we have the marriage of Thomas

Peake, citizen of London, and Tabitha Arundell. Who this worthy
citizen was who went to this out-of-the-way little village to

marry a daughter of a younger branch of the ancient house of

Arundell, I am unable to say ; his name is not in the Peake

pedigree entered at the Visitation of London in 1633-4-5. Pro-

bably the lady was a sister of Gregory Arundell, who was rector

of this parish for many years ;
and there are many entries

of the baptisms and marriages and deaths of his children,
thus 26th August, 1633, Trehane Scawen, gent, and

Dorothy, daughter of Mr. Gregorie Arundell, were married ;

and 31st December, 1650, Mr. Francis Reynolds and Mrs.

Mary Arundell. This branch of the Arundells was seated

for several generations at Coate in this parish, as the

registers testify. In 1653, June 20th, John Arundell and

Annye Hichens were married. He appears to have been re-

married 24th April, 1662, as John Arundell, of Coat, to Ursula

Hocken. In 1666 we have a marriage of another of the

Scawen family, which we should hardly have looked for here

viz., 1666 September 19, Richard Scawen, gent., of the pish, of

Probus, and Mary Bond, daughter of Whilliam Bond, Esq., of

the pish, of St. Stephens, neere Saltash, by licence.
" In 1657, April 3, the register records that < Richard Bray,

son of Emanuell Bray, and Jone Reape, daughter of William

Reape, deceased, both of this pish., were marryed by Anthony

Rouse, Esq
re>

,
then Justice of y

e Peace for the county of Corn-

wall, the third day of Aprill, in the yeere of our Lord one thou-

sand six hundred and fiftie-seaven, as by his certificate under

his hand and seale, bearing date the day and yeere aforesd
,
to

me hath been certified. William Jane, Registrar.' This tes-

tifies to the use of the civil contract introduced during the

Commonwealth. ' 15th October, 1663, Mr. Richard Rolle,

rector of this pish., and Elizabeth Smyth, the natural and legiti-

mate daughter of Thomas Smith, of this same pish., gent., were

married by licence.' The family of Smyth, or Smith, are

recorded by a ledger-stone in the church on which are cut their

arms, Az. a saltire between four martlets arg., and numerous
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entries occur relating to them in this register. This lady died

shortly after, as we find that on 27th July, 1668, Mr. Richard

Rolle, Rector of Sheviock, and Jone, daughter of William Jane,
were married by licence, she being apparently the daughter of
the Registrar.

" 4 In 1660, June 26th, John Lavers, of Lantick in St. -Ger-

mans, was buried heere ;' and on 9th July following it is

recorded that ' John Booley, who was drowned with the said John
Lavers the 20th June last, was found, brought hither, and
buried the ix. July.' It seems to have been rather a favourite

place to bury persons belonging to St. Germans who .had been

drowned, though both parishes are about equally accessible by
water. In 1654, June 6th, Robert, son of Nicholas Williams,
of St. Germans, who was drowned with his father at Wrickle

Clyff'e, was found, brought hither, and buried. The year 1655
contains the following rather singular entry under 1 Oth August :

6 Anstis Ham, who lived fowerscore and odd yeeres, and yet
dyed a mayd to the great wonder of the world.'

" Two entries are specially tantalizing, first in 1580 the mar-

riage of . . . . Tremayne, gent, and ; and the

marriage in 1581 of .... Kelly, gent, and Ann . . ..
;
the

surname and designation of the gentleman is alone legible in

both of these entries, which is very unfortunate ; the loss of the

wife's name is particularly vexatious. But it is not the special
interest of this particular interest that has led to its being sub-

mitted to your consideration, but rather its being a fair type
and specimen of a large number of other registers, and circum-
stances having given the opportunity of its being exhibited,
the main object being to bring prominently before this Society
the actual state of a very large number of parish registers

through the country, and thereupon to suggest that it may be
within the scope of this Society to press on the consideration of

the Government the necessity of adopting the general principles
of a scheme which has been submitted to them, a scheme which

provides for the gradual printing of all the early registers, the

return of the originals to their respective parishes, and the

deposit of printed copies in such places as shall render them

permanently safe and as convenient as possible for those who

may require to consult them for literary or personal purposes."

C. D. E. FORTNUM, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a Paper on
a Terra-cotta Head, of what he believed to be Greek workman-

ship, found on the Esquiline at Rome. This Paper will be pub-
lished in the Archaeologia. Professor Gardner, D.Litt., of the

British Museum, considered the head to have belonged to a

recumbent ideal figure. Mr. A. S. Murray, on the other hand,
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believed it to have been part of a standing statue of Alexander
as Helios.

In connection with this Paper, the Vice-President in the

chair, Dr. FRESHFIELD, exhibited three small Greek Heads of

terra-cotta, and a foot, which had been found at Smyrna, and
which he thus described :

" The three small heads I exhibit were found on the Castle

Hill, on the slope of which the town of Smyrna is built. The

upper part of this hill is comprised of a clay admirably fitted for

a delicate style of pottery, and there is no doubt that these

heads are of Smyrna manufacture.
"
They cannot be of any very early date, as Smyrna was

built after the invasion of the country by Alexander, when the

new town of Smyrna was erected.
"
They were found on the site of the old town, which was

higher up the hill than the present.
" Two of the heads are female, and one is the head of an

ugly deformity, with a very big nose. One of the heads had

some gold on the hair when I first got it. There is also a

little foot from the same place."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, April 16th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D
, V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the East India Association : Journal. Volume xvii. No. 3. 8vo.

London, 1885.

From Harvard College : Annual Eeports of the President and Treasurer.

1883-84. 8vo. Cambridge, Mass., 1885.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. :

1 Some Account of Richard Eldridge, of Horsham, Bellfounder, and Notes

upon the Bells of St. Mary's Church. -By Robert Garraway Rice. [From
the Sussex Archaeol. Collect. Vol. xxxi.] 8vo. Lewes, IS

2. The Parish Church of St. John Baptist, Cirencester. By the Rev. E. A.

Fuller. 8vo. Cirencester [1882].

3 Two Sermons preached on the death of Ambrose Lisle March Phillipps

de Lisle, Esq., March, 1878. Preceded by a short Sketch of his Life

4 Durham Cathedral, an Address delivered September 24, 1879. By Wil-

liam Greenwell, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A. 8vo. Durham, 1*

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq.:-The Western Antiquary. Part 10.

March. 4to. Plymouth, 1885.
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From the Massachusetts Historical Society : Collections. Vol. ix. Fifth

Series. 8vo. Boston, 1885.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland : Proceedings.. Session 1883-84.

Vol. xviii. Sin. 4to. Edinburgh, 1884.

From the Author : Representation of Berwick-upon-Tweed in Parliament. A
Lecture delivered in the Museum of Berwick-on-Tweed, 31st January, 1885.

By Hubert E. H. Jerningham, M.P. 8vo. Berwick, 1885.

From the Author : The Liberty of Independent Historical Research. By
Thomas Kerslake. 8vo. London, 1885.

From Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A. : Inventaire des Archives de la Ville de

Bruges public sous les auspices de 1'Administration Communale. Section

premiere (Inventaire des Chartes par L. Gilliodts-Van Severen), Premiere
serie : Table Analytique par Edw. Gailliard. 4to. Bruges, 1883-85.

From the Canadian Institute : Proceedings. Third Series. Vol; iii. Fasci-

culus No. 1. March. 8vo. Toronto, 1885.

From the Historical Society of Oberpfalz and Regensburg : Verhanjdlungen.
38ter Band. 8vo. Stadtamhof, 1884.

From the Author, J. O. Halliwell, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A. : The Stratford Records
and the Shakespeare Autotypes. A Brief Review of Singular Delusions

that are current at Stratford on-Avon. By the Supposed Delinquent. The
third edition. 8vo. Brighton, 1884-1885.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vii., No. 4. April.
8vo. London, 1885.

From the Editor, the Rev. B. H. Blacker, M.A. : Gloucestershire Notes and

Queries. Part xxvi. April. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Library Committee of the Mitchell Library, Glasgow : Report. 1884.

8vo. Glasgow, 1885.

From the Glasgow Archaeological Society : Report by the Council, 20th Nov.,
1884. 8vo. Glasgow, 1885.

From the Author : A Vindication of the authenticity of the Elephant Pipes
and Inscribed Tablets in the Museum of the Davenport Academy of Natural
Sciences. By Charles E. Putnam. 8vo. Davenport, Iowa, 1885.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland : The Journal.

New Series. Vol. xvii. Part 2. April. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Incorporated Church Building Society : The Church Builder. No.
xxii. New Issue. April. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Communal Archaeological Commission of Rome : Bullettino.

Anno xii. Num. 4. Serie II. Ottobre-Dicembre, 1884. 8vo. Rome,
1885.

Notice was again given of the Anniversary Meeting on

April 23, and lists were read of the Fellows proposed as Council

and Officers for the ensuing year.

The Report of the Auditors of the Society's Accounts for

the year 1884 was read. (See p. 271.)

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Auditors for their

trouble, and to the Treasurer for his good and faithful services.

Francis Bruit, Esq., and C. T. Gatty, Esq., were admitted

Fellows.
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James Ludovic Lindsay, Earl of Crawford and Balcarres,
was proposed as a Fellow, and his election being at once pro-
ceeded with, in conformity with the Statutes, Chap. I. 5, he
was thereupon declared to be duly elected a Fellow of the

Society.

JOHN COOK, Esq., exhibited a Deed of Confirmation and
Release of the year A.D. 1268, which he thus described:

" The document, of which I annex a transcript, is a deed of

release, dated 53 Hen. III., from Johanna de Stutville, widow
of Lord Hugo de Wake, but who was so great an inheritrix

that she reverted to her maiden name of De Stutville a fact

hitherto resting upon the authority of Dugdale, but now clearly
established by this grant, which expressly states that Johanna
de Stutville made it in lawful widowhood. The lady in ques-
tion was heiress of a great and wealthy family, lords of the

manor of Cottingham, East Yorkshire, whose founder bore the

name of Grundeboeuf, and received a grant of the lordship
from William I. Her grandfather, William de Stutville, was
sheriff of Yorkshire, and received license from King John, in

1201, to castellate and fortify his manor-house at Cottingham.
" The deed itself, which has lost its seal, was one of the

muniments of the Carthusian monastery at Hull, founded in

1378. It is a remarkably clear specimen of the court-hand of

the period ; and is, somewhat curiously, dated on a Sunday.
The following is the transcript of the deed I exhibit :

Omnibus Christ! fidelibus presens scriptum visuris vel audituris Johanna de
Stoteville salutem in Domino sempiternam. Noveritis me Die Dominica proxima
post clausum Pasce anno rengni regis Henrici filii regis Johannis quinquagesimo
tertio in legitima viduitate et libera potestate mea coDcessisse et present! scripto
meo confirmasse Roberto Takel clerico pro homagio et servicio suo totam terrain

suam cum pertinenciis quam de dono Domini Eustacii de Stoteville et de me tenet

prout in carta quam de eodem Eustacio plenius continetur Preterea noveritis me
eodem die et anno relaxasse et omnino quietum clamasse pro me et heredibus
meis eidem Roberto et heredibus suis unam marcam annui redditus quam pro
predicta terra mihi solvere consuevit Reddendo inde annuatim de cetero mihi et

heredibus meis vel assingnatis meis unam libram piperis' ad pentecosten pro
omnimodis serviciis consuetudinibus et demandis seculanbus. Et ego Johanna
et heredes vel assingnati mei predicto Roberto et heredibus suis totam predictam
terram cum pertinenciis pro una libra piperis sicut predictum est contra omnes
gentes warantizabimus aquietabimus et in perpetuum defendemus. Et ut haec
mea concessio et presentis scripti mei confirmatio et predicti annui redditus re-

laxatio et quieta clamatio perpetuam habeant firmitatem huic scripto sigillum
meum duxi apponendum Hiis testibus Dominis Roberto de Stoteville Nicb.olao de
Euias Willielmo de Boscehale Militibus Domino Osmundo de Stoteville tune
rectore ecclesie de Cotingham Domino Johanne de Hesel tune rectore ecclesie de

Elvelay Roberto de Stoteville clerico Johanne Yakel Johanne de Anleby Thoma
de Hedon Nigello parcario et aliis.

R S. FERGUSON, Esq., F.SA., Local Secretary for Cumber-
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land, communicated the following Note on a Sepulchral Stone,
recently found at Carlisle :

" I have the honour to report the finding of a large Koman
sepulchral stone at Carlisle, on Saturday last (March 14, 1885),
under the following circumstances :

"
Extensive excavations for building purposes have been for

some time in progress, in a site well known as the Spring
Garden Bowling Green, situate on the east side of Lowther
Street, at its north end, immediately outside of the north-east

angle ^of
both the Roman and mediaeval city, which I take to be

at this point nearly conterminous. With the exception of a
small public-house, and some sheds next to Lowther Street, this
site has never been built upon; in 1745 its hedges were cut
down in order that they might not afford shelter to the High-
landers.

" I watched these excavations with interest ; over the greater
part of the area there was a shallow layer of garden-mould,
and the undisturbed soil was soon reached. Running close to

Lowther Street was a deep trench filled up with modern rub-
bish. This represented the city ditch, but nothing of interest,
that I am aware of, turned up here : the ditch was only filled

up in living memory. Near the north side of the site occurred
a deep pocket of made soil ;

in this the excavators found many
animal bones, including, I am told, the complete skeleton of a

donkey, two skulls, said to be human, and the sepulchral slab

I am about to describe, and which I at once purchased for the

Carlisle Museum.
"It is a heavy slab of the local red sandstone, and lay face

upwards, in a reclining position, at an angle of about 45 with

the horizon. Unfortunately, before its real character was dis-

covered, the upper part of the stone was crushed into fragments

by a cart-wheel passing over it. The extreme height is now
4 feet 8 inches, the breadth 3 feet 2 inches, and the thickness

about 6 inches. When perfect it must have been about 5 feet

in height. The upper portion is occupied by the figure of a

child in a deep recess or alcove, the top of which, with the

child's head, is now wanting. The child is dressed in an under

tunic, coming down to the feet, which peep out below it, and

having tight sleeves coming to the wrists, and an upper tunic

coming to the knees, and having full sleeves reaching only to

the elbows. A girdle is round the child's waist, and a large

scarf goes round its neck, and probably over the head as well.

The left hand is raised to the waist, and the right, extended

downwards, holds a fir-cone. The sculpture is coarse, but

executed with vigour, and much resembles the workmanship of

VOL. x. T
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No. 500 in the Lapidarium Septentrionale^ a fragment of a

figure which was found near Carlisle some years ago ;
and

also of a slab found at Bowiiess-on-Solway, and figured in

Collectanea Antiqua, vol. vii. p. 235, and in the Transactions of

the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archaeo-

logical Society, vol. v. p. 125.
(t Below the figure is a panel, about 2 feet 2 inches by 1 foot,

in which is the following inscription :

D I s

V A C I A INF
ANS AN III.

That is,
* Vacia infans, annorum III.' or '

Vacia, an infant of

three years.'
" The panel has the dovetail projections commonly found on

Eoman work, see the Lapidarium Septentrionale, Nos. 34, 55,

etc., and the name of * Vacia' occurs on a commemorative
slab found at Great Chesters, but now lost ; see No. 282 in the

Lapidarium Septentrionale."

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D,, V.P., communicated the

following remarks on Some Variations in the Apostles' Creed

in the Book of Common Prayer :

" The object of the present paper is to draw your attention to

a verbal difference in the so-called Apostles' Creed, as set forth

in the different parts of the Book of Common Prayer. The

Apostles' Creed appears in different parts of the Prayer Book
no less than five times. In the Morning and Evening Prayer
it appears in the usual form of a Creed ;

in the service for the

Public Baptism of Infants and in the Visitation of the Sick

it appears in the form of an interrogative Creed, and in the

Catechism it appears as in the usual form of Creed.
" In the Creed as used in the Morning and -Evening Prayer

Our Lord is represented as 6

sitting on the right hand of God,
the Father Almighty

'

; in the Creed in the office for the

Public Baptism, in the Catechism, and in the Visitation of the

Sick, He is represented as sitting
' at the right hand of God.' I

do not think this difference would have occurred to any mind
but the niggling mind of a lawyer, and I should not think it

worthy of notice at such a place as this, if I thought it was

caused by a printer's error, and if, in my judgment, it did not

point to a real landmark in the history of the Prayer Book,

possibly to a variation of expression used in different parts of the

kingdom.
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" There are many Anglo-Saxon or English translations of
the Apostles' Creed. A great collection of these is to be found
in the Harmonia Symbolica, a collection of creeds by Charles A.

Heurtley, printed at Oxford, at the University Press, 1858.
66 The first creed Mr. Heurtley gives is one in Anglo-Saxon and

Latin, from a Manuscript No. 427 in the Lambeth Library, of
the ninth century. The sixth paragraph in Latin is

' Ascendit
ad coelos

'

; the Anglo-Saxon translation of this is
c He astah to

heofonum,'
' sedet ad dexteram Dei Patris omnipotentis,' and

the Anglo-Saxon words are,
' He sit to swythran hand God

Faeder.'
" A second version of the Creed is from a Manuscript Gg.

3, 28, in the University Library, Cambridge, containing the

Homilies of -ZElpic, the sixth paragraph in which is 'And he

astah up to heofonum, And sitt nu get swithran Godes aelmihtiges
Fasder.' Mr. Heurtley gives the date as circa 1030.

" The third Creed is from a Manuscript R 17 in the Library
of Trinity College, Cambridge, circa 1125, where Our Lord is

described as
<
Sit on switran healfe Godes Faederes ealmihtig."

" The fourth is from a Manuscript Nero A 14 in the British

Museum, 1225
;

the words here are,
' Ther he sit o Gode's

rithonde Feder almihti.'
" The fifth is from a Manuscript in the British Museum,

Cleopatra B 6, fol. 201, and the expression here is
'
Sitis on his

Fadir richt hand
'

;
the date of this is thirteenth century.

" The sixth is of the same century, and is from the Harleian

MS. 3724, fol. 44, and the expression here is
'
Sit on his Fadir

richt honde.'
" The seventh, which is of the fourteenth century, is from

the Harleian Manuscript 2343, and the words are * There he

sittith on the rigthalf of God.'

"The eighth, which is also of the fourteenth century, is

stated to be taken from Reliquia Antique, vol. i. p. 38, and

the words are,
i He sitteth on the rigt syde of God.'

" The ninth, which is also of about the year 1400, is stated

to be taken from a prymer set forth in Maskell's Monumenta

Ritualia, and the words here are,
< He sittith on the rigt syde

of God.'
" The tenth is from the Douce Manuscript 246, Bodleian

Library, of the fifteenth century, and the words are,
"

Sitteth

on his Fadre rigte syde.'
"The eleventh, which is dated 1528, is taken from the

prymer in English and Latin, also given in Maskell's Monu-

menta Ritualia, and the words are,
' And sytteth at the rygt

hande of God/
"Up to this time, out of eleven instances, we have one,

T2
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the first, where the word used is
i to

'
of the ninth century

('to' is in Dutch synonymous with 'at'); one, the second,
where the word used is 'set' of the year 1030; one, the

eleventh, where the word used is
' at

'

of the year 1528. All

the other eight are ' on.'
" We next come to a series of versions of the Apostles' Creed,

taken from more or less authentic sources. The first that I

give is from the Shepherd's Calendar. I cannot tell precisely
the date when this book was printed ; but, if my copy is not an

ancient one, it has been taken from an ancient source. In it

the Apostles' Creed is three times recited, twice giving effect

to the foolish legend that the Creed was written by the various

Apostles. To St. James-the-Less is attributed the .Article

saying,
' I believe that He ascended into heaven, and 'sitteth

on the right hand of God the Father omnipotent.' I see that

this Article is also attributed in another version of the same

legend to St. Bartholomew.*
"The same words are used in the Creed, 'set forth as it

ought to be said.'
" In the *

treatise called The Ordynary of Chrystyens there

is an explanation of the Creed. In it there is this passage :

6 Ascendit ad celos sedet ad dexteram Dei patris omnipotentis,'
that is to say,

' I believe that Our Lord ascended into heaven
the fortieth day after His resurrection and set him on the right
hand of the Father ;

' and this is several times repeated.
" In the prymer printed by John Byddel for William Mar-

shall, in the year 1535, in examining the second part of the

Creed, it is given,
' Descended to the helles the third day rose

again from death ascended to Heaven and sitteth on the right
hand of God the Father Almighty.' In the commentary upon
the Creed, Our Lord is described thus :

' And that He now
sitteth in the right hand of the Father.'

u In the *

Necessary doctrine of a Christian man,' printed

by Thomas Berthold, 30th May, 1543, the sixth article of the

Creed is given as follows :
' He ascended into Heaven and

sitteth on the right hand of God the Father Almighty.'" In the prymer in English and Latin, and in the different

variations of the same prymer in English, printed by Richard
Grafton the 6th of September, 1545, the Creed is given in the

usual manner,
' He ascended into Heaven and sitteth on the

right hand of God the Father Almighty.'" There is a small prymer of the Salisbury use, which is

described as -foliows :
' This prymer of Salisbury use is set out

*
SacramentariumGallicanum, Codex Bobiensis. Mabillon, Museum Italicum,

torn. 1, pars. 2, p. 396.
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alonge without anye searchynge with many prayers.' Imprynted
at London, 25th day of November, 1545. Immediately after

the calendar there is this direction: ' The Kings Highness
greatly tendering the wealth of his Realm hath suffered here-
tofore the Paternoster, Ave, Creed, and ten Commandments of
God to be had in the English tongue but his Grace perceiving
now the great diversity of the translations hath willed them all

to be taken up and instead of them hath caused an uniform
translation of the said Paternoster, Ave, Creed and the ten

Commandments to be set forth as hereafter followeth, willing
all his loving subjects to learn and use the same. And straitly
commandeth every person vicar and curate to read and teach the

same to their Parishioners and that no person imprint or set

forth any other translation upon pain of his high displeasure.'u The Creed which follows, and which must be considered,

therefore, as the authorised version at this period, states,
' He

ascended into Heaven and sitteth on the right hand of God the

Father Almighty.'
" In the first Prayer Book of King Edward VI. (the edition

which I have being that printed by Edward Whitchurch, the

month of March, 1549), the Creed is set out in the Public

Baptism, where it is in the shape of an interrogative Creed. In

it the expression is,
4 and sitteth on the right hand of God the

Father Almighty.' In the office for Private Baptism it is given
in the same form ;

in the Order of Confirmation it is given in the

same form ;
in the Visitation of the Sick,

' Here the minister

shall rehearse the articles of faith, asking thus : Dost thou be-

lieve in God the Father Almighty,' and so forth, as in the

baptism. In the Morning and Evening Prayer the Creed is

not set forth, but the direction is,
< then the minister shall say

the Creed and the Lord's Prayer in English with a loud voice.'

" In the second Prayer Book of King Edward VI., of which

I have different editions, but in all of which the particular matter

in question is identical, the Creed is set forth at length in the

Morning and Evening Prayer, in the Administration of Public

Baptism, in the Administration of Private Baptism, and in the

Catechism, and is referred to in the Visitation of the Sick. In

the Morning and Evening Prayer it follows the version which

we should call authorised, the words being :
6 And sitteth on

the right hand of God the Father Almighty
'

;
and in both the

Baptismal Service and the Catechism the words are :
<
Sitteth

at the right hand of God the Father Almighty.'
" This distinction between the Creeds in the various positions

in the service has been maintained in all the editions of the

Prayer Book printed since this time, and in all the various re-

visions, and has followed the English Prayer Book into the
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Scotch book of Archbishop Laud. As I said at the commence-

ment, if I thought this was only a misprint I should not have

troubled you with this Paper : but, as I believe it forms part of

the history of the Prayer Book, I have thought I was justified

in stating this much*
" The first Prayer Book of King Edward VI. was the pro-

duct, if I may use the word, of the Anglo-Catholic feeling of the

Church of England. If not actually in existence, it was in a

fair way of compilation at the time of King Henry VIIL's

death. Upon the accession of King Edward VI., and upon the

obvious leaning of the Court to the advanced foreign Reformers,

England was overrun with heretics of all sorts, having only one

bond of union, the subversion of all Catholic doctrine
5

.' The

reformation of the second Prayer Book was entrusted to such

men as John Alasco, a Pole ; Peter Martyr, an Italian ; and

Bucer, a German : and John Knox, a Scotchman. They
hashed away at it mercilessly, the only wonder is they left us so

much, most at the Communion Service, the Baptismal Service,

and the Confirmation Service, and these probably were entirely

rewritten. It was by the writer of these two latter that the

Creed was inserted, not according to the authorised version, but

with this word '
at.'

" Now in the same year in which the second Prayer Book was

issued, a catechism of the Scotch Church had been put forth by
John Hamilton, Archbishop of St. Andrews, which has been

recently reprinted at the Oxford Clarendon Press, and here in

the exposition of the Creed Our Lord is described as sitting
* at

the right hand of God the Father Almighty.' It seems to me,

therefore, not a monstrous suggestion that John Knox, in

revising this portion of the Prayer Book, took the Creed accord-

ing to the Scotch translation. The reason why the Creed

remained in its original form in the Morning and Evening

Prayer was because, not having been set out at all in the

Morning and Evening Prayer in the first book,-6f King Edward

VI., but only referred to, when it came to be set out in the

second Prayer Book, the printers would naturally take the

authorised version in which the word ' on '

appeared, and print
it there, and so it happened that the authorised version is used

in the Morning and Evening Prayer, and the unauthorised

version in the other part of the service.
" There is only one other comment that I would make upon

this, and it is a curious one, that Bishop Pearson in his book

upon the Creed, of which I have the first edition, gives the

Creed incorrectly, inasmuch as he gives it with the sentence,
6
sitteth at the right hand,' but when he comes in the ,body of

the book to comment upon it, he sets forth the Creed in the
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commentary right by describing Our Lord as sitting
< on the

right hand.'
"

I am not sufficient of an Anglo-Saxon scholar to hazard a

conjecture as to whence the creed which favours the word *
at

'

in the Anglo-Saxon derives its origin, but I should think it not

impossible that on investigation it would be found that it was
of north country origin, like the Creed of the Church of Scot-

land, which has found its way into our Prayer Book.
a I must add that for what it is worth no one that I can find

has thought this minute point worth investigating, and, perhaps,

you also, when you have heard my Paper, will be of the same

apparently universal opinion."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

ANNIVERSARY,

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1886.

The EARL OF CARNARVON, President, in the Chair.

Doyne C. Bell, Esq., and the Rev. Canon Cooke, were nomi-

nated Scrutators of the Ballot.

At 2*30 p.m. the President proceeded to deliver the following

Address :

GENTLEMEN, Between the fifth of April, 1884, and the

fifth of April, 1885, the following are the losses which have

befallen the Society by death :

Charles Baker, Esq.
Rev. John Henry Blunt, D.D.

William Bragge, Esq.

Henry Charles Coote, Esq.

John Coucher Dent, Esq.

Very Rev. Edgar Edmund Estcourt, M.A., K.U Canon of

St. Chad's, Birmingham.
Rev. Charles Old Goodford, D.D., Provost of Eton.

William Petit Griffith, Esq.

Rev. Abraham Hume, LL.D., D.C.L., Hon. Canon of

Liverpool.
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Edward Knocker, Esq.
Rev. Kichard Brown Matthews, M.A.
Kichard Makilwaine Phipson, Esq.
Kev. John Fuller Russell, B.C.L.

Charles Spilman Todd, Esq.
John Whichcord, Esq. .,*'

Captain Thomas Bigoe Williams.

The Right Rev. Christopher Wordsworth, D.D., Lord

Bishop of Lincoln.

During the same period the following amovals have been

effected :

Rev. Thomas Felton Falkner, B.A.
Rev. George Lloyd.

On the other hand, the additions made to the List of Fellows

by Election have been as follows :

Robert Blair, Esq.

George Frederick Bodley, Esq., A.R.A.
Francis Brent, Esq.
Rev. William Slater Calverley.

George Flood France, Esq.

Right Hon. Sir Edward Fry, B.A., F.R.S., Lord Justice

of Appeal.
Emanuel Green, Esq.
Rev. George Tryon Harvey.
Rev. Francis Haslewood.

Rev. David Howell, B.D.
Thomas Graham Jackson, Esq., M.A.
Rev. Thomas Lees, M.A.
William Nanson, Esq., B.A.

Benjamin Nattali, Esq.
Francis William Percival, Esq., M.A.
Lawrence Bennett Phillips, Esq., F.R.A.Sy'
Rev. Oswald Joseph Reichel, M.A.
Frederick Ernest Sawyer, Esq.
Rev. Frederick Heathcote Sutton, M.A.
Rev. Frederick Augustus Holden Vinon.

The Obituary Roll, I rejoice to say, is rather below than
above the average. But, while the numbers are fewer, I regret
to find among the names several whom we could ill spare. On
the present occasion, from circumstances which I will presently

explain, the retrospect which generally forms the theme of

Addresses from this chair has to cover an area so much wider
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than usual, that my time will not allow me to speak as I could

wish, and with all the detail that you might have desired,
of some of those who have been taken from our midst. And,
even were it otherwise, how would it be possible for me to

do justice, in the time at my disposal, to the character, the

attainments, and the writings of one who as a Scholar and
a Churchman has filled so large a space as Dr. Christopher
Wordsworth ? In spite of the assiduity with which this dis-

tinguished man discharged the laborious duties imposed on
him in his large Diocese, in the Senate, in Synod, or in

Convocation, he made time to serve on our Council, and,

although he furnished but one contribution to our Transac-

tions, he made more than one to our shelves, in volumes which

testify to the refinement of his culture, the accuracy of his

scholarship, the sagacity of his archaeological research. One of

the last communications that passed between us was on a question
of mingled archaeological and historical interest. Nor can I con-

sent to pass over in complete silence the name of the Provost of

Eton, whom I recall as a master already of considerable standing
when I first entered Eton, and to whose memory I shall ever

pay a willing tribute of sincere and affectionate respect. We
have also lost the distinguished author of that remarkable

work " The Komans of Britain," Mr. Henry Charles Coote a

gentleman who won the esteem, no less than the literary

respect, of all with whom he was brought into contact. I wish

that I could here define the nature and the extent of his

researches, and say somewhat on his estimate of Roman in-

fluence, Roman ideas, Roman laws, Roman institutions,

Roman civilization. Time forbids, and I can only here deplore
his loss.

Other names there are which might call for a passing tribute

at my hands if time allowed. Such are Mr. William Bragge,
the well known (i Master Cutler

"
of Sheffield, whose collection

of tobacco-pipes and of works on tobacco, and of rare illuminated

manuscripts, has more than once furnished matter for our

Transactions and Exhibitions ;
or the Rev. W. Fuller Russell,

whose collections of early religious pictures so often met with

at the Exhibition of Old Masters .at the Royal Academy and

of rare books on Liturgiology, have long excited the envy of

like-minded collectors. Such, again, are Mr. Knocker, Mr.

Todd, and the Rev. Abraham Hume, who did good service as

local antiquaries in illustrating the history and archaeology of

their respective towns and districts. Such also are Mr. Griffith,

Mr. Phipson, and Mr. Whichcord, who as architects did honour

to their profession, and whom their profession honoured : Mr.

Whichcord, in particular, having occupied the distinguished
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post of President of the Institute. Nor should I omit that

learned, amiable, and above all fair-minded ecclesiastic, the Very
Rev. Canon Estcourt, whose contributions to our Transactions,

mostly on early deeds and documents, are models of careful and
accurate investigation. Taking, however, the list of deaths as a

whole, and precluded as I am from indulging in details, I will'ven-

ture to express the hope that in this venerable Society there never

may be wanting a supply of persons of whom it may be recorded

that in the varied range of their tastes and acquirements, in the

excellence of their personal qualities, and in the achievements of.

their respective careers, they were not less worthy of commemo-
ration than those whose loss we this day deplore.

Gentlemen, I have intimated that the retrospect to which I

think it right this day to call your attention embraces other

subjects than those with which we habitually deal. You will

probably have anticipated what I have to say on this head. The

topics in question are embodied in the papers relating to the

Anniversary, which have been circulated among all the Fellows.

Under the old Statutes by which I mean the Statutes

anterior to the 4th July, 1877 the President of this Society
was elected from year to year, durante bene placito. Then,
as ever, it was optional either for the Council to substitute

another name on the House List, or for the Society at large, in

lieu of the name thus submitted for Ballot at the Anniversary,
to substitute another more to their taste. This last privilege

remains, I need scarcely say, uncurtailed. On this, as on every
other Anniversary, it is your right, if you think proper to use it,

to substitute for any name, on either of the two lists, that of the

Council or that of the Officers, any other name you prefer pro-
vided always that you conform to the conditions imposed by the

Statutes. No one, for example, can be substituted as an Officer

on List II. unless he be one of those elected as a Member of

Council after the Ballot has been declared on List I. But, while

the powers of the Society at large have thus been left intact, it

is not so with the Council. The action of thai body is, under

the new Statute of 1877, to some extent fettered. It is now the

jaw anc[ this is the first occasion on which it has come into

operation that
" as often as any President will on the next

Anniversary have held that office for seven consecutive years,

they shall omit his name from such nomination for election as

President for the ensuing year."

Gentlemen, I am now in the position contemplated by the

Statutes in the passage I have just quoted. I have had the

honour of filling this chair for seven consecutive years ; and

my name, in consequence, no longer stands for consideration

on the House List.
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Under these circumstances you will not be surprised if I cast
a backward glance at the seven years which have elapsed, and

briefly pass under review the more important incidents which
have occurred.

Gentlemen, I was elected your President in the year 1878, and
I had scarcely accepted the office when I found myself engaged
in a controversy in reference to a project for placing a high
pitched roof, and effecting other so-called restorations, at St.

Alban's Abbey. It is quite unnecessary for me now to revive

that controversy. You will all remember the crowded meetings
in this room ; the able addresses and the somewhat heated

correspondence that ensued. I do not think that there is any-
thing since then which need make those of us in this Society,
who differed from the proposed restoration, retract our opinion,
or regret the expression of it. We must leave it to the visitors

of St. Albans, seeing what it is, and remembering what it was,
to say whether the argument was not with us.

Gentlemen, in my opening Address on the 23rd April, 1879,
I did not hesitate to say

" that this great and venerable Society

hardly occupied the position that it was competent to fill, or

did the work it might and ought to do ;" and I am bound to

say that I remain of the same opinion in the last year of office

as in the first. On the same occasion I did what I could to

throw out some suggestions as to fields of work in which I

thought this Society might labour both with credit and advan-

tage, and promote some of those objects for which it was

incorporated. The suggestions were mainly these ; and if

you will turn to my Address you will find that in offering them

to your notice I entered into some detail. Beginning in order

of time with Prehistoric Monuments, I urged that the best

mode of preserving them from injury would be an Archaeological

Survey, and I quoted the example of India and of Ireland to

show that such a scheme was feasible, provided the co-opera-

tion of the Government could be secured. I then went on to

urge the compilation of a National Codex Diplomaticus, which I

further suggested ought to contain everything in the nature of

a charter down to the reign of Edward the First. A portion of

this work has been undertaken viz., the re-editing of Kemble's

Codex Diplomaticus but not by this Society. We owe it to the

private enterprise of Mr. W. De Gray Birch, whose name I am

glad to see on the House List as a Member of the Council. I pro-

ceeded to speak of the desirability of a new edition of Dugdale's

Monasticon, and of printing the Pipe Rolls ;
but here again we

have been anticipated ;
another Society is doing the work, and, if

I am not mistaken, is making use of the very transcripts which,

as I can remember the Director telling us at a Meeting of the
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Council, were placed at our free disposal by Sir William Hardy.
I most heartily wish the Pipe Eoll Society God speed, and I can

only regret their decision to print their valuable materials

unextended. I will not linger on the other suggestions that

were made in that Address relating to the Subsidy Rolls, the

Episcopal Registers, Lives of the Saints, and last, not least, to

a Corpus Sphragisticum or Record of English Seals.

In the following June of the same year 1879, in consequence
of the remarks I had made in the Address, a Committee was

appointed to see whether any measures could be adopted. It

was called the " Historical Monuments and Documents Com-
mittee/' and the Report of the Committee was embodied in a
Memorial to the Treasury asking for an annual grant of 2,000,u to be expended, under the responsibility of this Society, in the

publication of National Records not provided for by existing
Grants," Both the Memorial and the answer of the Lords Com-
missioners of the Treasury are printed in the Proceedings, 2d S.

vol. viii. pp. 190-220. The answer was a courteous refusal,
but couched in such terms that I venture to hope the correspond-
ence in question may serve as a point of departure for a fresh

application at a future date, and in times when public money
may be more available for these great literary undertakings.
The door was not, so to speak, shut against us ; it was left ajar.
In any case, I hope you will agree with me that the labours of

the Committee were of great value, and that their Report may
become one of no small interest and importance.

In the course of the following year an event of considerable

importance marked the annals of the Society. Mr. Franks

resigned the Directorship to which he had first been elected in

1858, and re-elected, after an interregnum of five years, during
which the duties of the office were ably discharged by our

Treasurer, Mr. Perceval, in 1872. In order to facilitate the

resumption by Mr. Franks of this office, Mr. C. Knight Watson
undertook one part of the editorial duties of, the Director,

viz., the preparing for the press our volumes 'of Proceedings.
All this I explained at length in my Address for 1880. Mr.

Franks, however, was unable to keep up the Archaeologia to

date, and the growing arrears induced him to retire. Mr.
Franks undertook on his retirement to complete the Index to

the Archaeologia which was to form the Parts for the years 1875
and 1878, and expressed a hope

" that it would bo in the hands
of the Fellows before the 1st January, 1880 "

(See Proc. vol. viii.

p. 116). Five years have elapsed and no sign of them is to be
seen. So far as I am aware these Parts are not even in type.
The last Part of Archaeologia issued belongs to the year 1882.

So that the Archaeologia is still three years in arrear. [
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On referring to my Address for 1881 I find that early in that

year the Council had urged the Director to commence with as
little delay as possible the publication of a fasciculus of plans of
Cornwall from the survey executed by Mr. Lukis. The work
was on the eve of completion when, unfortunately, the whole of
the original drawings, and thirty-one out of forty plates, perished
in a fire the very day before they were to be delivered to the

printers. Mr. Lukis very kindly undertook to execute the

drawings anew from his note-books, and I am told that the
work is now at the binders ; an advance copy has been within
the last few minutes placed in my hands.

The same remark applies to the publication of Mr. Nesbitt's

paper on the Ashburnham Book of the Gospels, which was laid

before the Society on the 10th June, 1880, and to which I also

referred in the Address for that year. Its publication in the

Vetusta Monumenta is still a desideratum. The misfortune of
this delay is that in the interval Mr. Nesbitt's health has of late

declined.

I need hardly interrupt myself to assure you that in these

remarks I have no intention of casting blame on any individuals.

I call attention to these delays, and I wish the attention of my
successor to be called to them, because I honestly believe that

they very seriously compromise the welfare of the {Society.
Scholars and archaeologists hesitate to bring the results of their

labours and discoveries to the Society when they know that a

paper may lie here for years before it finds its way into the

pages of the Archaeologia. Scholars and archaeologists want,
not only publicity, but immediate publicity. They do not wish

to be anticipated at Berlin, or Paris, or Vienna, and when they
find such delays intervene between the reading and the publish-

ing of a paper they either take their Memoirs elsewhere or

publish them in a separate form. It is thus we lose papers
of the highest value, and that the Society's reputation suffers.

For years before 1852 the part of Archaeologia for the current

year was laid upon the table at the Anniversary of that year.
It will be a fortunate thing for the Society when that good
custom is revived ;

and I can suggest to my successor no change
more desirable than a return to our earlier and healthy practice.

Two of the most important topics which have attracted the

attention of this Society during my tenure of office have been

Sir John Lubbock's Bill for the Preservation of Ancient Monu-

ments, and the late Bishop of London's Bill for the removal,

in certain cases, of City churches. On both these measures it

has been a pleasure to me to do all that lay in my power to pro-

mote and advocate the views of this Society. The question of
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the City churches involves so many considerations that I do
not think it wise to repeat here what I have said on former
occasions. I will only add and all the more that I understand
a movement of the same kind is contemplated in the city of

York, and that some eight or nine churches in that city" are

threatened with destruction that it is a case in which I hope
great care and caution will be exercised, and that it will be
remembered that the cause of empty churches is not always a
dearth of congregations, but a want of services that can attract,
and of clergy who know how to make use of the stately edifices

which are in their charge.
With regard to Sir John Lubbock's Bill, I would only express

my regret that its action has not been made somewhat more

stringent, and its range wider, and on this matter no one I am
sure will agree with me more heartily than Sir John Lubbock
himself. When I remind you that there was no provision in the

Bill to prevent a proposal for running a railway through the

precincts of Norwich Cathedral, and through the principal
Avenue of Stonehenge, and that the arrest of both these

monstrous measures was due to other causes, I think it is clear

that the provisions of the measure did not err on the side of
undue stringency. It is a satisfaction to think that in both
cases the action of this Society had no small share in averting
the threatened danger.
Time will not admit of my lingering any longer on this survey

of the Septennate of my Presidency.

Gentlemen, you will have received a copy of a letter from the

Secretary, addressed to the President and Council, and express-
ing his wish to retire on the 25th September next ensuing.
And looking to the long period during which he has given an

active, able, and faithful service to the Society, I feel that I

ought to endeavour to pass under review his work as Secretary.
At the time named for his retirement, Mr. Watson's official

connection with the Society will have exceeded twenty-five years
I was not myself elected a Fellow till the yerar 1876. I can-

not, therefore, speak from personal knowledge of Mr. Watson's

long career. The Proceedings of the Society, however, have
furnished me with no small amount of data, which I have done

my best to supplement by putting under contribution such living

testimony as I could command.
Mr. C. Knight Watson, who, I may, in passing, observe,

was the grandson of Dr. Watson, the well-known Bishop of

Llandaff, the author of the "
Apologies," was elected Secretary,

in succession to Mr. Akerman. Shortly after he took his

degree at Cambridge he was entrusted by the Vice-Chancellor
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of the University with placing and cataloguing the Disney
Marbles in the Fitzwilliam Museum

;
while courses of Lectures

on Greek Art delivered at Edinburgh and elsewhere, numerous

papers, original, and translated from the German in the Classi-

cal Museum, Supplementary Chapters on Greek Art, written

at the request of Messrs. Longman for Dr. Schmitz's History
of Greece chapters which have since been translated into

German showed that he had given a more than ordinary
amount of attention to Archaeological pursuits.
On May 24th, 1860, Mr. Watson was unanimously elected to

the Secretaryship of this Society. Of his attainments this is hardly
the place to speak. Those who are acquainted with him know
the range of subjects with which he is familiar, and his general
culture. It is essential that the Secretary, who is on numberless

occasions the representative officer of the Society, should, in

addition to a knowledge of special subjects, be a gentleman of

general education and a classical scholar. Both personally and

by correspondence he is brought into contact with foreigners,

who sometimes, I believe, have had to be addressed, not only in

their own languages, but in the Latin tongue, and I am per-

suaded that the Society would suffer if a departure were allowed

in the qualifications of those who hereafter fill the place of

Secretary to this Society.

Mr. Watson had not been long in office before he gave an

earnest of his interest in the Society's library by placing on our

shelves a complete set of the Delphin classics in one hundred and

eighty-nine volumes, fifteen volumes of Didot's Greek Classics,

and five quarto volumes of Lacroix and Sere's great
^
work, Le

Moyen Age et la Eenaissance. This was only the first instalment

of the numerous accessions which have at various times been

made to the Society's Library by our Secretary
" acces-

sions," as the late Lord Stanhope said,
" not less generous in

him than advantageous to us." Mr. Watson has rendered from

first to last much service in the Library Department to the

Society. In the first year of his Secretaryship he assisted Mr.

John Bruce 'in drafting the Rules for the Library, and in draw-

piiseci to iinu it nuu nvj-^vi .
>

Committee, the Council, and the Society, successively awarding

special thanks for
" his zealous and valuable labours in the

arrangement of the Library. The whole of the Library at

Somerset House had been entirely reorganised. Scarcely a

book," I see it stated in his Official Report of November 13th,

1861 " was in the same place as where he found it. Lockers

at the base of the Library, choked up with books three and four
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deep, some of them in brown paper parcels, most of them un-

cataiogued, and all of them practically inaccessible, had to be

cleared out and distributed on their proper shelves. A full

account, however, of Mr. Watson's labours at Somerset House
will be found in his published Report addressed to the Chairman
of the Library Committee, and which was printed both separately
and in the Proceedings, 2d S. vol. vii. pp. 6, 15. The Com-

mittee, in the Resolution appended to the Eeport, use language
which shows the high sense of the value of the results achieved.

The Resolution, which is too long to quote, speaks in "
emphatic

terms of Mr. Watson's energetic and indefatigable, labours,"
of the " unmistakeable evidence of his zeal and of the masterly
manner in which he had proceeded in the execution of his

laborious task." In the following year, 1865, I find Lord

Stanhope setting his seal to the Resolution of the Library Com-
mittee. After speaking of the chaotic condition out of which
the Library had been rescued, Lord Stanhope adds :

" Our

Secretary, Mr. Watson, was the first, to his high honour be it

said, to look this gigantic evil in the face. It was not the

Council who pressed it upon Mr. Watson, it was Mr. Watson
who pressed it upon the Council. So great indeed was the

labour that it involved, so vast the call upon time which it ren-

dered necessary, that we might well pause before we ventured to

ask any other person to undertake this toil. ... I think I

should fail in my duty if I did not point out to you how well

Mr. Watson is entitled to our grateful thanks for the extraor-

dinary exertions which he has made, and for the complete
success which has attended those exertions."

In Lord Stanhope's Address for 1866, Mr. Watson is again

singled out for special encomiums on a different subject and
I allude to this as a matter of more than personal interest.

It appears that in the winter of 1865, Lord Stanhope called Mr.

Watson's attention to imputations cast upon the authenticity
of the Paston Letters by the late Mr. Herilian Merivale, in

an article in The Fortnightly Review. Mr. Watson, having
obtained a clue to the existence of some Paston letters in the

possession of Mr. Philip Frere, went to Dungate, the resi-

dence of that gentleman, and got permission to overhaul the

contents of a huge chest full of papers, in which he discovered

the originals of the fifth volume of the Paston letters, which was

a satisfactory answer to Mr. Herman Merivale's very able

paper. It was at this time also that Mr. Watson organised an

important meeting of the Society, in the Chapter House at

Westminster, which was crowned with signal success, as it was

the means of eliciting from the Government a grant of money
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for the restoration of that building. It is to these two events
that Lord Stanhope alludes in the following terms :

"
I should

be guilty of neglect of another kind were I to dismiss the sub-

ject either of the Paston letters or of the Westminster Chapter
House, without desiring to make known to you how greatly our

prosperous exertions in both instances have been promoted by
our Secretary's able and active co-operation. It was not merely
a cold compliance with the rules of his official duty ;

it was
rather throwing himself heart and soul into all the measures

requisite for the furtherance of both of these questions. I am
sure I do no more than anticipate your judgment, if I request
him to accept, on this occasion, our most cordial thanks on that

account."

In 1868, the whole of the Society's Prints and Drawings were
taken in hand, and under Mr. Watson's personal superintendence
the topographical were separated from the non-topographical and
mounted in volumes. The topographical prints were arranged
in counties, and fill more than the whole of one side of the large
Solander case at the south end 'of the Library ;

the non-topo-

graphical were arranged in specified subjects, as explained by
Mr. Watson in the Report printed in the Proceedings, 2d S.

vol. iv. p. 155. In addition to this, four large folio volumes of

English Portraits (more than 1,200 in number) and one volume

of foreign Portraits, had been arranged and mounted in

alphabetical order, and seven large folio volumes of the

Coleraine Collection had been re-arranged in order of counties.

Nor was this all. Mr. Watson spent his summer holiday of

1868 in passing through the press a Supplement to the List of

Books, a volume of one hundred and twenty-seven pages. I

believe it was in the same year that he prepared and passed

through the press the Catalogue of the Fairholt Bequest of

Works on Pageants and Pageantry the first catalogue of its

kind, as I am informed, that had ever been compiled, and one

which secured the hearty approval of Mr. Winter Jones.

These labours on the Library were succeeded by others of

importance to the Society. In the commencement of the fol-

lowing year, 1869, Mr. Ashpitel died, and left his books and

ancient vases to the Library. The books were between two or

three thousand in number, and I -am told that Mr. Ashpitel

was moved to make this generous bequest by seeing the care

and energy which, under Mr. Watson's auspices, were bestowed

on the Library. I find, from a Report of the Secretary, printed

in the Proceedings, 2d S. vol. iv. p. 375, that Mr. Ashpitel's

library reached the Society's apartments, at Somerset House, in

fifty-seven large packing-cases, on the 2nd July, 1869. On

the 16th November following, Mr. Watson was in a condition

VOL. X. u
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to report that the whole of the books had been arranged, book-

plated, and catalogued. For these services, comprising, as they

did, not only the preparation of three, and the -printing of two

catalogues, but also the orderly arrangement of a large collec-

tion of Prints and Drawings, the Council added to a renewed
Vote of Thanks the more substantial acknowledgment of a sum
oflOOJ,

In 1874, the migration of the Society and of the Society's

Library from Somerset House to their present quarters took

place, and the removal was no easy one. That it was so well

and promptly effected was due to Mr. Watson's care and

energy. The description of this removal, and the- praise be-

stowed upon it, may be read in the words of a former Vice-

President, Mr. Winter Jones (See Proceedings, 2d S f
> vol. vi.

p. 359), and in a Eesolution passed on 23rd April, 1875.

I cannot bring this part of my subject to a close without a

brief reference to our new Library Catalogue, which I, in

common with many Fellows of the Society, have long desired

to see drawn up, and of which, as I trust, we shall before long
have the full benefit.

It will probably be in the recollection of all present, that

in my Address for 1883 I laid before you a letter from Mr.

Watson, in which he volunteered to undertake to superintend
the compilation of a new Catalogue.

This offer was accepted by the Council, and by the 7th June
Mr. Watson had matured his scheme for the new Catalogue.
The principle of it may be described as one work, one entry
all cross references being excluded, and their place supplied by
a more comprehensive Reference Index (at the end of the Cata-

logue) of all Persons and Places that occur in the title, other

than the name of the Author, which figures in its alphabetical
order in the Catalogue itself. This proposal, after full discussion,

was accepted, and, in spite of some delays, for which Mr. Watson
was not responsible, the work, so necessary anjl so advantageous
to the Society, was taken in hand in the early" part of the year.
Mr. Watson sacrificed to it his annual holiday, remaining in

London through the summer, and at the first meeting of the

Council in November 1884 he placed on the table for the inspec-
tion of that body fourteen boxes of mounted slips of books, and

three boxes of the Reference Index slips. This comprised all

the printed and interleaved entries of the List of Books, and of

the Supplement to that List. Mr. Watson further proposed, and
the Council sanctioned the proposal, that the Fairholt Catalogue
should be printed separately as an Appendix, but should be

included like the rest of the Catalogue in the Reference Index.
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The Ashpitel Catalogue remained to be dealt with. The manu-
script of this Catalogue had been drawn up by Mr. Watson with
considerable bibliographical detail, which made it out of scale and

keeping with the rest of the Catalogue. Abridgements had there-
fore to be made, as it was not a mere question of transcribing.
This work also has been done. The incorporation of these slips
with the rest of the Catalogue has been a work of much labour,
as great care has been required to meet the obvious danger of a
confusion in the order of the imprints. Not to go into further

detail, I may remind you that Mr. Watson, in the letter announc-

ing his resignation, undertakes to complete the manuscript of
the Catalogue and other arrears, by which I understand him to

mean the amalgamation of the existing Catalogues and slips of

books, and the preparation for press of the Society's Proceedings
down to the end of the current Session.

Gentlemen, I have now completed my survey of Mr. Watson's

Secretaryship, and if I have done so with unusual fulness it has

been partly because the work that he has done is closely con-

nected with various interesting incidents in the life of the

Society, and partly because I desired that at the close of his long
connection with us the Society should do justice to a zealous

service in the office with which he was entrusted twenty-five

years ago. If recently there have been some differences of

opinion, some personal friction, some slight breezes which have

ruffled the surface of our usually placid waters I see no reason

now to refer to them. I am satisfied that it will be the wish of

all here present to recall only that which can be remembered

with advantage to the Society and with satisfaction to its

members.
I cannot, however, conclude without a few words as to myself.

My Septennate, to use an expression coined in the earlier days
of"the French Republic, has expired, and by the laws of the

Society the time has come when, as I have explained, I am
bound to resign into the hands from which I received it the

important office of President.

I think it well that this periodical change should occur
;
for

it is well in such a Society as this that from time to time our

position should be reviewed by new eyes, and that fresh counsels

should be brought to bear upon our work. I can only hope

that I to-day return my trust to you in no worse condition than

that in which I received it.

We have not accomplished some tasks which on different

occasions I have recommended from this chair with, I think, the

general concurrence of the Society, for it is easier here, as else-

where, to suggest than to do. Many, too, of our ablest and most

learned members have passed away during the last seven years,
u 2
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leaving places which it is hard to fill, and much remains which
this learned body may and ought to do. But, with all these

deductions and qualifications, I hand over to my successor the

care of a Society rich in ability and learning, and endowed
with all necessary means and *

appliances,
"
Tngeniis opibusque

et
"

I hope I may conclude the quotation and say
"

festa pace
virentem" to discharge the duties which their ancient* tradi-

tions, royal favours, and the confidence of the State demand of

them.

It only remains for me to thank the Society for the indulgence
with which they have treated the many omissions and imper-
fections on my part, of which I am very sensible, and to ask

especial forgiveness for the interruptions which health, absence

from England, and public business, have too often interposed to

my presence in this room. I hope and believe that I have been
a more regular attendant at the Council Meetings, and that the

business of the Society has never seriously suffered from my
absence. To each Council in turn I owe a debt of gratitude
for the remarkable support which they have given me in the

discharge of my duties as President; and to the Society

generally 1 earnestly wish a continuance in those paths of

learned and honourable research which they have so long
trodden.

The following Resolution was moved by STANLEY LEIGHTON,
Esq., M.P,, seconded by C. T. NEWTON!| Esq., C.B., and car-

ried :

"That the best thanks of the Society be given to the Pre-

sident for his Address, and that he be requested to allow it to be

printed. The Society desires, at the same time, to express its

sincere regret that, under the provisions of the revised Statutes,
it will lose the services of Lord Carnarvon as President, and to

record its grateful recognition of the qualities which he has

exhibited in that office, qualities which will Jrve in the recol-

lection of the Society, and deepen the regret felt at his retire-

ment."

The President signified his assent to the Resolution, and
his acknowledgment of the cordial terms in which it had
been proposed, and of the warmth with which it had been

received.
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The following Resolutions were also moved by EDWIN
FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., seconded by G. W. G.
LEVESON GOWER, Esq., and carried :

1. That the Society has read, with very sincere regret, the
letter which has been circulated, conveying Mr. Knight
Watson's intention to resign the office of Secretary, which he
has so long and so ably filled, and begs to assure Mr. Knight
Watson that he will carry with him into private life the good
wishes and regard of the whole Society.

2. That it be referred to the Council to consider what retiring

pension can be awarded to Mr. Knight Watson in recognition
of his long and faithful services to the Society.

Mr. C. KNIGHT WATSON, Secretary, observed in reply, that,
in relation to his retirement, there was much that he could say
but would not, and much that he would say but could not. He
was sure the Society would readily understand that, standing
as he did before them on that Anniversary, for the last time as

Secretary, it was not very easy for him to find words for all he

could wish to say. This only he might be permitted to observe,
that on taking leave of the Society, as he felt he was doing that

day, the dominant feeling in his mind was no self-complacent
recollection of services rendered to the Society, valeant quantum
valeant, and that day recorded by the President, but rather a

crushing sense of lost opportunities, of ideals aimed at but

unachieved, of aspirations cherished but unfulfilled, of failures

and omissions for which he could only crave their indulgence.

The Scrutators having reported that the Members of the

Council in List I., and the Officers of the Society in List II,

had been elected, the President read from the chair the following

names of those who had been elected as Council and Officers for

the ensuing year :

Eleven Members from the Old Council.

John Evans, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President.

Charles Spencer Perceval, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer.

Henry Salusbury Milman, Esq , M.A., Director.

The Earl of Carnarvon, D.C.L., F.R.S

George Thomas Clark, Esq.

Joseph Clarke, Esq., F.R.S., B.A.

Rev. Joseph Woodfall Ebsworth, M.A.

Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D.
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Percy Gardner, Esq., Litt. D.

Earl Percy, M.P.
William Smith, Esq., LL.D., D.C.L.

Ten Members of the New Council.

Walter De Gray Birch, Esq.
Charles Mathew Clode, Esq., C.B.

The Hon. Harold Arthur Dillon.

Augustus Wollaston Franks, Esq., F.R.S.

Alfred Charles King, Esq.

General Sir John Henry Lefroy, R.A., K.C.M.G., C.B.,

F.R.S.

Charles Trice Martin, Esq.
Edmund Oldfield, Esq ,

M.A.

George Scharf, Esq., C.B.

Frederic Seebohm, Esq.

C. Knight Watson, Esq., M.A., Secretary.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Scrutators for

their trouble.

Thursday, April 30th, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President,
in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

From the Author, William Kelly, Esq., F.S.A.:

1. Royal Progresses and Visits to Leicester : from the reputed foundation
of the city by King Leir, B.C. 844, to the present time. 4to-. Leicester,
1884.

2. Notices illustrative of the Drama, and other Popular Amusements, inci-

dentally illustrating Shakespeare and his cotemporaries ; extracted from the

MSS. of the Borough of l^icester. 8vo. London, 1865.

3. The Great Mace, and other Corporation Insignia of the Borough of

Leicester. Printed for private circulation. 8vo. 1875.

4. Visitations of the Plague at Leicester. A Paper read before the Royal
Historical Society of Great Britain, July 12, 1877. Printed for private
circulation. 8vo. 1877.

5. Anacreon Moore in Leicestershire. 8vo.

From the British Archaeological Association : The Journal. Vol, 41. Part i.

8vo. London, 1885.
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From the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : The
Archaeological Journal. Vol. xlii. No. 1G5. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Lords of H.M. Treasury : Facsimiles of Anglo-vSaxon Manuscripts.

Photozincpgraphed by Colonel II. H. Stotherd, R.E. With Translations by
W. Basevi Sanders. Tart iii. Folio. Southampton, 1884.

From the Author : The Dictionary of Biographical Reference containing one
hundred thousand names, together with a classed Index of the Biographical
Literature of Europe and America. By Lawrence B. Phillips, F.S.A. 8vo.

London, 1871.

The Nomination by the President of the following gentlemen
as Vice-Presidents was read :

William Smith, Esq., LL.D., D.C.L.
Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D.
The Earl of Carnarvon.

Augustus Wollaston Franks, Esq., F.R S.

The Rev. F. H. Button was admitted Fellow.

The Hon. W. T. ORDE-POWLETT exhibited, by the hands of

the Treasurer, four Seals (of which two were signet-rings). A
description of these objects follows :

"
1. Mixed metal flat matrix, pointed oval shape, If inch

long, plain loop at the back ;
fifteenth century.

"
Subject : Standing effigy of S. Mary Magdalene, nimbed

vase in left, palm in right hand.

Legend,

S> Santa
* JHaua J&agfcalene to Walton.

" This seal was found some years ago on pulling down a

cottage in the parish of Wensley, in the North Riding, not far

from Old and New Malton. It is not a work of a very high

style of art, and the inaccuracies in the legend, namely, the

omission of a letter in Sancta, and the nominative cases put for

the o-enitive* after Sigillum, point to a local engraver and an

employer of little learning and small means.
" Neither the priory church at Old Malton, nor the two

chapelries at New Malton, are dedicated to S. Mary Magdalen,
but the seal may with probability be attributed to a chantry, or

possibly a confraternity, established in one of the parochial

churches.
" 2. Mixed metal hexagonal matrix with trefoiled twigs.
"

Subject : A shield between two branches, on a fess six

crosslets fitehee ;
fourteenth century.

Legend,
:

s. MiCAeLis ne DGSSCADON,
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" This matrix of which there is no history beyond the fact

that, as well as the two rings presently described-, it has been in

the possession of the owner's family for sixty years, is somewhat

modern, and the last word in the legend is not at all clear.
" The coat cannot be ascertained to belong to any English

family of a name similar to that in the legend, and there is con-

siderable reason to doubt if the seal is English."
3. Brass signet ring. Capital II crowned and between two

branches
; fifteenth century. A ring like this is engraved in

Gents. Mag. Ixxiv. 305.

"4. Silver signet ring. Capital S crossed by J, within a

cable border ; probably of the sixteenth century."

The RIGHT HON. SIR JOHN SAVILE LUMLEY, K.C.B., com-
municated a Paper (^

which was profusely illustrated by plans,

drawings, and photographs, supplied by R. P. Pullan, Esq.) on
recent Excavations and Discoveries at Civita la Vigna, the site.

of the ancient Lanuvium, This Paper will be published in the

Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, May 7th, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President,
in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From O. B. Peter, Esq. : The Histories of Launceston &nd Dunheved, in the
county of Cornwall. By Kichard Peter, and his son Otho Bathurst Peter.
8vo. Plymouth, 1885.

From the Author : The Asclepiad. April. No. 6, Vol. ii. 8vo. London,

From the New-England Historic Genealogical Society : The Register. No. cliv
Vol.39. April. 8vo. Boston, 1885.

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright, Esq. : The Western Antiquary. Fourth
Series. Part II. April. 4to. Plymouth, 1885.

From the Author : On the First Editions of the Chemical Writings of Dcmo-
critus and Synesius. By Professor Ferguson, M.A. 8vo. [Glasgow], 1884.

From the Author, the Rev. C. H. Evelyn White :

1. The Old Inns and Taverns of Ipswich : their memories and associations.
8vo, Ipswich, 1885.
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2. An Index to the Visitation of Norfolk, made A.D. 1001, with an intro-
duction by Charles II. Athill, Bluemantle, Pursuivant of Anns. 4to.

Ipswich, 1885.

From the Author : Notizie dei Rostri del Foro Romano e dei Monumenti con-

tigui. Raccolte da Francesco Morgan Nichols. 8vo. Rome, 1885.

From the Author : Voyage Arclu-ologique en Italic et en Tnnisie, Rome,
Naples, Pompel, Messine, Catane, Syracuse, Palermo, Make, Tunis et Utique.
Par Ambroisc Tardieu. 4to. Ilermene (Puy-de-Dome). 1885.

From the Author : Proben aus Gebres Wappenbuch. Mit besondercr Krluub-
nisz des Herausgcbers mitgetheilt und besprochen durch J. Klemme. 4to.

Vienna, 1885.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vii. No. 5. May.
8vo. London, 1885.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association : Archreologia Cambrensis.
Fifth Series. No. 5. (Vol. ii.) January. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author : Chronograms continued and concluded. More than 5,000 in

number: a Supplement-Volume to "
Chronograms" published in the year

1882. By James Hilton, F.S.A. 4to. London, 1885.

From the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne : Archeeologia
JEliana. Volume x. No. 3. (New Series.) 8vo. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
1885.

From the Author : Collecao de Tratados e concertos de pazes quo o Estado da
India Portugueza. Por J. F. Judice Biker. Tomo vi. 8vo. Lisbon,
1385.

From H.M. India Office, Record Branch : General Code of Tribal Custom in

the Sirsa District of the Panjab. Drawn up by J. Wilson, Settlement

Officer, 1882. Svo. Calcutta, 1883.

From the Author : The Family of James Johnson, successively Bishop of

Gloucester and Worcester. By Walter Money, F.S.A. 8vo. 1885.

From the Archaeological Society of Agram (Croatia) : Viestnik hrvatskoga

Arkeologickoga Druztvra. Godina vii. Br. 2. Svo. Zagrebu, 1885.

From Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Aedes Barberinae ad Quirinalem a Comite Hieronymo Tetio Perusino

descripta?. Folio. Rome, 1042.

2. Descrizione Istorica dell'estrazione della pubblica nave La Fenice dnl

Canale Spignon, in cui giacque circa tre anni totalmcntc sommersa. Dal

Giovanni Zusto. 4to [Venice] 1789.

3. Precis Analytique des Documents que renferme le Depot des Archives de

la FlandYe-Occidentale a Bruges, par Octave Delepierre. Volumes i.-iii.

[Premiere Serie] ;
Deuxieme Serie Vol. i. par Octave -Delepierre : Vols.

ii.-ix. par F. Priem : (Bound in four volumes). Svo. Bruges, 1840-1858.

4. Etudes etymologiques, historiques et comparatives surlesnoms des Villes,

Bourgs et Villages du Departement du .Nord. Par E. Mannier. Svo.

Paris, 1801.

A Vote of Special Thanks was awarded to His Honour,
Francis Bayley, Esq., F.S.A., and to F. Hilton, Esq., F.S.A.,

for their Donations to the Library.

The Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, the Rev. T. Lees, and

Edward liae, Esq., were admitted Fellows.
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EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., exhibited a Greek

Baptismal Badge, which he described as follows :

66 This medal or badge was acquired by Admiral Spratt in

the Levant. It is of hard copper. The date is uncertain, but

it can scarcely be later than the seventeenth century. There

can be no doubt as to its being Greek. On one side is a repre-
sentation of Our Lord, and on the other of St. George and the

Dragon. Around the medal is an inscription in Greek ; on the

one side, the words of the first verse of Psalm xci. (xc. Septua-

gint),
< He that dwelleth in the defence of the Most High shall

abide under the shadow of the Almighty
'

(o KaroiKtov ev ftorjOeta,

&c.); on the other side are words to the effect that the possessor
of this medal shall be protected from all evil. St. George is

not described by name, but as overcoming the Evil One, repre-
sented by the Dragon. Under the representation of Our Lord
are certain cabalistic signs, which look like Hebrew."

VICE-ADMIRAL SPRATT, C.B., F.B.S, F.G.S., F.S.A., laid

before the Society two Communications, (1) on the Gulf of

Symi, in continuation of a Paper, previously read (January 31,

1884), on the Dorian Gulf, and (2) on a Statue of the Youthful

Dionysos, in his possession, photographs of which he exhibited.

Both these Papers will be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, May 21st, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R .S., President,
in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From A. W. Franks, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., V.P.S.A. : Congres International

d'Anthropologie et d'Archeologie Prehistoriques. Compte Eendu de la

Neuvieme Session a Lisbonne 1880. 8vo. Lisbon, 1884.

From the Author, the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, F.S.A. :

1. Bibliotheca Lindesiana. Collations and Notes. No. 1. Sanderi Brabantia,
1656-1695.

2. The same. No. 2. Fowler's Mosaic Pavements, &c.

3. The same. No. 3. Grands et Petits Voyages of De Bry. Three volumes.
4to. London, 1883-84.
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From Samuel A. Green, Esq.: Report to the Legislature of Massachusetts upon
the Condition of the Records, &c., in the Secretary's Department. 8vo.

Boston, 1885.

From the Massachusetts Historical Society : Proceedings. Vol. i. Second
Series. 1884-1885. 8vo. Boston, 1885.

From the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres (National Institute of

France): Comptcs Rendus des Seances de Tannee 1884. Quatrieme Sc-rie.

Tome xii. Bulletin d'Octobre-Decembre. 8vo. Paris, 1885.

From the Author, Edward Peacock, Esq., F.S.A.: France, the Empire, and
Civilization. 8vo. London, 1873.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland: The Journal.

Vol. xiv. No. iv. May. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Royal United Service Institution: Journal. Vol. xxix. No. 128.

8vo. London, 1885.

From the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland : The
Journal. Vol. vi. Fourth Series. July, 1884. No. 59. 8vo. Dublin, 1885.

From the Author : Hispaniae Anteromanae Syntagma concinnavit Doctor Ber-

langa. 8vo. Malaga, 1881-4. [In two parts.]

From the Translator, Sir G. F. Duckett,Bart., F.S.A.: Goethe's " Faust "
: the

Introduction and Prologue in Heaven. 4to.

From the Hon. H. A. Dillon, F.S.A.:

1. King's College Chapel Windows, Cambridge. By the Rev. W. J. Bolton.

[From No. 46 of the Archaeological Journal.]

2. A Memoir of the Glasgow Cathedral Painted Windows. Read before

the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, by C. H.Wilson. 8vo. Glasgow, 1864.

3. Review of Winston's Memoirs of Glass Painting, and Wilson's Catalogue
of the Painted Glass Windows in Glasgow Cathedral. [Edinburgh Review.]
Art. v. 8vo. Jan. 1867.

A Vote of Special Thanks was awarded to the Earl of Craw-

ford and Balcarres for his Donation to the Library.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the Election of Fellows, on

Thursday, June 4th, and a List of Candidates to be balloted

for was read.

F. W. Percival, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

WALTER MYERS, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a bronze Torque,

somewhat imperfect, found at Luxor. The torque was cast in

imitation of one formed of plain wire, about i inch in diameter,

with the ends overlapping, and at the part where it is double

it is ornamented with a lozenge pattern, each lozenge contain-

ing incised dots. On either side of this double portion the

torque has a long coil of wire wound round it. It was suggested

that it might be of Roman date.

He also exhibited the Blade of a Bronze Axe, found at

Carnac, flat, and having two projecting lugs, by which it was

bound to the haft. The part which abutted on the haft was

somewhat expanded in width. The blade is shorter in proper-
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tion to its width than that engraved in the Archaeological
Association Journal, but is of much the same character. The

shortening is possibly due to use.

The President remarked on the similarity in the form of this

blade to that of somo of the bronze axes of Central America.'

N. H. J. WESTLAKE, Esq., F.S. A., exhibited by permission
of Messrs. Hunt and Roskell, a large pectoral pendant of Spanish
origin, and other ornaments, brought from Teneriffe, which
would appear to have been used (although perhaps designed for

personal use originally) to decorate an image of the Blessed

Virgin. The design of the brooch is best seen on the gold setting
at the back. At the base, a lily-pot, with two handles and a rose

on its bowl. Two stalks, folding outward and downward, holding
seven lilies. Above this, in large letters, the monogram of the

B. V., enclosed by other lily stems, arranged in an ornamental
framework all surmounted by an imperial crown. On its

summit a fleur-de-lys. The front of the brooch is filled with

oblong emeralds, each about -3F of an inch by J of an inch.

The lily-pot, the three centre lilies, and the lily cross and the

crown, are decorated with emeralds en cabochon.

GEORGE W. MARSHALL, Esq., LL.D., F.S.A., exhibited six

Bottles and a Stamp, which he thus described :

lf There are no doubt many amongst our senior Fellows who
have devoted some attention to the interior antiquities of the

thick old glass bottles of the last century. Having, so to speak,
swallowed their oyster, I now invite their attention to that

oyster's shell, and ask them to consider for a moment if the out-

side of the bottle may not be as curious as its contents were

congenial.
a I have already drawn attention in another place (See The

Antiquary, iv. 1) to the value from a genealogical point of view
of heraldic bearings displayed on the crockery of the eighteenth

century, and I now venture to point out another, and a lower

form, in which the vanity of our great-great-grandfathers dis-

played itself. The family Coat of Arms was exhibited during the

last century to a much greater extent than at the present day,
when there were no critical heralds of the modern school who
would be likely to make adverse remarks as to the right of a

neighbouring squire to display any heraldic device furnished

him by the ' Your name and arms '

seal-engraver of the period.
When it became a fashion to mark common glass bottles,
destined to remain perhaps half a century in the darkness of the
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family cellar, with coats of arms,
< the boast of heraldry

'

had
descended to its lowest level.

"Of the six bottles I now produce two are stamped with

arms, one with a crest, one with initials, and two with a name.
I take them in what I consider the order of their dates, though
they are all of the same period the latter half of the last

century.
"No. 1. Had it not been that with the first I am able to

produce, through the kindness of its present owner, Mr. Thomas
Marriott-Dodington, of Horsington, the original stamp which
was used to impress the arms on it, and which is probably
unique of its kind, I should not have thought it worth while to

place the others on the table. The coat on this bottle is three

hunting-horns for Dodington, impaling, per pale a chevron
between three escallops.

"
I cannot identify the impalement, though I have made a

careful search in the College, in which Garter was kind enough
to help me. When so great an authority fails it is not to be

expected that a mere tyro like ftiyself should succeed.

"In a pedigree of Dodington, which shows the descent of

the Manor of Horsington, entered in the College, Norfolk, x. 55,
and printed in the first volume of the Genealogist, it appears
that Samuel Jackson took the name and arms of Dodington in

1757. The name of his wife is not given, but as I can identify
the arms which should be impaled by every other possessor of

Horsington of the name, I conclude that this impalement is the

arms of his wife. The style of the tricking, moreover, exactly

corresponds with that prevalent from 1750 to 1760. The bottle

comes from the cellar at Horsington, and the stamp from the

house, out of which it had probably not been removed since it

was made till I brought it up here. I have, therefore, no hesi-

tation in fixing 1757 or thereabouts as the date of this bottle.

" No. 2. Stamped with an elephant and castle on a torse, and

the letters E. C. This is the crest of Corbet.
" No. 3. Coat of arms and crest of Blake : A chevron

between three garbs. Crest, on a chapeau a martlet. From
the drawing of the shield I should say that the date of this bottle

may be a little later than No. 1.

" No. 4. Has the name Cliffe, no doubt that of the owner.
" No. 5. Is later than the preceding, by I should think,

thirty years or more, and is marked :

< Stolen from H. Tuson.'

No doubt Mr. Tuson, who lived at the period when heraldry

was in least esteem, if he had any arms to stamp his bottles

with, deemed this sentence a more certain protection against the

lovers of liquor.
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" No. 6. Is marked with the initials L. H., and has the word
* Patent

'

stamped on the glass near the neck. It will be noticed

that all these marks have been maie by a stamp similar in con-

struction to the one I exhibit.

The Rev. W. C. LUKIS, F.S.A., communicated the following

report of his Survey of certain Megalithic Monuments in Scot-

land, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, executed on behalf of

the Society in the summer of 1884 :

" The monuments, of which plans are on the table, are found
in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Scotland. They consist of

large rings of Monoliths, Cairns, and of a Weem, or Picts'

Cave. There is not one among them that is in the condition in

which it was left when the use for which it was erected "Ceased.

It is owing to this imperfect condition that the difficulty of

determining what those uses were, arose in past years, and
that so much speculation respecting some of these monuments
has been, and still continues to be, contributed by authors. It

matters not in which direction we look, we are sure to find

writers putting forward the most improbable theories ;
but there

is a matter of much greater consequence, viz
,
the small depen-

dence that may be placed in the descriptions which many of

these writers have given of the monuments themselves.
" Before I visited the North of Scotland, I was led to

expect to find numerous examples of Circles, in fact that Scot-

land is par excellence the land of stone circles. And if we look

at the Ordnance Survey of Kincardineshine, Aberdeenshire, and
other counties, large numbers of Circles, or as they are some-
times called Standing Stones, are marked down ; but when
these monuments are examined we discover that they should

not have been described or marked as Circles, and that a

prominent feature, which is common to most of them, has

been taken to represent them, to the exclusion of other

important, though, in their present condition, less prominent
features. We are all possessed of a prominent feature in our

faces, but it would not be doing justice to our other features,
however disfigured they may be in some cases, to omit all men-
tion of them in describing and classifying the different races of

mankind. The nose of a man is no doubt a very characteristic

and expressive feature, and yet by itself it can scarcely be said

to convey an intelligible notion of his countenance. So, with

regard to many of these Scotch monuments, I found that the

ring of monoliths was merely a feature, and in some instances a

striking feature, forming a part of them, and that it had been

put for the whole monument, both in written descriptions and
in maps. This will appear when I give you a detailed account
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of them. I shall call your attention to one particular instance
of a monument which is marked in the Ordnance Survey as a
6 stone circle/ and is described as such- by certain Scotch anti-

quaries, and side by side you will see a plan which has been
drawn by a well-known antiquary, who has had large experi-
ence, from the published description of this monument, which
he has never seen, for the purpose of showing how misleading
descriptions are liable to be when unaccompanied by scale

ground-plans, and even when they are illustrated with a mere

sketch-plan.
u The method I have adopted in drawing up my report of

last year's survey is: (1) to tell you something about the

Scotch monuments, and (2) to speak of some of those which
exist in Cumberland and Westmoreland.

" When I left Yorkshire in July, I proceeded at once to

Dumfries, in the neighbourhood of which town I remember

having seen the remains of a large stone ring in the year 1851.

It is situated about two miles north of Dumfries, within a short

distance of the ruined Abbey of Lincluden, and is, I believe,

precisely in the same condition now as it was at the period of

my first visit. A quick fence divides it into two unequal parts.

It is not a correct circle, and the stones are eleven in number,

regarding those at the point c as one stone, of which they

appear to be fragments. They are very various in size, and are

placed at such irregular distances from each other as to lead to

the belief that originally there must have been many more.

Four of the stones are erect, one leans outwards considerably,

and the remainder are prostrate. Dr. Gilchrist, of Dumfries,

a learned geologist, who has critically examined the structure of

the stones with the view of ascertaining whence they came, has

informed me that four are naturally transported boulders, which

were probably found on the surface in the immediate neighbour-

hood, and that the remainder are angular in character, and

must have been detached from the living rock and conveyed to

the place. All the stones belong to the Silurian system, with one

exception, and this is of felstone porphyry. The nearest acces-

sible Silurian rock is in Irongrey Hill, more than two miles

distant. It is a remarkable fact, 'he adds, that not one of the

stones consists of sandstone, which is to be found in the bed or

banks of the River Cluden, within a few hundred yards.
" The diameter of the ring, along the line from A to B, which

runs near the approximate centre is 267 ft. 6 in. The tallest

stone is at B, and is 6 ft. 4 in. in height.
"
Having been told that some of the stones bore cup-mark

ings, I searched closely for them, and satisfied myself that this

is not the case. At a subsequent visit, in company with Dr.
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Gilchrist, he convincingly showed me that the supposed cups
are natural depressions, due partly to weathering and partly to

the removal of pebbles from a conglomerate mass. Most of

them are oval in form, and some exhibit the angular impres-
sions of the pebbles which originated them.

u
Many years ago the number of the stones was twelve, and

the following amusing story is told about the removal of the

missing one. A ploughman, while at work in the field, broke

his plough against one of the stones, and, in the absence of his

employer, took upon himself to remove the obstacle, and left it

in the waters of Gluden. The farmer on his return was rather

alarmed about the sacrilege, as he considered it to be, for the

twelve stones represented the twelve Apostles, and he, being
fearful that some calamity would follow, took the ploughnlan to

task, but the man was ready with the answer :
6

Hoots, there's

nae fear o' ill. Ane o' the Apostles was a traitor
; weel, it's

him I've ta'en awa', and gin the Cluden disna' wash him, it'll

droon him.'
"
According to another account, the stones do not actually

represent the Apostles, only
6
it is allowed that the Apostles put

them there
'

! and it was the farmer himself who wished to take

away all the stones, but was stopped by the proprietor." From Dumfries I went to Edinburgh, with the double

object of visiting the Museum of Antiquities, and of making the

acquaintance of Dr. Joseph Anderson, from whom I desired to

learn what megalithic monuments there were in Southern Scot-

land which should be visited and planned. Having been assured

that there was nothing to detain me in the south, I left for

Aberdeen, which I made my head-quarters for several weeks.
This city is an excellent centre for any one who is desirous of

studying the rude stone monuments of Kincardineshire and

Aberdeenshire, where they abound, and are easily reached by
means of the various convenient railway systems." 28th July. The first monument I went to is situated on the

Glassel estate, within a few minutes walk of the^Grlassel Railway
Station, on the Dee-side line to Ballater. It is just within the

confines of Kincardineshire, and is described a,s being a.
' stone

circle,' and is so marked on the Ordnance map. The proprietor
of the estate (John Mitchell, Esq., of Force tt, Yorkshire), upon
whom I called to ask permission to measure the stones, very
politely sent his gardener to show me the way, without whose

guidance I believe I should have failed to find it, for it is

situated in a thick fir plantation, through which there is a

scarcely perceptible path leading to it. The monument is so

close to the railroad that a few yards only of sloping ground
intervene.
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" This is the structure to which I alluded at the outset, of
which an unreal notion only can be formed from a mere descrip-
tion and sketch-plan. Supposing, therefore, that the stones

have not been disturbed and occupy their original positions, no
one who has any knowledge of the subject would describe them
as forming a circle in any sense. The space included within
the stones (five standing and one fallen) is small, and is no

larger than the area of many dolmen-floors ; and, if these stones

were standing in a country where dolmens abound, they would

infallibly be regarded as the remaining supports of a tomb
which has been deprived of its covering The extreme length
of the space is 20 feet, and width 7 feet 6 inches.

" 31st July. [ took the train to Portlcthen Station, on the

road to Stonehaven, and walked thence to Craighead Farm,
occupied by Mr. Findlay, near to whose house, in a cornfield,

there is a so-called circle, consisting of four erect stones, 22 feet

10 inches from A to B, and 29 feet 3 inches from c to D.

These are probably the remains of a ring of monoliths, formerly

surrounding a cairn. The proprietor has built a circular wall

(36 feet 10 inches in diameter) round them to protect the monu-
ment from further injury by cattle, and a former tenant has re-

erected stone D, most probably in a new place. This stone had

been thrown down and split for a gate-post.
" From Craighead Farm I turned my steps southwards in

the direction of Bourtree-bush Croft, in search of three
'
circles

' marked in the Ordnance Survey, and situated at a

short distance from each other. Two of these monuments are

of considerable size
;
the third, which is to the north-east of

Cairnwell Farm, is not only insignificant but very ruinous.

The two large ones are known as the monuments of Auchin-

corthie. It was here that I learnt what was the original con-

struction of these Scottish examples, and discerned the error in

giving them the common name of ' stone circles,' when this

feature is merely a subordinate part of the whole monument.

The most important part of a sepulchre in a grave-yard is that

part which contains the body of the deceased, and if the tomb

is enclosed within an iron railing for the purpose of affording

it protection, or of marking the limits of the family burial-

place, no one would say that the iron railing constituted the

monument, even if the tomb should be in a dilapidated con-

dition. The fact is, the cairn, which formerly was the sepul-

chral mound, and therefore the important and
principal^ feature,

has been in great measure carried away, in the majority ot

instances, for building houses and walls, and the encircling

monoliths, which answer to the iron railings in our cemeteries,

and were not so easily removable, remain. It would be just

VOL. x. x
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as reasonable to apply the term ' stone circle
'

to the great
chambered mound of New Grange, Ireland, where a ring of

monoliths encircles the mound, as to describe these Scotch

monuments as ' stone circles,' now that they have almost entirely
lost their cairns.

" From the days of Camden to the present day they have

been so described. Dr. James Garden, of Aberdeen, wrote

a letter in 1692 to John Aubrey, which is referred to in

Camden's Britannia, printed in 1696, pp. 618, 636, 637.

This letter describes particularly the two monuments of which
I am speaking :

'

Agreeable to Lord Yester, and 'Sir Kobert

Moray's relation, there are found in the north of Scotland, tall,

bigg, unpolished stones sett up on end, placed circularly, but

not contiguous. The obscurer sort, which are the more

numerous, have but one circle of stones, standing at equal
distances ; others,* towards the south or south-east, have a

large broad stone standing on edge, which fills all betwixt two
of those stones on end, and is called by the vulgar

' the altar

stone.' A third sort, most remarkable besides all other before-

mentioned, have another circle of smaller stones standing within

the circle of great ones. The area of all the three sorts is

commonly filled with stones of sundry sizes, confusedly heapt

together.
" * The two largest and most remarkable of these monuments

are to be seen at Auchincorthie, in Mearns, five miles from
Aberdeen. One of them hath two circles of stones,, whereof
the exterior consists of thirteen great stones (besides two
that are fallen, and the broad stone toward the south) above

three yards high above the ground, and seven or eight paces
distant from one another ; the diameter being twenty-four large

paces ; the interior circle is distant three paces from the other
;

the stones thereof are three foot high above ground. Towards
the east, twenty-six paces from this monument, there is a bigg
stone, f fast in, and levell with the ground,^, which there is a

cavity, partly natural, partly made, that will hold a Scotch

gallon of water, designed perhaps for washing the heathen holy

things.
" < The other monument, larger than this and distant a bow-

shot from it, consists of three circles, having the same center.

The stones of the greatest circle are about three yards, those of

the two lesser three foot high above ground, the innermost circle

three paces diameter and the stones close together. One of the

stones of the greatest circle, on the west of the monument, hath

a cavity on the top of it, considerably lower on one side, which

* This description bears a great resemblance to Stonehenge. JS. G.

f Camden's Brit. 1695, p. (518. R. G.
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will hold an English pint, and seems designed for a lamp.
Another stone of the same circle, on the- east side, hath upon the

top of it (which is but narrow and longer one way than another)
a cavity of three fingers deep, in the midst of whose bottome is

cutt out a trough one inch deep and two broad (with another of
the same depth and breadth crossing it), that runs along the
whole length of the cavity and down the side of the stone a good
way, so that what is poured down into the cavity presently
runns down the side of it by this trough. Upon this stone,

probably, they poured their libamina.
" c The gencrall tradition concerning these monuments is that

they were places of worship in heathen times. They call them
here standing stones, and the Highlanders in their Irish caer,
which signifies a throne, an oracle, or place of addresse. The

people still pay them an awful respect. Some of them are called

chappells. In the shire of Aberdeen and parish of Ellon, there

is a place called Fochel, i. e., below the chappell, from one of
these monuments near by on higher ground. From another of

them, in the shire of Bamffe and parish of Aberlowe, a place
called Leachell Beanclick, i. e., the blessed chappell. A third

monument, in the parish of Peter-culter, five miles from Aber-

deen, is called the old chappell, and from a fourth near it, a

place is called Chappell-Dena, in the shire of Bamffe and parish
of Gamrie.

" ' Others are called temples. In the parish of Strathawen,
fourteen miles from Aberdeen, there is a place called Temple-

town, from two or three of these monuments near it
;
and the

two above described are called law-stones and temple-stones.

They say the Pagan priests dwelt in Auchincorthic, and there

are yet seen foundations of an old house, said to have been their

temd-barn.
" ' One of these monuments, in the shire of Bamffe and parish

of Abercheider, is called Cairneduin or Cairndewin, corrupted

probably from Cairndrewin, and so related to the Druids.'
" This is a valuable and important letter, because it describes

the two principal Auchincorthie monuments as they appeared

nearly two hundred years ago. At that period thirteen stones

of the outer ring of one of them, which 1 presume is the plan

which I have numbered 1, were erect, and two prostrate, besides

a broad stone placed between two of the erect ones. There was

also an inner circle of smaller stones about three feet out of the

ground, no longer existing ;
and the cairn was more visible than

ft is now. At a distance of about seventy-eight feet towards the

east there was a large monolith
'
Jcvcll with the ground.' At the

present time there are only four stones of the outer ring stand-

ing three prostrate and partly visible, two prostrate and wholly
x ->
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buried out of sight ; and the monolith on the east side, and the

broad stone towards the south, are gone. Close -to the centre of

the area there is a prostrate stone, partly buried, which may
have been one of the wall-stones of the sepulchral cist.

u The next monument, which Dr. Garden considered the

larger of the two, has in reality an equal diameter, and stands

in a grass field at a short distance north from the other. It is

rather difficult to determine of which monument he spoke first,

but the mention of a small central circle perhaps justifies me in

taking them in this order. This monument bears out what I

have stated respecting the original construction of these Scottish

sepulchres, viz., there was a central cist enclosed in a cairn, and

within the cairn a circle of small erect stones, mostly contiguous,

probably intended to serve as a retaining wall, and at or near

the foot of the cairn a circle of large monoliths, answering the

purpose of the modern iron railing in our cemeteries.

"In the case of this monument there is a departure from the

usual arrangement of the stones, to which I wish to draw parti-

cular attention. The insertion of the enigmatical large slab, set

on edge, filling up a gap between two erect stones, has been said

by Scotch antiquaries to be peculiar to the north of Scotland,
and this feature usually belongs to the outer circle. Here we
find it attached to the inner circle, which in plan assumes a

pear-shape by small contiguous stones extending and contract-

ing towards it. This arrangement suggests the idea of an
entrance or approach to the inner area which contained the

receptacle of the dead ; and I have no other explanation to

offer.
" There is another peculiarity, which I have observed nowhere

else, viz., an angular prolongation of the cairn southwards. It

is clearly a subsequent work, because the outer ring of mono-
liths runs into it. Is it the ddbris of the original cairn when it

became a convenient stone quarry, or has it contained a

secondary cist ?
" Dr. Garden's letter gives rise to a disc'ouraging thought.

It proves that many of those who in the present day have

undertaken to describe these monuments, notwithstanding their

larger experience and recent archaeological investigations, have

no truer conception of what these structures resembled when they
were erected than he had.

"
August 6. The sixth monument I surveyed is situated in

Aberdeenshire aboub two miles from Dyce Junction, on the line

of railway to Inverness, on high ground a short way from some
extensive granite quarries. It stands in a clump of trees, and
is concealed from view until you are quite close to it. A low

wall sweeps round a part of it, and it is a favourite resort of
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holiday folk. It goes by the name of < the standing stones of

Dycc.' This monument has been more injured than those of

Auchincorthie, for the cairn has been entirely removed, and
the area has been so excavated that it forms quite a basin. In
one part a few stones of an inner ring remain, and are so much
overgrown with broom and grass as to be scarcely visible.

Its original construction "was evidently of the same character as
those already described; and here again we find the enig-
matical broad stone in the gap between two lofty erect stones
of the outer circle. The broad stone has fallen inwards and
rests in an inclined position upon one or two small stones,
which probably formed part of the inner ring. The stones of
the outer ring are of very unequal heights ;

the tallest being
9 feet 7 inches and the shortest 3 feet.

"August 12. It will not be possible for me ever to forget
the incidents connected with my next surveying excursion from
Aberdeen. It was perhaps the hottest and most oppressive

morning of an exceptionally sultry week. Not a cloud was to

be seen, and not a leaf stirred. I travelled by the Deeside

Railway to Banchory Station, and inquired the nearest way to

Esslie Farm, on the Durris estate. Having studied the Ord-
nance map, and ascertained that, at a distance of about five

miles south from the station, there were three *

circles,' I

thought there would be no difficulty in finding them. It was
an uphill tramp, nearly the whole distance, and, but for the

cooling shade ol the pine-woods through which the road occa-

sionally passed, the journey would have been intolerable.

Having been misdirected at the station, as well as by farmers

whom I met on the way, instead of five miles I did not arrive

at my destination until I had walked more than eight miles.
" One of the three monuments, which is on rising ground

close to the farm of West Mulloch, I found in such a dilapidated

condition as to render an accurate survey impossible ;
but from

it I saw another about half a mile further in an oat-field upon
lower ground. While I was engaged in measuring it the

rumbling sound of thunder beyond the distant hills warned me
to be expeditious, and as the storm-clouds rolled over the

mountain tops with great rapidity, -and rain began to descend,

I thought it prudent to quit the exposed open country and seek

shelter in a cart-shed of Esslie Farm. For several hours,

' Louder and louder than mortal gunpowder
The heavenly artillery kept crashing and roaring,

The lightning kept flashing, the rain too kept pouring,'

but long before the storm ceased I was compelled to commence

my return journey to Banchory Station, which I reached foot-

sore and drenched to the skin. This was the most severe
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thunderstorm of the season, and many fatal casualties occurred

in Scotland on this day." The long stone filling up the space between two erect stones

of the outer ring, exists both in the West Mulloch and Esslie

monuments.
"
August 15. I drove thirteen miles to Echt, and walked

two miles further to Sunhoney Farm, parish of Midmar, where
there is a so-called 6

circle.' It is situated in a clump of trees

walled round, and probably differed in no respect originally
from several of those described above. The cairn has been in

great part removed, as well as the small stones of the inner

ring ; and here again we meet with the enigmatical stone

which is of great length (16 feet 2 inches), prostrate and broken,
and bears upon that which was its external face, when it was
set on edge, twenty-three cup-markings." There are, no doubt, both in Kincardineshire and Aberdeen-

shire, many more monuments of a like character and construc-

tion. Whether similar ones exist further north I am unable to

say. In Caithness, there are the remarkable horned long bar-

rows and avenues of monoliths resembling on a small scale

those of South Brittany, but as I have not seen them I will say

nothing about them now. I have copies of scale-plans and
sections drawn by Sir H. Dryden, which he has kindly per-
mitted me to make, and to put before the Society on a future

occasion.
" Before I pass from Scotland to Cumberland and Westmore-

land, I must call your attention to an excellent example of a

Weem, or underground dwelling, on the estate of Glenkindie in

Strathdon, in the West of Aberdeenshire. There are several

such structures in that part of the county, but this is the most

complete. It is situated at a distance of a few hundred yards
to the west of the laird's mansion, on the southern slope of a

cultivated field, and consists of two elongated apartments. Not

many years ago it was in a more perfect condition than now,
for unfortunately during the temporary absence of the laird,
the tenant, without any authority, began to meddle with it,

and mutilated the entrance by removing some of the covering
slabs. Happily the return home of the laird arrested the hand
of the destroyer before much serious mischief was done.

" The descent from the surface to the floor of the first apart-
ment is rapid, being as much as eight feet in a distance of

about ten feet. Within the chamber the height from floor to

ceiling is about six feet along the entire length. The side walls

are constructed in a manner very similar to those of many
Breton dolmens, in which there are large slabs set on end on the

floor, and, upon these, irregular-shaped stones carefully fitted
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together, and gradually overlapping so as to support the covering
slabs whose lengths do not equal the width of the floor. In the

north wall of the first chamber, and about seven feet from its

extreme end, there is a small rectangular opening, 2ft. Gins,

above the floor, which gives admission to the second apartment,
whose floor is at this higher level. This chamber is at an acute

angle to the other, and is constructed in the same manner, but

the stones are somewhat smaller. The floors of both apartments-
are rudely paved with irregular slabs. The people must have
had hardy constitutions who lived in such a dwelling whose
walls must frequently have been wet with condensed vapour.
When I emerged from the dark hole, after a few hours' work,

my clothes clung to my body like a wet blanket.

" LONG MEG AND HER DAUGHTERS," CUMBER-
LAND.

"
July 13. From Kirkoswald I was enabled to visit this

monument, which is about three' miles distant, in the parish of

Little Salkeld. It belongs to a farmer named Sowerby, who

very readily granted me permission to make a careful day-by-

day survey of it. I am pleased to say that the owner is much
interested in its preservation, but resents any interference with

his rights. He informed me that he had received a communi-

cation from some London gentleman, whose name he had for-

gotten, inviting him to place it under Government protection,

but this he declined to do. He considered himself quite capable

of looking after his own property, and of prosecuting any one

who should venture to injure the monument. As his residence

is not many yards off, he thought it was safer under his own

eye than in the care of some one, whatever his power or

authority might be, who was living hundreds of miles in the

south of England, and who had not any greater interest in its

conservation than he himself had, and might very possibly

seldom visit it. It seemed to me that there was a good deal of

common sense in what he said, and as long as he continues in

the same mind, and his successors in the estate follow in his

footsteps, the monument will be safe-guarded.
" I suppose there are very few persons interested in ancient

structures who have not heard of Long Meg and her daughters,

but probably there are few who have seen the monument and

know what it is like. Camden gives the earliest description of

it in these words: < At the lesse Salkeld, there bee erected,

in manner of a circle, 77 stones, every one ten foot high ;
and a

special one by itselfe before them, at the very entrance, nseth

15ft. in height. This stone, the common people, thereby dwell
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ing, named Longe Megge, like as the rest her daughters. And
within that ring or circle are heapes of stones, under which,

they say, lye covered the bodies of men slaine. And verily
there is reason to thinke that this was a monument of some vic-

tory there achieved, for no man would deeme that they were
erected in vaine.' *

"IfCamden's account be accurate there has been a loss of

ten stones since his day. Mr. Dymoncl reckoned 69 stones

in the year 1875, exclusive of Long Meg, of which number
27 were standing; and I could count 67 only last year (24

standing). Several accounts of this monument have been pub-
lished, and in nearly every one the number of the stones varies.

In the latest edition of Camden they are said to be 100 in num-
ber. Aubrey was told by a correspondent that there were 70.

Dugdale made them 200. Stukeley 100. Smith, in 1752, 70

principal ones and one or two more disputable. Hutchinson, in

1773,67, including Long Meg ; and lastly Dr. Ferguson 68,

including Long Meg. It is very easy to fall into error even in

the first rule of arithmetic, and very difficult for two persons to

agree in their count of a large number of monoliths arranged
in a ring, without the aid of a piece of chalk. When I was at

Stonehenge I observed that a visitor had saved himself from

error by thus marking the stones. No material error can arise

when a methodical survey is made. The discrepancy between
Mr. Dymond's and my computation must be owing to the des-

truction and removal of two prostrate and displaced stones.
" This ring is not a perfect circle, but is slightly ovate, and is

erected upon ground which slopes gently to the north and more

rapidly to the north-east. The loftiest stone (Long Meg) stands

at a distance of seventy-four feet to the south-south-west, outside

the ring on the highest part of the ground, and probably formed

one of the stones of an avenue. The position of four stones

(two standing and two prostrate) attached to the ring, indicates

the existence of this avenue.
" A parish road, formerly bounded on its wet side by a hedge,

passes through the ring near its eastern verge, and when it was

made two stones of the ring were displaced. This road used to

pass on the outside, and Mr. Sowerby told me he intended

applying for permission to carry it along its old course at his

own cost.
u Camden and Dugdale speak of two cairns within the area

of the ring, and Stukeley seems to have observed traces of them.

In 1773 there was not the least appearance of them, but there is

no doubt that they once existed, and that we have here another

example of my iron-railing theory on a large scale. On Eskdale

* Brit. Cumberland, p. 777.
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Moor, in the same county, there is an ovate ring, 103 feet in

longest diameter, enclosing five cairns
;
and near Keswick,

another such monument, 1.07 feet in longest diameter, encloses

a rectangular chamber of Dolmen character. Mr. Dymond
states that ' within the area of the peristalith (near Keswick)
is a shallow circular trench, 13 feet in diameter, probably the

remains of a barrow,' but I did not observe it.

"
Long Meg is slightly inclined, and its perpendicular height

is 12 feet 6 inches. Upon its eastern face there are three cups
with concentric rings. In 1835, Sir J. G. Wilkinson noticed

only one, which is depicted in Sir J. Y. Simpson's work on cup
and ring markings (Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. vol. vi. Appendix,
PL VII. ,

and also in Journ. Brit. Archaeol. Assoc. xvi. 118).
" In former times there were two smaller stone-encircled

cairns in the locality ;
one has disappeared, the other is near a

fence in a field at a short distance to the north-east of Long
Meg and her daughters. I was not able to make a survey of it

in consequence of its filthy condition, the farm-labourers having
converted it into a cloaca. By the kindness of Mr. Dymond,
who has sent me a copv of his survey, I produce it this evening.
The monument is sadly dilapidated, and consists of eleven stones

(five erect), surrounding a cist which has been deprived of its

cover. Two of the stones are sculptured with cups and rings,

which have been figured in Sir J. Simpson's work, and are

shown in Mr. Dymond's plan.

SHAP AVENUE, WESTMORELAND.
"
August 29. I arrived at Shap, in Westmoreland, which Dr.

Stukeley visited, in company with Koger Gale, in 1725. The

mention of his name, in connection with Shap, will lead you to

expect a repetition of his peculiar views. Accordingly, you will

not be surprised to hear this remark : 'Abury is not the only

temple in Britain formed on this design of the Circle and

Serpent. I saw another at Shap ;' but it is no matter for regret

that he adds :
' 1 had no opportunity of examining it.'

u I have transcripts of three letters relating to this monument,

one written by Stukeley to Gale, dated Stamford, Sept. 24, 1743;

and two by Thomas Routh, of Carlisle, to Stukeley, dated May 7

and October 17, 1743, which I believe have never been printed.

They show the very slight evidence upon which Stukeley rested

his theory, and further the small probability that an avenue,

such as he believed to exist, existed at all.
^

" In the first of these letters there is this paragraph : 1 have

o-ott a vast drawing and admeasurement from Mr. Routh, of

Carlisle, of the stones at Shap, which I desired from him. They
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give me so much satisfaction that verily I shall call upon you
next year to take another religious pilgrimage with me thither.

I find it to be, what I always supposed, another huge serpentine

temple like that of Abury. The measure of what are left

extends a mile and a half, but, without doubt, a great deal of it

has been demolished by the town, abbey, and by everything
else thereabouts.'

li You will bear in mind that Stukeley, with Gale, was at

Shap in 1725, and his volume on Avebury was printed in 1743 ;

and it is in this volume that we meet with the first quotation

given above. It does not appear that he and Gale over visited

Shap again, for Gale died in July, 1743.
i4 In the second letter from Carlisle, Routh writes to Stukeloy :

*

Agreeable to your request to my father I have endeavoured at

something of the situation of the great stones at Shapp. Begin-
ning at the place they made their remarkable turn, I measured
their respective distances, greatest heights, and largest circum-

ference (which I have set opposite to each stone), excepting the

very last, which appeared to be between three or four hundred

yards from my last station, and about the same distance from the

abbey. The numbers, added together, make near a mile and a

half, which perhaps may have been the original length. The
stones are of a very particular sparkling grit, with large veins of

a reddish colour, and 'tis said will take a very beautiful polish.
The neighbouring fells or moors, I am told, abound with such,
and I observed great numbers of them, though small, scattered

up and down throughout the fields adjoining to the row of stones,
which probably may have remained after the work was finished.

u '

Beyond, where the stones make their turn, there are four

ovals or circles of small stones, and seemingly an. appearance of

the double row having been continued to them, but the stones

are only small, so that they are not to be depended on
; there is

likewise a small circle ot them beyond the brook. Several of

the stones have been broke and removed to furnish materials for

the walls along their course, and one of the largest I saw was
shattered all to pieces with gunpowder about a year ago, which
is the reason they stand much more regular before they reach

the town and enclosures than after. There remains not the

least tradition for what purpose or use these stones have been

erected, nor seems to have been any for an age or two ago, for

in an old description of the counties of England, and which a

person at Shapp obliged me with a sight of, I met with the

following account in Westmoreland :
*
It is thought that some

notable act of atchievement hath been performed here, for that

there be huge stones in form of pyramides, some nine foot high
and 14 foot thick, ranged for a mile in length directly in a row
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and equally distant, which might seem to have been there pur-
posely pitched in memory thereof; but what that act was is not
now known, but quite worn out of remembrance by time's

injury.'
J

" ' I took notice of one or two that were fallen that their

lower parts have been smoothed for a base to stand on. There
are several stones, though of no great bigness of this same grit,
which is very particular, for a considerable way on the road
towards Penreth, seemingly lineal, but whether placed with

design or natural I am not able to determine.
" ' I am informed that near a moss between Kirkoswald and

Brampton there is a similar circle
* of stones to these at Salkeld,

but less in proportion.
" '

I shall be extremely glad if what I have done should in the

least answer the expectations of your Reverence, but am much
affraid, it being the first thing of the kind I have attempted, it

will be scarce possible not to have fallen into numberless faults

and errors; but I hope, as it will come into so eminent a hand,

they will easily be rectified so as to become intelligible. I shall

be glad to be favoured with your commands in whatever altera-

tions or re-examinations you chuse to have made, which I shall

execute with the greatest pleasure, as well as any other command

you will please to lay upon, Reva
Sir, your most obedient and

most humble servant, THOS ROUTH.'
" ' P.S. The interval between the opposite rows was about

24 yards, which I have doubled at the turn of the stones fearing
it would otherwise have appeared too much crouded.'

" In the third letter, dated Thirsk, Oct, 17, 1743, Routh

again writes to Stukeley : Agreeable to your commands I went

and reviewed the great stones at Shapp, which appear almost

exactly conformable to the sketch you were pleased to give us

of Abury, The southern avenue, where the smaller circles are,

terminates, according to your opinion, on high ground, and the

northern or lower towards the Abbey. Near the middle of the

town of Shapp, the ground rises with a considerable ascent, which

on the south and west sides seems somewhat circular, but not

the least appearance of a ditch and vallum on the outside of it

that I could discover. Nay, even here the large stones preserve

their parallelism, crossing the highest ground near the west limits,

and directing their course towards the Abbey, nigh which they

make a gentle turn to the east, where probably the tail
^

of the

snake may have been. Two large stones which yet remain, and

are a considerable distance from the rest, seem much to favour

* This is probably an allusion to a circle midway between Kirkoswald and

Brampton, of which only one stone remains, as I was informed by a farmer, who

assured me he knew the place well.
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such a supposition from their having the appearance of a circular

situation. Though even nigh a mile beyond where the inhabit-

ants imagine the row of stones ended, I found several of the same
sort of stones standing paralel, and still declining to the N.E.

(particularly on one side there were three very large ones placed

triangularly), pointing to a piece of high ground which seemed
to have been surrounded with somewhat like a ditch and vallum,
but its distance is so far from the rest that I was not able to

make anything of it.

" l 1 could neither find nor hear of such a thing as a tumulus

on the W. side. The Force beck rises ahout a mile to the east-

ward of the Avenue which it crosses and falls into the river

Lowther about the same distance to the westward. * * *

" 6 If one may presume from appearances, there seem to have
been several other avenues of lesser stones of the same grit,

besides the great one. One is to be traced a considerable way
towards Penreth. Tradition reports it reached as far as Arthur's

Round Table ; and Mayberg, you know, Sir, is in that neigh-
bourhood. * * * *

u * I should have been glad that my experience would have
enabled me to have answered your expectations more agreeable
to my wishes; but, as I had never seen anything of this kind till

the other day that I had the pleasure of inspecting your curious

draughts of Abury and Stonehenge, at his honour Gale's, 1 am
affraid the best account I shall be able to give will scarce bear a

perusal without very great indulgence.'
" It will be well to consider what this evidence in favour of a

serpentine avenue amounts to. You will observe that Routh
looked at the stones with the bias of Stukeley's opinions ;

that

he also says the fields adjacent to the rows abounded with

boulders ;
that in one part there was only an appearance of the

double row having been continued, where the stones were so

small that they were not to be depended on
;
that great numbers

of the stones of the avenue had been demolished and removed
to build walls along their course

;
and finally, &'e confesses that

as his survey was the first thing of the kind he had ever attempted,
he may have fallen into numberless faults and errors

; moreover,
he adds in a postscript that he had not strictly conducted his

survey, for that he had doubled the interval between the opposite
rows *

at the turning of the stones, fearing it would appear too

much crouded.'
"
Stukeley was so satisfied with Routh's plan, because it seemed

to confirm his theory, that I am the more sceptical with regard
to the faithfulness of the survey.

"
Now, from my knowledge of the locality, I venture to assert

that Routh, with his inexperience as a surveyor, and without
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proper surveying instruments, could not by any possibility have

produced a plan that would faithfully convey an idea of the

monument. The ground is very undulating, and only a short

distance in the direction which the stone rows arc said to have
taken is visible from any one point. At the present time there

are two boulders near the railway station, which do not look as

if they had ever been set up; and a third stone, near a bam, on
the west side of the village road, at a considerable distance from
them at such a distance that I cannot imagine how they can
have been associated in an avenue, or with each other in any
manner. Then, in the second grass field, called the Band-Keld,
behind the King's Arms Hotel, which is some distance off in

Shap Street, there is a large boulder lying on the ground, known
as the Druid's stone, 8 feet 9 inches long and 7 feet wide, round
which the village fife and drum band used to practise, and upon
which the drummer stood. A mile away from the first-men-

tioned boulders, in a north-west direction, we come to the only
erect monolith (7 feet 9 inches high, from 4 to 5 feet wide at

the ground level, and 7 feet 9 inches wide at the top), set up on

its smaller end. Upon its north-western face it bears a small

circular depression or basin, 5 inches in diameter, artificially

made. This is called the Guggleby stone. In the adjoining

grass field, following the same compass direction, there is a large

prostrate, mis-shapen stone (10 feet long, 5 feet wide), and upon
its broad flat end there is a ring 8 inches in diameter enclosing
a cup 2 inches in diameter, and another circular depression or

basin, 6 inches diameter, with a doubtful cup in its centre.

Half-a-mile further in a grass field there are two large prostrate

boulders 248 paces apart, one being 13 feet long, 6 feet 6 inches

wide, 8 feet 6 inches thick, the other 10 feet 6 inches in length,

and 8 feet wide, and three partially buried boulders in the same

field.
"
Supposing, therefore, all these stones to have belonged to

the monument as seen and laid down in a plan by Routh for

Stukeley's information, and said to have been 1| mUe in length,

there exist in 1884 eleven stones, whereof one only is erect, and

these stones placed at such wide intervals and in such positions

that it is scarcely credible how they can have formed part of an

avenue composed of a double row.
" Pennant, in his North Tour, i. 297, speaks of it as

' a stupen-

dous monument of antiquity, called Carl-Lofts,' composed of two

lines of huge obelisks of unhewn granite, which commence about

li mile south of the town of Shap, and extend in a north-west

direction into the demesne of Shap Grange. He says that the

remains of it, in the best preservation,
are on the common at its

south end, where there is a circle of similar stones 18 feet in
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diameter, and where the space between the lines is 88 feet
;
and

that the lines gradually converge towards the village of Shap,
where the distance decreases to 59 feet ; and that it is probable

they met and concluded in a point forming a wedge.
" There is not a vestige of an avenue and small circle south of

Shap, at the present time, but about three-quarters of a mile in

this direction, and close to the railway fence, there are six

prostrate boulders, part of a large circle which was destroyed
when the railway was constructed and carried through it.

"
Although Pennant goes into detail in describing the avenue,

and therefore induces a belief that a double row of monoliths

was seen by him, I cannot avoid thinking that his imagination
was influenced by Stukeley's published conjectures respecting

Avebury, and this thought is suggested by the words,
'
it is

probable that they (the lines) met and concluded in a point

forming a wedge,
5 which you will remember Stukeley had said

was the form of the tail which he invented and tacked on to the

Avebury circle in order to complete his serpent.
"It is unfortunate that Routh's plan has not been found

among the Stukeley papers. In vol. vii. of the Doctor's Diary,
3rd September, 1743, the entry is simply : 'I received a draw-

ing from Mr. Routh, of Carlisle, of the Druid serpentine temple
at Shap.'
"Mr. Fergusson (Rude Stone Monuments, p. 120), after

having visited Shap, has expressed in a few words the great

improbability of the existence of an avenue. Owing to their

ruined state, he writes, the remains of Shap are difficult to

describe.
*

They were, however, visited by Stukeley in 1725,
but he complains that it rained all the time that he was there,

and rain on a bleak exposed moor, like Shap, is singularly
inimical to antiquarian pursuits.' (See Iter Boreale.)

" This is quite sufficient, in my opinion, to dispose of Stukeley
and his fanciful conjectures. Mr. Fergusson goes on to say :

6 The remains were also described by Camden ^(Brit. Gough's
edit. iii. 401'), but not apparently from personal observation,
and others have described them since, but the destruction has

been so rapid, the village being almost entirely built out of them,
that it is now extremely difficult to ascertain what they really
were. All, however, are agreed that the principal monument
was an alignment, according to some of a double row of stones,
of which others can only trace a single row.' By an indulgence
of the imagination I might bring myself to accept the '

single
row '

view. 4 So far as 1 could make out on the spot,' continues

Mr. Fergusson,
*
it commenced near a spot called the Thunder-

stone in the North, where there are seven large stones in a field,

six are arranged as a double row
;
the seventh seems to com-

\
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mence a single line
;
from this, all the way to a place at the

southern extremity of the village, called Karl-Lofts, single stones

may be traced at intervals in apparently a perfectly straight line
;

and still beyond this, at a farm-yard called Brackcnbyr. Mr.

Simpson fancied he could, in 1859, trace the remains of a circle

400 feet in diameter, with a large obelise in the centre (Archaeol.

Journal, xviii. 29). I confess I was not so fortunate in 1869,
and I also differ from him as to the position of the stone row.
He seems to fancy, from the description of Stukeley, that it was
situated to the southward of Karl-Lofts, though he could not

detect any traces of it. My impression is that it commenced
with the circle of Brackenbyr, immediately south of Karl-Lofts,
and proceeded in a north-westerly direction for nearly 1J mile

to the Thunder-stone, as before mentioned.'
u The evidence, so far, is not strong in favour of a double

row, or even of a single row, and as regards the great circle

there is no satisfactory evidence. My own observations certainly

tally with those of Mr. Fergusson, except in one particular,
where he speaks of the partially-destroyed circle close to the

railway fence, as occupying
* the same relation to the stone row

as the circle at Merivale Bridge' on Dartmoor, because the

latter circle is not erected beyond the point where the avenue

terminates, but at a distance to the south. This, however, is a

matter of little consequence, for in neither case has the circle

any close connection with the stone rows.
66 I have gone at some length into the question of the Shap

monument because it is a matter of some archaeological im-

portance to sift the evidence for and against its existence.

" My own impression is that it is possible there may have

been both a double row and a single row, but not as being parts

of one system, and that Shap was a necropolis extending over a

considerable area. Several circles have been mentioned by
writers ;

and at Gunnerkeld, at a distance of about
one^

and a

half mile north-east from Shap, there is a ruined cairn with two

concentric rings of stones around it, which resembles, in many

respects, the Scotch cairns I have described
in^

the foregoing

pages. There are eighteen stones of the outer ring remaining,

of
&
which two only are erect ; and thirty-one of the inner, of

which one is erect, but leans outwards. The ring is ovate, and

about 106 feet in longest diameter. A careful plan of this

monument, together with a descriptive account by Mr. Dymond,
is printed in the Transactions of the Cumberland and West-

moreland Antiquarian Society, 1879, as well as in the Journal

of the British Archaeological Association, xxxiv. 31. Like

the Scotch examples, this cairn has been used as a convenient

quarry for walling purposes, and the mound is nearly obliterated.
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Mr. Dymond has ( no hesitation in expressing his belief that the

prostrate stones of the two rings were never set up on end,'
in which opinion I do not concur. He thinks there can be no
doubt that it was a stone cinctured sepulchral barrow.

u There is much in the foregoing remarks upon the large
monolithic circles in England to favour a belief that they served

the same purpose as the outer ring of monoliths of the Scotch

monuments, i.e. that they constituted the stone fence surrounding
a family burial-place. There is, further, some reason to believe

that the intervals between the large erect stones of this fence

were originally filled with a dry walling of small stones, by
which means the enclosed sacred area was rendered secure

against the intrusion of animals. In some cases, when the

materials of the locality were suitable, this fence was composed
of flat slabs, set up in contact, as in the E/ollright Circle, Oxford-
shire

;
and traces of this arrangement are observable elsewhere.

This arrangement will account for an avenue, or entrance

passage, being attached to the fence."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this Communication.

The Society then adjourned over the Whitsuntide Recess to

Thursday, June 4.

Thursday, June 4th, 1885.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors :

From the Smithsonian Institution : Second Annual Keport of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution 1880-81. By J.
W. Powell, Director. 8vo. Washington, 1883.

From the Author : On the First Editions of the Chemical Writings of Demo-
critus and Synesius. By Professor Ferguson. Postscript. 8vo. [1885.]

From the Editor, W. H. K. Wright : The Western Antiquary ;
or Devon, Corn-

wall and Somerset Note-Book. Part 12. May. 4to. Plymouth, 1885.

From the Virginia Historical Society : Collections. New Series. Vol. ii.

(Letters of Gov. Spotswood, Oct. 15, 1712, to July 28, 1721. Edited by
K. A. Brock). 8vo. Richmond, Virginia, 1885.

From the Author : A True Report of certain wonderful overflowings of Waters
in Somerset, Norfolk, & other parts of England, A.D. 1607. Edited by Ernest
E. Baker. 4to. Weston-super-Mare, 1884.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A.: Reform Club. Supplement to the Library
Catalogue. 1884-5. 8vo. London, 1885.
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From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries :

1. Aarb0ger. 1885. F0rste llefte. 8vo. Copenhagen.
2. Tillaeg til Aarb^ger, aargang 1884. 8vo.

'

Copenhagen, 1885.
3. Memoircs. Nouvelle Serie. 1885. 8vo. Copenhagen.

From the Editor, the Rev. F. W. Weaver, M.A. : The Visitations of the County
of Somerset, in the Years 1531 and 1573, together with additional Pedigrees,
chiefly from the Visitation of 1591. 4to. Exeter, 1885.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings. Vol. vii. No. 6. June.
8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author: 38tcr Bericht zur Alterthumskunde Scbleswig-Holstcins.Von Heinrich Jlandelmann. 4to. Kiel, 1885.

From Frederick Shum, Esq., F.S.A.: The Municipal Records of Bath. 1189
to 1604. Published with the approval of the Town Council, and at the
special request of the Bath Literary Society. By Austin J. King and B. II.

Watts. 4to. London. [1885.]

'

From Edwin Freshfield, Esq., LL.D., V.P.S.A.: Transcript of 33 original auto-

graph letters, ranging from 1680 to 1684, and written by Dr. William
Lloyd, Bishop of St. Asaph, and subsequently Bishop of Lichfield and
Coventry, and lastly of Worcester. Folio. [1885.]

A Special Vote of Thanks was' awarded to Edwin Freshfield,

Esq., LL.D., V.P., for his Donations to the Society's Collection

of a Transcript of Bishop Lloyd's Letters, which Donation was

accompanied by the following letter, addressed to the Secretary:

"You will remember that Mr. J. H. Cooke, F.S.A., brought
to the Society some letters from Bishop Lloyd, Bishop of St.

Asaph, in the latter part of the seventeenth century.
" These letters are in a cover, with a short manuscript account

of the bishop's life, and two addenda, showing the bishop's relation

to the Quakers and Nonconformists. The letters were thirty
-

three in number. I have had the whole of the manuscript book,

including the letters, transcribed, and I am very pleased to be

able to present the transcript to the Society. The letters extend

over a period from September 1680 to August 1684. The first

letter is signed
' AV. Lloyd,' and was written apparently a few

months before his consecration as Bishop of St. Asaph.
" The whole of the letters are interesting as exemplifying the

manners and customs of that period, particularly having reference

to the Bishop's own peculiar position. They touch upon a variety

of interesting topics. The condition of the clergy in his own

diocese is hinted at, his own views as to his duty with regard to

excommunications, and the particularity with which he con-

sidered this portion of his episcopal functions should be dis-

charged. There are also several glimpses into his private family

life which are very interesting.
" There are repeated references to the Quakers and other Non-

conformists, and some to the irregularities of the clergy in his

own diocese and their pay. There is also reference to a lawsuit

VOL. x. Y
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respecting a living in the diocese, in which the Bishop obviously
took a lively interest^ and which, although in it a verdict had
been obtained for the Bishop, was still pending when the corre-

spondence closes.
" The correspondence is, of course, merely fragmentary ;

it is

not complete, and moreover the letters form only one side, of the

correspondence. As I said before, it cannot in any sense be con-

sidered as complete, but such as it is, it is a valuable contribution

to our knowledge of the history of the time and of the particular

person who bore so prominent a part in it.

" I should think, if it is thought well to do so, the whole or a

large portion of the introduction to his life might be read as a

paper, and reference made to the two documents in the Appendix
respecting his dealings with the Quakers and the Nonconformists

respectively, and also some extracts read of the letters.
" If you think it worth while, I should be happy to read these,

as I have more or less mastered the letters, but there is no imme-
diate hurry for this.

'* I think, however, that the whole of the letters ought to be

printed in the Archaeologia, with so much of the introduction

as is thought necessary.
" I have also had one characteristic letter photographed re-

lating to the excommunication of the wife of the Mayor of

Oswestry ; the letter is interesting as a specimen of the Bishop's
handwriting, and also from the subject to which it relates. This

photograph I will send presently." Will you kindly take an opportunity of presenting the

transcript of the letters and the photographs for me to the

Society."

The following Extract from the Minutes of the Council for

May 22nd, 1885, was laid before the Society:
" The Finance Committee having unanimously reported to

the Council that, taking into consideration the length of time

(twenty-five years) during which Mr. Watson^ias discharged the
duties of Secretary, and the valuable services which in that capa-
city he has rendered to the Society, they feel they can do no
less than report to the Council their opinion, that Mr. Watson
should receive for the term of his life an annual sum of equal
amount with his present salary, namely, 350Z., the Council

unanimously Resolve that the said Report of the Finance Com-
mittee be approved and adopted, and that Notice be given at the

Ordinary Meeting of the 4th June that the sanction of the Society
will be invited at the following Ordinary Meeting of the llth
June to the recommendations thus unanimously made by the
Finance Committee and the Council."
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The Ballot opened at 8'45 p.m. and closed at 9'30 p.m., when
the following Gentlemen were declared. to be duly elected :

Henry Hucks Gibbs, Esq.
George Henry Birch, Esq.
Richard Popplewell Pullan, Esq.

Thursday, June llth, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President,
in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be roturned to the Donors :

From the Author : The Phainomena or '

Heavenly Display
'

of Aratos : done
into English verse by Robert Brown, Jun., F.S.A. 4to. London, 1885.

From the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society : Transactions. Vol. i. Part v.

[Completing the volume.] Large 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Editor, W. Morrant Baker, F.R.C.S. : Orders and Ordinances for the
better Government of the Hospitall of Bartholomew the Lesse. With pre-
fatory note. Reprinted. Sm. 4to. London, 1885.

From the Royal Institution of Cornwall : Journal. Volume viii. Part 3

May. 8vo. Truro, 1885.

From Everard Green, Esq., F.S.A. : The Visitation of the County of Glouces-

ter, begun A.D. 1682 and finished 1683. With additions. Edited by T.

Fitz-Roy Fenwick, M.A., and W. C. Metcalfe, F.S.A. 4to. Exeter, 1884.

From R. H. Soden Smith, Esq., F.S.A. : A List of Books and Pamphlets in the

National Art Library on Pottery and Porcelain. 2nd Edition. 8vo. Lon-

don, 1885.

From Messrs. Christie, Manson and Woods : Catalogue of the valuable Collec-

tion of Pictures, Works of Art, and Decorative Objects, of Christopher
Beckett Deuison, Esq., Deceased. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Royal United Service Institution :

1. Journal. Vol. xxix. No. 129. 8vo. London, 1885.

2. Title page, contents, and index to Journal. Vol. 28. 8vo. London,
1885.

3. List of Members to 15th April. 8vo.' London, 1885.

The sanction of the Society having been invited, pursuant to

Notice, to the proposal about a life pension to C. Knight Watson,

Esq., Secretary, made by the Council, on the recommendation of

the Finance Committee, that proposal was carried.

The following draft of certain alterations in the Statutes,

proposed by the Council on June 10th, were laid before the

Y 2
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Meeting by way of Notice only, such alterations to be submitted

to the sanction of the Society at a Special Meeting to be held

for the specified purpose on Thursday, July 2, at the hour of

4-30 p-m. :

EXISTING STATUTES.

Chapter I. Section ii.

The number of Fellows shall be

limited to six hundred, exclusive of

those who may hereafter be elected

under Sections iv. and v., and exclu-

sive also in the first instance of

Fellows elected on the recommenda-
tion of the Council, under the next

succeeding Section.

Chapter in. Section ii.

Every Fellow of the Society shall

pay the annual sum of Two Guineas,
to become due on the 1st January in

every year, and to be paid in ad-

vance : but if any Fellow pay to the

Society the sum of Twenty-five
Guineas, over and above his Admis-
sion Fee, and all arrears then due

by him, he shall be discharged from
all future annual payments.

Chapter XV.

[The Council propose to appoint
an Assistant-Secretary, so that, in

that case, this Chapter would not

apply.]

DRAFT OF ALTERATIONS IN THE
STATUTES PROPOSED BY THE
COUNCIL, JUNE 10, 1885.

Chapter I. Section ii.

In place of " limited to six hun-

dred," to substitute " limited to seven
hundred."

Chapter ill. Section ii.

In place of " the sum of Twenty-
five Guineas," to substitute "the
sum of Thirty-five Guineas."

Chapter xv.

To suspend the whole Chapter, on
the vacation of office by the present
Secretary.

H. H. Gibbs, Esq., and the Rev. W. S. Calverley were
admitted Fellows.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President, exhi-

bited two cases of Greek Coins a .d English Medals, and called

attention to the more remarkable specimens of,each.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and presented
four Photographs of the Rochester Civic Insignia. One shows

grouped the great mace, two sergeants' maces, silver oar, sword
of constable of the castle, the mayor's chain of office, tankard

(one of a pair, the other lost), water bailiff's silver oar, two
constables' staves, and eight borsholders' staves. The remaining
three represent all the insignia excepting the staves, but dif-

ferently arranged and to a larger scale, and one of these gives
the objects with a further difference in the grouping, and to a
still larger scale.
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J. II. COOKE, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Gloucester-

shiro, communicated the following Notes on a Flint Celt from
Gloucestershire :

" The neolithic flint celt which I have the pleasure to exhibit
was found on the Cotswold Hills near Wotton-under-Edge, in

Gloucestershire, on a piece of land formerly a portion of the
beech-woods with which the tops and sides of these hills are so

thickly clothed, which has lately been cleared and converted
into tillage land. It is 6 inches long, and 2 inches wide at the
wider or cutting end, from which it probably tapered to a point
at the other end, which, however, is broken oh1 '. Part of the

wider end has been worn down or broken, but has been ground
or rubbed up again to a cutting edge. I exhibited here, on the

31st March, 1881, a large fragment of a very similar implement,
which was found at Stinchcombe Hill about two miles from the

place of the present find, and of which 1 produce, for the pur-

pose of comparison, a lithograph drawing. Very few worked
flints occur in this locality, but this portion of the wood abounded
in other traces of early man in the shape of the so-called pit-

dwellings, of which several hundreds existed in a space of about

fifty acres, indicating a large and populous settlement. They
consisted of a hollow or pit ten or twelve feet long, two or three

feet wide, and from one to two feet deep, the earth and stones

from which were thrown up into a bank on one side. The whole

forms a nearly circular area, which may have been roofed in with

poles joined together at the top, and covered in with boughs and

turfi the mound of earth forming a bed or seat. The huts now
built in these woods by charcoal- burners are of this construction,

except that there is no pit, the bed or seat on one side being
formed by a log or two of timber. It seems not improbable that

they are a survival of the form of dwelling used by the primeval
inhabitants. A large earthwork, called Becketsbury or Braken-

bury, about half a mile to the west, occupying a projecting spur

of the hill, and defended by double ditches and banks, seems^
to

have been the stronghold in case of need of the early population
of these hills and woods."

Mr. COOKE also exhibited the manuscript collection of thirty-

three autograph Letters of Bishop Lloyd, ^with
illustrative

preface and addenda from himself, a transcript of which was

presented at the Ordinary Meeting of June 4th by Dr. Fresh-

field, accompanied by a letter giving a general account of Mr.

Cookc's interesting collection. Dr. Freshfield, having^
made

himself master of the contents, undertook, in Mr. Cooke's
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absence, to read extracts from some of the most interesting

letters, and gave some details of the life of Bishop. Lloyd.

The PRESIDENT laid before the Society a Paper on a Military
Decoration relating to the Koman conquest of Britain, which

had been found a few years ago near Pola in Istria, in a hoard

of silver objects. Dr. Evans at the same time exhibited various

objects from his own collection in illustration of Phalerae and

such like decorations of the Roman period. This Paper will be

published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

Thursday, June 18th, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President,
in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

Prom the Society of Antiquaries of the Morinie :

1. Bulletin Historique (Nouvelle Serie) 33e Annee, 131 et 132 Livraisons.

34e Annee, 133e Livraison. 8vo. Saint-Omer, 1884-5.

2. Memoires. Tome xix. (1884-1885). 8vo. Saint-Omer, 1885.

From the Society of Emulation of Abbeville : Bulletin des Proces-Verbaux,
avec une Table Analytique des Seances. Annees 1881-1884. 8vo. Abbe-

ville, 1882-5.

From the Free Society of Emulation for Commerce and Industry, of the Lower
Seine : Bulletin. Exercise 1883-1884, et 1884-1885. (Premiere partie).
2 vols. 8vo. Rouen, 1884-5.

From the Commission for Antiquities of the Lower Seine : Bulletin. Tome vi.-

2e Livraison. 8vo. Rouen, 1884.

From the Academy of Sciences, Letters and Arts of Roueif: Precis Analytique
des Travaux, pendant 1'annee 1883-1884. 8vo. Rouen, 1885.

From the Royal Institution of Great Britain : Proceedings. Vol. xi. Part i.

No. 78. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author : [From Transactions, Essex Field Club, vol. iv. part 9.]
Miscellaneous Notes on Deneholes, 1883. By T. Vincent Holmes, F.G.S.
8vo. 1883.

From the London and Middlesex Archaeological Society : Transactions. Part
xix. Part 2 of Volume vi. 8vo. London, 1885.

From the Author, Lord Clermont : Fortescue Family History. Supplement to

Chapter I. (Two copies.) 4to.

From the Author, R. P. Pullan, Esq., F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. :

1. Remarks on Church Decoration. 8vo. London, 1873-
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2. Elementary Lectures on Christian Architecture. Sm. 8vo. London,
1879.

3. Eastern Cities and Italian Towns. With notes on their Architecture.
Sm. 8vo. London, 1879.

4. The Architectural designs of William Surges, A.R.A. Folio. London,
1883.

5. Studies in Architectural Style. Folio. London, 1883.

Special Thanks were returned to Lord Clermont and to R. P.

Pullan, Esq., F.S.A., respectively, for their Donations to the

Library.

R. P. Pullan, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

EDWIN FRESHFIELD, Esq., LL.D., V.P., communicated the

following letter which he had received from J. G. WALLER,
Esq., relating to the Wall Painting at Chaldon Church, near

Merstham, where he had met Mr. Waller acting as cicerone to a

party of gentlemen. This painting has been described in the

Surrey Archaeological Journal, v. 275, vii. 295, and in the

Journal of the Archaeological Institute, xxx. 35:
" I was glad to find that you were in the vicinity of Chaldon

and take interest in that very unique painting. I am sorry to say it

is disintegrating, and in my discourse last Saturday I was obliged
to speak of details not now visible. Last summer twelvemonth

a spray of preservative medium was thrown over it, and may
have arrested decay. But it is obvious to me something more
should be done, and I should like to have a chat with you about

it. You are not aware, perhaps, that I, foreseeing a probable
effacement or other contingencies, made a tracing of the whole,
and amused my winter evenings by a complete full-size drawing,
in order that there might be a permanent record. I presented
this to the Surrey Archaeological Society, with some proviso that

it might pass to the Society of Antiquaries. I feel it ought to

be in the custody of the latter, and had I been a Fellow it would

have gone there as a matter of course. For the last twenty years
I have been about to seek election, but some ill health made me
hesitate

;
and of late, when age is creeping fast upon me and your

numbers are full, one cannot see one's way to wait a turn. But

I shall certainly make a move that my drawing should go to the

custody of the Society, as many other things of mine are already

willed to it.

"
Touching any restoration of this painting : it could be done,

provided you get a workman who will obey orders, not an expert.

I except the latter because of my experience of what was done at

St. Albans and St. Leigh, Oxon, by the same people. At the

first place it took me but live minutes to find mistakes, and at
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the last details were put in that by no possible chance ever appear
in the subject.

" I know that the parochial authorities desire its preservation.
I hear that even our transatlantic cousins go to see it.

" I am about to reprint for the parish my paper on the

subject.
" You asked me to give the picture an examination, and this

is my report upon it."

GEORGE LAMBERT, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited the following

objects of Church and other Plate, and a piece of embroidery,
which may be thus described :

"
1. A medieval chalice and paten. The chalice is 5f inches

in height; the bowl is conical in shape, and is 4 inches in

diameter and 2 inches deep. It rests on an hexagonal stem, un-

equally divided by a knot formed of six lozenge-faced projec-
tions bearing heads, too much effaced by wear to determine

whether they are human or animal. Between the heads is per-
forated tracery. The stem rests on a mullet foot, molded at

the edge, each angle decorated at the extremity with a foliated

knop. One of the compartments of the foot has incised on the

surface a representation of the Crucifixion. The arms of the

sacred figure are drawn up over the head. The rest of the

surface is filled with foliated decorations. The extreme diagonal
of the foot, from point to point, is 5 inches. On the two com-

partments adjacent to the Crucifixion is stamped, on the dexter

side, 3fof)tt, and on the sinister side, capull. This chalice

belongs to the parish of Bacton in Herefordshire, and as

Capull or Caple is a Herefordshire name, John Capull may
have been the giver of the chalice. The paten is 5 inches

in diameter, and has in the centre a six-lobed depression,
within which, surrounded by a circular border, is a Vernacle.

The chalice so closely resembles the chalice ,at Old Hutton,

figured and described in Mr. R. S. Ferguson's Old Church Plate

in the Diocese of Carlisle, p. 114, that it might have been made

by the same maker, and is no doubt of the same date, approxi-

mately (for neither of them has hall-marks), viz. circa 1480.
Mr. Lambert states that in some document at the Record Office

this chalice and paten are mentioned as being at Bacton a century
later, viz. in the year 1555. The document in question is pro-

bably one of the lists of church ornaments drawn up in the

sixteenth century.
"2. Silver cup, 5 inches high. Square-shaped bowl 3|

inches in diameter, 3 inches in depth, resting on a conical foot

(without stem or knop), and flattened at the base. Both the
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bowl and the foot are divided by vertical bands into compart-
ments decorated with flowers and foliage. The year-letter seems
to indicate 1669. Under the foot is engraved 63. The maker's
name has the letters 10 with a star below, in a heart-shaped
scutcheon.

"3. Silver communion cup, 5 inches. Conical bowl with

straight sides, 3J inches in diameter; length of sides 3J inches.
Surface decorated with leaves and flowers. Supported on a plain
foot separated by a knop. Underneath the foot is the lion passant
stamp.

"
4. Silver communion cup, and paten cover. Height of cup

5J inches ; diameter of bowl 3J inches; depth of bowl 3 J inches
;

diameter of foot 3 inches. The bowl is supported on a plain
stem knop and foot. It has straight sides terminating in a lip;

just below is a band, \ an inch wide, with scroll ornament. The
paten cover is 1 f inch diameter. Underneath its foot is the name
of Little Birch (spelt Letul Burclie), and the date 1576. Inside

are traces of an engraving of a- heart from which issue rays,
and which seems to be placed within three of the limbs of a

cruciform nimbus, perhaps portion of a mediseval paten.
"

5. A posset cup with two handles. Height 2J inches;
diameter 3J inches. The year-letter gives the date 1680.

"
6. Small cocoanut cup mounted in silver. On the rim are

the letters F.A.M., with a star under the A, and on the opposite
side the letters H.H. Date about 1620.

"
7. A piece of embroidery from the parish of Bacton, Here-

fordshire, stated by Mr. Lambert to be an altar-cloth, and to have

been worked by Blanche Parry, maid of honour to Queen Eliza-

beth. Some account of this lady will be found in the Gentleman's

Magazine, vol. Ixv. p. 378 (where a representation is given, p. 376,
of her monument in Bacton church), and in Ballard's Memoirs

of Several Ladies in Great Britain, &c. p. 177. This piece of

embroidery consists of five and even more pieces sewn together,

and if used as an altar-cloth at all was probably intended for one

of the Ridley communion tables
;

the centre panel covering
the table, the two end panels hanging clown at the ends, a piece

hanging down in front, and a narrow flap going over the edge
behind. The dimensions from end to end are 6 feet 8 inches.

The antependiurn, if we may so term it, is 3 feet 3 inches wide

by 1 foot 9 inches deep. The design is in no way of a religious

character. Birds, beasts, and creeping things, boats with their

occupants, flowers, leaves, and fruits, constitute a decoration which

has at one time been very beautiful, though it has suffered much

from rouori usage. An altar-cloth of a somewhat similar

character at Stretham church, Cambridgeshire, is briefly de-

scribed in the Archaeological Journal, vol. xxxiv. p. 188.
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The Rev. W. S. CA.LVERLEY, F.S.A., exhibited a plaster cast

of a quadrangular stone from Isel. Cumberland,, which he de-

scribed as follows :

" The stone is light-coloured sandstone of the neighbouring
district. Height, 11 inches

;
width at wider end 6 inches.; at

narrower end 4J inches.
u Its form suggests the uppermost part of the shaft of a very

early cross, but no trace exists of the place from which the arms
should spring.

" In the upper end of the stone a cup-shaped hollow has been
formed (shown in the cast), and the smooth or worn edges give
one the impression that the stone may possibly be complete in

itself.

u Tradition says that this stone was taken out of the ancient

bridge over the river Derwent, close to the vicarage house and
the old Norman church of Isel, at the time of the building of

the present bridge in the early days of the last generation.
" The sculpture is in relief, and resembles that of the earlier

crosses, bearing marks of pointed tools such as a drill or pick-
work instead of the marks of a broad or narrow chisel.

u Each of the four faces of the stone has an upper panel bear-

ing in relief a single design, and below the raised band of this

panel a narrower panel bearing in relief an ui shaped design.
" The design in one of the upper panels is the ' Svasti

'

or

Fylfot sign, with its arms turning towards the left or from the

sun. IK two of the other upper panels is the Triskele sign, with

this peculiarity that the curve of one of the arms of one of these

three armed symbols is bent in the opposite direction from that

of the other two instead of preserving the whorling motion
indicated by the regular Svasti and Triskele.

" The fourth symbol is, I believe, another form of Thor's sign,
the Thunderbolt. (See Plate.*)

" These signs appear to me to belong to the Norse faith in

some manner, and a wonderful interest attaches, vto the sculpture,
which bears the Fylfot (Svasti) (Thor's hammer), the Triskele,
the thunderbolt, and the c/2 shaped sun-snake, all together on
one stone carved in relief in panels, and in the very style and
fashion of the work of the early Christian monuments.

*'
I have the honour to enclose a sketch concerning another

sculpture found in the district by me also bearing the Fylfot

sign, together with the strange wavy and spiral patterns with the

key-pattern and curves and serpent-forms which have been taken
to symbolise the watery element and the sun system as the

emblems of purity and life, and which all seem to be closely

* This illustration is kindly supplied by Mr. Calverley.
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connected with one another. This sculpture is a cross shaft of
which we have the head, and it is Christian, for it bears some-

thing of the story of an early British saint and the sea birds.
"

I have also lately found in this old Strathclyde kingdom
three other fragments of cross shafts bearing similar designs

(Svasti, key, and spiral work with curves), and one other frag,
inent bearing the Triskcle amidst plait-work interspersed with

bosses.
" There is nothing of the kind in the engraved specimens

known to me, and I feel certain that we are on the track of the

earliest Christian sculpture after the retirement of the Roman

legions and before the advent of Roman Christian Western art in

any great force.
" The cast which I send is in the best style of this very early

work, it being in regular panels, whereas all the others known
to me have been traced irregularly by a freehand over the face

of the stone.'
5

R. S.FERGUSON, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cumberland,
communicated the following Notes on various Antiquities from

that county.
"

I have the honour to lay before the Society a book contain-

ing transcripts made by myself of (i) the Elizabethan bye-laws
for the government of Carlisle; (ii) the bye- laws of the eight

guilds, which still drag on a moribund existence in that city.
" Of the Elizabethan bye-laws the Corporation of Carlisle

possess three copies, two of which are mere rough drafts, while

the third is the final one, and is contained in a huge volume, of

which I have given a description in the sixth volume of the

Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Archaeological

Society, p. 297 ;
and which, by the kindness of the Mayor of

Carlisle, I now exhibit. Its binding deserves careful attention.

On the first leaf of this book is a highly-ornamented and floreated

escutcheon of. the city arms
;
and on the second is the title, the

centre of which is taken up by a gigantic letter T, 6 inches

high and 5 broad. The top forms a grassy plateau, whereon a

huge raven sits on the top of a flower, while grotesque figures

manoeuvre round the sable bird.
" The title is as follows :

THIS

CALLED THE REGESTAR GO

VERNOR OR DORMONT BOOK

OF THE COMON WELTH OF THE

INHABITANCES WT
"lHIN THE CITIE

OF CARLELL RENEWED IN THE YERE OF

OUR LORD GOD 1561.
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" The book has hence always been known as the ' Dormont
Book.' The bye-laws are preceded by a prologue headed,

" ' Deo et Virtu ti omnia debent.

Prolog.

Lyke as the Universale noumber of subjects and people in all

realmes and countries cannot have continuall encrease nor good
sureties in unitie and peas only by good prudens godly orders

and holesome Lawes provided mayd. and orderyd. after there

estate wth dew execution of the same by good governors, and
officers which ledeth the people to one perfect submission unto

and trayd of concord wereupon restett all the commone weth for

th. encrease of Gods people in vertue and correction of the Evyll
in Vice.'

" The prologue meanders on in this style for two or three long

pages, which I refrain from inflicting on the Society, but it

states that

" * The Mayor and citezens of this citie wth the advise of the

counsale and corporation of the same . . . have taken parte
labor travell and Diligence of zeal and gudwyll to devise orders

constitutions and reules.'

and concludes with * Amen.' Then comes the testamur,
" ' In Witness here of as well the Mayor and counsale wth

foure of everie occupation of the foresaid citie for and in the

naym of the hole citizens and the inhabitantes thereof haith sub-

scribed this book wth oure proper hands as also Annexed hereto

there comon Seail.'

" The seal has gone, but the green and white cord to which it

was once attached now remains.
" Now, the point to be noticed is this, that the bye-laws are

made by the mayor and citizens with the advice of the council

and corporation, and that the testamur is by the '

Mayor counsale

and four of everie occupation or guild,' as /-representing the

citizens : thus showing that the trade or craft guilds of Carlisle

had asserted themselves, and become powerful checks" on the

town council or guild mercatory. This runs all through the

bye-laws. Though the mayor and council are the administrative

body, yet they are prohibited from laying out money without
the consent ot four of every occupation ;

two of the four keys
of the common chest of the city are to be in the custody of the

occupations ;
the recorder, and auditors and other officers, not

specified in the then existing charters, are removable by the

mayor and counsale and four of every occupation, who are to

appoint the successors to officers so removed. The two points of
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most importance, as having been most frequently the subject of
local squabbles and litigation, are the claim of the craft guilds
to control the audit of the city account?, and the following bye-
law, which is No. 19 :

u '

Item, that the Mayor of hymself shall not hereafter make
any outmen freemen without the advice of the moste parte of the
counsale and foure of euere occupacon, which is agreeable to the
ancient custom and constitution of the citie.'

u The words '

outmen/ and * and foure of euere occupations,'
are interpolations, and on this bye-law hangs the political history
of Carlisle, culminating in the famous * mushroom '

elections

of the last century, whose history I have attempted to tell in

my Cumberland and Westmoreland M.P.'s from the Restoration
to the Reform Bill.

k '

I should here mention that these bye-laws are confirmed by
a charter of Queen Elizabeth, which states an *

inspeximus
'

of
them.

" The first twelve rules or so relate to the council, and pre-
scribe how its business was to be conducted. The door is to be

locked, and the key laid beside the mayor. All are to sit or

stand in due order.

"* Those that haith borne noe office with in the citie shall give

place to those ancients such as haith borne office and franckly
and gentilly suffer to sit or stand over them.'

" Each councillor is to give his opinion in order, and any one

who interrupts is to be put out. They had a most effectual

method of settling the minority.
" 4

Item, if any counsaior beyng present be obstinate or led by
affection and stand in pie against his fellows beyng counsellors,

and not reconciled that then the mayr either to punishe hym
extremly or else to exclude from that cause or matter only.

And the determination of the residue of the counsale to be good
and effectual.'

a This is a very practical style of cldture, and I recommend it

to the consideration of Parliament. A member of the minority

in the town council of Carlisle under Queen Bess had rather a

rough time of it. .If he stayed away from the council he was

fined 6s. Sd. ;
if he disagreed with the majority the mayor

punished him '

extremely,' or put him out. When he had got

down the steps he dare not relieve his feelings by telling his

fellow-citizens why he had made so precipitate, possibly an

undignified, exit ;
for a discloser of council

" ' Was not hereafter to be takene as one of the counsale, but

clearly ubiect from the same as a man not worthe vocation.'
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" He had not even the poor consolation of being able to bear

a grudge against a fellow councillor. If he had, the mayor
and four other councillors under the sixth bye-law would pro-
ceed to appease it for him, and if he would not be appeased he

was promptly expelled, and the same fate befel him if he railed

at his fellow councillors.

" The ninth bye-law is headed,
* Disorder in the mayor to be

reformed,' but in reality it is for the protection of the mayor and
the bailiffs. No one is to sue those functionaries at common
law, but is first to apply to the council, and the penalty for

sueing the mayor at common law is imprisonment. Thus, if the

mayor of Carlisle in 1561, with the consent of the majority of

the town council, kicked the minority out, the minority
> would

be put in prison if they tried to find a remedy at the common
law. Then the majority had another stick at hand in the thirty-
second bye- law, which prohibits any inhabitant from speak-

ing or

" '

Keporting any unhonest, undecent, or slanderous words, or

unreverently use them against the mayr or counsale.'

" If a councillor did this dreadful deed, he was fined 20s. for

the first offence, and expelled for the second. If a ' commoner '

(a man was a commoner who was not in the town council of

Carlisle, tempore Queen Elizabeth), he lost his freedom of the

city, and was punished at the discretion of the mayor and six of

the council. If he was abandoned enough to offend again he
was excluded the city and its liberties.

" The eleventh bye-law is

" * How as often as any nobleman or strangers worthy shall

cum to the citie that then upon warnynge from the mayr all the

counsale with the most part of the honest men of the citie in

there decent apparell shall attend and accompany the mayor for

the worship of the citie upon payne of euere default iii.s iiiid.'

u From the accounts of the chamberlains I find the nobleman
was treated with sugar and wine, and no doubt the honest men
in their decent apparel got a drink too. But the next bye-law
tells of more serious calls, and tell of a state of things that has

long passed away.
u ( How that all men shalbe in redinesse immediately to cum

to a fray or Soden Fyer, and that all men attend and assiste the

Mayr without havynge respect or ayd either to frend foe or

adversarie. And the offenders therein if any be hereafter, shall

have condign punyshment or else be discharged of his frelidge

(if ther be fremen) for not attendynge nor obeying the Mayr.'
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" Next follow a scries of rules relating to financial matters.
The corporation had no bankers and no banking account

; they
kept their money in a huge chest, hooped and bound with iron,
and secured by four fetter-locks, which is in the Carlisle Museum.
One of the keys was kept by the mayor; a second by 'one of
the most auncient and most Discret of the counsale,' and the
other two were kept by two members of the occupations or

guilds. Whenever money was taken out of the chest a gage or

obligation a voucher in fact had to be put in in place of the

money, and no money could be laid out without the consent of
four from every guild. The yearly audit was to commence in

the first or second week of Lent, and to be continued *
until the

same be finished and the fote thereof openly declared.' The

mayor signed it in presence of representatives of the guilds ; and
the book of account had to be passed by the council, and then
it was deposited in the common chest, but the auditor kept a
4

president of it.' In the common chest the city leases, title-

deeds, and records were all to be kept. The mayor and chamberlains

had to collect the town rents in time for the audit, and if the

mayor was in default any deficiency was stopped out of his fee :

if the chamberlains were in fault they had to put the defaulting
tenant in ward, that is custody, or be put in themselves until the

rent was paid. I suspect the chamberlain took good care to

catch the tenant himself before he got very far into arrears.

When on financial matters I should mention that the mayor got
a yearly fee.

" '

Item, that the Mayr for his year beynge shall have for his

fee viii.l vi.s viii.d
;

for wynne, vi.i, and for apprentices in his

house on Saint John Evyn and Saint Peter Evyn iii.l.'

*'

Sanitary laws take up some space. A penalty is imposed on

persons casting corruption, such as ' dead dogs, catts, nolt

homes, or any other things corrupt,' into the common wells, and

no midden or dunghill was to be allowed within twelve feet of

any well, a most sensible precaution. Nor were people to have

dunghills near their front doors. No person was to winnow corn

in the street or on the walls. Swine were not to go abroad in

the open street, and swine-troughs were prohibited there. Carts

or cars were not to be left in the streets for more than three

nights, but every holy day they were to be moved altogether.

Every inhabitant had to clean his fore front to the middle of the

pavement,
'

weykly, or at least once in a month '

(that is rather

vague), and those that had '

garthes in the boundes of the laite

gray freers
' had to sweep according to their

'

portion and bounds

to make the street clean to the myddell on payn aforesaid.'

Mastiff dogs were not to run about unmuzzled.
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" ' Noe uncliartered Scott was to dwell within the citie or the

liberties thereof, upon payn of forfitore of all his guds and

punishment of his bodie, and no Scotchman or woman was to

walk within this citie after the watch bell be rounge at thare

perill onles thei haue a freman his son or servant with them upon
payn of imprisonment at the discreshon of the mayr and coun-

sale.'

" Our rulers in the sixteenth century did not encourage the

going out at night at all, for it is expressly ruled

" ' That noe mans sones servants nor apprentices shall go
abrod in the street within the citie after tene of the clock in the

night except it be upon thare fathers or masters business upon
payn of punyshment two hours in the stok the next day after

and further to be orderyd by the mayor's discretion.'

u There is a casus omissus in the law: it prohibits a man's

sons from walking about late, but says nothing as to his

daughters. Their conduct and walking about is left to be

regulated in foro domestico. One or two other miscellaneous

bye-laws may be noticed in this connection. Unlawful games
are prohibited, but no definition of unlawful games is given,

except by reference to the statute of 33 Henry VIII.
"
Vagabonds and beggars were not to be suffered to go openly

about the city
' Onles such pore and impotent persons as shalbe

allowed by the mayr and counsale according to the statute mayd
in that behalf, which pore persons to have tokens and badges

declaring that thei be allowed by the mayr and counsell.' It

would be very interesting to find one of those * tokens or badges.'
The holder would be a sort of privileged mendicant, or Carlisle

Edie Ochiltree.
" The market is the subject of a great many rules and regu-

lations. Our forefathers were bothered by no nonsense about

free trade, the laws of supply and demand, and the principles of

political economy. The bailiffs took oath that they would <
se

that all manner of vitells comynge to this market be gud and

holesome and sold at a reasonable price.' Our forefathers looked

with the greatest horror on a middle man, and they did their

best to hinder buying and selling by a series of well-meant rules

and restrictions. They were determined to have their market

well supplied. The tenant of the Kinggarth fishery and of the

free-net in Eden was bound, under heavy penalties, to bring to

Carlisle market at least half the fish he caught
* for the better

furnishment and releef of all the inhabitantes of the same citie/

For the regulation of the market two clerks of the market were

appointed by the mayor and council, who were to have the

oversight of all victuals. Unwholesome victuals were either to
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be burnt or otherwise c

disposed to the pore people by the mayr
and bailifs of thare discretion.' This mode of disposing of
unwholesome food had the further advantage of also, probably,
disposing of the poor. Then people were to be served in the
market in due order.

u l

Item, that in all vitells cumynge or beynge in the market
the mayr shalbe first served, then the aldermen and counsale, next
and after all honest men and women according to thare vocation

inhabitynge within the citie upon payne of cuere severall offence

comitted to the contrary iii.s iiii.d which incontinent shalbe

levied by the officer of the offender's guds.'
" c

Item, that noe man hereafter shall presume to be cater or

vitelle for any man either in the towne or countrie except he be
known to be a servant or comon cater appointed upon payne of

forfitor of the things so bought, and the offender to be punished

according to the statute of forestalling and regrating.'

u
Forestallers, that is, persons who bought victuals or mer-

chandise on its road to the market, or before the market bell

had rung, intending to sell it again for profit, and regrators, or

persons who bought provisions to sell again for a profit, were

severely repressed by our ancestors. The bailiffs were bound by
their oath to

f suffer noe forestallers ne regrators to be within

the precincts of this citie, ne the liberties thereof.' Once ex-

pelled they were not permitted again to dwell therein, and any
one who ' resett

' them or harboured them was fined. The

bakehouses and brewhouses were under regulation. They could

be kept only by freemen or their wives, except during the fair

time. The brewers and bakers had to observe the assize of

bread and wine, a table by which the mayor and council pre-

scribed the prices and quantities by which bread and wine were

to be sold. There were to be kept at each common bakehouse

no more persons than the wife or master of the bakehouse and

two women servants, and the price for baking was to be two-

pence a bushel, penny the half bushel, and a halfpenny the peck.

There are a heap of minor market regulations, which I don't

always see the reason for. No outman was to bring flesh to the

market unless he also brought the skin ;
and in the case of

sheep the skin was to be fast to 'some part of the carcase.

Butchers were not to buy or bargain for kids or lambs until

after one o'clock in the afternoon. Outmen were not to buy

corn until after twelve o'clock. And outmen were not to sell

corn to foreigners until the market beU had rung. The differ-

ence between an outman and foreigner is not quite clear to me.

Butchers who rubbed suet on their meat or greased it to make

it look faf were to forfeit half the meat. No person was to cut

VOL. x. z
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fish for sale except those that brought it from the water to the

market. And people who brought fish were to display it all at

once, and not bring it out fish by fish to '

th'ende'athynge of the

market.' Corn was not to be sold or bought in private houses,
nor were freemen to act as agents and buy for outmen. 'Lastly,
neither butchers nor glovers are to * bawcon '

or cure '

sheep

skynes.' I am told that the reason for this law, and for tKe one

which requires the skin to be brought to the market with the

flesh, was to prevent the butchers and glovers from holding the

skins back until the prices were high, The mayor and bailiffs

were yearly to view all
' measures and metts

'

in the city, and

to break any unlawful one,
* either bushel, half bushel, peke,

half peck, galone, yard wands, or other measures.' The bye-
law continues,

' If any man kepe in his house any 'double

measure, that is to say, a gret one to by with and a lesser to sell

with, that cure one offendinge theren shall pay for eure severall

offence vi.s viii.d.' The common seals wherewith the bushels,

&c. were stamped were always to remain in the hands of the

mayor.
" A very considerable number of the bye-laws, in fact nearly

half, are taken up with the mayor's court or city court. There

were no assizes for Cumberland in the sixteenth century: the

March courts, or courts of the Lord Warden of the Marches,
dealt with the greater criminals, over whom too the lords of the

baronies had jurisdiction, as the various Gallow Hills up and

down serve to remind us. For civil business, if both parties

were not amenable, or would not submit to the mayor's court,

the alternative would be a journey to York. That this was a

grievance is proved by an entry in the books of the Merchants'

Guild, who, on the 16th of May, 1617, petitioned the King to
4 have one of the three cittyngs (sessions) of York onse in the

yeare to be keapt in Carlyell.' The ancient courts of Carlisle

are three : the city quarter sessions, the court of the mayor and

bailiffs called the city court, and the court of pie poudre. All

three are in existence, though the city quarter sessions have a

break in their continuity. But the other two exist and only
want suitors. But in the sixteenth century the mayor's court

sat in the moot hall, or town hall, at nine o'clock every Monday
morning. It had two attornies a small supply and they were

duly sworn as officers of the court to be 4

upright and in-

different.' The proceedings were commenced by plaint, and the

bye-laws give very careful directions for the making up of the

issues and holding the trials ; but these are rather too technical

for citation. In some points the court was more liberal than the

common law : a married woman, for instance, could sue and be

sued as a feme sole : women might wage their law in actions
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where wager of law lay. By the custom of the city a freeman
might in actions of * brosene stroke/ . where no blood is shed,
wage his law with six hands only. Foreigner or outman might
sue foreigner or outman in the court, but both must give sureties
to submit to the jurisdiction. When a freeman sued a foreigner,
the court laid hold of any goods of the foreigner it could so as to
have a clutch upon him. The court enforced its judgment by
distraint, and by committal to ward or prison ; an odd piece of
favour being shown to the freeman in this respect. A foreigner
when in ward was clapped into ' the low chamber in the moot
hall in safe custody,' but a freeman was allowed the '

libertie of
the moot hall upon his gentill demeanor.'

"
I must not delay longer over the Dormont Book, but pass on

to the city guilds and their bye-laws." The guilds at Carlisle are eight in number, viz. (1) the
Weavers

; (2) the Smiths, who included black, white, gold and
silver smiths, or all that live by the hammery art ; (3) the

Tailors, or Merchant Tailors, as -they called themselves in later

days ; (4) the Tanners
; (5) the Shoemakers or Cordwainers

;

(6) the Skinners and Glovers; (7) the Butchers; (8) the Mer-
chants. It is curious that there is no guild of carpenters, nor of

any trade connected with building ; three guilds, the tanners,

the shoemakers, and the glovers worked in leather, while a

fourth, the Butchers, dealt in hides. Seven of the guilds are

guilds of manual craftsmen ; the eighth, the Merchants, in-

cluded the shopkeepers ;
of these some were grocers and seeds-

men, others drapers. Judging from their bye-laws, these guilds

presented all the usual characteristics of craft guilds the mem-
bers arefratres, or brothers; great importance is attached to the

burial of the dead
; every guild formerly possessed a herse-cloth,

or funeral pall, for the use of the members, and the whole fra-

ternity were bound to attend the funeral of any brother who had
1

departed to God's mercy,' or of any brother's wife, child, or

apprentice. The following is the tailors' rule :

" ' Also it ordered (by the fraternity of Taylors) that when any
brother or brother's wife of this occupation deceases that [they]

have ye whole light [a candle] with ye banner, ye son or
daugh-

ter to have half-light with ye banner, and ye apprentice a third

of ye light with ye 'banner.

" Their religious character was well marked ; they took part

in the Corpus Christi celebration. In the rules of the tailors'

guild I find :

" '
It is Ordained and appointed by ye said Occupacon that

upon Corpus Christi day as old use or custome before time the

whole Lio-ht and ye whole Occupacon and Banner be in Gt,
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Maries Churchyard at ye Ash tree at 10 of ye clock in ye fore-

noon, and he yt comes not before ye banner be raised to come

away pay vi.d each offender toties quoties.'

" As for dining and drinking together, the rules of all the

Carlisle craft guilds are precise and full on the subject of *

quar-

terly drinkings' and periodical dinners. Alas, at the present

day the Carlisle guilds are fallen into such poverty that only two
of them the Butchers and the Shoemakers can afford to drink

at all, and that only once a year, on Ascension day. The bye-
laws are full of curious regulations as to trade, some for ensuring

good work: others for preventing outmen, foreigners, and Scotch-

men from getting a footing in the trade ; but, curious as these

rules are, I have already taken up too much time, and must stop
here.

" I hope, however, before long to get this volume of tran-

scripts published in the extra series of the Cumberland and

Westmoreland Society's Transactions.

" I have also the honour to exhibit a rubbing of an Inscription

upon an octagonal Font in the parish church of Bootle, in South-

West Cumberland ;
both the font and inscription are engraved

in Hutchinson's Cumberland, vol. i. App. p. 523, and on p. 559

the font is described as
' a large basin, formed of black marble or

porphyry of an octagonal form
;
on each square or face are two

shields, raised from the plane, bearing characters in the Old

English letter, in some parts mixed with the Saxon. The
emblematical anchor in the third shield is rather singular, as it

stands for the word salvator. The letters E. B. in the two first

shields denote the benefactor who gave the font, or the stone-

cutter who executed the work. The characters in the fourth

shield we are not able to decipher.' A manuscript note in a copy
of Hutchinson, which belonged to the late Canon Raines, runs :

4 What stuff, it is the date 1453, taking in the next compart-
ment.' But the character, which Hutchinson makes into an

anchor, and Canon Raine into the Arabic numeral 4, conies out

most clearly in the rubbing as a bugle horn, and I am. assured

by the present rector of Bootle that it is a bugle horn. I am
not able to offer any very satisfactory explanation of the charac-

ters in the third and fourth shields, though a friend makes them
into 'i. h. rec' for '

rector,' and takes the bugle-horn to be some
heraldic allusion. I cannot find any rector having these initials,

nor can I identify R. B. The rest of the inscription is given by
Hutchinson very inaccurately, but really reads thus,

In
|
no

|

mine
| pa tri

8

|
et fi

|

Hi
|

et sp irit
3

|
sac|tiA

" I have also the honour to exhibit a rubbing of an inscription
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running along the top of the plinth of a farmhouse known as

Kaby Cote, and situate in Cumberland, near to the melancholy
remains of the once powerful Cistercian Abbey of Holme Cul-
tram. The inscription is cut in a hollow, and, when in its

original position, was meant to be read from below by a person

looking up to it. It is now, by way of accommodating it to its

present position, turned upside down, and the stones are inserted

anyhow, not following the order in which they would read.

The inscription is in two pieces ;
that on the left-hand side of the

door is 15 feet 8 inches in length ; that on the right 23 feet

G inches
;
or a total length of about 39 feet. The individual

stones vary in length from 10 inches to 3 feet by 6 inches in

breadth. Many of them are much weathered, and the piecing

together of the disjecta membra is no easy task. I however make
<7 ut the following, subject to correction :

"
Gilbert Lamotte, John de Botyll (i.e., Bothel), vicar of

Burg (Burgh-on- Sands).
" The year was the 6 th Robert Abbot of th' Plolme, and of

our lorde MDXIII. vmth
Henry kyng.

" Robert Chamber was Abbot of Holm Cultram 1507 to 1518,
so that 1513 was his sixth year of office; and the inscription

probably was on the top of one of the screens across the Abbey
Church, and recorded that it was given by Gilbert Lamotte, by
John of Bothel, vicar of the neighbouring parish of Burgh-on-

Sands, and probably by a third donor."

VICE-ADMIRAL T. A. B. SPBATT, C.B. S F.R.S., F.S.A., in

further continuation of his paper on the Dorian Gulf, laid before

the Society some remarks (1) on the Island of Symi, and (2)

on the Dorian Acanthus, both of which will be published in the

Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to bo returned for these Communications.

Thursday, June 25th, 1885.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., President,

in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

?rom the New-England Historic Genealogical Society : Genealogical Gleanings

in England. By Henry F. Waters, A.B. Vol. i. (Fart First.) 8vo. Boston,
From

i:

1885.
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From the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological

Society: Transactions. Vol. viii., Part i. 8vo. Kendal, 1885.

From the Author : The Greek Origin of The Apostles' Creed, illustrated by
ancient documents and recent research. By Rev. John Baron, D.D., F.S.A.
8vo. Oxford and London, 1885.

From the Author : Some Early Notices of the Herrick Family. A paper read
before the Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society. By'Kev.
W. G. Dimock Fletcher, M.A. 8vo. Leicester, 1885.

From the Royal Society : 1. Philosophical Transactions. For the year 1884.

Vol. 175. Parts 1 and 2. 4to. London, 1884-5. 2. List, 1st December,
1884. 4to.

From the Author : The Forum Magnum and its surrounding Buildings.
Coloured Plan measured and drawn by J. H. Middleton, F.S.A. 1884.

M'Lagan and Gumming, Lithographers, Edinburgh.

G. H. BIRCH, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

J. H. MIDDLETON, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and presented a

proof of a Plan of the Forum of Koine, measured and laid

down by himself, and embodying the latest discoveries. It was
intended to illustrate the article

" Rome" in the Encyclopaedia

Metropolitan, and also a book, now in preparation on the

existing remains.

Mr. R. READY exhibited and presented an impression of a

Seal of Joan of Navarre, Queen of Henry IV., and exhibited a

Charter with Seal attached of John Earl Warrenne, and a

Seal of Colchester. The two latter were thus described by
C. S. Perceval, Esq., LL.D., Treasurer :

"
1. The charter of John Earl Warrenne is dated at Hatfield

(Haytfeld), April 10, 4 Edw. I., enfranchising R.* . . Arch-

bishop of Canterbury and his successors, and the prior and
convent of Canterbury, and their men and all their tenants,
from toll in all his markets, towns, lands, and fairs.

'Witnesses: William de Valence, Earl of Pembrok
; Roger

de Mortimer, Roger de Clifford, Walter de Heliun, John de

Louetot, Hugh son of Otho, Henry Tregoz, Stephen de Pene-

cestre, Luke de Ponyngs, Matthew de Hastinges, Luke de

Vienne, Robert de Cokefeud, and others.'

Under, a very fine impression of the well-known seal of the

Earl. It has been engraved in Vetusta Mon. i. pi. xxix. from
the impression attached to the Baron's letter, but the drawing,
as is the case with most of the figures in these plates of seals, is

not very correct
;
the sword is too short, the marks of contrac-

tion are omitted from the legend, and on the reverse the beautiful

foliage which accompanies the large shield of arms is sadly

misrepresented.
The impression now exhibited is better than that to the

* Robert Kilwarby, Archbishop of Canterbury 12731278.
'
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Baron's letter, and I am glad to find that Mr. Ready has under-
taken to supply a cast for the Society's collection of seals.

The charter has been through
* Torn Martin of Palgrave's

'

hands at some time, as his mark is on it."

2. The original impression of a common seal of the borough
of Colchester, exhibited by Mr. Ready, which does not appear
to have been hitherto described.

This seal is attached to a deed, of which the following is an
abstract :

' Indenture dated at Colchester, June 4th, 2 Rich. II. (1379),

whereby Alexander Cogger' and Geoffrey Dawe, bailiffs of the

borough of Colchester and the commonalty (communitas) of the

same, grant and demise to John Halle, of Colchester, one place
of land with the appurtenances in Colchester, opposite the ditch

of the castle, in the parish of the church of St. Nicholas, to

build upon, containing in length on either side twelve yards,*
one half yard, and half a quarter yard ;

and in breadth at the

west head five yards and a half, and at the east head ten yards
and a quarter, by the king's standard used and meted with in

Colchester. To hold to John, his heirs and assigns, of the said

bailiffs and commonalty, and their heirs (sic) and successors,

in fee farm. On condition that the said John, his heirs and

assigns, possessors of the said place, do render yearly to the

bailiffs, &c. twelve pence at Hokeday. With power of distress

for non-payment.' Under the common seal of the borough of Col-

chester to one part, and the seal of John Halle to the other part.

Circular seal in red wax, 3 inches in diameter, affixed to a

broad parchment tag, imperfect.
Obverse. On a diapered field a castle triple-towered, the doors

of the gateway thrown half open, strengthened with ornamental

hinges. Beneath, a river flowing under three arches, under

each arch a luce naiant.

Legend, beginning, as it would seem, at the bottom of the

seal,

S . . . BVE6[ensivm ville a]OLdG:STKffNSIS :

Reverse. Seated on a throne canopied by a three-foiled arch

the Empress Helena crowned. Both hands upraised : in dexter

hand, the holy rood
;

in sinister, an object which may be a

nail.

Legend :

+ QVAM : CCRVX : INSIGNIT : ^GCLGCNAM : d[olcestria gigJNIT

This restoration is conjectural, but the final letters A which

remain clearly indicate a rhyming line of the usual kind, and

*
Virgas.
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probably the rhyme would be double. GIGNIT seems the only

possible rhyme to INSIGNIT, and the C, which is pretty plain
as the initial of the word following HELENAM, very temptingly

suggests Colcestria, completing the line and making fair sense,

if we allow the present tense to have been used, in deference to the

exigencies of the case, instead of the perfect.

COMMON SEAL OF THE BOEOUGH OF COLCHESTER Obverse.

Scale, full size.

Let us hope for the discovery of a more perfect impression,
which may confirm or falsify the above reading.

This seal, which is older than the document to which it is

affixed, may date from the middle or end of the thirteenth

century. It is not of a high class of workmanship, the diaper
work in particular being very careless. It is, however, interest-

ing, as being the prototype of the very fine common seal of the

town, which is still in use. . Y
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This is also circular, 3^ inches in diameter. The obverse

represents the empress enthroned under an elaborate perpen-
dicular canopy of tabernacle work, at each side of which, under

a similar but narrower canopy, is an angel holding a shield

before him. The dexter coat is St. George's cross; the sinister,

France modern and England quarterly. The cross, much larger
than in the old seal, rests on the ground, and is embraced by St.

Helena. Beneath is a shield of the arms of Colchester : a cross

COMMON SEAL OF THE BOROUGH'OF COLCHESTER Eeverse.

Scale, full size.

raguly between two crowns in chief, and charged with another

in base ;
a lion statunt affronte on either side of this shield.

The legend is,

* Station commune : fcaiituoiu : i : commbnitatt* : bille :

tiomtnt : l&egts : colceftrte.
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The reverse, instead of the simple castle of the former seal,

presents a battlemented wall of enceinte, flanked by two lofty
turrets with conical roofs, outside of which in the field stand two
lions affrontes. The gateway protected by two turrets, the

pointed roofs of which rise a little above the battlement,' is open,

showing the portcullis raised. A bridge apparently of ^planks
crosses the water of the moat. A high building, the entrance

to which is protected by a tower, square in form, and with

another portcullis showing in the gateway, together with smaller

towers and edifices, fill the enclosing wall, the battlements of

which appear behind the town, as in a sort of bird's-eye view.

Legend,

Inttabtt : tf)c in : qucrttoam : castelium : et tnuitet : qutfiam :

esceptt : eum

This seal was probably substituted for the old one about

the date of Edward IV.'s charter which incorporated the town
under the style of the Bailiffs and Commonalty of the Burgh of

Colchester.

A much reduced engraving of it is in Lewis's Topographical
Dictionary of England and Wales. It is hardly necessary to

observe that Saint Helena, mother of the Emperor Constantine,

was, according to the current English tradition, a native of Col-

chester. Hence the occurrence of her effigy on the town seals."

J. W. BARNES, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and presented a draw-

ing of a Grave-slab found under the floor of the nave near the

chancel of AyclifTe church, co. Durham, which drawing he had
reduced in May, 1883, from a tracing lent him for that purpose by
Mr. C. C. Hodges, who has since published it in his Sepulchral

Slabs, &c. of the county of Durham, part i. plate 3. Aycliffe is a

parish in the ward of Darlington, the south-western district of

the county of Durham. A description of the church will be
found in Surtees's Durham, vol. iii. p. 325, where mention is

made of a slab somewhat similar in character, it would seem,
with the one before us, and which is also figured in the work by
Mr. Hodges already referred to, The slab is stated by Mr.
Barnes to be 5 feet 4 inches in height, 2 feet 4 inches in width
at the top, and 2 feet 2 inches at the bottom. The design in

low relief on the slab consists of a plain upright cross on a

Calvary of four steps, of which several examples are to be found in

Cutt's Sepulchral Slabs, pi. xxiii. xxiv. xliv. lix. At a distance

of about one-third up from the bottom of .the lower shaft of this

upright cross there issues on each side a pair of oak-leaves.

Above these again, about the middle of the shaft, are carved on

the dexter side a chalice, and on the sinister side a Textus,
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against each of which a bird perches its feet. From the angles
of the upright cross there issue the four limbs of a cross-saltire,

terminating in conventional wheel-shaped flowers of eight leaves.

Examples of the Chalice and Textus, found separately, are not

by any means uncommon on grave-slabs. (See Cutts, pi. v. ix.

xii. xxiii. xxviii. xliii.) But although birds are found as an

appendage to cups, no other example is at hand of a bird perched
on the Textus. Both Dr. Charlton in his Memoir on the

Sepulchral Slabs of Durham (Archaeological Journal, vol. v.

p. 254), and Mr. Boutell in his Christian Monuments, p. 60,
observe that the Chalice and Book are rarely found, with a cross,

on the same slab. It may be observed that a cross with two oak-

leaves issuing from the sinister side of the shaft is found on a

grave-slab at Kokeby in Yorkshire, and is figured in Boutell,

p. 95.

ALFRKD T. EVERITT, Esq., exhibited, by the hands of the

Treasurer, a Deed in English, dated 1471, relating to the endow-
ment of a Chantry Priest in Macclesfield church.

The following is a transcript of this document :

' H* is ordent and graunted first be Sir John Savage Elder then Stuward of

Macclesfelde, and after be Thomas of Lyversege at that tyme beyng Mayre and
the Aldermen of the same, with alle the gode men and cornyners of the parcssh,
to make a Stokke to stond ever and abyde and to be kept in trvve men's hondes
with a sufficient surete ther'pon and never to be broken to that entente, with the

grace of God, to here a yerle Rent to the fyndyng of a Presto before the Emage
of oure Lady in the chapell of All halowes of Macclesfelde, and all gode and
tnve cristen men and wymmen that wille gyffe any godes after theire power
therto. Whoso ever is our' Lady presto shall every Sonenday and haleday
whille the world gose aboute before that he goo to the lavatore pray speciale for

all the brethren and the sistren of oure Lady service First for the gode lyfe

welefare and prosperite of all those brethren and sistren that ben alyve that God
save and kepe them in gode lyves and vertue wheyresever they be on lond or

water with Deus mlscreatur nostri, &c. And for all the saulesof those brethren

and sistren that ben past oute of this worlde with Drprofundis, &c. And allso

the suyd preste for the tyme beyng to have all those brethren and sistren con-

tinuale in his memento in the masse. [Here occurs a sign of a cross between

four dots, apparently from the pen of the original scribe.] And this ordinans

and grauute thus' ever to be kept andperformet in theire dayes that none bene

officers. And thei to giffe charge of the same to all those that comen after liem.

And there to the sayde Sir John beyng Stuward for the tyme beyng hase

made faythe and sctte his seall. And the sayde Mayre and Aldermen with all

the burgesLes] of the sayde towne have sette-to theire comyn seall. Gevyn in

[the] Chapell of all halowes at Macclesfeld in the fest of Saynt Valentiui In

the yere of our Lorde mcccclxxj .

Two plaited silk laces for seals. On one a minute fragment,

perhaps of wax, remains.

Macclesfield is or anciently was a chapelry in the extensive

parish of Prestbury. The church, or chapel, as it is more correctly

described in the deed now exhibited, is known to have been
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originally dedicated to All Saints, though for some unascertained

reason it has since the Reformation been styled St. Michael's.

There were several chantries in this church, but none at the

Dissolution, entitled of the Blessed Virgin.
The intention seems to have been to found a sort of confrater-

nity, consisting of all contributors, present and future,- to the

joint stock, and referred to as
' the brethren and sistren of our

Lady service.'

In 1548 there were in this church the Rode service,' the
* Jesus service,' and the *

Trinity service.' There was an altar

in the church dedicated to the Blessed Virgin as early as 1361 9

and in 1536 c Our Ladyes aulter' is expressly mentioned.

Some notice of Sir John Savage, the elder, the principal
founder of this confraternity, will be found in Mr. Earwaker's

East Cheshire, iii. 479. He died in 1495, and his monument
in alabaster, erected in Macclesfield church, is engraved, p. 493,
in the work just named.

Mr. Earwaker remarks that this document fills a blank in

his already very full list of Mayors of Macclesfield. (East

Cheshire, iii. 463-467.) Thomas Liversege occurs in that list as

mayor in the years 1474-5 and 1476-7. It now appears that he
held the office in 1471.

Mr. Earwaker's list of '

High Stewards of Macclesfield,' ib.

p. 467, begins with Sir John Savage in 1595. The office, it

will have been seen from Mr. Everitt's deed, was held by one of

the family full one hundred years earlier.

The language of the deed is somewhat involved, and I am
not sure that some words are not omitted at the mark of the

cross.

The loss of Sir John Savage's seal, and that of the town, is

a matter of regret. I am not convinced, however, that seals

were ever attached. If they had been, somewhat more than

a minute fragment of wax should remain."

J. H. COOKE, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretly for Gloucester-

shire, exhibited an uninscribed Gold British Coin found at

Dursley. The obverse had an ornament derived from the wreath
on the head of Apollo on the coins of Philip. The reverse

showed the remains of a wheel and of a horse with triple tail.

It closely resembled the coin figured in pi. c., fig. 4, of Evans's
British Coins.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited the Matrix
of the Great Seal of the City of Rochester, accompanied by
remarks.

This Paper will be published in the Archaeologia. Y:
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R. P. PULLAN, Esq., F.S.A., communicated Notes on recent

Discoveries by the Right Hon. Sir J. Savile Lumley, G.C.B.,
near Lake Nemi. This Paper will be published in the Archaeo-

logia.

W. GALLOWAY, Esq., gave an account of a Horse Interment

which he had discovered in the Island of Colonsay, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the grave of the Viking or Warrior, of whose
remains Mr. Galloway exhibited interesting specimens in May,
1884. (See Proc, 2d S. vol. ix, p. 313.) This account of the

Horse Interment will be published in the Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these Communications.

The Ordinary Meetings of the Society were then adjourned to

November 19th, 1885.
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SPECIAL MEETING.

July 2nd, 1885, 4'30 p.m.

JOHN EVANS, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S, President,
in the Chair.

'The President stated that this meeting had been specially

summoned, in pursuance of Notices duly issued, for the purpose
of considering a Draft of an Alteration of the Statutes which had
been submitted by the Council at the Ordinary Meeting of June

llth, and which a copy had been sent to every Fellow, along
with a summons to the Special Meeting convened for this day.
After some words in explanation of the general scope of the

alterations which had been unanimously proposed by the Council,
the President called upon the Secretary to read the Chapter (XIX.)
in the Statutes relating to

" the making, altering, and revocation

of Statutes."

After some discussion, the Ballot was successively taken on
each of the three clauses or alterations which are printed under
the Proceedings of June llth, 1885.

The first, raising the number of Fellows from 600 to 700, was
carried by a majority of 33 Ayes to 23 Noes.

The second, raising the amount of Composition Fee, was
carried by a majority of 49 Ayes to 5 Noes.

The third, suspending Chap. XV. of the Statutes on the vaca-

tion of office by the present Secretary, was carried by a majority
of 34 Ayes to 12 Noes.
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Aberdeenshire, stone monuments in,

304-310

Acanthus, the Dorian, 341
Accounts of the Society, 75, 141, 271

Accounts, mode of dealing with, temp.
Eliz. at Carlisle, 335

Acton (Dame Johanna de), tomb of, at

Mynchin Barrow priory, 93

Admiralty jurisdiction, emblem of, 127-
128

Aland (Sir J. Fortescue), MS. copy of

reports, &c., of, 131-132

Albany (H.R.H. Duke of), address on
the death of, 74, 89-90, 105 ; Presi-

dential notice of, 77

Alexander, statue of, as Helios, 269
Alexander III. of Scotland, coins of,

137

Alresford, Roman remains at, 178

Altar, Roman, discovered at Carlisle,

154

Amherst (W. A. Tyssen, F.S.A.), exhi-

bition of specimen of the Opus Hiber-

nicum, 72-73
Ancholme valley, remains of forest in,

112

Anderson (John), election of, 62

Andrew (St.), representation of, 194

Anglo-Saxon barrow at Taplow, 19-20

church at Lyminge, 169

translation of Apostles'

Creed, 275
remains at Lyminge, 206 ;

at Toddington, 36-38

sword-knife exhibited, 17-

18

Animal bones discovered near Brigg,

111; in barrow at Lichfield, 19

Anne (St.), representation of, 194

Anniversary Meeting, 71, 75-87, 279-

294

Annunciation, representation of, 190

Antoninus, 7th Iter of, sites in the, 66

Apollonia (St.), representation of, 189

Apostles, stones representing the, near

Dumfries, 304

Apostles' Creed, variations in, 274-279

Appleby, St. Lawrence church, tombs
in, 140

Archaeologia, publication of, 284

Archaeological survey, suggestion for

the undertaking of, 283
Architectural discoveries, 35
Architecture of some towns in Meck-

lenburgh and Pomerania, 61

Armfield (Rev. H. T., F.S.A.), on
Roman remains in Essex, 177-178

Armoire in Bayeux cathedral, 53-54
Arms of Blount family, 171-172
Arreton Down (Isle of Wight), bronze

dagger from, 28

Art, temp. Henry IV., 197
Arundel family, in Sheviock, Cornwall,

266-267

Ascension, mural painting of, in Frisk-

ney church, 117-119
Asia Minor Exploration Fund, contribu-

tion to, 83

Askew (Sir Hugh), brass of, temp. 1547,
153

Assassination plot, temp. Will. III.,

tract on, 57
Atkinson (Alfred), on prehistoric road-

way near Brigg, 110-115

Auchincorthie, monuments of, 305-308

Auchindoune, vitrified forts of, 71-72

Auditors, appointment of, 39, 168;

report of the, 75, 271

Augustinian church, painting for, 223

Axe, bronze, found at Carnac, 299
hammer (stone), discovered at

Broadway, 28

Aycliffe church, grave-slab found in,

346-347
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Bacton church, chalice and paten of,

328 ; embroidery of, 329

Bagpiper, Roman, figure of at Carlisle,
154

Bailiff, water-, emblem of authority of,

128

Ballot for new Fellows, sec "Elections"

Banchory, stone circle near, 309

Baptismal badge, Greek, 298
Barnes (J. W., F.S.A.), exhibition of

grave-slab found in Aycliffe church,

Durham, 346-347

Barrow, manor of, 93-95
Barrows excavated at Lichfield, 18-19;

atTaplow, 19-20

Bars, clay, discovered in Leagrave
Marsh, 133, 134

Bartholomew (St.), representation of,

194
Battle of Pinkey, mentioned on brass,

153

Baudekyn cloth, in painting of 15th

cent, 220

Bayeux cathedral, paintings on an
armoire in, 53-54

Beads, Anglo-Saxon, discovered at Tod-

dington, 37, 38, 175

Beauchamp, arms of, 136

Beaumont, hoard of coins, 14th cent.,

found at, 191-193
Beck (Rev. James), exhibition of a

Saxon sword by, 17-18

Bedfordshire, see "Leagrave Marsh,"
"
Toddington"

Bell (Doyne C.), appointed auditor, 39
exhibition of bronze

gilt spur by, 8

Bennington, manor and church of, 155-

160

Berkleys, family of, 94-95 '

Berkshire, see "
Taplow

"

Beverley, grant to, by Joan, Princess of

Wales, 161-162

Binding, Elizabethan, 331
Birch (George Henry), election of, 323;

admission of, 342
Birch (Dr. Samuel), exhibition of speci-
men of Graeco-Egyptian art, 121

Birds in sepulchral ornamentation, 347

Bispham church, destruction of ancient

signs in, 106-107
Blair (Robert), election of, 130

exhibition of photograph
of inscribed stone found at South

Shields, 195-197

Blount family, heraldic panels belonging
to, 170-173

Bodleian Library, trenchers belongingto,
210

Bodley (George Frederic), election of,

167 ; admission of, 253 ;

Bolingbroke (Old), antiquities found at.

121

Bond (W.), marriage of, 1599, 266
Bone, fragment of, discovered at Sutton,

107

implement discovered near Brisrg,
111

ornament discovered at Sitting-
bourne, 29

Book-stamps at Leyden, 132-133
Books, binding of Elizabethan, 331

early tracts, &c., exhibited, 57

presented to the Society, see
" Presents "

Bootle church, brass in, 153 ; octagonal
font in, 340

Borlase (W. C.), election of, as Vice-

President, 87
Borsholders' staves, of Rochester, 125

Boston, silver oar of, 127
Boteler family, arms of, 136
Bothe (John, temp. 1497), effigy of,

64

Bottles, heraldic, 300-302

Bowness-on-Solway, discovery of coins

at, 137

Bracelet, gold, discovered in Ireland,
177

Bracer, discovered at Sittingbourne, 29

Bragge (William), obituary notice of,
281

Brass in Bootle church, 153

Brasses (foreign), rubbings of, 140

Braunston, priory house near, reliquary
found at, 67-70

Bread (blessed), custom of distributing,
27

Brent (Francis), election of, 167
Briefs in parish registers of Sheviock,

Cornwall, 266

Brigg, prehistoric roadway near, 110-115
British hearth at Sutton, 107-108

pottery discovered in barrow at

Lichfield, 19

Broadway, Worcestershire, bronze im-

plements found- at, 28
Bronze arm fouftd in London, 91-93

axe found at Carnac, 299

implements from Isle of Wight,
28 ; discovered at Sittingbourne, 29,

30; at Toddington, 174, 175; stone
mould for casting, 16-17 ; from Wor-
cestershire, 29

lamp, Roman, found in Carlisle,
16

. objects discovered in barrow at

Taplow, 19; at Toddington, 37, 38
ornament discovered in barrow

at Lichfield, 18

torque found at Luxor, 299

Brooch, Spanish, from Teneriffe, 300
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Brooke, manor of, granted to Antony
Cope, 69

Brown (R.,jun., F.S.A.), exhibition of

pottery bearing figures of constella-
tions, 105-106

Buccleuch (Duke of), exhibition of seals

by, 40-49
Buckfast abbey, excavations at, 34-36;

leaden bulla found at, 67

Buckle, Anglo - Saxon, discovered at

Toddington, 37

, gold, discovered in barrow at

Taplow, 20

Bugsworth, grant of land in, temp.
Edward III., 161

Bulla, leaden, of Pope John XXII., 67
Burial, Celtic, at Sittingbourne, 29-30
Burial in woollen, 58-59

Burial-places, British, child interments

in, 19

Butchers, guild of, at Carlisle, 339
Butley, Augustinian priory of, deeds

relating to, 104

Bye-laws, municipal and guild, of Car-

lisle, 331-340

Byssh (John de la), seal of, temp. 1342,
52

Cairns, see "
Megalithic monuments "

Caileva Attrebatum, site of, 66

Calverley (Rev. William Slater), election

of, 253
; admission of, 324 ; exhi-

bition of cast of a stone from Isel,

Cumberland, 330-331

Cambridge, seals of the Colleges and

University of, 225-252

Carlisle, episcopal registers of, 17, 140

municipal records of, discovered,
17

-
municipal and guild bye-laws

of, 331-340
records of the court of the

mayor and bailiffs of, 138
Koman objects discovered at,

altar, 154
; bronze lamp, 16 ; sepul-

chral stone, 273

siege of, temp. Charles I., 153-

154

Carlisle cathedral, two ancient copes of,

188-191
letters discovered in, 153

Carlisle (Archdeacon of), seal of, 152

Carnac, bronze axe found at, 299
Carnarvon (Right Hon. the Earl of),

election of, as President, 87 ;
address

by, 77-86, 279 292
Catacombs of Rome, 178-187

Catalogue of books belonging to the

Society, 289-291
Catherine (St.), representation of, 189,

194

Catherington. parish church of, 54-56
Celt, neolithic, discovered at Sitting-

bourne, 30
Celtic interment at Sittingbourne, 29-30
Chain of office, mayor's, of Rochester

124

Chaldon church, mural painting at, 327-
328

Chalice from Hunstanton, 108-109
Chalice and paten, of Bacton, Hereford-

shire, 328 ; of West Drayton, 259-260 ;

belonging to Lord Hatherton, 260-262
Chamber, Robert, abbot of Holm Cul-

tram, 1507-1518, 341
Chancellor of University of Cambridge,

seal of, 228
Charles I., siege of Carlisle, temp., 153-

154
Charles II., concealment of, near Cather-

ington, 56
Cheales (Rev. H. J.), exhibition of

tracing of mural painting from Frisk-

ney church, 117-119

Cheese-trenchers, roundels spoken of as,

208
Chester

(Ranulph,
Earl of), 156

Chewton Mendip, manor of, 158
Child interments in British barrows, 19
Christ's College,Cambridge, seals of, 245-

246

Christianity, early, in Cumberland. 331

Christians, early, catacombs of, at Rome,
178-187

Church furniture, inventory of, 109-110
Churches of York, proposed destruction

of, 254-259

Churches, sec
"
Appleby," "Aycliffe."

"
Bacton,"

"
Bennington,"

"
Bisp-

ham," "Bootle,"
"

Catherington,"

"Derby,"
"
Lutterworth,"

" Maccles-

field,"
"
Mynchin Barrow priory

"

Churchwardens' accounts of St. Peter-

in-the-East, Oxford, 25-28

Circles, stone, in Scotland, 302

Cistercian abbey at Buckfast, 35

Civil marriage, instance of, 1657, 267
Clare Hall, Cambridge, seals of, 232-

234
Clark (G.T., F.S.A.), exhibition of spe-

cimens of vitrified forts of Geddes and

Auchindoune, 71-72

Clarke (Joseph, F.S.A.), appointed au-

ditor, 39

Clarke (Somers, jun., F.S.A.), paper on

Westminster Hall, by, 21-22

Clausentum, site of, 66

Clay bars, discovered in Leagrave Marsh,

133-134

Clocks, two curious, 201-204

Coates (J. P.) exhibition of views of

the Roman Wall, 167

VOL. X. 2 A
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Codex Diplomaticus, suggestions for a

national, 283

Ccemeteria, use of the word, 179
Coins discovered at Alresford (Roman\

178; at Beaumont (14th cent.), 191-

193 ; at Bowness-on-Solway, 137 ;

at Dursley (gold British), 348 ; at

East Kirkby(St.Eadmund), 120-121 ;

in London (Vespasian and Nero), 91-

93 ; at Pillaton Hall, 260
Coins (Greek), exhibited, 324
Colchester, seal of, 342, 343-346 ; water-

bailiff's silver oar, 127
Collier (John Payne), death of, 78

Colonsay, island of, horse interment in,

349

Commodus, coins of, discovered at

Alresford, 1 78

Commoner, definition of, at Carlisle,

temp. Eliz., 334
Communion cups, exhibition of, 329

Composition fee, increase of. 350

Constellations, pottery bearing figures

of, 105-106
Cook (James), exhibition of deed of

confirmation and release, A.D. 1268,
272

Cooke (J. H., F.S.A.), exhibition of

letters of Bishop Lloyd, 325-326 ; of

gold British coin found at Dursley,
348 ;

'

notes on a flint celt from

Gloucestershire, 325

Cooper (Major W. Cooper, F.S.A.),
exhibition of remains in Anglo-Saxon
grave, 36-38; exhibition of clay bars

and pottery from Leagrave Marsh,
133-135; exhibition of two clocks,

201-204; on excavation at Todding-
ton, 173-175

Coote (Henry Charles), obituary notice

of, 281

Cope (Antony), grant of manor of

Brooke to, 69

Copes (two ancient), of Carlisle cathe-

dral, 188-191; Flemish, 193-194

Cordwainer, Roger Corvesario, witness

to a deed, 52

Cordwainers, guild of, at Carlisle, 339

Cornwall, stones and crosses of, ord-

nance surveyors placing marks on,

259
Cornwall, see " Sheviock "

Corpus Christi, College Cambridge, seals

of, 238-239

Corpus Christi, guild celebration of, at

Carlisle, 339-340

Council, election of, 87, 293-294
Courts at Carlisle, temp. Eliz., 338-

339
Craft guilds at Carlisle, temp. Eliz.,

339-340

Crawford and Balcarres (James Ludovic

Lindsay, Earl of), election of, 272;
admission of, 297

Creeny (Rev. W. F.), exhibition of

rubbings of foreign brasses, 140

Cremation, remains of, in .Leagrave
Marsh, 133-135

; at Lichfield, 18,

19

Croglin, stone mould for casting*bronze
implements found at, 16-17

Cross, churchyard, discovered at Ca-

therington, 55

stone, remains of at Isel, Cumber-
land, 330-331

Crosses of Cornwall, ordnance sur-

veyors placing marks on,' 259

Crossley (James), death of, 78

Crowhurst, Roman urns found at, 116-
117

Crown collection of pictures, 9-12
Croxden abbey, Gatehouse chapel at,

263

Cubicula, earliest of Christian churches,
180

Cumberland, recent discoveries in, 15-

17,137-140, 151-154

megalithic monuments in,
311-313

see "Beaumont," "Bootle,"
"Bowness," "Carlisle,"

"
Croglin,"" Holme Cultram,"

" Isel
"

Cummings (W. H.), election of, 62 ;

admittance of, 66

Cup-markings, 303-304
Curteis (Rev. T. S.), election of, 62 ;

admittance of, 66

Daggers, bronze, discovered at Arreton

Down, 28 ; at Broadway, 28

Day (Robert, F.S.A.), on gold orna-
ments found in Ireland, 176-177

Deal, water-bailiff's silver oar, 127

Debate, rules of, in Carlisle munici-

pality, 333

Derby, see " Bugsworth," "High Peak,"
" Macclesfield >'

Derby, All Saints church, effigy in, 63-
66

Devonshire, see " Buckfast Abbey"
Dillon, (Hon. H. A., F.S.A.), exhibi-

tion of photographs of prehistoric
flint implements from Rorke's Drift,

60-61

Dionysos, statue of the youthful, 298

Director, election of, 87, 293

Dishes, Roman pewter, discovered, 38

Doddridge (Sir John), portrait of, pur-
chased, 84

Doclington, arms of the family of,

301
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Donations to the Society, sec "Pre-
sents

"

Dorian Acanthus, 341
Dorian Peninsula and Gulf, 50
Dorset, sec,

"
Lyme Regis," Sher-

borne "

Dover^water-bailiff's silver oar, 127

Downing College, seals of, 251

Dress, in picture of 15th century, 220

Drinking-horn discovered in barrow at

Taplow, 20

Drinkings, guild, at Carlisle, temp.
Eliz., 339-340

Duke (Rev. R. R.), admission of, 264
Dumfries, stone ring near, 303
Dunstan (St.), church built by, 169
Durham, sec,

"
Aycliffe"

Dursley, gold British coin found at, 348

Dwelling, underground, in Strathdon,
310

Dyce, stone circle near, 308

Eadmund (St.), coin of, found at East

Kirkby, 120-121; seals illustrating
the legend of, 100-101

Earwaker (J. P., F.S.A.), exhibition of

documents, 155
East Kirkby, coin of St. Eadmund

found at, 120-121
Eastwick (E. B., F.S.A.), death of, 78
Ecclesiastical seals, 40-45

Ecclesiology of some towns in Mecklen-

burgh and Pomerania, 61

Edinburgh, engraving of, 62

Edmund (St.), the King, sec " Ead-
mund "

Edward I., charter of, to Lyme Regis,
200 ; coins of, 137

Edward III., grant by Philippa, Queen
of, 161

Edward VI., seals for exercising eccle-

siastical jurisdiction, temp., 165

Edward, Black Prince, grant by widow

of, 161-162

Egyptian (GrEeco-) art, exhibition of

specimen from Cairo, 121

Elections of Fellows, 14, 130, 167,350
Elias (St.), representation of on seal,

43
Eliot (Sir John), MS. copy of speeches

of, 131-132

Elizabeth (Queen), municipal and guild

bye-laws of Carlisle, temp., 331-340 ;

picture of Job, temp., 39-40 ; seals,

temp., 226
;
trenchers belonging to,

210
Elmham (North), deed relating to land

in, 97

Elton (C. J., F.S.A.), exhibition of two
MS. volumes, 131-132

Embroidery, examples of, 188-1 91 ;

from Bacton church, 329
Emmanuel College, seals of, 250-251
Enamel (Limoges), reliquary of, 67-70
Ermine street, Gloucestershire, early

diagram of, 198; Roman urns dis-
covered on, 149

Essex, see "
Alresford "

Eugene VI. (Pope), arms of, on seal, 45
Evans (John), election of as Vice-Presi-

dent, 87 ; as President, 293 ; ex-
hibition of roundels, 207-216; exhi-
bition of Greek coins and English
medals, 324

; Paper on a military
decoration relating to the Roman
conquest of Britain, 326

Evans (A. J., F.S.A.), Paper on the anti-

quities of Illyricum, 70-71
Everitt (Alfred T.), exhibition of im-

pression of seal of the city of Salis-

bury, 96-97 ; exhibition of deed rela-

ting to endowment of a chantry priest
in Macclesfield church, 347-348

Falkner (Rev. T. F.), amoval from the

Society of, 87

Farnham, Caesar's Camp near, 66

Fellows, election of, 14, 130, 167, 350

Fenny Compton church, heraldic tiles

from, 135-137

Ferguson (R. S., F.S. A.), on discoveries

in Cumberland, 15-17; report on
Roman camp at Low Borrow Bridge,
30-33 ; report on discoveries in Cum-
berland, 137-140; on antiquities dis-

covered in Cumberland, 151-154;
exhibition of vestments of Carlisle

cathedral, 188-191 ; accountof a find

of silver coins at Beaumont, 191-193;
note on a sepulchral stone found at

Carlisle, 273-274 ; on bye-laws and

guildsof Carlisle, 331-340; exhibition

of rubbing of inscription on font at

Bootle, 340

Ferguson (Professor), memoir on copy
of Albertus Magnus, De Secretis

Mulierum, 216

Ferrey (B. Edmund, F.S.A.), Notes on
the parish church of St. Catherine,

Catherington, Hants, 54-56

Fibulae, Anglo-Saxon, found near

Lyminge, 206

bronze, discovered at Todding-
ton, 37

Financial matters of Carlisle, temp.
Eliz., 335

Fire, mode of dealing with at Carlisle,

temp. Eliz., 334

Fishwick (Lieut.-Col. H.), on destruc-

tion of Signs of the Zodiac in Bispham
church, Lancashire, 1C6-107
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Fitzgerald (Percy), admission of, 62

Fitzgerald the Jacobite, depositions

against, 58

Fitzpatrick (W. J.), election of, 62;
admission of, 135

Flemish school of painting, picture by
the, temp. Henry VII., 1 1

Fletcher (Sir George), letter of, 138
Flint axe, palaeolithic, discovered in

barrow at Lichfield, 19

celt found near Wotton-under-

Edge, 325
celts exhibited, 34

implements at Rorke^s Drift

60-61

Flints, small worked, discovered at Sut-

ton, 107

Font, octagonal, at Bootle, 340

Foot, human, device of, in Roman cata-

combs, 184

Forest, remains of, in the Ancholme val-

ley, 112

Fortnum (C. D. E., F.S.A.), Paper on
terra-cotta head of Greek workman-

ship, 268-269
Fortune (Dame), early representation of,

198
Forum at Rome, plan of, 342
Fountaine collection, exhibition from,

72-73
France (George Flood), election of, 167;

admission of, 168

Franks (Mr.), collection of trenchers,
210

Freshfield (Edwin, F.S.A.), appointed

auditor, 39; election of, as Vice-

President, 89; photographs, &c. of

Westminster Hall, presented to So-

ciety by, 21-22 ; remarks on a

deed poll relating to the brethren of

Holy Cross, Reigate, 51 53; Paper
on the records and other parochial
books of the parish of St. Ste-

phen's, Coleman Street, 60; Paper
on the Palace of the Greek Emperors
at Nymphio, 135; exhibition of pho-

tographs of masons' marks from West-
minster Hall, 176; note on variations

in the Apostles' Creed, 274-279; exhi-

bition of Greek baptismal badge, 298;

transcript of Bishop Lloyd's letters,

321-322

Friskney church, mural paintings in,

117-119

Fry (Right Hon. Sir Edward), election

of, 91; admission of, 116

letter from on manor rolls,

85-86

Furniture, church, inventory of, 109-

110

painted, 53-54

Fylfot ornamentation, 330

Galeazzo (Duke Gian), seal-box of, 49
Galloway (W.), account of horse in-

terment in the island of Colonsay
349

Games, trenchers used for, 209
unlawful, at Carlisle, temp. Eliz.,

336

Gatty (Alfred Scott), election of, 24
Geddes, vitrified forts of, 71-72

Genealogical roll of Kings of England,
197-199

George (St.) and Dragon, yjicture of.-

8-12

Gibbs (Henry Hucks), election of, 323;
admission of, 324

Glass objects discovered in barrow at

Taplow, 19

Roman, exhibited, 150

Glassel, stone circle at, 304-305
Gloucester, Roman urns discovered near

149

Gloucestershire, see "
Dursley,"

" Wot-
ton,"

"
Wotton-under-Edge

"

Glovers, guild of, at Carlisle, 339
God's House College, Cambridge, seals

of, 239
Godwin (E. W., F.S.A.), remarks on
some paintings on an armoire in

Bayeux cathedral, 53-54; exhibition
of genealogical roll of Kings of Eng-
land, 197-199

Gold objects discovered in barrow at

Taplow, 19

ornaments discovered in Ireland
176-177

Gonville Hall, Cambridge, seal of, 236-
237

Gonville and Caius College, seal of, 249-
250

Gournay or Gurney, family of, 93-94
Gower (G, W. G. Leveson, F.S.A.),

exhibition of MS. book of pedigrees,
116; of two urns found at Crowhurst,
116-117; of

portrait of Margaret,
Countess of Cumberland, 140

Graeco-Egyptian art, exhibition of speci-
men from Cairo, 12]

Greek baptismal badge, 298
coins exhibited, 324

Emperors, palace of the, 135

workmanship, terra-cotta head of,

268-269
Green (Emmanuel), election of, 253 ;

admission of, 254
Green (Everard, F.S.A.), appointed

auditor, 39 ; exhibition of a leaden
bulla of Pope John XXII., 67; exhibi-
tion of seal of Richard Towneley, 14-
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15; description of Roman urns dis-

covered near Gloucester, 149; on the
words "O Sapientia" in the Kalen-

dar, 165; on heraldic panels, 170-
173 ; on a triptych of St. John's

house, Sherborne, 217-223
Greenwell (Rev. W., F.S.A.), exhibition

of bronze daggers by, 28-29

Grendon, Blounts of, 170-173
Guild bye-laws of Carlisle, 331-340
Gundulf's Tower at Rochester, 73

Gurney, or Gournay, family of, 93-94

Halls at Oxford, 26

Hants, North, civilization of stone im-

plement workers in, 19

Hants, we" Catherington,"
"

Lichfield,"
"Winchester"

Harvey (Rev. George Tyson), election

of, 167; admission of, 168

Harvey (Rev. W. W.). death of, 78
Harwell (Roger), last prior of Brooke,

69
Haslewood (Rev. Francis), election of,

253 ; admission of, 251
Hatherton (Lord), mediaeval chalice and

paten belonging to, 260-262

Hearth, British, at Sutton, 107-108
Helena (St.), her connection with Col-

chester, 346

Henry II., charters to Winchester, 206

Henry III., seal of Cambridge Univer-

sity, temp., 226

Henry IV., churchwardens' accounts,

temp., 25-28
; municipal records of

Carlisle, temp., 138

Henry V., supposed picture of, 9-10 ;

municipal records of Carlisle, temp.,
138

Henry VI., deed relating to military

service, temp., 162-164 ; municipal
records of Carlisle, temp., 138

Henry VII. and Queen, picture of, 8-

12

Henry VIII., household of, trenchers

used in, 209 > municipal records of

Carlisle, temp., 138 ; seals, temp.,

226; surrender of Buckfast abbey,

temp., 36

Heraldic emblem on glass bottles, 300-

302

panels, exhibition of, 169-170
- seals, 46-49, 252

tiles from Fenny Compton
church, 135-137; at Mynchin Barrow

priory, 93

Hercules, representation of, on Roman

lamp, 16

Herefordshire, see
"
Bacton,"

" Gren-

don
"

Hibernicum, Opus, exhibition of speci-
men of, 72-73

High Peak, manor of, 161

High stewards of Macclesfield, 348
Hill (A. G., F.S.A.), Paper on eccle-

siology and architecture of some
towns in Mecklenburgh and Pome-
rania, 21 ; exhibition of rubbings of

inscriptions from the catacombs of

Rome, 178-187; exhibition of Flemish

cope, 193-194
Holm Cultram, screen from abbey of

341
"
Holy loaf," custom of distributing, 27

Hope (R. C.), election of, 62 ; admit-
tance of. 63

Hope(W. H. St. John, F.S. A.), exhibition
of statuette of St. Sebastian, 57; notes
on an effigy of a secular canon from
All Saints, Derby, 63-66

; Paper on
Gundulf's Tower at Rochester, 73 ;

account of corporation maces, &c., of

Rochester, 121-129 ; notes on corpo-
rate seals of Lyme Regis, 199-201 ;

Paper on seals of Colleges and Uni-

versity of Cambridge, 225-252, 262;
on mediaeval chalice and paten belong-
ing to Lord Hatherton, 260-262 ;

exhibition of Rochester civic insignia,
324 ; exhibition of matrix of great
seal of Rochester, 348

Horse interment in the island of Colon-

say, 349
Howell (Rev. David), election of, 130 ;

admission of, 131

Hull, Carthusian monastery at, monu-
ments of, 272

Hunstanton church, chalice belonging
to, 108-109

Hyde, Lord Chief Justice, monument
of, 56

Hypogseum, use of the word, 180

lago (Rev. W.), letter on ordnance

surveyors placing marks on stones

and crosses of Cornwall, 259
Ikenild Way, early diagram of, 198

Illyricum, antiquities of, 70-71

Inscription, Roman, found at South

Shields, 195-197 ;
at Carlisle, 272

on font at Bootle, 340

Inscriptions from the catacombs of

Rome, 178-187

Inventories, 16th century, trenchers

mentioned in, 209

Inventory of Hunstanton church, 109-

110

Ireland, gold ornaments discovered in,

176-177
Iron instrument found with skeleton at

Toddington, 174
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Isel, Cumberland, quadrangular stone

from, 330-331
Italian seals, 40-49

Jackson (Thomas Graham), election of,

130; admission of, 135
Jacobite plots, papers and tracts on, 57-

59
Jairus' daughter, resurrection of, paint-

ing of, 15th cent , 222
James (St.) of Compostella, representa-

tion of, 190; 15th cent., 218, 220
James II., pamphlet on, 57
Jeffries (Judge), autograph letter of,

139-140
Jenkins (R. C.)> on antiquities in Kent,

169; note on Saxon antiquities found
near Lyminge, 206

Jesus College, Cambridge, seals of,

245
Jewers (A. J., F.S.A.), notes on parish

register of Sheviock, Cornwall, 264-
268

Joan, Princess of Wales, grant by, 161-

162

Joan (Queen of Henry IV.), seal of,

342

Job, picture of, temp. Eliz., 39-40
"
Jockey's Ring," or Caesar's Camp,
near Farnham, 66

John XXII. (Pope), leaden bulla of,

67

John (St.), representation of, 15th cent.,

220-221
Johnson (Robert, sub-dean of All

Saints, Derby, temp. 1527), effigy of,

63-66

Jowdrell (Elyn), will of, temp. 1548,
164-165

Justinian, birthplace of, 70

Kalendar, the words " O Sapientia
"

in

the, 165

Kent, see "
Lyminge,"

"
Sittingbourne,"

" Stone "

Kett of Norfolk, family of, 216

Kings of England, genealogical roll of,

197-199

King's College, Cambridge, seals of, 239-
241

King's Hall, Cambridge, seals of, 232

Kirby (T. F.), exhibition of charters to

Winchester, 206

Knife, Anglo-Saxon, discovered at Tod-

dington, 37

blade of, found with skeleton at

Toddington, 174

handle, 17th cent., found at Old

Bolingbroke, 121

Knife dagger (bronze), discovered at

Sitfingbourne, 29
Knox (John), revision of Prayer-Book

by, 278

Lambert (George, F.S.A.), exhibition
of plate, 328-331

Lamp, bronze (Roman), found.in Car-
lisle, 16

Lancashire, see "Bispham"
Land, grant of by Colchester munici-

pality, 343

tenure, 97, 102

Law, municipal, at Carlisle, temp. Eliz.

338-339
Lazarus (resurrection of), representation

of, 15th cent., 218-220

Leagrave Marsh, pottery and^'fclay bars
discovered in, 133

Lees (Rev. Thomas), election of, 253 ;

admission of, 297

Lefroy (General Sir J. H.), election of,
62

; admission of, 63

Legh, Cheshire family of, temp. Henry
VI., 163

Leicestershire, see " Lutterworth "

Leigh (Captain Egerton), deeds from
collection of, 161, 164, 165

Letters of Sir George Fletcher, 138 ;

Judge Jeffries, 139-140; W. Lloyd,

Bishop of St. Asaph, 321-322, 325-
326

discovered in Carlisle cathedral,
153

Leyden, book stamps from library in,

132-133

Library, sec "
Catalogue "; donations to

the, see " Presents"

Lichfield, barrows at, 18-19

Lily, knights of the, seal, 46

Limoges enamel, reliquary of, 67-70

Lincolnshire, see "
Bennington,"

" Bo-

lingbroke,"
"
Brigg,"

" East Kirkby,"
"
Friskney,"

" Mavis Enderby,"
" New

Holland "

Little Bealings, Suffolk, Anglo-Saxon
sword-knife discovered at, 17-18

Llandaff (Richard Lewis, Bishop of),

elected fellow, 39 ; admission of,

135

Lloyd (Rev. G.), amoval from the

Society of, 87

Lloyd (W., Bishop of St. Asaph), letters

of, 321-322, 325-326

London, Fenchurch Street, bronze

fingers found in, 92
' Gracechurch Street, bronze

hand and wrist found in, 93

Newgate, view of, temp. Wil-
liam III., 67
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London, St. Stephen's, Coleman Street,
parish, papers and records of, GO

Seething Lane, bronze arm found
in, 91-93

see " Westminster Hall"
Long Meg and her daughters, 31 1-313
Loretto, buildings of, represented on

seal, 45
Low Borrow Bridge, Roman camp at,

17,30-33
Lubbock (Sir John), Act for preserva-

tion of ancient muouments, 285-286
Lukis (Rev. W. C.), explorations by,

84; on plan of Stanton Drew, 149 ;

report of survey of rpegalithic monu-
ments in Scotland, Cumberland, and

Westmoreland, 302-320; plans of
Cornwall by, 285

Lumley (Right Hon. Sir J. Savile), dis-

coveries near Lake Nemi, by, 349 ;

Paper on recent excavations and dis-

coveries atCivita la Vigna, Rome, 296
Lutterworth church, mural paintings in,

67

Luxor, bronze torque found at, 299
Lyme Regis, municipal seals of, 199-201

Lyminge, ancient burial-places at, 169;
Anglo-Saxon antiquities found near,
206; Roman buildings at, 169

Macclesfield church, deed of endow-
ment of a chantry priest in, 347-348

Maces of Carlisle, 138 ; of Rochester,

121-122, 123, 126, 128-129, 324

Maces, origin of, 126

Machlinia, work printed by, 216

Magdalene College, Cambridge, seals of,

247

Manchester, collegiate church of, seal

of, 164
Manor rolls, preservation of, 85-86

Manumission of villein, charter for, 156,
160

MSS. volumes of Sir John Eliot's

speeches, 131-132
of Sir John Fortescue Aland's

Reports, 131-1.32

Margaret (St.), representation of, 189

Market, rules for, at Carlisle, temp.

Eliz.j 336-338

Marriage, civil, instance of, 1657, 267

Marshall (George W., F.S.A.), exhibi-

tion of heraldic bottles, 300-302

Martha (St.), representation of, 15th

cent., 219
Martin (Thomas), vicar of Stone, Kent,

1625, 215

Mary (St.), representation of, 15th

cent., 219
Maskell (William, F.S.A.), exhibition of

picture by, 39-40

Masons' marks at Westminster Hall
176

Matthew (St.), representation of, 189
Mavis 'Enderby, Nuremberg tokens

found at, 121

Mayor, privileges of, at Carlisle. 334,
335

chain of office, Rochester,
124

Mayors of Macclesfield, 348

Mecklenburgh, architecture of towns in,
61

Medals (English), exhibited, 324

Megalithic monuments in Cumberland,
311-313; in Scotland, 302-310; in

Westmoreland, 313-320

Mendhnm, deeds relating to Cluniac

priory of, 101-105

Merchants, guild of, at Carlisle, 339
Michael House College, Cambridge,

seals of, 231-232
Michael (St.), painting of, at Gathering-

ton, 55

Micklethwaite (J. T., F.S.A.), Paper on
'

Westminster Hall by, 22
Middleham Castle, Yorkshire, spur

found at, 8

Middlesex, sec "Teddington," "West
Drayton

"

Middleton (J. H., F.S.A.), Paper on
discoveries in the Atrium of Vesta in

the Roman Forum, 59 ; on discoveries

at Rome, 151, 154 ; exhibition of

plan of the Forum at Rome, 342

Midmar, stone circle near, 300
Milan (Sforza family, Dukes of), seals

of, exhibited, 40-49

Military service, temp. Henry VI., deed

relating to, 162-164

Milman (H. S.), election of, as Director,

87,293
Miracles, representation of Our Lord's,

15th cent., 218-222

Money, mode of keeping, at Carlisle,

temp. Eliz., 335

Money (Walter, F.S.A.), examination

of barrows at Lichfield, Hants, 18-19

Monoliths,.?<"" Megalithic monuments"
Moore (Edward St. F.), on a British

hearth at Sutton, 107-108

Mould, stone, for casting bronze imple-
ments, 16-17

Municipal bye-laws of Carlisle, 331-340
charter to Beverley, 161-162

;

to Winchester, 206

insignia of Rochester, 121-

129,324
property, sale of, 127

records of Carlisle, 17, 138

seals of Colchester, 342, 343-

346 ; of Lyme Regis, 199-201
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Mural painting at Chaldon church, 327-
328

Myers (Walter, F.S.A.). exhibition of a

bronze torque, &c., 299-300

Mylne (Rev. R. S., F.S.A.), photograph
of churchwardens' accounts from

Oxford, exhibited by, 25-28

Mynchin Barrow priory, 93-96

Nanson (William), election of, 130 ;

admission of, 253

Napper (H. F.), on the sites of Clau-

sentum, Venta Belgarum, Calleva

Attrebatum, and Pontes, 66

Nattali (Benjamin), election of, 130;
admission of, 135

Necklet, Anglo-Saxon, found near Lym-
inge, 206

Nemi (Lake), recent discoveries near,

349
Neolithic celt discovered at Sitting-

bourne, 30
Nesbitt (A., F.S.A.), exhibition of Roman

glass, 150

New Holland, Roman pottery found at,

106

Newgate, view of, on tract, William III.,

57
Niblett (J. D. T.), death of, 78

Nicholls (J. F.), death of, 78

Nightshade (deadly), represented on

seal, 47
Nithsdale (Lord), entertainment of, at

Carlisle, 153

Niven (William), election of, 24 ; ad-

mission of, 34
exhibition of flint celts by, 34

Noah, representation of, in catacombs at

Rome, 182

Noel (Andrew), alienation of manor of

Brooke to, 69

Norfolk, deeds relating to, 97-105 ; see
" Elmham "

Norman architectural remains, 35

North (Thomas), death of, 78

Norwich (Bishops of), seals of, 97-98,

103

prior and convent of, seal of,

103

Nuremberg tokens, see " Tokens "

Nymphio, near Smyrna, palace of Greek

Emperors at, 135

" O Sapientia," the words in the

Kalendar, 165

Oar, silver, of Rochester Corporation,
122-123

Obituary notices of members, 77-80,

279-282

Office, derivation of personal name
from, 52

Offices, municipal, Rochester, 121-129

Oil-painting of St. George and Dragon.
8-12

Orde-Powlett (Hon. W. T.), exhibition
of four seals, 295-296

Ordnance surveyors, practice of placing
marks on the stones and crosses of

Cornwall, 259
Ornaments from Teneriffe, 300
Oxford, St. Peter-in-the-East, church-

wardens' accounts of, 25-28

Paganism and Christianity, 187

Paintings on an armoire in Bayeux
cathedral, 53-54

church, at Catherington, 55,
56

mural, at Chaldon church,
327-328; in Friskney church, 117-
119

see
"
Picture "

Palace of the Greek Emperors near

Smyrna, 135
Palaeolithic flint axe discovered in

barrow at Lichfield, 19
Parish papers and records, see "Lon-
don"

Parker (John Henry, F.S.A.), death of,

39, 51, 79-80

Parry (Blanche), maid of honour to

Queen Elizabeth, 329
Paston letters, 288-289
Paten and chalice of Bacton church,

328 ; belonging to Lord Hatherton
260-262 ; of West Drayton, 259-260

Paul (St.), representation of, 194 ; 15th

cent., 218

Pavement, Roman, discovered at Aires-

ford, 178

Payne (George, jun., F.S.A.), on Celtic

interment at Sittingbourne, 29-30
Peacock (Edward, F.S.A.), on prehistoric

roadway near Brigg, 110-115 ; exhi-

bition of rubbings of book-stamps
from Leyden, 132-133

Pedigree of Blount family, 173

Pedigrees, MS. book of, exhibited, 116
Pembroke College, Cambridge, seals of,

234-236
Perceval (C. S.), election of, as Trea-

surer, 87, 293
Perceval (Francis William), election of,

130; admission of, 299

Percy (Henry George, Earl), election of,

14
;
admission of, 34

Percy (Thomas, Bishop of Norwich),
97-100
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Peter (St.), representation of, 194 ;

15th cent., 218, 220, 221

Peterhouse College, Cambridge, seals of,

230-231

Petherick (J.), exhibition of tracts and

MS., 57-59

Philippa (Queen of Edw. III.), grant by,
161

Phillips (Laurence Barnett), election of,

253 ; admission of, 263
Picts Cave, see "Megalithic monu-
ments "

Picture of Job, temp. Eliz., 39-40 ; of

St. George and Dragon, 8-12

Pillaton Hall, coins, &c. found at, 260

Pin, bronze, discovered at Broadway, 28

Pinkey, battle of, mentioned on a brass,

153

Plate, church, see "
Chalice,"

"
Paten,"

" Communion cup"
Plates, gold, discovered in Ireland, 176-

177

Pomerania, architecture of towns in, 61

Pontes, site of, 66

Portrait of Margaret Countess of Cum-
berland, 140

Portraits, English, belonging to the

Society, 289

Posies, custom of using, 208

Posset cup, temp. 1680, exhibited, 329

Pottery, discovered in Leagrave Marsh,

133; at Taplow, 19; at Toddington,
175

British, discovered in barrow at

Lichfield, 19

coarse fragments of, discovered

at Sutton, 107
_ coarse, discovered near Brigg, 1 1 1

Roman, discovered at Alresford,

178; at Low Borrow Bridge camp, 33

(Roman) bearing figures of con-

stellations, 105-106

Pownall (Rev. Canon, F.S.A.), on mural

decorations at Lutterworth, 67 ; exhi-

bition of reliquary of Limoges enamel,

67-70

Prayer Book,'m?
"
Apostles' Creed "

Presents to the Society, 1-8, 13-14, 20-

22, 22-24, 24-25, 33-34, 39, 50, 57,

59-60, 61, 62, 66, 71, 74, 88, 105,

115-116, 119-120, 129-130, 131, 135,

142-148, 151,155,166, 167-168,175-

176, 188, 194-195,205,207,216-217,

253, 254, 262-263, 264, 269-270, 296-

297, 298-299, 320-321, 323,326-327,

342

President, election of, 87, 293

President's address, 75-86, 279-292

Price (J. E., F.S.A ), exhibition of bronze

arm found in London, 91-93

Prints and drawings of the Society, 289

VOL. X.

Prophecies, MS. copy of, 58
Pullan (Richard Popplewell), election of,

323.; admission of, 327; notes on re-

cent discoveries near Lake Nemi, 349

Queen's College, Cambridge, seals of,

242-244

Rae (Edward), election of, 24; admission

of, 297
Rawle (J. S.), admission of, 63

Reading, Calvepit Farm, Calleva iden-

tified with, 66

Ready (R.), exhibition of seal of Joan,

Queen of Henry IV., of John Earl ot

Warrenne and of Colchester, 342-34 f,

Red Cross, public-house sign at Reigate.
53

Registers of the see of Carlisle, publica-
tion of, 1 7

episcopal, of Carlisle, 140

parish, of Sheviock, Cornwall,

264-268
Reichel (Rev. Oswald Joseph), election

of, 130; admission of, 135

Reigate, brethren of Holy Cross at, deed

poll of, 51-53

Reliquary of Limoges enamel, 67-70

opus Hibernicum, 72-73

Rents, entries of, in churchwardens' ac-

counts, Oxford, 25-26

Richard II., grant to Beverley, temj)..

161-162

Richard III., benefactor of Queens' Col-

lege. Cambridge, 243; at Middleham

Castle, 8

Richardson (W. H., F.S.A.), exhibition

of tiles, 135-137

Ring, bronze, discovered at Toddington.

37
enamelled gold, 17th cent., found

at Old Bolingbroke, 121

silver, found at Toddington, 175

Roads of England, early diagram of, 193

Roadway, prehistoric, near Brigg, 110-

115

Robinson (J. C.) on votive picture of S

George and Dragon, 8-11; exhibition

. of two heraldic panels, 169-170

Rochester, civic insignia of, 324
. corporation, maces &c. of, 121-

129
. great seal of, 348

Gundulfs Tower at, 73

Rome, catacombs of, 178-187

discoveries at, 59, 151, 154, 296

Forum at, 342

terra-cotta head found in, 26>-

269

2B
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30-33

Roman altar discovered at Carlisle, 1 54

bagpiper, figure of, at Carlisle,

154

bronze arm found in London,
91-93

camp at Low Borrow Bridge, 17,
J

glass, pieces of, exhibited, 150
inscribed stone found at South

Shields, 195-197

lamp of bronze found in Car-

lisle, 16
-

military decoration relating to

conquest of Britain, 326
- pavement, &c., discovered at

Alresford, 178

pewter dishes, discovery of, 38

pottery found at New Holland,
106

remains at Lyminge, 169

sepulchral stone found at Car-

lisle, 273
sites in Britain, 66
urns found at Crowhurst, 116-

117 ; near Gloucester, 149

wall, views of, 167
Rorke's Drift, flint implements at, 60-61

Roundels, 17th cent., 207-216
Runic characters on Saxon ornament,
206

Kussell (Rev. W. Fuller), obituary
notice of, 281

Rutland, see "
Braunston,"

" Broke *

Rutland (James), excavation of barrow

atTaplowby, 19-20

St. Alban's abbey, restoration at, 283
St. Asaph (W. Lloyd, Bishop of), letters

of, 321-322, 325-326
St. Bernard's College, Cambridge, seal

of, 24]

St. Catherine's Hall, Cambridge, seal of,

244-245
St. John's College, Cambridge, seals of,

246-247
Salimbene family, arms of, 47

Salisbury, seal of, 96-97
Samian ware at Low Borrow Bridge

camp, 33

Sanitary laws at Carlisle, temp. Eliz., 335

Sawyer (Frederic Ernest), election of,

167

Scarth (Rev. H. M.), account of Mynchin
Barrow priory, 93-96

Scharf (George, F.S.A.), on votive pic-

ture of St. George and Dragon, 11-12

Scotchman, law against, at Carlisle,

temp. Eliz., 336

Scotland, megalithic monuments in,

302-310

Scott (Renat), death of, 79
Seal boxes, 48-49
Seals of John de la Byssh, temp. 1342,

52 ; of the colleges and University of

Cambridge, 225-252 ; ecclesiastical,
of Carlisle, 152; of Clemencia Coun-
tess of Chester and Lincokf, 156

; of

Henry Despencer, Bishop of Norwich,
103 ; of Colchester, 342, 343-346

; of
Joan Princess of Wales, 162

;
of Joan

Queen of Henry IV., 342; of Lyme
Regis, 199-201; of collegiate church
of Manchester, 164 ; of Prior and
Convent of Norwich,-I03 ; of Thomas
Percy, Bishop of Norwich, 97-98 ; of

Philippa, Queen of Edward III., 161
;

of Rochester, 348; of Salisbury, 96-
97 ; of Sforza family, Dukes of Milan,
exhibited, 40-49 ; of Richard Towne-
ley, temp. 1628-1660, 14-15; of

Viconte of Caen, 163; of John, Earl

Warrenne, 342-343
Seals found at Wensley, 295 ; exhibited

by Mr. Orde Powlett, 295-296

illustrating the legend of St. Ed-
mund the King, 100-101

temp. Edward VI., for exercising
ecclesiastical jurisdictions, 165

Seaton (E. P.), exhibition of bronze arm
found in London, 91-93

Sebastian (St.), ivory statuette of, 57

Secretary, election of, 87

office of, suspension of statute

relating to, 350

Sepulchral remains in Leagrave Marsh,
133-135; at Lyminge, 169 ; at Tod-

dington, 173-175
slab in Aycliffe church, Dur-

ham, 346-347

stone, Roman, found at Car-

lisle, 273

urns, Roman, discovered near

Gloucester, 149

Sepulchral mounments, see (t

Megali-
thic monuments "

Serjeants-at-rKace, Rochester, 129
Sforza family, Dukes of Milan, seals of,

exhibited, 40-49

Shap Avenue, 313-320

Shene, picture from the altar-piece at,

8-12

Sherborne, Governors of St. John's

house, exhibition of triptych of, 217-
225

Sheviock, parish registers of, 264-268

Shields, discovered in barrow at Taplow,
20

Anglo-Saxon, discovered at Tod-

dington, 37
bosses of, Anglo-Saxon, found

near Lyminge, 206 '
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Shoemakers, guild of, at Carlisle, 339
Silver objects discovered in barrow at

Taplow, 19

rings discovered at Toddington, 1 75

Simpson (Roger), trenchers, temp. 1625,
belonging to, 211-215

Sittingbourne, Celtic interment at, 29-30
Skelton (Christopher), marriage of.

1599, 267

Skinners, guild of, at Carlisle, 339

Skopia, excavations at, 70
Smith (W.), election of as Vice-Pre-

sident, 87

Smiths, guild of, at Carlisle, 339
Smyrna, three small terra-cotta heads

found at, 269
Somerset (John, Earl of), Lieutenant-

Genera], temp. Henry VI., 163

Somersetshire, see " Chewton Mendip,"
"
Mynchin Barrow priory

"

South Shields, Roman inscribed stone
found at, 195-197

Southampton, silver oar of, 127

Spear- heads, Anglo-Saxon, found near

Lyminge, 206; at Toddington, 37

bronze, discovered at Sitting-

bourne, 30

Spratt (Admiral, C.B., F.S.A.), Paper
on Dorian Peninsula and Gulf, 50 ;

Paper on the Gulf of Symi, 2 (J8 ; on a

statue of the youthful Dionysos, 298;

Paper on island of Symi and oil Dorian

Acanthus, 34 1

Spur, bronze gilt, found at Middleham

Castle, 8

Staffordshire, see " Croxden,"
" Pillaton"

Staines, Pontes identified with, 66

Standing stones. 307, 309

Stanley (Hon. W. O.), death of, 79

Stanton Drew, note on plan of, 149

Statuette, ivory, of St. Sebastian, 57

Statutes, alterations in, 323-324, 350

Staves, wooden, of Rochester Corpora-
tion, 125

Stevenson (J. J. ^election of, 62

Stone axe hammer discovered at Broad-

way, 28
. hatchet found in Yorkshire, 67

implement, discovered near Brigg,

111

mould for casting bronze imple-

ments, 16-17

Stone, Kent, vicar of, in 1625, 215

Stonehaven, stone creek at, 305

Strathclyde kingdom, early Christianity

in, 330-331

Strasburg and Passau (Leopold, Bishop

of), seal of, 42

Strathdon, weem in, 310

Streatfeild (Rev. T.), MS. book of pedi-

grees by, 116

Stukeley (Dr.), on Shap Avenue, 313-
316

'

Stutville (Johanna de), deed of, 1268,
272

Suffolk, deeds relating to, 97-105

Suffolk, sec " Little Bealings,
1 ' " Mend-

ham,"
" Sutton "

"
Sugar and wine," entertainment with
at Carlisle, temp. Kliz., 334

Superstitions regarding stone monu-
ments, 307

Surnames to a deed, temp. 1342, 52

Surrey, see "
Crowhurst,"

"
Reigate

"

Sutton, a British hearth at, 107-108
Sutton (Rev. Frederic Heathcote), elec-

tion of, 253 ; admission of, 295

Sword, corporation, of Rochester, 124
- Anglo-Saxon, found near Ly-

minge, 206

Sword-knife, Anglo-Saxon, exhibited,
17-18

Symi, Gulf of, 298
'

Island of, 341

Tailors, guild of, at Carlisle, 339
Talbot de Malahide (Lord), death of,

79

Tankard, silver, of Rochester Corpora-
tion, 124

Tanners, guild of, at Carlisle, 339

Taplow, excavation of barrow at, 19-

20

Teddington, flint celts discovered at,

34

Teneiiffe, ornaments from, 300
Terra-cotta head of Greek workman-

ship, 268-269

Thackeray (Rev. Francis St. John), elec-

tion of, 24 ;
admission of, 34

Thomas (St.) the Apostle, representa-
tion of, 15th cent., 218

Thor, symbol of, on a Cumberland stone,

330

Tiles, heraldic, from Fenny Compton
church, 135-137

Toddington, Anglo-Saxon remains at,

36-38; sepulchral remains at, 173-

175

Tokens (Nuremberg) found at Old

Bolingbroke, 121; at Mavis Enderby,
121

Tombs in church of St. Lawrence.

Appleby, 140

Torque, bronze, found at Luxor, 299

Towneley (Richard), seals of, temp.
1628-1660, 14-15

Trade, bye-laws for regulation of, at

Carlisle, temp. Eliz., 336-338

Treasurer, election of, 87, 293

Trenchers, or roundels, 207-216
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Trinity College, Cambridge, seals of,

249

Trinity Hall, Cambridge, seals of, 237-

238

Triptych belonging to St. John's house,

Sherborne, 217-223
Triskele sign on a Cumberland stone,

330

University Hall, Cambridge, seal of

unknown, 232

Urns, Roman, discovered at Alresford,

178 ; at Crowhurst, 116-117

Usher (Archbishop), arms of, 132

Venta Belgarum, site of, 66

Vestments of Carlisle cathedral, 188-

191

Vice-Presidents, election of, 87, 295

Viking, grave of, 349
Villiers family arms of, 132

Vinon (Rev. Frederick Augustus Holder),
election of, 253 ; admission of, 263

Virgin (the Blessed), representation of

in Roman catacombs, 186

Visconti, arms of, in seal, 42-43

Vitrified forts of Geddes and Auchin-

doune, 71-72

Waller (Rev. A.), exhibition of chalice

and inventory from Hunstanton,
108-109

Waller (J. G.), letter on wall painting
at Chaldon church, 327-328

Wallud's Bank, Bedfordshire, 133-135

Walpole (Horace), picture from collec-

tion of, 9

Walters (F. A.), account of excavations

at Buckfast abbey, 34-36

Ward (Rev. George, F.S.A.), exhibition

of antiquities fro'm Lincolnshire, 120-

121

Wardle (George), Paper on Gatehouse

chapel at Croxden abbey, Stafford-

shire, 263
Warrenne (John, Earl), seal of, 342-343

Warwickshire, see "
Fenny Compton"

Water-bailiff, silver oar of, at Rochester,

127-128

Watling Street, early diagram of, 198

Watson (C. Knight, F.S.A.), election of

as Secretary, 87, 293 ; resignation of

office of Secretary, 286-291, 293, 322,

323

Weavers, guild of, at Carlisle, 339

Weern, in Strathdon, Aberdeenshire,

310

Wensley, seal found at, 295

West Drayton, chalice and paten of,

259-260

West Kington., manor of, 158
Westlake (N. H. J., F.S.A.), exhibition

of pectoral pendant of Spanish origin,
300

Westminster Hall, masons' marks at,

176 ; photographs, &c., of, 21-22

Westmoreland, megalithic monuments
in, 313-320

Westmoreland, see <l

Appleby,"
" Low

Borrow Bridge
"

Weybread, lands and tithes belonging to

church of, 104

Wharncliffe (Earl of), exhibition of a

stone hatchet found in Yorkshire, 67
Wheel of Fortune, early representations

of, 198-199
White (Alfred, F.S.A.), exhibition of

chalice and paten of West Drayton,
259-260

Wickenden (Rev. Canon), death of, 79

Wight (Isle of), bronze dagger found

in, 28
Will of Elyn Jowdrell, temp. 1548, 164

165

William III., pamphlet on, 57
Willis-Bund (J. W.), election of, 62 ;

admission of, 66

Wills, 16th cent., trenchers mentioned

in, 209
Wiltshire, Roman pewter discovered in,

38
see "West Kington

"

Winchester, charters to, 206

Wood, effigy of, in All Saints, Derby, 65

Woollen, burial in, 58-59

Woolmer, Clausenturn identified with,

66

Wolvercote, payment by the parish of,

to Oxford, 26

Worcestershire, see "
Broadway"

Wordsworth (Dr. Christopher), obituary
notice of, 281

Wotton, Roman burial urn discovered

at, 149

Wotton-urv^er-Edge, flint celt found

near, 325

Wylie (W. M., F.S.A.), on prehistoric

roadway near Brigg, 110-115

Yarmouth, Great, silver oar of, 127

York, churches of, proposed destruction,

254-259

Yorkshire, stone hatchet found in, 67
. see "Beverley," "Hull,"

" Middleham castle,"
"
Wensley"

Zodiac, Signs of the, in Bispham church,

106-107 ; on Roman pottery found

at New Holland, 105-106

Westminster: Printed by Nichols and Sons, 25, Parliament Street, S.W.
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